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FOREWORD

The Sixth International Symposium on Preparative Chromatography (PREP'89)
took place in Washington, DC, May 8-10, 1989 at the Washington Sheraton Hotel.
The renewed vigor of the research in this area of chromatography, the importance of
newly developed applications of preparative chromatography and the impact of re
cent advances in the understanding of the non-linear aspects of chromatography were
demonstrated by the scope of the program and the enthusiasm of the participants.
The meeting was attended by over 250 registered delegates from over 12 countries. 30
lectures and oral contributions were presented, while 35 poster contributions were
exhibited and discussed. Three active discussion sessions contributed to important
clarification of ideas on (i) the importance of efficiency in preparative-scale liquid
chromatography, (ii) the strategies for optimization of purifications and (iii) the costs
of preparative liquid chromatography purifications.

It is a pleasure to thank Drs. E. Dose and S. Golshan-Shirazi and Ms. A.
M. Katti who actively contributed to the smooth conduct of the meeting. Special
thanks are due to Mrs. Janet Cunningham, Symposium Manager, for lending her
organizational skills before and during the meeting and allowing its successful oper
ation. The support of the Washington Chromatography Discussion Group is grate
fully acknowledged.

The success of the meeting was largely due to the high quality of its scientific
program. The help of the members of the scientific committee in the review of the
abstracts submitted and in the selection of the program was critically important.

The present volume of the Journal of Chromatography was organized around
the symposium. It contains the text of most of the papers presented during the sympo
sium and submitted by their authors for inclusion in the proceedings. It was supple
mented by invited contributions dealing with preparative chromatography. This has
permitted the presentation of a substantial sample of the experimental and theoretical
work currently carried out in this area. We hope that this volume will be of broad
interest to the chromatographic community. Once again, we are grateful to the edi
torial staff of the Journal of Chromatography for their skill in producing this volume
and their efforts in doing so in such a timely fashion.

GEORGES GUIOCHON
LLOYD R. SNYDER
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GRADIENT ELUTION IN NON-LINEAR PREPARATIVE LIQUID
CHROMATOGRAPHY

FIROZ D. ANTIA and CSABA HORVATH*

Department a/Chemical Engineering, Yale University, P.O. Box 2159 Yale Station, New Haven, CT06520
(U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

The effect of column overload in gradient elution is studied theoretically using
a model based on a differential mass balance equation that is solved numerically by an
orthogonal collocation method. First elution profiles of a single component and then
the separation of binary mixtures having both constant and non-constant separation
factors with changing modulator concentration are examined and contrasted with
results obtained by isocratic elution under comparable conditions. In overloaded
chromatography of binary mixtures with constant separation factor gradient elution is
shown to be superior to isocratic elution for the cases studied on the basis of
production rate, yield and enrichment factor. For the examination of the results
obtained by gradient elution with binary mixtures having non-constant separation
factors, a logarithmic mean separation factor, which offers a simple means for
comparison and indicates whether or not separation will occur in overloaded
conditions, is introduced. The effect of selectivity inversion due to changes in eluent
strength and the role played by the logarithmic mean separation factor are illustrated.

INTRODUCTION

In elution chromatography, also called wave or zonal chromatography, a pulse
of a mixture is fed into the column and its components are eluted by a continuous
stream of an eluent that binds less strongly to the stationary phase than any of the
eluites. Elution is isocratic when the eluent strength is kept constant throughout the
separation. In gradient elution, introduced almost four decades ago ', the eluent
strength is increased continuously during the chromatographic run by suitable
manipulation of the mobile phase composition upon increasing or decreasing the
concentration of an appropriate additive termed the mobile phase modulator. This
facilitates the separation, in a single run, ofall the components of the mixture, whether
they are initially weakly or strongly bound to the stationary phase. For this reason,
gradient elution is widely used for the separation of mixtures whose components
display a broad range of retentivity. Furthermore, gradient elution is employed
frequently in the separation of biopolymers in order to take advantage of the
concomitant increase in the peak capacity",

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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In most analytical applications, linear elution chromatography (where analytes
are present at low concentrations and their adsorption is governed by Henry's law) is
employed so that the migration of a component is not perturbed by the presence of
other eluites. In preparative chromatography, however, feed concentrations can be
high enough so that the migrating molecules interfere with each other's adsorption. As
a result the adsorption isotherms are non-linear and, under these conditions, the
process is termed non-linear, or overloaded, chromatography.

Gradient elution chromatography with linear adsorption isotherms has been
studied theoretically since the introduction of the technique."? o. The most comprehen
sive treatment has been provided by Snyder". Since the results of these theories do not
apply directly in non-linear conditions, attempts have been made recently to model
overloaded gradient elution with the help of Craig simulations-v !". The goal of our
work is to compare gradient and isocratic elution chromatography under overloaded
conditions using a mathematical description based on a differential mass balance '".
We first outline our model and test it under linear conditions to verify that it matches
the extant theory for this case. The model is then used to compute elution profiles of
single components and of binary mixtures in non-linear gradient elution chromato
graphy. Next, a comparison of performance in gradient and isocratic elution for
a binary mixture having a constant separation factor is presented. Finally, the
phenomenon of selectivity reversal with changing eluent strength and its effects on the
separation of binary mixtures by gradient elution under overloaded conditions are
discussed.

MODEL

The adsorption isotherm
In chromatography, the migration rate of the components ofa mixture, and thus

their separation, depends on how they distribute between the stationary and mobile
phases. In overloaded chromatography, the concentration of an eluite i in the
stationary phase, q;, depends on its own local concentration, Ci, as well as on the local
concentrations of all the other eluites and of the mobile phase modulator, cp. Thus the
adsorption isotherm, which formally describes the equilibrium concentrations of the
components in the two phases, must account for the interdependence of the sorption
behavior of the eluites and the modulator. The simplest multicomponent adsorption
isotherm is the Langmuir isotherm, given by1 6 . 1 7

a.c,
qi=---- i == 1,2, ... , n (1)

where a, and b, are the parameters of the respective single component isotherms and n is
the total number of eluites. The parameter a, is dimensionless and represents the initial
slope of the isotherm, b, has the dimension of reciprocal concentration and the ratio
a.jb, is equal to Ai, the saturation capacity per unit volume of the sorbentfor species i. In
the limit of infinite dilution the isotherm is linear and the retention factor, k;, is equal to
epai, where ep is the ratio of stationary to mobile phase volumes (the phase ratio) which,
for simplicity, is set to unity in this study. The isotherm in eqn. 1 predicts that the
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separation factor for two components, i and}, defined as qjCdqiCj, is constant. For this
reason, when the saturation capacities of the various components are unequal, eqn.
1 does not satisfy the surface analogue of the Gibbs-Duhem equation (the so-called
Gibbs' isotherm) and is therefore thermodynamically inconsisrent'P-!". Nevertheless,
use of the Langmuir isotherm has been found to give results that are in reasonable
concord with experimental data obtained under various conditions when there are no
drastic changes in separation factor with eluite concentration2 0

-
22

.

In view of eqn. 1, the modulator could be treated as one of the n species so that at
low eluite concentrations, the dependence of the retention factor on the modulator
concentration, qJ, would be given by

(2)

where btp is the pertinent isotherm parameter for the modulator. However, the data in
the literature of analytical chromatography for the retention factor versus modulator
concentration do not support eqn. 2. For example in reversed-phase chromatography
the data appear to conform to a relationship of the type"

(3)

Here I( is loglo ki, 1(0 is 10glO(<Pao,;) where aO,i is the value of a, in the absence of
modulator and - Sd2.3 is the slope of the I( - qJ plot. Assuming that the saturation
capacity for a component is constant and independent of the modulator concentra
tion, substituting eqn. 3 into eqn. 1 yields the isotherm

aO,i exp( - SiqJ)Ci
i=I,2, ... ,n (4)

Similarly, in ion-exchange (electrostatic interaction) chromatography with a salt
as the modulator, retention is related to the salt molality in the mobile phase, qJs. via 2 3

I(i = 10glO(<Pal,i) - ZlogqJs i = 1,2, ... , n (5)

where aLi is the projected value of a, at qJs = 1 and Z is a constant representing the
ratio of the apparent valence of the eluite to the valence of the salt counterion.
Substitution of eqn. 5 in eqn. 1 yields the isotherm

i = 1, 2, ... , n (6)

A shortcoming of eqn. 6 is that it becomes indeterminate at qJs = O. Alternatively, the
rigorous isotherm for ion-exchange could be employedv'v ", but it has the disadvan
tage of being implicit in q;
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In this study we use only the isotherm in eqn. 4 which is expected to hold under
conditions where eqn. 3 is valid, i.e., in reversed-phase chromatography with organic
solvent as the modulator, and, with appropriate changes of sign, in reversed-phase or
hydrophobic interaction chromatography with salt as the modulator. The groups aO,i
exp( - Si({J) and aO,i exp( - Si({J)/Ai can be viewed as modified Langmuir parameters a,
and b., respectively. Although the assumption of constant A is not expected to hold
over a wide range of modulator concentration, there is some experimental support for
eqn. 4 from data on the variation of single component Langmuir isotherm parameters
with modulator concentratiorr'P'V. More information is needed to ascertain the true
nature of multicomponent adsorption isotherms of various species, particularly of
biopolymers at large and the effect of modulators in particular.

Dispersive effects
In chromatography, band spreading occurs due to various factors, including

diffusion in the mobile phase, flow maldistribution arising from non-uniformities in
the column packing structure, mass transfer to, from and within the sorbent beads,
slow sorption kinetics, and non-linearities in the adsorption isotherms. It is assumed
that the effect of all dispersive processes, with the exception of those due to slow
sorption kinetics and isotherm non-linearities, can be lumped into an effective
dispersion coefficient, f!fi, whose value is estimated from chromatograms of the eluites
in linear chromatographyj". The value for f!fi can be determined theoretically from the
sorbent particle size, the column packing structure, the flow velocity of the mobile
phase and the diffusivity and retention factor of the migrating components 2 7

•

Although in non-linear systems f!fi is likely to depend on the eluite concentrations, in
the present study it is assumed to be concentration independent. Moreover, a single
value of f!fi is used to describe the dispersion of all the eluites. This appears to be
acceptable for closely related components under some circumstances", but needs
more support under conditions when diffusivities are strongly concentration depen
dent. Bandspreading due to slow sorption is neglected in the model since kinetic
limitations are assumed to be absent.

Governing equations
With these assumptions, the chromatographic process can be described by an

isothermal one-dimensional differential mass balance as 1 5
, 2 6

i = 1,2, ... ,11 (7)

with the initial and boundary conditions for elution of the feed components being2 8

Ci(O,Z) = 0

Ci(t,O) = CO,i 0 < t :s; tinj i = 1,2, ... , n (8)

(ac.)---':. -°az z=L
i > 0
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Here qi(Ct, Cz, ... , Cn, <p) indicates that the stationary phase concentration is a function
of the eluite and modulator concentrations as given by an adsorption isotherm such as
those in eqns. 4 or 6, uo is the mean velocity of the bulk mobile phase which is
considered not to be bound to the stationary phase/", t is time, z is the distance in the
direction of bulk flow, L is the column length, tinj is the time of feed introduction, and
CO.i is the concentration of component i in the feed.

The progress of the eluent modulator proper through the system ought to be
described by an equation similar to eqn. 7 with appropriate boundary conditions.
However, for simplicity, adsorption of the modulator onto the stationary phase is
assumed to be negligible compared to that of the eluites. Furthermore, the modulator
molecule is often smaller than the eluites and therefore is expected to disperse to
a much lesser extent. With these approximations the mass balance for the modulator is

(9)

and the initial and boundary conditions are

(10)

where g is an arbitrary function that represents the gradient profile, given by the
modulator concentration as a function of time at the column inlet. Here the gradient is
assumed to begin immediately after the feed is introduced, i.e., at time tinj. Any
appropriate delay time to account for system dwell volume between the gradient
former and column can be readily introduced by adding this to tinj, but this is neglected
here . The solution to eqns. 9 and 10 at any axial location z is simply <p =
g(t - z/uo - tin). We will consider only linear forms for the gradient profile, i.e., the
rate of change of modulator concentration is a constant, fJ, so that

(11)

where <Po is the modulator concentration in the eluent at the start of the gradient.
Our model for overloaded gradient elution chromatography is completely

specified by eqns. 4, 7, 8 and 11 that must be solved numerically. To facilitate the
calculations we introduce the dimensionless independent variables e(= tuo/L) for time
and X (= z/L) for distance. In terms of the dimensionless variables the model for
gradient elution chromatography is written as

aCi cpaqi aCi _ 1azci
ae + ee + ax- 2NaXz

(12)
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(12)

(ac.)-' -0
ax X= 1 -

8z0

({J = ({Jo + {3to(8 - X - T)

Here to is L/uo, T is tinj/tO and the expression for qi is given by eqn. 4.
The parameter N is a Pec1et number given by uoL /2fIJ that equals the plate

number under conditions of linear isocratic chromatography. The effective dispersion
coefficient, f1J ..in eqn. 7 is defined so as ifall dispersive process would occur in the time
that the eluite molecules spend in the mobile phase. Thus when relating Nand f1J, only
the time spent by the eluite in the mobile phase, and not the total retention time, must
be considered.

Presentation of results
It is convenient to introduce a dimensionless gradient steepness parameter, G6

given by

G == Sref{3tO
2.3

(13)

where Sref is the S value (see eqn. 3) for one of the eluting components chosen as
a reference. Similarly a dimensionless load parameter, 2 is defined by the mass of the
reference feed component normalized to the saturation capacity of the column for that
component under conditions prevalent at the start of the run.

TCo ref
2 == -'-

<PAref
(14)

In general any feed components may be chosen as reference for G and 2; when the
S and A values and feed concentrations are the same for each eluite G and 2 are
independent of the choice of reference. Selection of the reference component in other
cases is discussed later.

For a given feed mixture, results calculated from eqn. 12 are illustrated as
"chromatograms" showing the outlet concentration of the components versus column
volumes of mobile phase passed through the system (numerically the same as the
dimensionless time, 8) for specified values of the parameters ({Jo, N, G and 2. Other
attributes of the chromatogram may be calculated from these results, as discussed
later. When aO,iexp( - Si({JO), i.e., the "a" parameters at the start of the run, G and the
ratio of S values of each component to the reference component are specified, the
results are independent of the particular S values.
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Calculations
The model for gradient elution is given by a set of partial differential equations,

one for each component, which must be integrated numerically. When substituting
eqn. 4 into eqn. 12, use of the chain rule yields a set of equations of the form

Ay= B (15)

where y is a vector of temporal derivatives with elements ocdoe, B is a vector whose
elements contain spatial derivatives and the terms (oqdocp) (ocpjoe), and A is a matrix of
coefficients that depend on oqdocj' Orthogonal collocation on finite elements is used to
estimate the spatial derivatives (subroutine DSS046 in the software package DSSj2
supplied by Prof. W. E. Schiesser at Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA, U.S.A.), and
eqn. 15 is then solved for the temporal derivatives using a standard linear algebraic
equation solver (routine SGEFCS, written at Argonne National Labs., and available
in the Numerical Analysis Program Library at the Yale Computer Center). The
resulting set of ordinary differential equations, n for each collocation point, are
integrated using a standard ODE solver (routine LSODE, available in the DSSj2
library and elsewhere). Sharp transitions at the beginning of the gradient profile are
smoothened by the arc of a circle so as to ensure that the time derivative of the
modulator concentration is defined at every point. Similar orthogonal collocation
schemes have been used to simulate fixed-bed absorption column performauce/".

All calculations were performed on either a Micro VAX computer in the Yale
Chemical Engineering Department or on a VAX 8600computer in the Yale Computer
Center. Results were plotted using software from Passage Software (Ft. Collins, CO,
U.S.A.) on a Macintosh computer. A fourth order collocation scheme with the column
divided into about 80 identical elements was used. The time required for the simulation
of a single chromatographic run on the VAX 8600 computer varied from 2 to 10 min
for a single component and from 7 to 45 min for a binary mixture, depending on the
values of the parameters.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Validation of numerical procedure for linear chromatography
The accuracy of the numerical procedure per se was confirmed in both isocratic

and gradient elution with linear isotherms (Aj --> 00 in eqn. 4) for 100 < N < 2000 and
k' values up to 10. In isocratic elution at very low loads, plate numbers measured by
standard methodsj" from simulated chromatograms matched within 5% the plate
number used in our calculations. In gradient linear elution with low loads, bandwidths
predicted by our model under linear conditions tallied closely with those calculated
using Snyder's linear solvent strength (LSS) theory of gradient elution'v". Details of
these calculations are provided in the Appendix. A comparison of the results obtained
by the two approaches is shown in Fig. 1, where the ratio of the peak variance in
isocratic elution to that in gradient elution, (J~j(J~" is plotted against gradient steepness
for different values of the apparent retention factor, k~pp' Linear adsorption isotherms
were used and, for the comparison, retention times were taken to be the same in both
isocratic and gradient elution. It was found that in agreement with the LSS theory the
predictions of the method did not depend on the plate number.
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Fig. 1. The ratio of peak variances in isocratic and gradient elution for components having linear isotherms
(Aj -+ OCJ in eqn. 4) as a function of the gradient steepness with the apparent retention factor, k,pp, as the
parameter. Solid lines were calculated according to eqn. A6 whereas symbols represent values calculated

. using eqn. 12 at very low loads.

In calculating the results in Fig. 1 by the LSS theory the correction factor for
"anomalous" band broadening" was not used. The close match between the band
variances calculated from our model and those from the linear theory in the absence of
excessive broadening suggests that the origins of the anomaly lie in processes such as
slow sorption kinetics that are not accounted for explicitly in either model. Since the
anomalous broadening is not universally observed''", and axial dispersion is over
shadowed by band spreading due to isotherm non-linearity", correction for
anomalous band broadening may not be necessary in overloaded elution.

Concentration profiles of single components
Although the behavior of a single component yields little information on the

separation proper in non-linear chromatography, it is instructive to examine the
concentration profiles of single components under overloaded conditions. In Fig.
2 single peaks obtained in isocratic elution are compared to those in gradient elution
for three values of the gradient steepness parameter, G, and five values of the load
parameter, 2. The value of ao is adjusted such that all peaks have a common end
point, keeping T constant so that load is varied only by changing the concentration
(overload at constant volume). Therefore the peaks at different loads have coincident
tails.

In Fig. 2, there is a regular progression from the concave upward rear envelope
of the isocratic bands to the accentuated concave downward rear profile at high values
of G. In gradient elution the strength of the eluent is greater at the rear of the peak than
at its front: when the isotherm is linear, this causes molecules at the rear to move faster
than those at the front, giving rise to a peak compression that counteracts dispersion.
Although under overloaded conditions the velocity of the molecules depends not only
on the local concentration of the modulator, but also on that of the eluite, the
compressive effect tends to oppose band broadening arising from isotherm non
linearity and gives the rear of the band its characteristic concave downward shape.

For a given value of 2, the maximum concentration of the bands in Fig. 2 first
decreases and later increases with increasing G, as indicated in Table I. This occurs
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Fig. 2. Effect of elution conditions and column overloading on the peak profile of a single component.
Peaks obtained for different loads under otherwise identical conditions are superposed in each case.
Conditions: N = 500, <P = I, r = 0.5,), = 100; in isocratic elution, a = 5; in gradient elution CPo = 0, aD

adjusted such that k;pp = 5. Concentration units are arbitrary.

because, in order to ensure a common elution time for all the peaks, conditions have
been adjusted so that the binding strength at the start of the process is larger for runs
with higher gradient steepness. Thus the progress of the band immediately following
injection is arrested more strongly with increasing G, with a concommitant decrease in
the concentration of the peak front. The concentration at the peak front is the
maximum band concentration until at higher G band compression becomes significant
and the maximum concentration increases. Unlike the maximum concentration the
mean peak concentration always increases with increasing G, as summarized in Table
I.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF SINGLE COMPONENT PEAKS IN ISOCRATIC AND GRADIENT ELUTION"
AS MEASURED BY THE MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION, Cm"" THE MEAN CONCENTRATION,
t, THE FIRST MOMENT AT !/! = 0.5 RELATIVE TO THAT AT!/! = 0.1, Itl(0.5)lltl(0.1), THE
SECOND CENTRAL MOMENT, Iti, THE APPARENT PLATE NUMBER, Itilpi, AND THE
SKEWNESSb

, 1t~/1t";.3

G Cmax C Pl(0.5) pi Itil It";. 1t~/lti3--
Itl(O.I)

0.0' 42.4 10.3 0.652 0.988 9.86 1.081
0.15 23.8 12.1 0.721 0.978 16.02 0.509
0.3 19.9 15.4 0.805 0.612 36.48 0.231
0.6 34.5 26.7 0.897 0.198 155.1 0.144

a !/! = 0.5. Conditions as in Fig. 2.
b cf. ref. 30.
c Isocratic elution.
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Quasi-linearization due to the gradient. When gradient elution produces bands of
reduced asymmetry as compared with corresponding isocratic band profiles, the effect
may be termed as a quasi-linearization due to the gradient. Several characteristics of
the overloaded isocratic and gradient elution peaks for !l' = 0.5 are summarized in
Table 1. The trends for peaks at other loads are similar. In overloaded chromato
graphy, unlike under linear conditions, the first moments of the peaks do vary with
load, as indicated by values of the first moments of peaks at!l' = 0.5 normalized to
those at!l' = 0.1, but the variation decreases with increasing gradient steepness. The
apparent efficiency of the column may be expressed by the ratio of the square of the
first moment to the second central moment (Ililll!), which follows from the definition
of the plate number under analytical isocratic conditions. The results in Table I show
that this ratio increases fifteen-fold as G is increased from 0 to 0.6 and the skewness of
the peaks, larger positive values of which indicate a greater extent of tailing?",
decreases significantly with increasing G. Thus, .at higher gradient steepness, peak
shapes approach more closely the symmetrical peaks encountered in analytical
chromatography and this is an indication of the quasi-linearization due to the
gradient. In turn, slight column overloading in analytical chromatography is less likely
to lead to asymmetrical peaks with gradient elution than with isocratic elution.
However, quasi-linearization is meaningful only at low levels of overload, since in
multicomponent separations at higher loads interference between eluites is important
and distorts peak shapes considerably, as discussed later.

Concentration and volume overload in gradient elution. In preparative chromato
graphy with isocratic elution two limiting cases are distinguished: concentration
overload, when the feed is introduced as an impulse of infinitesimal volume, and
volume overload, when the feed is introduced in a finite volume at sufficiently low
concentrations such that the adsorption isotherms are linear. In practice; conditions lie
somewhere in between these two extremes. In non-linear isocratic elution, the effect of
large sample volume becomes noticeable when r exceeds more than half the bandwidth
of a concentration overloaded peak having the same mass load 3 3

,3 4 . However, in
gradient elution, when the initial loading step is carried out under strong binding
conditions (ao > 100) the adsorption isotherm is almost rectangular". Therefore,
immediately following feed introduction, the sample, regardless of its input concentra
tion, is confined to a very narrow band in the column. Consequently, the band shape
observed when the peak is eluted under gradually weaker binding conditions is
practically independent of the load volume. Thus, in gradient elution with initially
strong binding conditions, only the magnitude of the mass load counts and the concept
of volume overloading is not pertinent.

Concentration profiles for binary mixtures with constant separation factor
Because of interference between migrating species, peak profiles in multicompo

nent chromatography have little resemblance to the corresponding single component
peak shapes until they are completely separated and interference ceases, as evidenced
by theoretical and experimental examples of non-linear isocratic elution2 2

, 3 5 , 36 .

Representative peak profiles of a 1:1 binary mixture calculated for non-linear gradient
elution at increasing values of!l' for fixed values of the gradient steepness and initial
modulator concentration, CPo, are shown in Fig. 3. For both components the value of
S is the same and thus the separation factor, qBCA/qACB, i.e., the selectivity, is
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Fig. 3. Elution profiles of a I: I binary mixture in non-linear gradient elution at different loads. An envelope
representing the response of a non-specific detector, i.e., the total concentration, is shown in addition to the
concentration profiles of the two components. Conditions: <Po = 0, G = 0.45, N = 250, <P = I; ;'A = ;'B =

100, "O.A = 600, ao.1I = 1000, SA = 511 , Component A elutes first.

independent of modulator concentration. Separations with non-constant selectivity
are discussed later. In the calculated chromatograms shown in Fig. 3, at a loading of
approximately 50% of the total stationary phase capacity for each component, peak
splitting occurs. Note that no split portion of the peak appears at e = I, as it would in
split-peaks arising from slow adsorption kinetics '? where the early eluting split
fraction moves with the mobile phase velocity. In our case it is a result of interference
during the feed step, which is essentially foreshortened frontal chromatography:
a fraction of the first component is pushed ahead by the second one, and, due to the
concave downward shapes of the isotherms, is concentrated to a level greater than its
concentration in the feed3 8

.
3 9

. Furthermore, 'at high load the feed time and
consequently the value of the gradient delay is large, and the first component front
travels a significant distance (more than halfway through the column in this case)
before the gradient is introduced at the column inlet. As a result, the front of the first
component traverses the column by isocratic elution leaving behind a long tail. The
compressive effect of the gradient later acts to concentrate the trailing portion of the
first component peak. The trailing portion of component A forms two distinct humps
as a result of the abrupt change in its isotherm parameters across the second
component front. Such complex peak shapes, which are the result of interfering
adsorption behavior of the components, are of course not observed with single
components. At even higher loads, the fronts of both the first and second component
may pass through the column under isocratic conditions during the long feed time and
the process increasingly exhibits the features of frontal chromatography followed by
gradient elution.

Design parameters in preparative chromatography
The goal of a preparative separation is to recover from a mixture the largest
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quantities of a set of desired substances at a specified purity and concentration in the
shortest possible time. These aims can be quantified in terms of three design
parametersZ8 ,4 0 :

(i) The production rate, Pi, defined as the mass of the desired substance
i produced per run at a specified purity divided by the cycle time, ec, that includes any
wash and regeneration steps. In dimensionless terms

82 .1fci(e,l)de

P _~Ol.......' _

i - l/>Arerec
(16)

where ci(e,l) is the outlet concentration of the product i, and e1,i and eZ,i are "cut"
points between which it is collected. The cut points are chosen such that the product is
of the specified purity. For Pi to be a meaningful parameter for scaling purposes,
normalization is done in the same manner as for the load parameter in eqn. 14. For
simplicity, results reported here for both isocratic and gradient elution are based on
a cycle time that extends from the start of the run to the point where the last traces of
the last component elute. Actual dimensional production rates would depend upon the
value of the flow-rate: detailed analysis of flow-rate effects can be found in the
literature4 1

.

(ii) The yield, Yi, which is the fraction of the desired substance i fed into the
column that is recovered as product.

(iii) The enrichment factor, E i , given by concentration of product inormalized to
its concentration in the feed.

Separation of a binary mixture with constant separation factor
Optimization of isocratic elution. Our aim here is to compare preparative

separations of a given binary mixture in isocratic and gradient elution on the basis of
the three design parameters. For this purpose the separation must first be optimized
under isocratic conditions. We will examine the separation of a 1:1 binary mixture with
a constant separation factor of 1.67 on a column having 250 plates. In order that the
separation factor remains constant, the K-cp plots for the two components must be
parallel, i.e., they must have the same slope: this is often true of closely related
compounds", In non-linear elution, when 2 is greater than 0.1, the bandwidth is
essentially independent of plate number for N greater than 200 3 3

; hence the low value
used for the plate number to facilitate the numerical calculations is justified. On such
a column under linear isocratic conditions at analytical loads the resolution between
the components, R, 30, would lie between 1.1 and 1.4, depending on the value of aBo

There are two independent variables in the optimization: the load, 2, and the
modulator concentration, or, equivalently, the Langmuir parameter, all, which may be
manipulated by changing the modulator concentration. In Fig. 4, the production rates,
yields and enrichment factors in isocratic elution for 98% pure A and B are plotted
against load for different values of aBo For each aB value the production rates for both
components as functions of load go through maximas, yields fall monotonically with
increasing load, and enrichment factors reach a plateau at high load, as has been
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Fig. 4. Production rate, P (see eqn. 17), yield, Y, and enrichment factor, E, for the components of a I: I
binary mixture in overloaded isocratic elution as functions of load, 2. Conditions not indicated here are as
in Fig. 3; aO.B!aO.A = 1.67.• = aB = 7.5; .. = aB = 5.0; • = aB = 2.5; • = aB = 1.5.

reported elsewhere 1 5 ,4 0 .42 . Values of aB and 2' can be found such that the production
rate is maximized. In the example shown, maximal production for component A is
achieved with aB = 2.5 and 2' = 0.175, and for component B at the same value for aB

but at 2' = 0.075. Production rates are significantly higher for the first component as
compared with the second. This is because component A tails into the most
concentrated region of peak B. Since the isotherm of A is suppressed in the presence of
B due to competition for adsorption sites on the stationary phase (vide eqn. 4), A is
desorbed and consequently displaced by B, resulting in enrichment factors which are
higher for the first than for the second component. The tailing is reduced and the
displacement enhanced when B is present in higher concentrations than A in the
feedstock'f and also if AA < AB' as discussed later.

In general, choice of optimal conditions depends on the relative importance of
the three design parameters for the application at hand, and on the component
designated as the product. In many cases production rate and enrichment factor are
the most significant parameters. The yield is often of minor importance, since it is
always possible, in principle, to recycle impure fractions. However, in such circum
stances, the feedstock composition would change from run to run, and a careful
analysis of viable recycle schemes is warranted.

Optimization of gradient elution and comparison with isocratic elution. For
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a binary mixture with constant separation factor under analytical conditions, the
resolution in gradient elution is lower than in a corresponding isocratic separation (see
Appendix). Thus in linear chromatography of such binary mixtures, gradient elution
can actually be detrimental to the separation. On the other hand, in preparative
chromatography, resolution has little significance, and comparison of the two
techniques should be based on the three design parameters discussed earlier.

In Fig. 5, production rates normalized with respect to the corresponding
maximum production rate in isocratic elution (PgrlPmax,is), yields and enrichment
factors for components A and B in gradient elution are plotted against load for
different values of G with fixed initial gradient conditions ti.e., fixed aO,B)' The general
trends followed in gradient elution mirror those in isocratic elution: production rates
and enrichment factors are higher for the first component as compared with the
second. Enrichment factors are significantly larger for both components in gradient
elution as compared with isocratic elution. This is a result of band compression, and is
also partly due to the increased displacement of A by B since the latter is maintained at
higher concentrations in gradient as compared with isocratic elution. The enrichment
factor for component A goes through a minima as a result of the peak splitting
illustrated in Fig. 3. At high loads, component A is essentially recovered by frontal
chromatography and the plateau value of the enrichment factor reflects the
concentration reached in a frontal process.

COMPONENT A COMPONENT B

'"
)(

as
E

a.-Cl

a.

>

w

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Load,5£?
Fig. 5'- Production rate normalized to the maximum production rate under isocratic conditions (PglPm"",,),
yield, Y, and enrichment factor, E, for the components of a I: I binary mixture in overloaded gradient elution
as functions of load, 2'. Conditions not indicated here are as in Fig. 3, x = G = 1.50; + = G = 0,95;
o = G = 0.45; D = G = 0.25,
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As shown in Fig. 5, production rates in gradient elution can be considerably
higher than in isocratic elution for the first component whereas there appears to be no
significant advantage for the second component. In gradient elution, the production
rate for the second component can be improved by appropriately changing the initial
gradient conditions by changing the initial modulator concentration. For a binary
mixture with constant separation factor of 1.67, the highest production rate for B is
achieved with G = 0.6 and aO,llexp( - Scpo) = 50 at 2 = 0.1 and is approximately
40% higher than the maximum isocratic production rate shown in Fig. 4. This gain
may be important in certain large scale industrial applications. However, the
advantages may well be vitiated if gradient formation and column regeneration in the
gradient elution cycle are significant economic factors. Since the production rate is far
less for B than for A in both gradient and isocratic elution, when the purification of
component B is the goal, displacement chromatography2 8 .3 9 .4 3 may be the method of
choice.

After gradient elution, the column must be re-equilibrated with the initial mobile
phase before subsequent runs, and this adds to the cycle time. Furthermore in isocratic
elution it is possible to introduce the next feed batch before the components of the
previous one exit the column and this reduces the cycle time somewhat. However, since
it is a good practice to wash the column to remove contaminants after every run,
isocratic or gradient, re-equilibration considerations depend largely on the particular
application and must be addressed independently in each case.

The results shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are for a case in which the stationary phase has
equal saturation capacities, A, for both components of the binary mixture. If the
capacity for the early eluting component A is less than that for component B,
simulations with either our or other!" models show a considerably enhanced
displacement effect in both gradient and isocratic elution, with concomitantly higher
production rates and yields, for both components, than those reported in this study.
Although for such conditions the Langmuir isotherm is thermodynamically incon
sistent, its employment has some experimental support''", In the opposite case,
however, when AA > AB' models based on the Langmuir isotherm fail to provide
adequate descriptions of observed phenomenav'<t".

Separation of binary mixtures with non-constant separation factor
Thus far we have been concerned with the special case of binary mixtures where

the separation factor between the components is assumed to be constant, regardless of
their concentrations or that of the modulator. In practice, however, the separation
factor may vary with the concentration of the components in the feed (concentration
dependent selectivity), or the modulator (modulator dependent selectivity), or both
(concentration and modulator dependent selectivity). Our model for non-linear
gradient elution is based on the isotherm relationship in eqn. 4, which predicts constant
separation factors at a given modulator concentration and thus does not account for
concentration dependent selectivity. However, it allows us to treat modulator
dependent selectivity: here we examine those cases where values of the slope of the K-cp
plots are different for the individual components and thus selectivity varies with
modulator concentration.

Perusal of the literature (cl refs. 32,46 and 47) shows that the K-cp plots for a pair
of eluites with fundamentally different molecular structures may converge or diverge
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from their initial value at <p = 0, as shown in the insets in Fig. 6, and we may call them
convergent or divergent eluite pairs, respectively. The K-<p plots for a convergent pair
always cross, leading to selectivity reversal over a defined modulator concentration
range, although this range mayor may not be significant in practice. For convenience,
in the following study of binary mixtures only the parameters of component A are
altered, whereas those of component B are left unchanged. With fixed values of the
parameters for B (aO,B = 1000,AB = 100)the retention behavior of the pair in gradient
elution is completely specified by a value for the selectivity in the absence of
modulator, 0(0 (=aO,B/aO,A), the ratio of slopes SB/SA, and a value for AA' if different
from AB' With <Po = 0 and given values of G the results as calculated from eqn. 12 are
independent of the particular value of SB. For illustration, however, K-<p plots are
drawn with SB = 20.

Comparison ofconvergent, divergent andparallel eluite pairs. A comparison of the
behavior of convergent, divergent and parallel pairs having the same value of 0(0 in
overloaded gradient elution is shown in Fig. 6. The chromatograms indicate that at
a given load, initial modulator concentration (fixed at zero in this study) and gradient
steepness, separation appears to be inferior for a convergent and superior for
a divergent pair as compared with that for the parallel pair. This behavior is intuitively
reasonable, and has been observed in a broad range of 0(0'
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Fig. 6. Elution profiles of a I: I binary mixture with convergent, parallel and divergent K-cP plots with lJ(o =

1.67 as shown in the insets. Conditions: CPo = 0, G = 0.45, 2! = 0.325; convergent plot, SB/SA = 1.176;
divergent plot, SB/SA = 0.91. Other conditions as in Fig. 3. Elution profiles are independent of SB but SB =
20 is shown in insets for illustration.
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In order to compare such systems with modifier dependent selectivity,
introduce on the basis of the K-qJ plot a logarithmic mean separation factor,
defined by

(17)

where (:J."'o is the separation factor at the initial modulator concentration and (:J.",* is
evaluated at the modulator concentration, tp", at which ([la for the less retained
component is unity. The concentration qJ* is chosen because in gradient linear
chromatography when the isocratic retention factor, k', i.e. the value of ([la, is initially
high (> 100), the components elute when ([la is 1/2.3G, the value of which is
approximately unity in practice"; thus, the modulator concentration is near ip" at the
end of the separation. For a pair of components with given (:J."'o and ratio of slopes
SB/SA, (Xln is independent of the value chosen for SB, as may be verified by substituting
into eqn. 17 the pertinent relationships for K versus qJ given by eqn. 3.

A comparison of the behavior of convergent, divergent and parallel eluite pairs
having the same (Xln is shown in Fig. 7. For a given load, initial modulator
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02468

Column volumes
Fig. 7. Elution profiles of a I:1 binary mixture with convergent, parallel and divergent K-qJ plots with ii ln =
1.67 as shown in the insets. Conditions: convergent plot, (xo = 2.682; divergent plot, (xo = 1.212. Other
conditions as in Fig. 6.
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concentration and gradient steepness, the extent of separation is approximately the
same although the three chromatograms show somewhat different elution profiles.
Indeed, given the necessarily ad hoc nature of eqn. 17, separations of different pairs of
components having different SB/SA ratios but the same aIm exhibit remarkably similar
separation characteristics. The similarities tend to break down at low loads and for
very large or very small SB/SA ratios. By and large, however, under overloaded
gradient conditions, different eluite pairs with the same logarithmic mean separation
factor and reference component chromatographed under otherwise identical condi
tions show similar separation behavior. We conclude that the logarithmic mean
separation factor is a useful parameter in such studies. Separations of components is
expected to improve with increasing values of aln as discussed below.

Modulator dependent selectivity reversal. Convergent pairs are most interesting
since they may be subject to modulator dependent selectivity reversal. In the following
we consider eluite pair I (AI-B) and eluite pair II (All-B), with aln of 1 and 2,
respectively. Their convergent K-<p plots that have the same ratio of slopes (1.5) are
shown in Fig. 8: the two cross each other at different points and the k' (or "a"
parameter, since we consider r:p = 1) values at which the separation factor is unity are
approximately 50 and 8 for pairs I and II, respectively.

Although the selectivity of both eluite pairs is reversed over a defined modulator
range, in linear chromatography under practical operating conditions the reversal is
evident only for pair II. In Fig. 9 resolution of e1uite pair II by a 250-plate column is
plotted against the apparent retention of component B, kapp,B, under linear conditions
for different values of the gradient steepness, G. The resolution for pair I at G = 0.3 is
also shown for comparison. Details of the necessary calculations are outlined in the
Appendix. The low plate number is used only for consistency with the simulations
under overloaded conditions: values in the plot may be scaled for any N by multiplying

the ordinate by JN/250. Since chromatography with kapp,B larger than 20 is not likely
to be feasible due to excessively long run times, the kapp,B span in the plot represents the
practical working range for the separations. In this range eluite pair II shows selectivity

B

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Modulator Concentration, <l>

Fig. 8. Two pairs of convergent K-<p plots both with aO,B = 1000, SB = 20 and SB/SAI = SB/SAII = 1.5;pair
I, aO.AI = 400; pair II, aO,AII = 200.
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Fig. 9. Plots of the resolution, R" ofthe two eluite pairs whose K-rp plots are shown in Fig. 8 versus k~Pp,B' the
apparent retention factor of component B, under analytical conditions. For eluite pair II, values of gradient
steepness, G, based on component B (see eqn. 13) are shown on the plot. For eluite pair I, one curve with
G = 0.3 is shown. Details of the calculations are given in the Appendix.
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reversal for G values up to and slightly above 0.1, with increasing kapp,B the resolution
first decreases to zero and then increases). At kapp,B values below the point of zero
resolution, B elutes prior to All and vice versa. For all other values of G, and for all
separations, whether isocratic or gradient, of eluite pair I in the range of interest, B is
the early eluting component. Unlike the case of binaries with invariant selectivity,
there is an operating range in which gradient is superior to isocratic elution under
linear conditions,

Under overloaded conditions separations of both eluite pairs in gradient elution
are greatly influenced by selectivity inversion. Chromatograms for eluite pairs I and II
at increasing loads under fixed gradient conditions are shown in Figs. 10 and 11

0.3

-0.01
o 10 15

Column Volumes
Fig. 10. Elution profiles of a I: I binary mixture of eluite pair I in Fig. 8 obtained with gradient elution at
different loads. Conditions: !Po = 0, G = 0.3, N = 250, )'AI = 80; AB = 100.
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0.3

15a 5 10

Column Volumes
Fig. 11. Elution profiles of a 1:1 binary mixture of eluite pair 11 in Fig. 8 obtained with gradient elution at
different loads. AAII = 80, other conditions as in Fig. 10.

respectively. At the low loads representative of linear chromatography pair I is well
resolved but pair II is poorly resolved, as anticipated by the preceding analysis. The
separation for pair I deteriorates drastically with increasing load, and eventually the
"peak" of B is engulfed within that of AI. On the other hand, the separation for pair II
improves at higher loads, with An eluting prior to B and a sharp boundary between the
bands. These observations are readily explained by phenomena that occur during the
initial stages of the process. In both cases the feed step is essentially frontal
chromatography under isocratic conditions with a separation factor greater than
unity; under conditions of column overload, a pure fraction of component AI or An is
pushed ahead by component B to a greater extent than at low loads. Upon increasing
the modulator concentration during the gradient, selectivity is reversed for both pairs,
but the reversal occurs at lower modulator concentration, i.e., earlier in the separation,
for pair I than for pair II, as depicted in Fig. 8. In the case of pair I, the early separation
between AI and B is destroyed. In the case of pair II, however, the components have
migrated a fair distance down the column before the inversion of selectivity occurs, and
component B continues to displace component All throughout the separation process.
As a result sharp boundaries form between the bands; this has also been observed by
Snyder and co-workersv'<'".

We have found in other simulations that for eluite pair II, the sharpness of zone
boundaries between A and B decreases with increasing initial modulator concentra
tion, qJo, i.e., increases with the strength with which the components are bound to the
stationary phase prior to the start of the gradient. This is in agreement with other
observations from our laboratory that strong initial binding is often favorable in
preparative chromatography at large. In the light of this, and the results shown in Figs.
10and 11, we can draw the following conclusion about separations of binary mixtures
with convergent /(,-qJ plots: for a given ratio of slopes and initial modulator
concentration there is a critical value of the initial selectivity, a:, above which
separation by gradient elution improves with increasing load and below which the
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opposite is true. The value of a: depends on those factors that determine the
magnitude of the displacement effect. For instance, an increase in the proportion of
component B or a decrease in the ratio of column adsorption capacities for the two
components, AA/AB, would enhance the displacement of A by B and thus lower the
value of a: .Whether or not separation will improve with increasing load in such cases
can rougly be estimated from the magnitude of the logarithmic mean separation factor,
which is evaluated from the pertinent K-q> plots. In the cases discussed above, eluite
pair I, having a aln of unity is not separated at high load, but pair II, with a alnvalue of .
2, is.

The K-q> plots, i.e., an examination of the separation factors at different q> values,
also offer a means to predict whether isocratic or gradient elution is more suitable to
bring about the separation of a given binary mixture under conditions of column
overload. Inpractice the upper limit for k~ in isocratic elution is about 15. Therefore in
the cases shown by the plots in Fig. 8, isocratic elution is feasible for pair I but not for
pair II because of the very small separation factor in the latter. Thus for the separation
of pair I at high load, isocratic elution is likely to outperform gradient elution, whereas
for the separation of pair II, gradient elution would be strongly favored over isocratic
elution when the column is overloaded.

CONCLUSIONS

We have compared isocratic and gradient elution under overloaded conditions
for single components and binary mixtures. The approach used here is rigorous and
allows the investigation of the effect of gradient elution over a wide range of operating
conditions and thermodynamic properties, which may not readily accessible in an
experimental study. The insight gained on the separation of binary mixtures from this
investigation can serve as a starting point for developing rational methods for the
selection of conditions for the preparative separation of ternary and higher mixtures.

In the chromatography of a single component at high column load, simulated
concentration profiles illustrate that gradient elution as compared with isocratic
elution exhibits distinctly improved characteristics, in terms of apparent column
efficiency. Whether or not this improvement is manifest in the separation of mixtures
depends on a number of factors, the foremost being the separation factor and its
dependence on the modulator concentration. Our results for binary mixtures with
constant separation factor over the modulator concentration range ofinterest indicate
that under overloaded conditions gradient elution gives better results in terms of
production rates and enrichment factors for both components of the mixture with
yields comparable with those in isocratic elution. These findings are in contradistinc
tion to those in analytical chromatography where isocratic elution always gives
superior results. For binary mixtures with separation factors that depend on the
modulator concentration, the logarithmic mean separation factor, aln, provides
a reasonable estimate of the extent of separation under overloaded conditions,
regardless of whether the pertinent K-q> plots of the components converge or diverge.
In systems with convergent K-q> plots where selectivity reversal occurs in the course of
gradient elution over the modulator concentration range of interest, separation
behavior changes dramatically with column load. The logarithmic mean separation
factor can be used to predict whether or not separation will improve with increasing
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load. The results suggest that isocratic elution is most useful when C('n is near unity, and
that gradient elution is advantageous for higher values of C(ln'
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APPENDIX

Here we briefly summarize the important relationships of the linear solvent
strength (LSS) theory of gradient elution, which is applicable only to linear elution
chromatography", These expressions are then rearranged so that calculations for Figs.
I and 9 can be made. With the help of the relationships it is shown for binary mixtures
with constant selectivity over the modulator range of interest that resolution in
isocratic elution is always greater than that in gradient elution.

Summary of results of the LSS theory
The LSS theory is developed for solutes that obey eqn. 3 (see text) and have linear

isotherms, under gradient conditions such that eqn. 11 holds". If there is no gradient
delay, the retention time, tR , of a component is given by

to In(2.3Gk~ + 1)
tR = to + 2.3G (AI)

where k~ is the retention factor at the start of the gradient run, G is the gradient
steepness (see eqn. 13)and to is the column holdup time. The standard deviation in time
units of a peak in gradient elution, (Jgr is given by

_ CtO(I k~)
(Jgr -.IN + 2.3k~G + 1

(A2)

where N is the plate number measured under isocratic conditions for a peak that elutes
with a retention time of tR, and C is a band compression factor given by

1

(1 + p +~2Y
C=--'----~

I+p

where

2.3k~G

p = 1 + k~

(A3)

(A4)
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In the above equations, the anomalous band broadening factor, J (ref. 6), is neglected
as discussed in the text.

Comparison of the results in isocratic and gradient elution
An apparent retention, k~pp' in gradient elution is defined as

k' - tR - to _ In(2.3Gko+ I)
app = -t-o- - 2.3G (A5)

The peak variance in isocratic elution, (J~, is given by toO + k')/JN, where k' is the
retention factor in isocratic linear elution. Combining this with eqn. A2, the ratio of
peak variance in isocratic elution to that in gradient elution, (J~/(J~" when k' and
k~pp are the same, is given by

( k')2
C

2

I + 2.3Gk: + I

Here kois related to k~pp by the expression

, exp(2.3Gk~pp) - 1
k o = 2.3G

(A6)

(A7)

and C is a function ofkoas indicated in eqns. A3 and A4. Equations A5-A7 are used in
the calculations for Fig. 1.

The resolution, R" between two peaks A and B in linear chromatography is
given by '?

(A8)

where subscripts A and B represent the corresponding peaks. For given values of G,
based on component B (see eqn. 13), and k~PP,B' k O.B can be calculated from eqn. A7,
and kO,A determined from the expression

(A9)

where the c[>ao are the retention factors of the respective components in the absence of
the modifier and SB/SA is the ratio of slopes of their respective K-qJ plots. Eqn. A9 is
derived by noting that kO,i = c[>aO,iexp( - SiqJO) (see eqns. 3,4 and 11) and eliminating
qJo between the respective expressions for k'o,A and k'o,B' Using eqns. AI-A4, and A7
and A9, tR and (J for the two components can be determined (for component A, SAG/SB
must be used in place of G). Eqn. A8 can then be used to calculate the resolution as is
done in Fig. 10.
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For binary mixtures with constant selectivity, i.e., with SIl/SA = I, resolution in
isocratic elution, Rig, can be approximated as '? .

(AIO)

where o. is the selectivity (=k~/kA) and k' is the mean retention factor of the two
components. An analogous approximation for resolution in gradient elution can be
written as

R = tok~pp(rJ.gr - I)
gr 20'gr rJ.gr + I

(All)

where rJ.gr is an observed relative retention (= k~pp,ll/k~pp,A)which can be derived from
eqn. A5 and is given by

In(2.3Gk o,1l + I) In(2.3Gk~pp + I)rJ. - ~. --'---==="----'-
gr - In(2.3Gk o,Il/rJ. + I) ~ In(2.3Gk~pp/rJ. + I)

(AI2)

Therefore, when k' = k~pp the ratio of the resolution in gradient to that in isocratic
elution, Rgr / Rig, is expressed as

(Al3)

For given values of k~pp and «, Rgr / Rig can be calculated as a function of G using eqns.
AI2 and Al3. Although it cannot be readily shown algebraically, substitution of I <
k~pp < 10 and 1.01 < rJ. < 1.7 into the above expressions did confirm that for all finite
values of G, Rgr / Rig < I. This implies that for a given component pair with constant

separation factor, assuming that N does not change with k~pp, there exists at least one
condition for an isocratic separation at which the resolution is larger than for any
gradient separation with finite G.

SYMBOLS

a, initial slope of the Langmuir type multicomponent adsorption isotherm for
component i when all Cj/o; = O.

ao,; value of a, without modulator in the mobile phase
au extrapolated value of a, at q;g = 1.0 M (eqns. 5 and 6)
b, parameter of the Langmuir type multicomponent isotherm: the reciprocal of

mobile phase concentration, c., at half saturation of the stationary phase for
component i when all Cj/o; = 0

b<p b parameter for mobile phase modulator (eqn. 2)
C; concentration of eluite i in the mobile phase
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CO,i inlet concentration of component i
CO,ref inlet concentration of reference component (eqns. 13 and 14)
C band compression factor according to the LSS theory (eqn. A3); same as

parameter G in ref. 6
f» lumped effective dispersion coefficient, see discussion preceding eqn. 7
E, enrichment factor, i.e. ratio of product to feed concentration, of component i
g function describing gradient profile (eqn. 10)
G gradient steepness parameter defined in eqn. 13;same as parameter b in ref. 6
k~pp apparent retention factor in gradient linear elution (eqn. A5)
k~pp mean apparent retention factor of two components (eqn. All)
k' retention factor in isocratic linear elution
k' mean retention factor of two components (eqn. AlO)
k'o retention factor at start of gradient run (eqns. A4, A5 and A7)
L column length
!£ load parameter (eqn. 14)
n total number of eluites
N plate number under conditions of isocratic linear chromatography, uoL /2f»
p dimensionless group in the expression for C (eqn. A4)
Pi dimensionless production rate (eqn. 16)
qi concentration of eluite i in the stationary phase
Rgr resolution in gradient linear elution (eqn. All)
R is resolution in isocratic linear elution (eqn. AIO)
R; resolution between two peaks (eqn. A8)
S, 2.3 times the slope of the K-cP plot for component i (eqn. 3); it is 2.3 times the

value for the S used in ref. 6
t time
to mean hold-up time of the mobile phase in the column, i.e., the residence time

of an unretained homomorph of the eluite
tR retention time in linear elution
t inj time of feed introduction
uo chromatographic velocity, Llt.,
X dimensionless axial distance, z]L
Yi yield of component i, i.e., the ratio of mass recovered in product to that in

feed
z axial distance in the column
Z ratio of eluite to salt valence in electrostatic interaction chromatography

(eqns. 5 and 6)

Greek
IX selectivity or relative retention or separation factor for two components in

isocratic linear elution (eqn. A10)
IXgr ostensible selectivity for two components,k~pp,B/k~PP.A' in gradient linear

elution (eqn. All)
aln logarithmic mean separation factor (eqn. 17)
lX"'o separation factor at modulator concentration CPo (eqn. 17)
IX",_ separation factor at modulator concentration cp* (eqn. 17)
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fJ linear rate of change of modulator concentration at the inlet, i.e., the
difference between final and initial modulator concentration divided by the
gradient time

if> phase ratio, i.e., the ratio of stationary phase to mobile phase volumes within
the column; set to unity in this study

cP modulator concentration in the mobile phase
CPo modulator concentration at the start of the gradient run
cp* modulator concentration at which if>ao is unity for the least retained

component of an eluite pair (eqn. 17)
«, IOg10ki (eqn. 3)
Ko,i IOg10(if>ao,D (eqn. 3)
A.i parameter of the Langmuir type multicomponent 'adsorption isotherm for

component i, i.e., the saturation value of stationary phase concentration for
that component, alb,

A.ref. saturation value of stationary phase concentration for reference component
(eqns. 14 and 16)

/11 first moment of peak (Table I)
/1~ second central moment of peak (Table I)
/1! third central moment of peak (Table I)
B dimensionless time, t/t o
Be dimensionless cycle time (eqn. 16)
(J~r peak variance in gradient linear elution
(J~ peak variance in isocratic linear elution
r dimensionless time for feed introduction, tinjlto
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MASS TRANSFER EFFECTS IN ISOCRATIC NON-LINEAR ELUTION
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SUMMARY

In large-scale liquid chromatography, solute competition for sorbent sites
(interference) coupled with mass transfer effects can result in complex solute
distribution patterns and concentration dependent migration of solute bands, A rate
equation model, which accounts for axial dispersion, film mass transfer, intraparticle
diffusion, size exclusion and non-linear isotherms, was used to simulate the effluent
histories of multicomponent ion-exchange systems. The method of orthogonal
collocation on gradient-directed moving finite elements developed by Yu and Wang in
1989 was used to solve the model equations. The theory was verified by comparing the
model predictions with data on amino acid and protein ion exchange and good
agreement was obtained.

Dimensionless groups were used to identify the local equilibrium regime, in
which the effects of axial dispersion, film mass transfer and intraparticle diffusion are
negligible. Mass transfer effects were pronounced for systems with small pulse sizes
and for solutes with long retention times. For a system with a pulse size about 20 pore
volumes C/C = 103

, and IX (separation factor of a solute against eluent) = 1.6, mass
transfer effects were negligible at N p > 103• For low affinity solutes (IX < 0.1) of
a similar pulse size, local equilibrium was approached at a lower Ni;

The dimensionless groups were also useful for studying the combined effects of
design and operating parameters. The effects of these parameters on band shape and
band spreading were examined for non-linear systems with various solute affinities.
The dimensionless groups were also used to establish simple scaling rules for
non-linear chromatography. The scaling rules suggest that one can achieve the same
degree of separation but significantly higher throughputs by using small particles,
short columns and rapid cycles.

INTRODUCTION

In linear chromatography, solute bands have a simple shape and the mechanisms
which cause band spreading during migration in a chromatography column are well
understood'':". In non-linear chromatography, however, peak shapes and spreading
are affected by solute competition for sorbent sites (interference), axial dispersion, film
mass transfer and intraparticle diffusion. As a result, peak shape and spreading are

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © [989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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complex functions of equilibrium isotherms, mass transfer parameters (film mass
transfer coefficients and intraparticle diffusivity), design parameters (particle size and
column length), and operating parameters (pulse size, feed concentration and
flow-rate). Understanding interference and mass transfer effects on band spreading in
non-linear systems is crucial for designing and scaling large-scale chromatography, in
which large pulses and concentrated feeds are usually used to increase throughputs.

Because of the complexity of non-linear systems, significant simplifications are
usually introduced into chromatography models. In a local equilibrium model, the
mass transfer resistances are assumed to be negligible. Therefore, local equilibrium
models are useful for explaining thermodynamic effects on the separation and
migration of solute bands. They are useful for predicting column dynamics (unsteady
state concentration profiles and effluent histories) when mass transfer effects are
insignificant. Among them, the interference theory':" provides the most extensive
analyses for isocratic systems. However, solutions of local equilibrium models are
usually restricted to simple forms of equilibrium isotherms, simple step inputs, and
isocratic operations. Only recently, the interference theory was extended to non-linear
systems with gradients and two-way flow operations", Also, computer simulations for
general non-linear isotherms were carried out recently for isocratic single component
gas chromatography (GC) and liquid chromatography (LC)9, and two-component
isocratic LC 10

. Despite the numerous local equilibrium theories, there have been no
clear guidelines for judging whether the assumption of local equilibrium is valid for
a given system.

For models in the literature that do include mass transfer effects, such as staged
models and rate equation models, simplifications are made on equilibrium isotherms
or the mass transfer processes. Table I shows a summary of selected theoretical studies
that account for mass transfer effects in ion-exchange and adsorption systems. Because
of mathematical complexity, detailed solutions are available only for linear isotherm
systems, for which interference effect is absent. For non-linear systems, one or more of
the following simplifications are used: no intraparticle diffusion, no axial dispersion,
no film mass transfer resistance, single component, or special isotherm type. Certain
assumptions also make it difficult to study the effects of design and operating
parameters. For example, in the linear driving force approach11, the effects of particle
diameter and flow-rate are not explicit. For systems with non-linear isotherms, the
lumped mass transfer coefficient estimated under one condition may not apply when
solute concentration, particle size, or flow-rate changes. Moreover, a systematic study
of axial dispersion, film mass transfer, intraparticle diffusion in non-linear chroma
tography has not been reported before.

In this article, a detailed rate equation model developed by Yu and Wang 1 2 is
used to study interference and mass transfer effects in non-linear chromatography.
The objectives are (I) to verify the rate equation model with experiments on amino acid
elution and protein ion exchange; (2) to compare the results with a local equilibrium
model in order to identify the regions where the mass transfer effects are negligible; and
(3) to study the relative importance of interference, axial dispersion, film mass transfer,
and intraparticle diffusion on peak shape and peak spreading under various design and
operating conditions.

The model equations expressed in dimensionless form are solved by a gradient
directed moving finite element technique developed by Yu and Wang 1 2

. Using various
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF RATE EQUATION THEORY LITERATURE

Abbreviations: Adspt = adsorption process; diffusion = intraparticle diffusion; dispersion = axial
dispersion; film = film mass transfer; lEX = ion exchange process; LDFA = linear driving force approach.

Ref Feature Isotherm Component Input Method of Adspt]
solution lEX

24 Diffusion, Langmuir Multi Batch Orthogonal Adspt
film collocation

25 LDFA Linear All Analytical, Adspt
Laplace
transform

26 Dispersion, Linear Step Analytical, Adspt
diffusion, Fast Fourier
film transform

27 Dispersion, Parabolic Single Step Finite lEX
diffusion difference

28 Diffusion, Linear Step Parabolic Adspt
film & quadratic

profiles
29 Dispersion Langmuir Single Pulse Finite Adspt

LDFA S-shaped difference
30 Dispersion, Linear Pulse Method of Adspt

diffusion, moments
film

31 Dispersion, Fritz & Binary Step Orthogonal Adspt
diffusion, Schlunder collocation
film type

32 Diffusion, Linear Step Parabolic Adspt
film profile

33 Diffusion, Freundlich Multi Step Finite Adspt
film, difference
LDFA

34 Dispersion, Langmuir Multi Step Finite Adspt
LDFA difference

35 Diffusion Shrinking Single Step Finite lEX
core difference

36 Diffusion Langmuir Single Step Method of Adspt
moments

37 Diffusion, Linear Step Analytical, Adspt
film Laplace

transform
38 Two pore Langmuir Single Step Finite Adspt

diffusion, difference
film

39 LDFA Langmuir, Multi Step Finite Adspt
Freundlich difference

40 Diffusion, Langmuir Single Step Numerical Adspt
film

41 Dispersion, Freundlich Single Step Finite Adspt
dual-pore difference
diffusion

42 LDFA, non- Langmuir Multi Step Method of Adspt
isothermal line
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dimensionless groups allows us to study the combined effects of design and operating
parameters. The magnitudes of these groups indicate the relative importance of film
mass transfer, intraparticle diffusion and axial dispersion for a given system.
Furthermore, they are useful for scaling of non-linear systems.

THEORY

In formulating this model, we assume uniform packing, uniform velocity
distribution, pseudo-homogeneous spherical particles with uniform size distribution,
isothermal behavior and constant physical properties. Convection and axial dispersion
are considered the only mechanisms of mass transfer in the axial direction. The axial
dispersion coefficient is estimated from a standard correlation'. The pressure and
velocity variations along the axis are assumed to have no effects on equilibrium
and column dynamics. The mass transfer coefficient between the bulk mobile phase
and the stationary phase is estimated from a J factor correlation-". For each particle,
its surroundings are assumed to be uniform. Surface diffusion within the particle is also
neglected. Along the radial direction in a particle, local equilibrium is assumed
between the stagnant fluid in the pores and the sorbent surface.

For each component j, the mass balance equations and initial and boundary
conditions are given in eqns. I and 2, where subscripts band p denote the bulk and
particle phases, respectively.

Bulk phase

x

x

T

where

0, aCbj =
Pez(cbj - Cfj)

ax

I,
aCbj

°ax

0, Cbj = Cb/O,X)

(I a)

(I b)

(Ie)

(I d)

T = t/(L/uo), x=z/L,

All concentration variables are normalized by their respective feed concentrations.
Thus, Cbj is a dimensionless bulk phase concentration, Cfj is a dimensionless feed
concentration, z is the axial distance, L is the column length, R is the particle radius, tis
time, Uo is the interstitial velocity, k, is the film mass transfer coefficient of component
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i, e is the bed void fraction and Ebj and Epj are the axial dispersion coefficient and
effective diffusivity of component j, respectively.

Particle phase

(2a)

e= 0, o (2b)

(2c)

(2d)

(3)

where e= rjR, N pj = (L/R) . (l/Pepj), Cpj is the local dimensionless concentration of
componentj in the fluid phase within a particle, C~j is the dimensionless concentration
ofcomponentj in the solid phase within a particle and it is in equilibrium with the local
concentrations of the fluid phase (Cpl' Cp2' ... , cpn) , n is the number of components, r is
the radial coordinate of the particle, e is intraparticle porosity, and Ke, is the size
exclusion factor of component j.

One of the objectives of this study is to compare the results of the rate equation
model with those from a previous local equilibrium model based on the assumption of
constant separation factors 7

• The comparison is needed to identify the conditions
under which the local equilibrium model is applicable. For this reason, the equilibrium
isotherms here are represented by constant separation factors. For a multicomponent
system with constant separation factors, the non-linear equilibrium isotherm for
component i can be written as follows

CiC/Ci

where lY.ij is the separation factor of i against), Cis column capacity per bed volume, C;
is the feed concentration of the 11h component based on per bed volume, and C/Ci is an
important dimensionless group. Although all simulations reported in this paper are for
constant separation factor systems, this model can incorporate any complex iso
therms. Simulations for systems with Langmuir isotherms have been reported in
a previous paper'F.

The dimensionless group Pe; in eqn. 1 is the axial Peclet number, which is
proportional to the ratio of a characteristic convection rate to that of axial dispersion.
The dimensionless group Pep in eqn. 2 is the particle Peclet number, which is
proportional to the ratio of a characteristic convection rate to that of intraparticle
diffusion. The Biot number (Bi) in eqn. 2 represents the ratio of a characteristic film
mass transfer rate to that of intraparticle diffusion.
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A correlation developed by Chung and Wen 13 is used to estimate Eb or Pe..

L
re, = -2 (0.2 + 0.01IReo. 4 8

)
R8

where the Reynolds number (Re) is defined as

2Rpu08
Re = ---

J.l

(4)

(5)

Since Re is typically in the order of 0.1 or less, Pe; is essentially only a function of
L/(R8).

The film mass transfer coefficient k can be estimated from a J factor correlation
proposed by Wilson and Geankoplis!". This correlation is valid for liquid systems with
low Reynolds numbers.

J = (~) (~)213
Uo8 pDOC!

1.09 -213= --Re
8

(6)

As shown in eqn. 6, the film mass transfer coefficient k is related to DOC!
(Brownian diffusivity) and Uo (interstitial velocity). The effective intraparticle
diffusivity (Ep) of a solute is also related to DOC! for a given sorbent material (see eqn.
10). Because of this interdependence, one can rearrange eqn. 6 to give the following
explicit relation:

Uo = [(28?/3J ( Ep )213(RUo) 2/3
k 1.09 DOC! e,

which is equivalent to

or

Pe = [(1.09)3
12J

(DOC!) (pe:)31
2

p 28 E; Bi

(7)

(8a)

(8b)

Eqn. 8b can be rearranged to give an explicit relation between Pep and Bi.

(9)
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Eqn. 9 suggests that as PCp increases with increasing particle size or now-rate, Bi also
increases. This implies that as PCp increases, intraparticle diffusion resistance becomes
relatively more important than film resistance.

We are interested in comparing simulati~nresults with data for amino acid and
protein ion exchange here, but unfortunately, experimental data of Ep are usually
unavailable. For small ions and particles with uniform pores, the following equation
can be applied to estimate Ep from Brownian diffusivity D CO15, 16.

E = (_8)2

D rY::

p 2-8

If this equation is used, eqn. 9 becomes

(10)

(II)

Pulse size is another important scaling parameter for this system. A dimension
less pulse size LIT is defined here as

LIT = _V_p_. = Vpuo
eVbed FL

(12)

where Fis volumetric now-rate, Vp is the volume ofa feed pulse and Vbed is bed volume.
As shown in eqn. 12, Jr represents a dimensionless pulse volume, where Vp is
normalized by interparticle void volume (s Vbc d) in a packed bed. This dimensionless
pulse zlr is related to the fractional loading J T;, which was defined previously for local
equilibrium studies.':".

(13)

This fractional loading also represents a dimensionless pulse size, in which the total
amount of solute i input to the column during Jr is normalized by total column
capacity.

Eqn. 9 (or eqn. 11) can be substituted into eqns. 1 and 2 to eliminate PCp. Thus,
we are left with PCz and Bi as the independent transport parameters, L/R, <;and 8 (and
Ep/Dco

, if eqn. 10 is used) are the system parameters, C/C; and zlr are the operating
parameters. These dimensionless parameters are useful for scaling purposes and for
studying the combined effects of L, Rand uo. They are especially convenient for
estimating the relative importance of intraparticle diffusion, film mass transfer, and
axial dispersion on band spreading for a given system. These results will be discussed
later.

Since the systems being studied involve non-linear isotherms, eqns. I and 2 must
be solved numerically. An efficient numerical method was developed by Yu and
Wang'? for solving non-linear boundary value problems. This method, being
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especially useful for fixed-bed systems with steep gradients, was used to solve the
model equations here. It employs orthogonal collocation on both bulk and particle
phases as well as a gradient-directed moving finite elements scheme. Details of this
technique and convergence behavior are available elsewhere'<. A typical elution
simulation requires two collocation points in the particle phase and four points in each
element for the bulk phase. The number of elements varies from 16 initially to about
4 at the end of simulation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before studying mass transfer effects and interference phenomena, we verified
this model with data from ion exchange of amino acids and proteins. Previous data on
isocratic elution of lysine and proline were considered first!". A 7.5 x I em J.D.
column was used. It was packed with Bio-Rad AG 50W-X8 cation-exchange resin,
with a particle radius of about 25 ,urn. A 50-ml mixture of 0.01 N lysine and 0.01
N proline in 0.19 N of sodium citrate buffer at pH 4.4 was injected into the column at
2 mlfmin, and eluted with 0.20 N of sodium citrate buffer at the same pH. Fig. 1a shows
the effluent history of the column plotted in dimensionless concentration versus
dimensionless time. The results from the rate equation model (solid lines) are
compared with those from the local equilibrium model (dashed lines). As the figure
shows, the local equilibrium model can predict the average retention time, but it
cannot predict the exact product concentration and zone spreading behavior because it
neglects mass transfer effects.

As mentioned before, both axial dispersion and film diffusion coefficients were
estimated from standard correlations. Since Ep values were not readily available for
this sytem, approximate values were obtained from eqn. 10. Except where indicated,
eqn. 10 was used to estimate Ep from D OO for all simulations in this paper. An Ep of 3.5
. 10-5 em?fmin was used for both lysine and proline for the simulations shown in Fig.
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Fig. I. (a) Experimental results and model predictions of the lysine-proline system. Pe; = 672, Pep = 337, Bi
= 42, Pep/Bi = 8, LIT = 18.86, (XLy,/N,+ = 1.6, (Xpro/Na+ = 0.043. Parameters used in simulations are listed in
TableIl. (b) Experimental results and model predictions of the lysine-glutamic acid system. Pe, = 653, Pep
= 202, Bi = 36, PeplBi = 5.6, LIT = 15.50, (XLysINa+ = 4.56, (XGlu/Na+ = 0.10.
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la. The value of D W was first estimated from the Wilke-Change correlation given in
ref. 18 and eqn. 10 was then used to estimate Ep • This E p value is similar to the values
given for other amino acids in a similar exchanger!", The same separation factors from
the local equilibrium simulation were used (CXLys/Na+ = 1.6 and CXPro/Na+ = 0.043). Both
bed void fraction (e) and particle porosity (8) were 0.45. All the parameter values used
for simulations are listed in Table II.

Because proline has a low affinity relative to Na + , it elutes immediately without
any peak broadening, and the concentration is the same as in the feed pulse. This
behavior is closely predicted by both models. For the lysine peak, only the rate
equation model can predict the experimental behavior in detail. Because the retention
time of lysine is longer and mass transfer effects are more pronounced, the lysine peak
becomes less concentrated than the feed and it spreads more than the proline peak.
This example shows the validity and accuracy of the rate model for high affinity
solutes.

Fig. 1b shows the results of elution of a glutamic acid and lysine mixture.
A 7.3-cm column packed with the same resin was used, and a pulse of 40 ml with 0.02
Nlysine, 0.01 N glutamic acid and 0.20 N sodium citrate was injected into the column
at a flow-rate of 1ml/min. It was then eluted with 0.20 N of sodium citrate buffer at pH
3.58

. At this pH, CXGlu/Na+ is 0.10, and CXLys/Na+ is 4.56, which is much higher than in the
previous case. The rate equation model again can predict the data closely by using the
same Ep , 8 and I' as in the previous system. For the same reason as in the previous case,

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF PARAMETER VALUES USED FOR SIMULATIONS

() = e = 0.45, Ep = 4.2' 10-5 cm2jmin, DW = 5' 10-4 cm2jmin, L = 2.3 mequiv.jml packed volume.

Fig. L Vp F R (J.tys/Na i iJ.pro/Na·! [Lysine) [ Proline} [Na+ }

(em) (ml) (mllmin ) (11m) (N) (N) (N)

l a" 7.5 50 2 25 1.6 0.043 0.01 0.01 0.19
Iba 7.3 40 I 25 4.56 0.10· 0.02 o.or 0.20
4 7.5 50 0.1-40 25 1.6 0.043 0.01 0.01 0.18
7 7.5 50 0.5-40 25 4.0 0.5 0.01 0.01 0.18
8-10 1.6 0.043 0.01 0.01 0.18
13a 7.5 50 2 25-160 1.6 0.043 0.01 0.01 0.18
13b 7.5 50 2 10-100 4.0 0.5 0.01 0.01 0.18
14 1-15 50 2 25 1.6 0.043 0.01 0.01 0.18
15 7.5 10-250 2 25 1.6 0.043 0.01 0.01 0.18
16a 7.5 50 2 25 1.6 0.043 0.01-0.16 0.01-0.16 0.18
16b' (I) 7.5 50 2 25 1.6 0.043 0.01 0.01 0.18

(2) 0.031 0.031 0.139
(3) 0.047 0.047 0.106
(4) 0.064 0.064 0.072

16c 7.5 100 2 25 1.6 0.043 0.01-0.16 0.01-0.16 0.18
17a 7.5 100 2 25 1.6 0.043 0.04 0.04 0.04-0.34
17b 7.5 50 2 25 1.6 0.043 0.04 0.04 0.04-0.34

a E; = 3.5' 10-5 cm 2jmin, DW = 4.16' 10- 4 cm2jmin.

• aGlu/Na+ = 0.10, CG1u = 0.01 N.
c The fractions of lysine, proline and Na + are the same as in Fig. 16a except the total concentration is kept at

0.2 N.
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the glutamic acid passes through the column immediately without any zone spreading.
For this low affinity solute, because mass transfer effects are insignificant, the local
equilibrium model is adequate. Asymmetric lysine peak is predicted by both models.
This is because solute migration speed is a function of solute concentration and IX; the
larger the IX or the higher the solute concentration, the more does the migration speed
vary with concentration, and the more pronounced is the tailing". Again in this case,
the rate equation model is needed to predict the lysine data accurately.

Experimental data obtained from protein ion exchange were also used to verify
the model. An l l-cm column packed with DEAE Sepharose Fast Flow (Pharmacia)
was presaturated with chloride ions initially. A 5-mg/ml myoglobin (Myo) solution in
0.1 M Tris buffer at pH 8 was injected into the column at a flow-rate of 0.5 mlmin.
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) with the same concentration as myoglobin was
introduced into the column to displace myoglobin after III min (T = 18.36). The
effluent history is shown in Fig. 2a. Because of the size of protein molecules, not the
whole resin particle is accessible to the protein; therefore, size-exclusion factors of O.72
and 0.6 (ref. 8) were used for myoglobin and BSA, respectively, to obtain the
simulation results in Fig. 2a.

The Ep values for the proteins were estimated from the Brownian diffusivities
using eqn. 10 (8 = 0.95). They were 5.55 . 10-5 cm 2/min for myoglobin/", 3.34' 10-5

cm 2/min for BSA 2 1 and 9.98 . 10-4 for cr (ref. 18). Values of IXBSA/CI- = 6.0 and
IXMyo/CI- = 1.5 were used to obtain the curves in Fig. 2a. As the figure shows, this rate
equation model gives close prediction for this system. It appears that under the
experimental conditions, ion exchange of both BSA and myoglobin is reversible. If the
proteins undergo slow adsorption or desorption, this model is not expected to give
good predictions.

For the same system except with 20 mg/ml each of BSA and myoglobin, 5.5 em
column length and 0.25 ml/min flow-rate, the effluent history is shown in Fig. 2b. In
this case, BSA was introduced after 102 min (T = 16.87) to displace myoglobin. The
same size-exclusion factors, separation factors and diffusion coefficients used in Fig.
2a were used to obtain the result here. Again, the model predicts closely the
experimental data.

The results from a local equilibrium model are also included in Fig. 2a and b for
comparison. Identical parameters as in the rate model were used. The definition of
adjusted time T reported previously was modified here in order to take into account
intraparticle porosity 8 and size exclusion.

(14)

For the cases with multiple step changes (Fig. 2a and b), the local equilibrium model
gives good predictions of the average breakthrough times, but not the details of the
breakthrough curves.

Mass transfer analysis by dimensionless groups
The dimensionless groups defined in this paper (Pe., Pep, Bi, L/R, C/C and LIT)

are important scaling parameters. They are also helpful for identifying the local
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Fig. 2. (a) Experimental results and model predictions of the BSA-myoglobin system. Pe; = 632, Pe
p

•Myo

= 164, Pep•BSA = 272, Pep•Cl - = 9.11, BiMyo = 8.65, BinsA = 10.24, BiCl _ = 3.30. L = 11.0 em, R = 50 11m,
F = 0.5 ml/rnin, CBSA = CMyo = 5 mg/rnl, CCl- = 0.16 N. (b) Experimental results and model predictions of the
BSA-myoglobin system. re, = 316, Pep•Myo = 81.9, Pep•BSA = 136, Pe p •Cl - = 4.56, BiMyO T= 6.86, BiBSA

= 8.13, BiCl _ = 2.62. L = 5.5 em, R = 50 11m, F = 0.25 ml/min, CIISA = CMyo = 20 mg/rnl, CCl- = 0.16 N.
Solid lines represent the predictions of the rate equation model; dashed lines represent predictions of the
local equilibrium model; and arrows indicate the times of step input of BSA solution.

equilibrium regime and for understanding the relative importance of film mass
transfer, intraparticle diffusion and axial dispersion for a given system.

Local equilibrium region. Since Bi gives the ratio of intraparticle diffusion
resistance over film mass transfer resistance, the absolute magnitude of the two
resistances are not clear from this parameter. In order to identify the region that has
negligible mass transfer resistances (local equilibrium conditions), other dimensionless
groups must be examined. The N bj parameter in the film mass transfer term of eqn. la,
which consists of L, R, 8, Pepand Bi, can be taken as a normalized film mass transfer
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rate. The N pj of eqn. 2a can be taken as a normalized intraparticle diffusion rate. For
a given system, a plot of IjNpj against IjNbj shows how normalized intraparticle
diffusion resistance changes with normalized film resistance (Fig. 3). At the lower left
corner of the plot, both intraparticle diffusion and film resistances are negligible. If
IjPez is plotted as the third axis, then the origin is the true local equilibrium point.

Eqn. 8b can be modified to give the following relationship between N p and N b .

This implies that for a given set of e, LjR, D'" jEp (or e, if eqn. lOis valid), all possible
IjNp and IjNb values form a straight line with a slope of 1.5 in a log-log plot (Fig. 3).
For example, at e = s = 0.45, LIT = 18.86 and LjR = 3000, the seven triangle points
represent the cases with seven different flow-rates shown in Fig. 4 (see Table Il for
values of other parameters) and indeed, they follow a straight line. It should be noted
that Pe, is the third parameter, and these seven points have slightly different Pe..

As the flow-rate decreases, both IjNp and IjNb decrease along the line. It has
been found that there are no changes in the effluent history when the flow-rate is less
than 0.1mljmin. Therefore, the elution peaks approach a limiting shape, which occurs
at about Bi = 16 and Pep = 17. In order to approach local equilibrium conditions at
this point, LjR needs to be increased to further reduce IjNb and IjNp . Fig. 5 shows the
results at various LjR values while all other dimensionless parameters are kept
constant. Since Llr(= 18.86) is fixed, increasing L requires increasing Vp in these cases.
As LjR increases to 12000, the peak of high-affinity solute approaches the local
equilibrium curve at N p = 7.1 . ]02, N b = 4.1 . ]04 and Pe; = 2.7 . 103.

When Llr was decreased to 0.377 with all other parameters kept the same as in

10'
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Fig. 3. Normalized intraparticle diffusion resistance (1IN p ) versusnormalized film resistance (1IN b ) . The
same parameters as those in Fig. la except different flow-rates are used in calculating the seven triangles. The
four circles represent the four cases shown in Fig. 9. The four squares represent the four cases shown in Fig.
10.
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from the local equilibrium model are shown in dotted lines.

Fig. 4, the effluent histories of the highly retained solute at four different flow-rates are
shown in Fig. 6. Note the heights of the peaks are less than 0.05 in dimensionless
concentration. At flow-rates below 0.01 mljmin, no changes were observed. Actually,
the 0.1 mljmin curve is already very close to the limiting shape.

Attempts were made to increase LjR (to further decrease IjNb and IjNp) to
approach local equilibrium conditions. The dashed curves shown in Fig. 6 were
simulated at 0.01 mljmin flow-rate, and LjR = 15000 (Pe; = 3340) and LjR = 60 000
(Pe, = 13360). The peaks do become sharper, but they are still very far from reaching
1.0 (where the local equilibrium peak would reach). Further increase of LjR (and also
Pez) would require substantially longer computation time because of numerical
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Fig. 5. Varying L/R for the case at 0.1 ml/min flow-rate in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6. Approaching local equilibrium conditions with LIT = 0.377. Unless noted otherwise, all the other
parameters are the same as those for Fig. 5.

difficulties. This result shows that for a smaller zlr, it requires larger values of N; and
Np to approach local equilibrium.

The affinity of the solute (a) is another factor that affects the region of local
equilibrium. Fig. 7 shows the results for zlr = 18.86 but with a different set of a values
(aLys/Na+ = 4.0 and apro/Na+ = 0.5 in Fig. 7, compared to aLys/Na+ = 1.6 and
apro/Na+ = 0.043 in Fig. 4). All other parameters in these two figures are identical. For
the solute with a = 0.043 (Fig. 4), the peak at 40 mljmin flow-rate (N; :::::; 0.5) is very
similar to the local equilibrium peak. For the solute with a = 0.5 (Fig. 7), local
equilibrium is approached at 0.5 mljmin (N; = 35.6, N; = 3.5' 103 and Pez = 670).
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Fig. 7. Effect of flow-rate. The parameters are the same as those in Figs. la and 4 except C(Lys/N,+ = 4.0 and
C(rmINa+ = 0.5.
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For the solute with rx = 1.6 (Fig. 4), local equilibrium is approached at 0.1 ml/min (N;
= 7.1·102,N

b = 4.1·104andPe
z = 2.7'103

) . For the solute with a = 4 (Fig. 7),even
the peak at the lowest flow-rate is still quite different from that at local equilibrium.
Therefore, the larger the a, the larger the values of N p , N b and Pe; required to approach
local equilibrium.

Effect of Pe.. Changing Eb changes only Pez> and all other parameters remain
constant. This way, the isolated effect of the Pe; term in eqn. la can be studied. Fig. 8a
shows the effluent history of the same lysine-proline system discussed earlier.
Assuming that Pe; can be varied independently, one can plot the results for Pe, at 1000,
500,200, 100,50 and 5. The other parameters are Pep = 100, Bi = 28, f, = e= 0.45 and
L/R = 3000. The lysine peak (rx = 1.6)at Pe, = 500 is very close to that at Pe; = 1000,
but it is still quite different from that at Pe; = 200. Therefore, a Pe; of 1000 is the limit
for negligible axial dispersion for lysine. Axial dispersion broadens the bands and
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eventually produces asymmetric peaks at small Pe.. For the proline peak (0: = 0.043),
axial dispersion and film and intraparticle diffusion have negligible effects on band
spreading.

The effects of axial dispersion are relatively more pronounced when Pep and
Pep/Bi are small (close to local equilibrium conditions). When intraparticle resistance
or film resistance is large, axial dispersion has very minor effects. For example, for the
same system shown in Fig. 8a except at Pep = 3370 and Bi = 91.2, the results for the
same set of Pe; numbers are shown in Fig. 8b. In this case, the lysine peak is broadened
by large intraparticle diffusion resistance. Changing Pe; from 1000 to 100 has almost
no effect, and minor effect for Pe; == 50. At Pez = 5, the lysine peak becomes
noticeably more asymmetric and overlaps with the proline peak. Therefore for Pep
= 3370 and Bi = 91.2, the limit for negligible axial dispersion is around Pe; of 50,
which is considerably smaller than the limit in Fig. 8a.

Effects ofPep/Bi and Pep. It is also worthwhile to study the isolated effects of the
film mass transfer term (Pep/Bi) in eqn. 1a and intraparticle effective diffusion term
(Pep) in eqn. 2a. Fig. 9 shows the results when keeping all dimensionless parameters
constant and changing only k to vary Pep / Bi. The four curves shown here are
represented by the four circles in Fig. 3: Pep = 337, L/R = 3000 and Pep/Bi ranging
from 2 to 50. This gives Bi ranging from 169 to 6.7. As k decreases, Bi decreases, and
the lysine peak (0: = 1.6) becomes broader and less concentrated, but relatively small
changes are observed in this range of Bi. For the same reason mentioned before,
because the low affinity of the proline peak (0: = 0.043), changing k or Pep/Bi has no
effects at all. Moreover, as k increases (or Pep/Bi decreases), a limiting peak shape
indicates negligible film resistance.

Fig. 10shows the results when keeping PelBi = 8, L/R = 3000 and changing Pep
from 50 to 1000.This provides the effect of changing Ep (or Pep)alone. The four curves
are also represented as squares in Fig. 3. As Ep decreases, both Pep and Bi increase.
This leads to broadening of the lysine peak. A limiting peak shape is expected for large
Ep values which correspond to negligible intraparticle diffusion resistance.

The results shown in Figs. 8-10 indicate that for the experimental systems tested,
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axial dispersion and film resistance are unimportant; intraparticle diffusion resistance
is the major cause for lysine band spreading (Fig. la and b) and the spreading of BSA
and myoglobin breakthrough curves (Fig. 2a and b). Therefore, the good agreement
between data and model predictions shown in Figs. I and 2 does not prove the
accuracy of the correlations for axial disperision coefficient (eqn. 4) and film mass
transfer coefficient (eqn. 6). Thorough testing of these correlations and others 2 2

requires further studies of systems for which axial dispersion and film resistance are
dominating.
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Variation of dimensionless parameters with operating parameters. Since Pep is
related to Bi, a plot of Pe; vs. Bi would be sufficient to represent an entire fixed-bed
system for a given set of LjR, Llr,etc; s and e(or EpjDOO

) . Fig. II shows the ranges of
Pe, and Bi that are encompassed by some typical operating conditions for a column of
1 em J.D. The triangles shown in Fig. 3 are plotted here. These data are from a 7.5 em
x 1 em J.D. column with 25-Jim particles at different flow-rates (effects of flow-rate
are shown in Fig. 4 and will be discussed later).

From the J factor correlation discussed earlier, the film mass transfer coefficient
k increases with ub/3 • Because the normalized film resistance IjNb is proportional to
uojk, it increases with u6/3 • The normalized intraparticle diffusion resistance IjNp

increases linearly with uo. As a result, as flow-rate increases, Bi increases and
intraparticle diffusion resistance becomes more important relative to film resistance.
The axial Peclet number Pe" on the other hand, has a very weak dependence on
flow-rate because Re is typically 0.1 or less (see eqn. 4). As shown in Fig. 11, Bi ranges
from 15.6 for 0.1 mljmin to 115 for 40 mljmin, while Pe; only varies from 665 to 692.
The ratio LjR has a major effect on Pe.. When column length is increased from 7.5 cm
to 15 cm, Pe; increases proportionally (see solid line above). Pe; values range from
1340 (0.1 mljmin) to 1385 (40 mljmin). On the other hand, when column length is
decreased to 3 ern, Pe; becomes much lower, ranging from 265 to 277 (see dashed line
below).

The dotted line shown on the top of Fig. 11 is from a 15-cm column with 7.5 Jim
particle radius at different flow-rates. The flow-rate range is the same as the previous
cases but for this smaller particle radius and longer column, the Bi ranges from 10.4 to
77 instead of 15.6 to 115 for R = 25 Jim.

The circles in Fig. 11 are values for a 7.5-cm column at a flow-rate of 2 mljmin
and different particle radii (which will be discussed later). It ranges from Pe; = 1676
and Bi = 31.2 (R = 10 Jim) to Pe; = 107 and Bi = 78.6 (R = 160 Jim). The dashed
curve joining the circles is extended to R = 2 Jim at a Pez over 8000. Therefore,
increasing particle size not only decreases Pe., it also increases Bi at the same time.

When the flow-rate is increased from 2 mljmin to 10mljmin, the whole curve for
2 mljmin just shifts to the right. It should be noticed that when these two curves
intersect the varying flow-rate lines, it means two different sets of flow-rate, column
length and particle size would give the same Pez and Bi. For example, if a large particle
is used, one can operate at a lower flow-rate and use a longer column to achieve the
same Pe; and Bi. This scaling concept is useful for design and economic analysis and
will be discussed later.

Overall, increasing interstitial velocity mainly increases the relative importance
of intraparticle resistance but has little effect on axial dispersion. Increasing particle
size increases both the relative importance of axial dispersion and intraparticle
diffusion (Fig. 11). Increasing column length (or LjR ratio) increases Pe; Nb , and Np •

However, the longer the column, the smaller the dimensionless pulse size zlt. The effect
of Llr will be discussed later.

Effect of operating and design parameters
Flow-rate. In a chromatographic process, flow-rate is an important operating

parameter. It influences resolution, product concentration and cycle time. The
question concerning scaling-up chromatographic processes with the proper flow-rate,
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particle size, column length and pulse size will be addressed after the effects of each
parameter is discussed.

Fig. 4 shows the simulation results of the lysine-proline system discussed earlier
at various flow-rates. An Ep of 4.2 . 10-5 cm2/min and G = e = 0.45 were used here.
Effluent histories from seven flow-rates ranging from 0.1 ml/min to 40 ml/min are
shown here. The pulse volumes are the same for these cases. Little or no change is
observed for the proline peak at all flow-rates. This is because proline has a low affinity
relative to Na +. The proline peak passes through the column almost without being
retained, and flow-rate has very little effect in this case. The lysine peak becomes
broader and its concentration becomes lower as the flow-rate increases. At a flow-rate
higher than 20 ml/min, the peak actually becomes asymmetric because of large
intraparticle diffusion resistance.

Since the feed pulse concentration oflysine is only 0.01 N, and the (J. for lysine at
this pH is only 1.6, these conditions are close to a linear system where asymmetric
peaks are not normally observed. The asymmetry in the lysine peak observed at
a flow-rate greater than 20 ml/rnin is due to mass transfer effect. In order to confirm
this, simulations were conducted with a linear isotherm under identical conditions.
Asymmetric peaks were also observed. Therefore, the peak asymmetry is largely due to
intraparticle diffusion.

The results under the same conditions but with different separation factors are
shown in Fig. 7. This case can be viewed as the lysine-proline system at another pH
value. Values of (J.LysjNa+ = 4.0 and (J.ProjNa+ = 0.5 were used instead. Since both (J. values
are higher, both solutes are retained in the column longer; as a result, both peaks are
more spread than before. The effect of flow-rate in this case is similar to that in Fig. 4;
as the flow-rate increases, solute band broadens and its concentration decreases.
Because of the large (J.LysjNa+ value, even at 0.5 ml/min, the lysine peak is already slightly
asymmetric. The explanation given for Fig. Ib is also valid here. The tailing of lysine
peak at 40 ml/rnin is due to a combination of intraparticle diffusion resistance and
interference effect, because the local equilibrium model also predicts tailing for this
peak.

Although increasing flow-rate can decrease the product concentration, it also
decreases the elution time, which in turn decreases the cycle time. For certain cases, it
may be more economical to speed up the separation process and sacrifice the product
concentration. Fig. 12gives a better representation of the actual time scale involved for
the results shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 12a-e are the effluent histories in real time (min) for
0.5,5 and 20 nil/min, respectively. Byincreasing the flow-rate from 0.5 to 5 ml/rnin, the
actual cycle time is decreased to about 1/8 of that at the slower flow-rate, whereas the
product concentration is only decreased by about 20%.

Particle size. Another way to study the intraparticle diffusion effect is to change
the particle size and keep other parameters constant. Increasing the particle size
increases Pep and Bi, whereas decreases the L/ Rand Pe; at the same time. Therefore
increasing particle size increases intraparticle diffusion resistance, film resistance, and
axial dispersion effects. Fig. 13a flows the simulation results at four different particle
radii. These four cases are also represented by circles in Fig. 11. Other parameters are
the same as for Fig. la.

Increasing particle size decreases product concentrations, and eventually results
in asymmetric peaks. As discussed before, the feed pulse concentrations considered
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here are close to those of linear systems. Therefore, the asymmetry of the lysine peak is
mostly due to mass transfer effects. For the case at R = 160pm, Bi and Pezare 79.6 and
107, respectively. It indicates that intraparticle diffusion is dominating and the effect of
axial dispersion is relatively small. Therefore, large intraparticle diffusion resistance
can also produce asymmetric peaks.

Although Fig. 13a looks very similar to Fig. 4 in dimensionless time scale, if they
were plotted in actual time (t), they would look quite different (see Fig. 12). Each curve
in Fig. 4 has a different interstitial velocity (uo), while all curves in Fig. 13a have the
same interstitial velocity. Only a slight decrease in retention time is observed when
particle size is increased.

Fig. 13b shows the results of the same system with different solute affinities. The
four radii are also represented as circles in Fig. 11. Since iXLys/Na+ is 4.0 in this case,
asymmetric peaks are observed for particle radius as small as 10 us». For the proline
peak, increasing the particle size does decrease the product concentration in this case,
because the iXPro/Na+ is larger in this case. As expected, the average retention times for
both solutes are longer than in the previous case.

When designing a chromatographic process, it is important to choose the right
particle size and flow-rate. This rate equation model provides information on the
effects of particle size and flow-rate on resolution and product concentration that local
equilibrium models cannot provide. This is a major advantage of using this model for
design and scale-up purposes.

Column length. When only the length of the column is increased, and all other
parameters are kept constant, PeZ, N; and N p would increase, but LIT would decrease.
In Fig. 14, four column lengths ranging from 1 to 15 em were considered. For the
IS-em column, good .esolution is achieved. However, for this pulse size, the whole
column is not fully utilized; also the lysine peak has a lower concentration than the
feed. Therefore this case has the problem of long cycle time and low product
concentration. When the column is shortened to 7.5 em, the cycle time is decreased,
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Fig. 14. Effect of column length at Pep = 338, Bi = 42. (a) L/R = 6000, Pe, = 1340, LIT = 9.43; (b) L/R
= 3000, Pe, = 670, LIT = 18.86; (c) L/R = 1200, Pe, = 223, LIT = 47.15; (d) L/R = 400, Pe; = 110, LIT
= 141.5.

and the eluted lysine peak has a higher concentration than for the IS-cm column. This
is expected because Jr is larger for a shorter column.

For the 3-cm column, the two peaks overlap, but part of the lysine peak has
a concentration slightly higher than the feed pulse. Therefore, this is another example
of trade offs among resolution, cycle time and product concentration. For this case
a length between 3 and 7.5 ern would give the best resolution. For the l-cm column,
a large overlap occurs between the two peaks. This column is just too short to resolve
the two solutes, even though their separation factors are far apart.

If Jr is kept constant, a shorter bed has the advantages of a lower pressure drop
and a shorter cycle time. If the aforementioned conditions for local equilibrium are
met, this is definitely a good strategy. However, in a region far away from local
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equilibrium, as L/R decreases, film and intrapartic1e resistances increase and axial
dispersion also becomes more important. As a result, resolution will decrease. In order
to achieve the same resolution in a shorter bed, certain scaling rules must be followed,
and they will be discussed later.

Pulse size (Vp ) . Another important operating parameter is the feed pulse size
(Vp) . An increase in pulse size results in an increase in L1r and produces similar effects as
a decrease in column length. Fig. 15 shows the results of three different pulse sizes in
a 7.5-cm column. Very good separation is achieved for the case with a pulse size of 10
ml (L1r = 3.77), but because of mass transfer effects, the concentration of the lysine
peak becomes much lower than the feed. When the pulse size is increased to 100 ml (L1r
= 37.7), the lysine concentration actually becomes higher than the feed value because
of interference, but there is a slight overlap between the two peaks. For the 250-ml case
(L1r = 94.3), the pulse volume is 42.4 times the column volume and resolution is poor.
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The effluent history is similar to a smaller pulse with a shorter column, shown in Fig.
14.

Regardless of the differences in pulse volume, solutes in all cases start to elute at
about the same times. This is expected for systems with negligible interference effects.
Since for a fixed column length and mass transfer resistances, the left flank of the
product peak always exits at certain dimensionless time (T),regardless of its feed pulse
volume. Even though the qualitative effects of increasing Vp are similar to decreasing
column length, the quantitative results are different because in the latter case, the ratio
LjR is also decreased.

Solute concentration. Fig. 16a shows a series of simulations with different solute
concentrations in the feed pulse. For all cases both lysine and proline have the same
concentration, and the concentration of Na + in the feed pulse is 0.18 N; the
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concentration of the presaturant and eluent is always equal to the total concentration
of solutes plus Na + in the feed pulse. All other parameters are kept constant.

As the concentration of proline increases, the eluted proline peak does not
change significantly. This is because proline has a much lower affinity relative to lysine
and Na + and it quickly separates from lysine. As a result, the proline band, despite its
high fraction in the feed, is similar to that in a dilute system, in which the feed
concentration doesn't affect its product concentration or retention time.

There is, however, a larger change in retention time and effluent concentration
for lysine as its feed concentration increases. A higher lysine concentration gives
a higher fraction of lysine in the feed as well as a higher total concentration. A higher
lysine fraction in the feed results in stronger interference and a higher lysine peak
concentration. A higher total concentration results in a shorter retention time. At
a feed lysine fraction of 0.235 (0.08 N), the lysine peak becomes about 30% more
concentrated than the feed. As the feed lysine fraction is increased to 0.32 (0.16 N), the
lysine peak has a 45% higher concentration than the feed, with only a slight overlap
with the proline peak. The results from the local equilibrium model also show more
concentrated lysine peaks than the feed. Since the local equilibrium model accounts for
only interference effects but not mass transfer effects, it indicates that interference
effects dominate in this case. Furthermore, comparison of the predictions from the two
models allows us to isolate mass transfer effects from interference effects.

As solute concentration in the feed increases, the significant decrease in lysine
retention time is mainly due to the increase in total concentration from 0.2 to 0.5 N.
This point is verified with the results shown in Fig. 16b, in which the fractions oflysine
and proline in the feed are kept the same as in Fig. 16a, whereas the total concentration
is kept at 0.2 N. The effluent histories predicted from the local equilibrium model are
shown. Here the peak lysine concentrations are the same as the corresponding
concentrations in Fig. 16a, whereas the retention times are only altered slightly.
Comparison of Fig. 16a with Fig. 16b clearly shows the different effects of increasing
total concentration from those of increasing solute fraction in the feed.

The results of doubling the pulse size to 100 ml for the system in Fig. 16a are
shown in Fig. 16c. The general behavior is similar to that in Fig. 16a. The maximum
concentrations of lysine are the same as those in Fig. 16a. This is expected because in
the absence of mass transfer effects the maximum peak height due to interference is
determined by the lysine fraction in the feed and relative affinities, which are the same
in these two figures. However, because ofa large pulse size, the lysine and proline peaks
overlap for all cases, with the overlap being more severe at higher solute concen
trations.

Sodium ion concentration. When the concentrations of the solutes are kept
constant and only the concentration ofNa + in the feed pulse is changed, interference
phenomena are observed. The concentration of presaturant and eluent is kept the same
as the total concentration of solutes plus Na + in the feed pulse. Fig. 17a shows the
same lysine-proline system with a 100ml feed pulse that contains 0.04 N each oflysine
and proline and various Na + concentrations. The fractions of lysine in the feed are
0.333,0.222 and 0.095 at Na + concentrations of 0.04, 0.10 and 0.34 N, respectively.
The corresponding total concentrations are 0.12,0.18 and 0.42 N. As shown in Fig. 16,
the higher the lysine fraction in the feed, the higher the lysine peak concentration in the
effluent. Similar results are also seen in Fig. 17a. At an Na + concentration of 0.04 N,
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the lysine fraction in the feed is the highest (0.333). Therefore, the lysine concentration
in the effluent is also the highest. However, because the total concentration is the
lowest (0.12 N), the lysine peak has the longest retention time. In Fig. 16, on the other
hand, as lysine concentration in the feed increases, both the lysine fraction and total
concentration increase. Therefore, the lysine peak at 0.16 N has the highest effluent
concentration and the shortest retention time.

Because the three cases shown in Fig. 17a have a large feed pulse (LIT = 37.72)
and high solute concentrations, the effluent histories are similar to those predicted
from the local equilibrium model. For clarity, only the predicted histories for lysine
from the local equilibrium model are shown for comparison; proline histories
predicted from the two models are too close to show any difference. This comparison
shows that for a concentrated system with a large feed pulse, interference effects
control the lysine peak height.

As we reduce the pulse size from 100 to 50 ml (LIT = 18.86) while keeping all
other parameters the same, the results are shown in Fig. 17b. The local equilibrium
model again predicts the highest lysine concentration in the effluent at Na + = 0.04 N.
However, because of a smaller pulse size (LIT = 18.86), mass transfer effects are more
pronounced than in Fig. 17a. Furthermore, mass transfer effects are most significant
for the lysine peak at Na + = 0.04N because the retention time is the longest at the
lowest total concentration (0.12 N). Because of the significant mass transfer effects, the
lysine peak at Na + = 0.04 N has a lower concentration than those at Na + = 0.10
Nand 0.34 N. For this case, mass transfer effects, not interference effects, control the
lysine peak height. The comparison of Fig. 17a with Fig. 17b clearly shows the
complexity of interference phenomena coupled with mass transfer effects.

Rate equation model vs. local equilibrium model
Local equilibrium model can generally predict the average breakthrough times
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few minutes on a Gould NPI computer). It is also a simple model to use for studying
interference in complicated operating modes, for example, gradients and two-way flow
column operations", It can be used for preliminary design and scale-up purposes when
mass transfer effects are insignificant. However, the rate equation model developed
here would be a better model to use if (1) mass transfer resistances are important, (2)
effects of changing particle size or flow-rate are needed, or (3) isotherms are complex.
The only drawback of this model is the long computation time that is required.
A two-component elution process typically would take about 1 h on a Gould NPI
computer. The computation time depends on the equilibrium isotherm, the number of
collocation points, number of elements used, and how often the elements are updated.

Scaling rules
Finally, we would like to address the question of scaling using dimensionless

groups. As shown in our analysis, for a given set of Pe., Pep, Bi, LjR, zlr, (-), s, ClC, and
feed concentration, this model predicts a unique column profile and effluent history in
dimensionless time. As discussed earlier, more than one set of operating and design
parameters (F, D, R, L, Vp , Ep , (-) and e) can give an identical set of dimensionless
parameters. This means that one can use this model to design and scale up a process for
various conditions and scales; as long as the dimensionless parameters are the same,
the results in dimensionless variables are identical.

Provided e, sand Ep are constant for a given system, the Chung and Wen 13

correlation suggests Pe, to be a function of LjR and Re. Using the correlation of
Wilson and Geankoplis!" leads to an explicit relation between Pep and Bi (eqn. 9).
Therefore, only Re, Pep, LjR and Llr have to be kept constant for all other
dimensionless parameters to be constant. In order to achieve this, the following three
conditions must be satisfied:

FR
- = (J (16a)
D2

LjR = f3 (16b)

Vp (16c)D2L = y

where (J, f3 and yare constants. Eqn. 16a alone is sufficient to keep both Re and Pep
constant, and eqn. 16c is needed to keep Llr constant. Thus, we are left with three
equations and five variables (F, D, L, Rand Vp ) . Any two variables can be fixed
arbitrarily and the other three can be solved from the above equations.

For example, we can consider a standard case: D = I em, R = 25 .um, L = 2.5
em, Vp = 50 ml and F = 2 mljmin. This case has the following constants: (J = 5 . 10-3

mlj(min em), f3 = 3000 and y = 6.666. Keeping D the same and scaling R to 2.5 .um
would require a 0.75-cm column, 5 ml pulse and 20 mljmin flow-rate. Scaling R to 250
.um, on the other hand, would require a 75-cm column, 500 ml pulse and 0.2 mljmin
flow-rate (Table III). All three cases have the same dimensionless parameters, and
hence, identical column profiles and effluent history in terms of dimensionless time.
However, cycle time, throughput, pressure drop, and amount of packing for these
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TABLE III

SCALING USING DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS

C. K. LEE et ai.

Case 1

D (ern) 1.0
R (urn) 25
L (em) 7.5
F (rnl/min) 2
Vp (ml) 50

Relative" Vbcd 1.0
Relative cycle time 1.0
Relative throughput" 1.0
Aif 1.0
Relative productivity" 1.0

Case 2

1.0
2.5
0.75
20
5

0.1
om
10
100
100

Case 3

1.0
250
75
0.2
500

10
100
0.1
0.01
0.01

Case 4

10.0
2.5
0.75
2000
500

100
0.01
1000
100
100

a Relative to the values in case I.
b Throughput rs Vp/cycle time.
c t1P ex (uoL)/R 2 (Blake-Kozeny equation) 43.
d Productivity ss throughput/Vb'd'

three cases are quite different. As shown in Table III, reducing the particle size by ten
fold (compare cases 2 and 3 with case I) can result in a ten-fold reduction in column
length, ten-fold increase in flow-rate, and lOO-fold reduction in cycle time; it, however,
requires a ten-fold reduction in feed pulse and a lOO-fold increase in' pressure drop.
Overall, a ten-fold reduction in particle size can result in a ten-fold increase in
throughput (defined here as volume of feed processed per unit cycle time) and
a lOO-fold increase in productivity (defined here as throughput per unit bed volume).

The throughput for case 2 can be further increased by increasing the column
diameter. As shown in case 4 in Table III, a ten-fold increase in diameter can increase
the throughput by lOO-fold. However, because column volume is also increased
lOO-fold, the productivity remains the same. The pressure drop for case 4 is the same as
for case 2, because column length is kept the same in order to keep LIR constant (eqn.
l6b).

In general, the scaling rules of eqn. 16 lead to the following: cycle time is
proportional to R2

, throughput is proportional to 11Rand D 2
, and productivity is

proportional to l1R 2
. Therefore using smaller particles and more rapid cycles can

achieve the same resolution but with higher throughputs and higher productivities.
Similar conclusions were also reached from a different analysis/".

CONCLUSIONS

A general rate equation model was used to study the mass transfer effects in
isocratic, non-linear elution chromatography. Axial dispersion, intraparticle dif
fusion, and film mass transfer were considered. This model took into account
non-linear isotherms, interference, and size-exclusion effects. Experimental data from
ion exchange of amino acids and proteins were in good agreement with the model
predictions.
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When N b , N p and Pe, become very large, the solution of this rate equation model
approaches that of the local equilibrium model. The criteria for approaching local
equilibrium conditions depend mainly on IY., CIC; and Ar. For example, for IY. = 1.6,
CIC; = 103 and Ar = 18.86, the requirements are N b > 4.1 . 104

, N p > 7.1 . 102 and
Pez > 2.7' 103

, whereas for IY. = 0.5 and at the same CIC; and zlr, N b > 3.5' 103
, N p

> 35.6 and Pe, > 670. For a smaller pulse, Ar = 0.377, a much larger N b , N p and Pe,
are required to approach local equilibrium.

The effects of various design and operating parameters on resolution, retention
time, peak shape and peak spreading were examined. As flow-rate or particle size
increases, Bi increases, which means intra particle diffusion resistance becomes
increasingly more important relative to film resistance. Band spreading due to axial
dispersion becomes more pronounced as particle size increases, but it does not increase
significantly with increasing flow-rate. Axial dispersion, film diffusion and intra
particle diffusion can all cause peak spreading, peak asymmetry and decrease in
retention time. Their effects are more pronounced for systems with small pulses and for
solutes with long retention times.

When solute concentration or eluent concentration is increased, retention time is
shortened as a result of increasing total concentration. For concentrated feed pulses,
interference results in asymmetric peaks and product concentrations which are much
higher than their feed concentrations. In general, in the absence of mass transfer
effects, the higher the solute fraction in the feed, the higher the solute affinity, the
higher the product peak concentration due to interference. However, mass transfer
effects tend to reduce peak heights and can have a major influence on the peak
concentrations.

Results from a local equilibrium model, which neglects all mass transfer
resistances, were compared with those from the rate equation model. The local
equilibrium model is easier to use and requires much less computation time, but it can
only predict the average breakthrough times of concentration waves. For systems with
large pulses and solutes with short retention times, it can give close predictions of
dynamics under complicated operating conditions. The rate equation model is much
more versatile because it takes into account mass transfer resistances, complex
isotherms and size exclusion. However, computation time is much longer. But, if
detailed column dynamics are desired for systems with small pulses and solutes of high
affinities, the rate equation model should be used.

The dimensionless groups are useful for scaling of nonlinear liquid chromato
graphy. Ife, B, E p , CIC; and feed concentration are fixed, as long as Re, LIR and zlr are
kept the same, identical effluent histories in terms of dimensionless variables can be
obtained. Applying this scaling rule, one can show that the smaller the particle size, the
shorter the cycle time, the higher the throughput and productivity.

SYMBOLS

Bi, kjRjEpj, Biot number of the lh component
C mobile phase total concentration based on per bed volume (N)

C stationary phase total concentration based on per bed volume (N)
C, concentration of i in feed on the basis of per bed volume
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c, dimensionless solution phase concentration
Cb dimensionless bulk mobile phase concentration
Cr dimensionless feed concentration
cp dimensionless solution phase concentration in sorbent particles
c~ dimensionless solid phase concentration in sorbent particles
D column diameter
D OO Brownian diffusivity (cm2/min)

Eb axial dispersion coefficient (cm2/min)

Ep effective diffusivity in the particle phase (cm2/min)

F flow-rate (ml/rnin)
J J factor
k mass transfer coefficient (ern/min)
Ke size-exclusion factor
L column length (em)
n number of species
re, uoL/Eb , axial Peclet number
Pep uoR/Ep, particle Peclet number
r particle radial axis
R particle radius (ern)
Re 2Rpuoe/J.l, Reynolds number
t time (min)
T adjusted dimensionless time, eqn. 14
LI T dimensionless pulse size, eqn. 13
Uo interstitial velocity (ern/min)
Vp pulse volume (ml)
Vb ed column volume (ml)
x dimensionless axial axis
z axial axis (em)

rJ.ij separation factor of species i against j
( dimensionless particle radial axis
LIT dimensionless time for the pulse
e void fraction
e intraparticle porosity
p fluid density
J.l fluid viscosity
T dimensionless time (T tuo/L)
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STUDY OF PREPARATIVE REVERSED-PHASE CHROMATOGRAPHY BY
APPLICATION OF KINETIC AND EQUILIBRIUM MODELS OF COLUMN
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Smith Halls, University of Minnesota, 207 Pleasant Street SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455 (U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

Currently, there are three fundamental models of column overload which lead to
closed-form equations for the peak profile. All use some simplifying assumption(s) to
make the mathematics tractable, while at the same time retaining important features of
the non-linear chromatographic behavior. In this work, the kinetic model based on the
work of Thomas and the equilibrium models of Houghton, and Haarhoff-Van der
Linde are used to study overload processes in reversed-phase chromatography. By
adjustment of the parameters, all three models can be made to closely match the
experimental peak shapes under conditions of moderate overload (up to 2.5% of the
column capacity), but for higher overloads the Haarhoff-Van der Linde model fails to
reproduce the experimental peak shape.

All of the models involve a set of three physico-chemical parameters. These
parameters are related to retention (capacity factor, k') and peak width under dilute
conditions, and to the degree of isotherm overload. Experimental results show that
only the parameter related to k' is essentially independent of the solute concentration
and flow-rate. In principle, for all three models the peak width parameter should be
independent of solute concentration, but in all cases this parameter was found to vary
such that the intrinsic peak width increased with concentration. Given that all three
models display this same trend, even at moderately low overloads where we feel the
mathematical approximations are reasonable, we believe that the change in the peak
width parameters shows an as yet unknown additional band broadening phenomenon
which is related to the degree of overload and independent of flow-rate.

The solute loading capcity, in terms of the adsorption site density, can be
calculated from the isotherm overload parameter. The capacity is independent of
flow-rate for all three models, but only that from the kinetic model is also independent
of the amount of sample loaded onto the column. The adsorption site density derived
from the kinetic model for a number of different mobile phases and solutes is

a Present address: General Chemistry Branch, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Chalk River,
Ontario KOJ IJO Canada.

b Present address: Hercules Research Center, Wilmington, DE 19894, U.S.A.
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consistent with results from more traditional isotherm studies. For chemically simple
solutes such as the benzyl alkanols, a site density of about 3-4 .umol/m2 was obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Interest in preparative liquid chromatography (LC) has increased rapidly over
the past few years, primarily driven by the emergence of biotechnology. Together with
electrophoresis, chromatography is one of the major separation methods for chemical
analysis in biochemistry, but as a preparative method it stands alone due to its ability
to produce a high degree of purification, coupled with little denaturation of the native
molecule.

In analytical chromatography, the sample size is maintained low enough to be on
the linear portion of the adsorption isotherm; consequently, retention times and band
profiles are independent of concentration. In preparative chromatography, this is
neither true nor desired, since sample capacity and through-put are the important
figures-of-merit. Large concentrations of sample "overload" the column so that peaks
become highly asymmetric, and in the case of Langmuir isotherm the peaks become
tailed.

While there is a great deal of interest in preparative chromatography, there is
a dearth of fundamental information. In principle, the chromatographic peaks
produced under overloaded conditions contain a wealth of information about the
nature of the adsorption isotherm and the band broadening processes in the column.
Recently, it was shown that the ideal model of chromatography (i.e., negligible axial
dispersion and infinitely fast mass transfer kinetics) is very useful for the rapid
determination of the adsorption isotherm.'. However, the ideal model obviously Can
say nothing about the band broadening characteristics of the column. Currently there
are three closed-form equations which can be used to generate elution profiles under
non-linear chromatographic conditions: the kinetic model? based on the work of
Thomas", and the equilibrium models of Houghton", Jaulmes et al.5 and Haarhoff and
Van der Linde". Since it is not clear which of these three approaches is physically most
realistic for the study of reversed-phase chromatography, all three models were
examined.

While it is a necessary condition for the validity of a model of non-linear
chromatography to accurately reproduce the skewed elution profiles, this by itself is
not sufficient to "prove" that the model is valid, as has been implied by Cretier and
Rocca7. We have shown that the Houghton model and the kinetic model can generate
experimentally indistinguishable peak profiles, even under conditions such that the
former does not conserve mass and yields biased values for its parameters". Th us
a high quality fit does not by any means indicate that a model is valid, or that the
parameters are meaningful v". Rather the validity of a model can only be determined
by establishing that its physico-chemical parameters have physical significance. In this
work, the applicability of the kinetic, Houghton and Haarhoff-Van der Linde models
to reversed-phase chromatography will be assessed by comparing the physical
significance of the parameters. In addition, we hope to gain a greater understanding of
the processes involved in reversed-phase chromatography by examining this mode of
chromatography from the perspective of all three models.
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Giddings" has shown that under linear chromatographic conditions, it is
possible to represent the effects of slow interphase transfer in terms of a longitudinal
dispersion factor and vice versa. It has never been demonstrated that this equivalency
holds under non-linear chromatographic conditions, even when the system is nearly at
equilibrium. Thus there is a need to be cautious about the model used to interpret the
results obtained in comparing various models of non-linear chromatography.

The differential equation that describes the mass balance in a chromatographic
column is

ec ec oq 02C
-+u-+e--E--O
ot ox ot ox 2 -

(1)

where C is the concentration of solute in the mobile phase (M), u is the chromato
graphic velocity (cm/s, the velocity ofan unsorbed solute which explores the pores and
elutes at to), s is the porosity ratio which equals (1 - eT)/eT, where eT is the total
porosity of the column, q is the concentration of solute in the stationary phase (M), E is
the axial dispersion coefficient, x is distance (em), and t is time (s).

A closed-form mathematicl solution of the complete non-linear chromato
graphic problem, as expressed in eqn. I, is very likely impossible. A number of
closed-form solutions have been obtained by neglecting one or more processes which
contribute to eqn. 1, to achieve a mathematically tractable solution which preserves
some of the important features of the problem.

In the kinetic model of column overloadv", axial dispersion (axial diffusion and
eddy dispersion) is assumed to be negligible; that is, E is set to zero. The
chromatographic mass balance under these conditions reduces to

ec ec oq
-+u-+e-=O
dt ox ot

and the associated kinetic equation is

(2)

oqat = k.(So (3)

where So is the concentration of binding sites (M, same units as q). Eqn. 3 is posited
based on the concept that the solute forms a 1:1 complex with a fixed number of
non-interacting adsorption sites on the surface of an adsorbent. At equilibrium, eqn. 3
is fully consistent with Langmuir adsorption. In contrast to the situation that prevails
in affinity chromatography, in reversed-phase LC it is not clear that a solute binds to
a fixed set of non-interacting sites.

The rate constants k. and kd are "lumped" rate parameters corresponding to
solute adsorption (M- 1 s -1) and solute desorption (s-1). These parameters are termed
"lumped" since both chemical kinetics and solute mass transfer can contribute to
them. Hiester and Vermeulen 10 have shown that the resistances to mass transfer can be
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combined with the kinetic resistance of chemical adsorption under non-linear
conditions when either the chemical kinetics or mass transfer clearly dominates the
broadening process, or when the constant pattern condition is satisfied!". [In this work
a large k' (ca. 10) was always used, which we believe justifies the constant pattern
assumption 11-15.]

The solution to eqns. 2 and 3 for an impulse input has been presented previously/
and the resultant peak profile, in dimensionless form, is

C {I - exp( -YKCo)} {[Y(k'/y)!/1(2Y(k'Y)~) + b(y)]exp[ -y(y + k')]} (4)
Co - yKCo I - T(yk',yy)[1 - exp( -yKCo)]

where y == tlt o - 1; y == kdto (dimensionless rate parameter); k' == (kalkd)SoD
(thermodynamic k'); K == kalk d; Co == (mol of solute injected)/(column dead volume).

In the above definitions, SoD is the maximum adsorption capacity of the column.
In eqn. 4, 11 is a first order modified Bessel function of the first kind, and the T-function
is a related Bessel function integral:

u

T(u,v) = e- V fe-tlo(JW)dt

o

where 10 is a zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind. The T-function acts as
a switching function and produces the skew in the peak profile as the column is
overloaded.

The dimensionless parameters which describe an overload peak are k', y and
KC o. Solute retention is governed by k'; the peak width under linear chromatographic
conditions is inversely related to the dimensionless rate parameter y, and the peak skew
and retention time shift due to isotherm non-linearity are reflected in the overload
parameter, KCo.

In the equilibrium-dispersive model of column overload based on the work of
Houghton", it is assumed that equilibrium exists between the mobile and stationary
phase at each point along the column and that axial dispersion is the dominant band
broadening process. The corresponding chromatographic mass balance equation
under linear conditions is

(5)

In order to make eqn. I mathematically tractable, the isotherm is approximated via
a parabolic relationship between q and C, and equilibrium is assumed

(6)

The derivative ofq with respect to tin eqn. 1 is replaced via the time derivative in eqn. 6.
Note that K1 is identical in meaning to KSo in the kinetic model. This type of isotherm
has the advantage of being able to simulate either a convex (Langmuir) or a concave
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isotherm, and so it can model either the tailing or fronting peaks resulting from column
overload". However, one can expect this approximation to be valid for only a small
deviation from a linear isotherm 5.

Substituting the parabolic isotherm, eqn. 6, into the chromatographic mass
balance, eqn. 5, and redefining variables yields the mass balance expression

ec AVC ec s, alc
---------=0
at I + AC alj; I + AC alj;l (7)

where V = u/(1 + K1) ; E; = E/(1 + Kd; A = 2Kl/(1 + K1) ; Ij; = x - Vt.
In eqn. 7, V is the velocity that a solute band would have under linear

chromatographic conditions. The parameter A is proportional to the Ki factor in
eqn. 6. It is a measure of the non-linearity of the isotherm, and is positive for a concave
and negative for a convex isotherm. The variable Ij; represents the axial coordinate, Z,

in a reference frame moving with velocity U. The effects of axial dispersion are
represented by E;

Eqn. 7 is a complicated non-linear partial differential equation due to the term
AVC/(I + AC). However, ifit is assumed that IACI« I in both denominator terms, then
eqn. 7 can be solved. The resultant peak profile, written in dimensionless form, is:

[
- (1 + k' - t?J

~ = _1_ [4P(1 + k')Jt exp 4Pt(1 + k') (8)

Co ACo tu h [ ACo J f [ I + k' - t J
cot 4P(l + k') + er (4Pt[1 + k'])t

where t = t/to (dimensionless time); P= Ezto/Ll (dimensionless dispersion coeffi
cient), in which L is the length of the column. A ramification of the assumption that
lAC! « I is that the equation is restricted to very dilute solutions, or what amounts to the
same thing, small non-linearities in the isotherm. Beyond this limit eqn. 8 will still
closely fit experimental elution profiles, but the resultant physico-chemical parameters
are biased":". The manner in which the assumption of low overload affects the peak
parameters under moderate overload conditions has been discussed recently". It was
found that under overload conditions on a convex (Langmuir) isotherm, the peak
profiles generated by eqn. 8 have a smaller area than the actual normalized peaks, and
so the model is said to "lose mass". This loss of mass necessitates the inclusion of
a fourth fitting parameter, a weighting factor, W, to compensate for this artifact. The
mass loss has the added effect ofperturbing both the effective dispersion coefficient, P,
and the overload parameter, ACo. These effects are clearly evident in the data discussed
below.

An alternative equilibrium model, derived by Haarhoff and Van der Linde",
builds on the work ofHoughton, taking into account the column overload (again using
a parabolic isotherm) as well as the effects of axial dispersion and lateral non-equilib
rium. However, this model is not mathematically equivalent to the Houghton model, in
contrast to what has been stated previously!". Based on extensive computations over
a wide range in parameters, particularly at high overload, the Haarhoff-Van der Linde
approach appears to conserve mass. In this work, any observed deviation of the model
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was within experimental error or could be attributed to numerical inaccuracy of the
computer system and algorithms employed.

In the Haarhoff-Van der Linde model, the effects of axial dispersion and lateral
non-equilibrium are incorporated into a single term, the standard deviation (o). The
chromatographic mass balance is

(9)

where Q,Tand T are dimensionless terms related to the solute concentration, time and
axial distance, respectively.

eve;
Q=-(J

tR ( ut)
T = to(JL x - 1 + k'

In these expressions, (J is the dimensionless standard deviation for a dilute sample and
Y is the isotherm parameter:

Using this treatment, the resultant dimensionless expression for the peak profile is

(J exp (-r2/2)

jbrk'YC
o

[exp (k'Y~O/(J2)-IJ + 0.5[1 + erf(r/.j2)]

(10)

here r = (t - tr,czo)/(Jt (reduced time); k' = k'c;zo (thermodynamic k'); Co = (mol of
solute injected)/(dead volume). The dimensionless parameters which describe the
overloaded peak are k', (J and YCo. As before, k' describes the retention of the solute
under linear conditions; (J is a measure of the broadening of the peak under linear
conditions, and the skewing of the peak due to column overload is governed by YCo.

H must be understood that the above three models do not reduce to the same
equation under infinitely dilute conditions. The kinetic model, with KC o set to zero,
becomes

~ = ([y(k'/y)t]Il[2y(k'y)t] + beY)} exp -y(y + k')
Co

(II)

which is identical to the Giddings-Eyring kinetic-stochastic model of chromato-
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graphy!", This equation produces assymetric peak profiles unless y is rather large. The
variance corresponding to this peak can easily be shown to be

Under linear isotherm conditions, that is, ,iCo equal to zero, the Houghton equation
reduces to

C 1 [ (1 + k' - [)2J
CO = 2JntP(1 + k') exp - 4Pt(1 + k')

(12)

This result also exhibits peak assymetry under infinitely dilute conditions unless P is
very small.

The Haarhoff-Van der Linde equation reduces to the form:

(13)

This is obviously a Gaussian form.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and equipment
3-Phenyl-l-propanol, 4-phenyl-l-butanol, 5-phenyl-l-pentanol, a-cresol, 4

ethylaniline and 9-anthracenecarboxylic acid were from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI,
U.S.A.) and were used as received. 2-Phenylethanol was obtained from Sigma (St.
Louis, MO, U.S.A.) and was also used as received. Triethylamine was from Aldrich
and was fractionally distilled and dried before use. HPLC-grade water was obtained
from a Barnstead System, HPLC-grade methanol was purchased from EM Science
and HPLC-grade tetrahydrofuran was from Fisher.

The apparatus consisted of an Altex Model 110 pump (Beckman Instruments,
Altex Div., San Ramon, CA, U.S.A.), a Rheodyne 7125 sampling valve (Berkeley, CA,
U.S.A.) with a 100-,ulloop, and a Hitatchi ModelllOA UV-VIS spectrometer fit with
a 20-,ul high-pressure flow cell. Preliminary experiments showed that a volume of 100
,ul caused no additional increase in peak width under linear isotherm conditions
relative to a 10 ,ul injection. The linearity of the solute absorbance at the eluent
concentrations was verified independently on a Varian DMS 200 UV-VIS spectro
photometer. Vydak 20ITHP (Sep A Ra Tions Group, Hesperia, CA, U.S.A.) (10,um
particle size; 300 Apore size; specific surface area of the ODS material of 56 m2/g by
BET) was slurry packed into a 150 x 4.6 mm J.D. column from isopropyl alcohol at
4500 p.s.i. A long column was chosen to minimize the effects of extra column
dispersion on the peak shape and width. Packing density was measured as 790 g/l. The
column was thermostatted to 30.0°C using a water jacket connected to a Haake water
bath. The dead time was measured using uracil [mobile phase: methanol-water
(25:75)]. The corresponding dead volume was 1.92 ml.

Data were digitized and stored using an IBM Instruments Model 9000 Lab
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Computer with the Chromatography Applications Program (Version 4.0, IBM
Instruments). Acquisition rates were 4-40 points/s for uracil at flow-rates from 0.5 to
5.0 nil/min and from 0.25 to 2.5 points/s for retained compounds under the same
conditions. All injections were made in duplicate. Raw data files for each injection
were transferred to a Heath H-386 microcomputer (with a 80387 coprocessor) for
subsequent analysis and fitting to eqns. 4, 8 and 10.

Prior to data fitting, the baseline (as determined by linear least-squares) was
subtracted from the raw data and the time axis was normalized to the dead time of the
system. The normalized data were then stored on disk for later access by the fitting
programs. Each peak was represented by at least 200 points.

A randomized simplex algorithm l" was used to fit eqns. 4, 8 and 10 to 50 data
points evenly spaced across the breadth of the peak. Three parameters were used in the
fitting procedure for the kinetic model (y, k' and KCo) and the Haarhoff-Van der
Linde model (k', (J and YCo). Four parameters were used in the fits to the Houghton
model (P, k', ACO and a weighting factor, W). The fitting procedure was repeated at
least three times on each peak, with different initial guesses, to assure that false minima
were not obtained. Goodness-of-fit is reflected by the sum of the residuals, x'.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental conditions were adjusted to insure large k' values in order to
minimize extra-column effects and validate the constant pattern assumption implicit in
the kinetic model. Initial studies were performed with 3-phenyl-l-propanol at solute
loadings ranging from those sufficiently low to be on the linear portion of the isotherm
up to moderate column overload conditions (2.5% ofthe total capacity of the column).
Fig. 1 illustrates the types of peaks observed over this range. The dots represent the
experimental data points. All three models fit these peaks equally well based on x'. as
shown in Table I, so only a single theoretical curve is shown for each peak.

There is some systematic lack of fit evident in these plots, especially at high solute
loads near the leading edge of the peak. The lack of fit was not as serious, nor was it of

2.5..------------------,

2.0

0.5

8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5

t/t o

Fig. 1. Experimental elution peaks of 3-phenyl-l-propanol for various loadings. The points are the
experimental data and a single curve is given for the best fit of the kinetic model. The elution profiles for the
Houghton and Haarhoff-Van der Linde models are indistinguishable from the kinetic model. Experimental
conditions: flow-rate, 1.0 rnl/min; mobile phase, methanol-water (25:75); temperature, 30.0°C; injection
volume, 100 Ill. The number above each curve is the amount of solute injected in Ilmoles.
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the same type, as previously observed in modeling high-performance affinity
chromatography". At this point, it does not concern us nearly so much as other
complexities described below. We hypothesize that it is due to the effect of
extra-column dispersion acting to broaden the nearly vertical rise in concentration
from the baseline. Nevertheless, all three models can effectively match the experimen
tal peak profiles. However, the quality of the fitting does not "prove" that the models
are valid, or that the physico-chemical parameters derived from the fits are
meaningful'':". Rather, as stated above, the models must be judged on the basis of the
physical significance of physico-chemical parameters determined in the fitting of the
models to the experimental peaks. In this work, the physical significance of the
parameters was probed by varying the amount of solute injected and the flow-rate.
Table I shows the physico-chemical parameters extracted from chromatographic
peaks resulting from trace to moderate overloads of a reversed-phase column using
3-phenyl-I-propanol as the test solute. Table II shows the physico-chemical param
eters determined for a linear chromatographic peak (0.1 ,umol injected) and
a moderately overloaded peak (10 ,umol) at flow-rates ranging from 0.5 to 5.0 ml/min.

Thermodynamic k'
In all models, the thermodynamic k' refers to the extent of solute retention

expected under linear chromatographic conditions; it should be independent of
concentration. Under all conditions studied, the k' extracted from each peak by all
three models are comparable. Replicate injections under a variety of circumstances
showed that k' is reproducible to ±0.01. The k' did not remain absolutely constant as
the solute loading increased (Table I); rather it decreased slightly. Nevertheless, no
assumptions as to the significance of this trend will be made since in previous studies of
preparative reversed-phase chromatography using the Houghton equilibrium-dis
persive model, k' was observed to increase, decrease or remain constant depending on
the chromatographic conditions'"!".

Changes in the flow-rate had no significant effect on k', as can be seen in Table II.
(The shift in k' between the 1.0 and 4.0 ml/rnin studies in Table I is a result of a minor
change in the mobile phase composition.)

We conclude that all three models recover the k' accurately; it is not dependent
on either the amount of solute injected or flow-rate.

Peak width parameters
The dimensionless rate parameter y of the kinetic model, the dimensionless

dispersion coefficient P of the equilibrium-dispersive model and the dimensionless
standard deviation (J of the Haarhoff-Van der Linde model all reflect the peak width
resulting from a broadening process other than overloading, in essence, the
broadening of the solute band under linear chromatographic conditions. The peak
width is inversely related to y, and linearly related to P and to the square of (J.

Effect ofsample loading. Table I shows the three peak width parameters obtained
from the peak profiles with 0.049-9.87 ,umol of 3-phenyl-I-propanol. All of the
chromatographic peak width parameters change significantly as the solute loading
increases. At 1.0 ml/rnin, y decreased 3.8-fold, P increased 4.8-fold and (Jz increased
2.9-fold. Similar, although smaller, trends are evident for the 4.0 ml/min data also
presented in Table I. Analogous results were obtained in earlier studies of preparative
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reversed-phase chromatography using the Houghton equilibrium-dispersive mod
eIS

, 1 9 , Thus, regardless of the model adopted, the peak width parameter for all three
models changes in a manner indicative of an increase in the intrinsic peak width as the
solute loading increases.

However, all of the models were derived such that the peak width parameters
should be independent of the degree of column overload, and so in essence, all three
models have failed. However, the cause of this failure, whether it is due to flawed initial
assumptions or rather due to the incompleteness of our fundamental understanding of
non-linear chromatography, is unclear.

It is obvious that at the higher levels of column overload studied herein, the
Houghton and Haarhoff-Van der Linde models are invalid. Both models utilize
a parabolic approximation for the isotherm which is only reasonable under linear or
low overload conditions. In addition, the Houghton model makes a further explicit
assumption oflow overload conditions (l + AC~ 1). Thus, it could be argued that the
results of these models, under high overload conditions, should be ignored. We are
then left solely with the results for the kinetic model where y decreases with increasing
overload, which theoretically it ought not do. Based on this line of argument, the only
reasonable conclusion is that the kinetic model fails to predict the details of band
broadening in preparative reversed-phase chromatography.

This failure most likely results from the widely held concept that mechanical
dispersion (axial diffusion and eddy dispersion) is the dominant form of band
broadening in reversed-phase chromatography, as can be seen in the plot of H liS.

U under analytical conditions, open circles in Fig. 2. At 1.0 ml/min, almost 80% of the
band broadening is due to dispersion. Although Giddings has shown that dispersion
effects can be represented in terms of slow interphase transfer under linear conditions,
it is not known whether this equivalency is valid under non-linear conditions. If it is
accepted that the kinetic model has failed, this indicates that the equivalency between
dispersion and slow interphase kinetics has also failed under non-linear chromato
graphic conditions.

However, one point which we neglected in the above argument is that the

1.0

l>. l>.
0.8

E 0.6

-S
I 0.4

A A A
0.2 A A A

• • i Ii Wi•0.0
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

u (cm/s)
Fig. 2. H-u curves for analytical (0, .) and overloaded (f'" .) conditions. Open symbols are the observed
plate heights and filled symbols represent HHnw calculated using eqn. 15based on the kinetic model. Experi
mental conditions: flow-rate, 0.5-5.0 mljmin; mobile phase, methanol-water (25:75); temperature, 30.0°C;
injection volume, 100 fll; sample, 3-phenyl-l-propanol; loading 0.099 (analytical) and 9.87 (overloaded)
flmoles.
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Houghton and Haarhoff-Van der Linde models are valid under linear and low
overload conditions. Therefore, under these conditions, the peak width parameters of
these models should not vary with solute loading. However, Jaulmes et al.5, using the
Houghton model, found that their dispersion parameter increased over two-fold under
overload conditions for which they predicted the model to be valid (i.e., ACmax < 0.05).
We observe variations in P and (J and ACmax values which are smaller than the range of
validity of the parabolic isotherm approximation. Thus, the variation in the peak
width parameter may not be solely an artifact of mathematical failure of the models.

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the peak width parameters from the three
models over the full range of overload studied. The terms l/y, P and (J2 are all directly
related to the peak width. What is seen in this figure is that in comparing the kinetic
with either the Haarhoff-Van der Linde or Houghton models, the linear relationship
established between the terms of the two models under the low overload conditions
(see the lines in Fig. 3) is continued throughout the concentration range studied. The
deviation at higher overload conditions for P vs. l/y results from the "loss of mass" of
the Houghton models, and is in any case minor compared to the change in P already
predicted from the low overload conditions. Furthermore, it would be expected that
the relationship between y vs. P and (J would change as the degree of overload was
increased since the Houghton and Haarhoff-Van der Linde models fail for mathe
matical reasons, whereas, using the argument above, the kinetic model should fail as
a result of fundamental physical flaws in the model. However, no such break in the
relationship between the peak width parameters of the kinetic model and the
equilibrium-dispersive models is evident, even at the higher concentrations where the
parabolic isotherm assumption perturbs the overload parameters (Fig. 4).

Thus, since all three models display the same trend of increasing intrinsic peak
width as the overload increases, we believe that there must be an underlying physical
cause, separate from the assumptions of each individual model, which is responsible.
That is, the models are believed to fail, not due to invalid assumptions, but rather due
to incompleteness. We have a number of speculations as to the origin of this
"additional" band broadening process, but at this time we are not able to devise
a definitive experiment.

2

4

10

8

2

4

8

10

2 468

1/'y x 103

Fig. 3. Relationship between peak width parameters for injections of 0.049 (linear conditions) to 9.87
(moderate overload) limol of 3-phenyl-l-propanol. Open circles indicate P plotted versus lly and solid
circlesare (T2 vs. lfy. Lines are the extrapolation of the relationship between the peak width parameters under
load overload conditions (i.e., lowest values of lfy). Conditions are as stated in Table I.
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Fig. 4. Adsorption site densities for 3-phenyl-l-propanol as determined by the kinetic model using eqn. 16
(0), the Houghton equilibrium-dispersive model using eqn. 17a (.) and the Haarhoff-Van der Linde
model using eqn. 18(6). Experimental conditions are: flow-rate, 1.0ml/rnin; mobile phase, methanol-water
(25:75); temperature, 30.0°C; injection volume, 100 pI.

However, one interesting and potentially relevant observation which can be
made is illustrated in Table III. In this table the physico-chemical parameters obtained
upon injection of 0.02-2 umol of 9-anthracenecarboxylic acid, under conditions for
which it is completely ionized, are shown. The first point is that the same trend of peak
width parameter versus loading is present for 9"anthracenecarboxylate as was
observed for 3-phenyl-I-propanol in Table I. This indicates that this behavior is not
limited to benzyl alcohol and its homologues. More significantly, however, the peak
width is greater (i.e.. "y is lower: P and (J are higher) for 9-anthracenecarboxylate than
for 3-phenyl-l-propanol (Table I) when compared on the basis of equal amounts
injected. Jacobson et al.20 observed that ionized solutes have column capacities
nominally only a tenth that of comparable neutral solutes. In this work the carboxylate
was observed to have only a fifteenth of the capacity of 3-phenyl-I-propanol (Table
III). When 9-anthracenecarboxylate and 3-phenyl-I-propanol injections are compared
on the basis of the degree of overload (i.e., multiply 9-anthracenecarboxylate
concentration by 15 for sake of comparison), it can be seen that the absolute value of
the peak width parameters are approximately the same for the two solutes. Some
discrepancy is to be expected due to the differences in k', Thus, if it is assumed that the
band broadening processes for the two solutes are the same, even though the factors
controlling their isotherms are different, then the change in the peak width parameters
is a function of the degree of column overload rather than the mobile phase solute
concentration.

Obviously, more work needs to be done to elucidate the origin of this additional
"overload induced" band broadening effect. Knowledge of the manner in which the
overload increases the peak width parameters is an absolute prerequisite if any of the
non-linear chromatography models are to be used to predict scale-up effects from
linear chromatographic behavior.

An additional important observation from Table TIl is that the Haarhoff-Van
der Linde model did not fit the experimental peak shape of the 2-,umol injection of
9-anthracenecarboxylate, as can be seen by the six-fold difference in the X2 between this
model and the other two. Thus the Haarhoff-Van der Linde model can match
experimental peak shapes under low or moderately overloaded peaks, whereas the
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TABLE IV

EFFECT OF SOLUTE ON THE ADSORPTION SITE DENSITY ON A REVERSED-PHASE
COLUMN

Conditions: injection volume, 100 til; column temperature, 30.0°C; sample concentration, 0.05 M (except
9-anthracenecarboxylic acid); column, 150 x 4.6 mm J.D. CIS Vydak 20lTPB (different column from
Table V); flow-rate, 1.0 ml/rnin.

Solute k' y xc; Ao
(umotlm? )

2-Phenylethanol" 8.85 130 0.112 3.1
3-Phenyl-I-propanolb 10.46 190 0.108 3.7
4-Phenyl-l-butanol' 11.24 130 0.117 3.8
5-Phenyl-l-pentanold 10.58 130 0.111 3.7
o-Cresol" 11.93 120 0.211 2.1
4-Ethylanilinee 10.96 270 0.058 6.5
9-Anthracenecarboxylic acid! 11.71 43 0.709 0.25

a Mobile phase methanol-water (10:90).
b Mobile phase methanol-water (25:75).
c Mobile phase methanol-water (31.5:68.5).
d Mobile phase methanol-water (40:60).
e Mobile phase methanol-phosphate buffer, pH 6.8 (25:75), with 0.010 M triethylamine.
! Sample concentration, 0.02 M; mobile phase methanol-phosphate buffer, pH 6.8 (20:80).

kinetic and Houghton equilibrium-dispersive models can match even severely
overloaded chromatographic peaks.

Effect offlow-rate. The influence of flow-rate on the physico-chemical param
eters of the three models is given in Table II for injections of 0.099 and 9.87 /lmol of
3-phenyl-I-propanol. Overloading the column has the effect of shifting the H versus
u plot upwards to higher plate heights, as observed previously21,22, and shown in Fig.
2, where the open circles and open triangles correspond to the plate heights observed
for injections of 0.099 and 9.87 /lmol, respectively.

In essence, the band broadening due to overload of the isotherm can be
separated from that of the linear chromatographic broadening processes:

H = Hlinear + Hoverload (14)

This additivity of plate heights was first described by Haarhoff and Van der Linde6 as
a consequence of their model. A similar approximation can be made based on the
kinetic rnodel'":

For injections of 0.099 /lmol shown in Table II, the peak width parameters vary
in the expected manner based on an H-u plot, since the loading is sufficiently low as to
be on the linear portion of the isotherm. One can use the theory of linear
chromatography to show that

Hlinear
2k' L

(1 + k')2 Y (15)
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A plot of Hlinear computed via the measured 'Y values for the 0.099 /lmol injections is
shown as the filled circles in Fig. 2. Hlinear is slightly lower that the observed H since
some of the band broadening was ascribed to the isotherm overload parameter (i.e.,
KCo was not zero).

For the higher loading, 9.9 /lmol, the chromatographic parameters are almost
independent of flow-rate. The band broadening processes operative under trace
conditions are still taking place; however, their effect on the peak width parameters is
overwhelmed by the "solute overload effect" discussed in the last section. We also
show the Hlinear computed based on eqn. 15 and the measured value of v (see Fig. 2,
filled triangles). It is clear that we are now recovering a poorer value ofy since the peak
width is dominated by the overload process. The observation that this "effect" is
flow-rate independent is consistent with the assumption that it is related to the column
overload, and not simply an enhancement of the traditional band broadening
processes.

Similar results can be obtained using the peak width parameters of the
Houghton and Haarhoff-Van der Linde models.

Overload parameters
In Table I, the effect of solute concentration on the overload parameters, KC o,

},Co and YCo, is factored out, to yield K, Aand Y, which characterize the curvature of
the isotherm at the origin. These isotherm parameters should be independent of
concentration. For the 20-fold change in solute loading from 0.5 to 9.9 /lmol:
K decreases 12%, Adecreases 5% and Y decreases 30%. For lower amounts of solute,
the system is essentially on the linear portion of the isotherm, and the isotherm
parameters (K, A, Y) respond to the minor peak asymmetry arising from effects other
than isotherm overload (i.e., extra-column or dispersion effects). It is very difficult to
measure the peak asymmetry at low overload. For instance the K observed for
a 0.049-/lmol injection of 3-phenyl-l-propanol was 82.6 M- 1 (Table I, 1.0 ml/min).
Generating a peak using the same k' and 'Y values but decreasing Kto 36 M- 1 (the value
observed for a highly overloaded peak), resulted in only a 1% change in peak width
and the peak asymmetry, as measured by the third statistical moment, varied from
0.0014 to 0.0008. The difference in X2 was insignificant.

The isotherm curvature at the origin is a rather esoteric parameter. The capacity
of the column is a more useful and practical parameter. Jacobson et al. 20 found that the
isotherms for a wide variety of solutes in reversed-phase chromatography were of the
Langmuir form. Using this as the assumed isotherm form, the capacity of the column
can be calculated using the isotherm parameters determined by each model. An
expression for the column capacity, in terms of an adsorption site density. Ao
(umol/m"), has been derived";

( eT
) (k')Ao - - -

pas K
(16)

where eT = ee + ei(l - ee)' The interstitial (s.) and intraparticle (e.) porosities were
both taken to be 0.4 2 4

; hence eT = 0.64. p is the density of the adsorbent in the packed
tube, which was measured as 790 gil. as is the specific surface area, which was measured
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as 56 m Z/g by BET. Co is the concentration injected (in /lM) times the fraction of the
column dead volume represented by the lOO-/llloop.

Using the same assumptions, the Houghton equilibrium-dispersive model yields
the expression 19:

[
cT ] [ 2k'Z ]

Ao = - pas A(I + k')

where

-2k'K

1 + k'

For the Haarhoff-Van der Linde model, the relevant expression is:

A o = (;~J C:')

(I7a)

(17b)

(I8)

Fig. 4 shows the adsorption site densities computed from each model for the data
in Table 1. All three models show essentially the same general trend. At low
concentrations, where the peak skew results predominantly from factors other than
isotherm overload, the adsorption site density appears to be low, since all of the models
incorrectly attribute the other sources of peak asymmetry to the isotherm overload
parameter. Once the isotherm overload effects become large enough to control the
peak skew, the site densities approach a limiting value for the kinetic model, and drift
downwards and upwards for the Houghton equilibrium-dispersive and the Haarhoff
Van der Linde models, respectively.

It is not correct to say that since the kinetic model gives reasonable results for
the adsorption site density under high overload conditions, that overall the model is
valid. At high sample loadings, the band is controlled mainly by the thermodynamic
effect of overloading the column, not by kinetic effects. In fact, at moderate to high
loadings, the ideal model' gives comparable results to the kinetic model for the
adsorption site density. Thus the success of the kinetic model herein results solely from
the asssumption of the correct form of the adsorption isotherm; the Langmuir
isotherm.

The upward tendency of the site density calculated using the Haarhoff-Van der
Linde model is not surprising, since the deviation between the parabolic isotherm used
in the model and the Langmuir isotherm assumed in the derivation of eqn. 18 increases
with increasing column overload. However, it is interesting that this deviation
increases so rapidly after overload asymmetry becomes significant. This illustrates
a shortcoming of both the Houghton and Haarhoff-Van der Linde equations. That is,
their assumption that a parabolic isotherm is a reasonable approximation of the
Langmuir isotherm is only valid at low overloads where the models are numerically not
very sensitive to the value of the overload parameter.

With the Houghton equilibrium-dispersive model, the same deviation between
the parabolic and Langmuir isotherms occurs, but the observed behavior is further
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complicated by the lack of mass conservation inherent in this model. In a comparison
of the kinetic and equilibrium-dispersive models, we observed that as the overload
increased, Adeviated positively from its true value due to the mass loss", Thus for the
equilibrium-dispersive model, the deviation of its parabolic isotherm from the
Langmuir is overwhelmed by the opposite effects arising from non-conservation of
mass.

The adsorption site density for all three models is independent of flow-rate
provided that the column is significantly overloaded. When 9.87 {tmol of solute are
injected (Table II), .11 0 is 3.67 with a standard deviation of0.08 {lmoljm 2 for the kinetic
model, 3.28 (0.07) for the Houghton equilibrium-dispersive model and 4.40 (0.09) for
the Haarhoff-Van der Linde model.

The adsorption site densities determined for loadings greater than 1.0 {lmol, 3.7
{lmoljm 2

, are in good agreement with the 4.3 {lmoljm 2 observed for benzyl alcohol in
methanol-water (30:70) determined using the Craig distribution model of non-linear
chromatography'", and it is also in reasonable agreement with the value expected for
monolayer adsorption of the solute molecule (ca. 3 {tmoljm 2

) onto a collapsed ODS
surface". The fact that.L, is close to the value expected based on an adsorption model
of reversed-phase LC regardless of the model chosen is most interesting. It is not
evident how a partition model of reversed-phase LC could lead to such a coincidence.

Effect of mobile phase on adsorption site density. As shown above, only the
adsorption site density derived from the kinetic model is independent of both the
amount of solute and flow-rate. While this behavior and the value of .11 0 for
3-phenyl-l-propanol are consistent with expectations, it still remains to be shown that
this parameter has any physical significance. Shown in Table V are the physico
chemical parameters obtained from fits of the kinetic model to additional experiments
in which 5 {lmol of 3-phenyl-l-propanol were injected under various mobile phase
conditions. Using mobile phases of between 15and 35% methanol, the adsorption site
density, as calculated from eqn. 16, is constant; at methanol-water (10:90),.11 0 drops
by 20%. Previously, Jaulmes et al. 19 studied a similar system (benzyl alcohol) in
10-30% methanol using the Houghton equilibrium-dispersive model; but uncertain
ties in their measurements obscured any such trend. Eble et al.26, using the Craig
distribution model, observed a constant (within experimental error) capacity for
benzyl alcohol over the range of 20 to 40% methanol, although they did comment that
there may be a small increase associated with increasing modifier concentration in the
mobile phase/".

The behavior of .11 0 observed for methanol-water mobile phase can be
rationalized in terms of the wetting characteristics of reversed-phase bonded phases.
McCormick and Karger" observed that the amount of methanol sorbed by an octyl
stationary phase increased for mobile phase concentrations of methanol up to 20%
and was constant for higher concentrations of methanol. The sorption of methanol
into the collapsed bonded phase will solvate the octyl chains, allowing them to adopt
more of a "brush" orientatiorr". We believe that the "brush" orientation exposes
a larger surface of the octyl chains than does a collapsed chain, which then becomes
available to interact with the solute, and thus producing a higher effective site density.

In Table V, the data for the tetrahydrofuran (THF)-water system indicate
a capacity comparable to the well methanol-wetted stationary phase, and increasing
the percentage of THF makes a small, but significant, change in the adsorption site
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TABLE V

EFFECT OF MOBILE PHASE ON ADSORPTION SITE DENSITY FOR 3-PHENYLPROPANOL

Conditions: injection volume, 100 it!;column temperature. 30.0°C; sample concentration. 0.05 M; column.
150 x 4.6 mm 1.0. C's Vydak 20ITPB; flow-rate, I ml/min. All experiments, except methanol-water
(10:90), were run successively.

Mobile phase k' y KCo 11 0

(pmol/m 2
)

Methanol-water (10:90)" 25.35 48 0.334 2.9
Methanol-water (15:85) 21.86 59 0.232 3.6
Methanol-water (25:75) 10.06 160 0.102 3.7
Methanol-water (35:65) 4.45 300 0.045 3.7
THF-water (10:90) 8.66 180 0.089 3.7
THF-water (15:85) 5.40 280 0.052 3.9

a Column was a second 150 x 4.6 mm J.D. CI 8 Vydak 20ITPB column.

density. This result is consistent with the THF isotherm behavior on octyl bonded
phases/", where it was observed that the isotherm did not level off until 40-60% THF.
However it is surprising that the use of the much stronger modifier, THF, had such
a small effect on the capacity. This indicates that the major capacity effect of the
modifier is to solvate the bonded phase such that it can adopt the "brush" form. Once
the bonded phase is in the brush form, further increases in mobile phase do not
significantly alter its form, and thereby its capacity.

Effect ofsolute type on adsorption site density. The physico-chemical parameters
obtained by fitting the kinetic model to injections of a number of chemically distinct
solutes are shown in Table IV. It should be noted that a different column, but packed
with the same stationary phase, was used in this experiment than in Table V.
Nevertheless, Ao for 3-phenyl-l-propanol is still the same as for the column used in the
previous studies (Table V). The larger benzyl alcohol homologues show similar
adsorption site densities to 3-phenyl-l-propanol, but 2-phenylethanol was signifi
cantly lower. However, this lower value of Ao is probably a result of wetting the
stationary phase, as is evident by comparing Ao for 2-phenylethanol with 3-phenyl
l-propanol in methanol-water (10:90) (Table V).

Other types of solutes show strikingly different adsorption site densities from
that of the benzyl alcohol homologues. a-Cresol shows a lower capacity than
3-phenyl-l-propanol under the same mobile phase conditions [2.1 vs. 2.9 {lmol/m2 for
methanol-water (10:90)]. This is comparable to the relationship observed recently by
Golshan-Shirazi and Guiochon 1 for phenol and benzyl alcohol. In contrast 4-ethyl
aniline has a capacity 1.75 times greater than that of 3-phenyl-l-propanol. This is
consistent with the results of Jacobson et al.t", in which the capacity of p-toluidine
(4-methylaniline) was 2.74 times that of phenol on ODS using pure water as the mobile
phase. It should be noted that 4-ethylaniline is silanophilic, but ifit had been strongly
retained by the silanols, the peak would have been more tailed and the model would
then have predicted a low capacity rather than the higher capacity observed. Finally,
9-anthracenecarboxylate has an adsorption site density of only 0.25 {lmol/m2 . Such
low capacities are typical of ionized solutes 20.
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Thus, the behavior of the adsorption site density, and therefore K, derived from
the kinetic model, is consistent with previous observations and rational expectations.

CONCLUSIONS

A good fit between a non-linear chromatographic model and experimental
overloaded peaks cannot be used as the sole criterion of a model's validity. The kinetic,
Houghton equilibrium-dispersive and Haarhoff-Van der Linde models all precisely
reproduce the peak shapes observed under low to moderate overload conditions.
However for all of the models the parameter which describes the peak width under
linear chromatographic conditions, and thus should be independent of solute
concentration, was found to vary several fold as the extent of column overload was
increased. Since the models were derived using distinctly different assumptions, it is
believed that this parameter variation results from a physical band broadening process
intrinsic to the overloading of the column. The origin of this additional band
broadening process is as yet unknown, but is a question which warrants further
investigation.

Another conclusion from this work is that the isotherm parameter of the
equilibrium-dispersive and Haarhoff-Van der Linde model lacks physical significance
as the result of the intrinsic assumption of an unrealistic isotherm. The former model
also is affected by the effects of a mathematic failure to conserve mass. The isotherm
parameter of the kinetic model, and the associated adsorption site density, do appear
to have physical significance. The adsorption site density derived from this model does
not vary with solute concentration, when the skew due to column overload is
significant. Also, the variation of the site density with mobile phase and solute is
consistent with results from traditional breakthrough studies. These results indicate
that the kinetic model may be a convenient method of studying factors affecting the
capacity of high-performance liquid chromatography packings. Studies such as those
described here are much faster than breakthrough curve studies and provide more
detailed information at the cost of some computational complexity.

Finally, we believe that the data indicate there is, at present, no model which
incorporates all of the important events involved in retention in reversed-phase LC.
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INFLUENCE OF CALCULATION ERRORS IN THE NUMERICAL SIMULA-
TION OF CHROMATOGRAPHIC ELUTION BAND PROFILES USING AN
IDEAL OR SEMI-IDEAL MODEL
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SUMMARY

The theoretical models of chromatography, whether they assume or not
quasi-equilibrium between the phases of the chromatographic system, lead to a set of
partial differential equations that cannot be integrated but must be solved by
numerical calculations. This procedure leads to computational errors. An analysis of
the origin and importance of these errors is presented. A comparison is made between
the errors introduced by different calculation procedures (mainly the characteristic
and the Lax-Wendroff methods). The concentration dependence of the artificial
diffusion introduced by the characteristic algorithm is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Much attention has been given recently to the numerical solution of the set of
mass balance equations ofchromatography. Preparative chromatography has become
a separation and purification method of considerable importance in the pharmaceuti
cal industries. The operation of preparative chromatographs must be carried out at
high feed concentrations in order to achieve economical production. The prediction
of the column performance and the optimization of the experimental conditions
require a knowledge of the breakthrough curves for different injection conditions,
corresponding to elution, frontal analysis or displacement, for samples of various
composition.

The only possibility for calculating these band profiles is by solving one of the
relevant models of chromatography. The main feature of these models is the set of
mass balance equations for the various compounds involved in the problem, the
components of either the feed or the mobile phase. We can eliminate only the weakest
solvent mass balance, by assuming that this solvent does not interact with the
stationary phase, which sets a reference convention. The set of these mass balance
equations must be completed by equations relating the concentrations of each
component in the two phases of the chromatographic system at each time.

In most instances, we can assume that we are near equilibrium, i.e., that the
column efficiency is high, and we can replace the diffusive term of the mass balance

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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equations by a term that accounts for the rapid kinetics of radial mass transfer in
modern columns'r". In some rare instances, kinetic equations must be usedv ". These
equations relate the time differential of the concentration of each compound involved
in the stationary phase to the concentration of this component in the stationary phase
and to the concentrations of all the compounds involved in the mobile phase, in a given
slice of column. The former models are called equilibrium or ideal models (if the
column efficiency is infinite and equilibrium between both phases of the chromato
graphic system always takes place) or semi-ideal models (if equilibrium is not achieved
but the deviation from equilibrium remains smalI, e.g., the column efficiency exceeds
a few hundred theoretical plates). The latter models are called kinetic models. This
paper is mainly concerned with semi-ideal models.

The mass balance equation obtained for a pure compound is a partial differential
equation that cannot be solved analyticalIy and for which numerical solutions must be
calculated. The numerical integration of a partial differential equation always
introduces truncation errors because finite increments of the variable must be
considered. As a huge number of loops must be circled during the integration, the
errors made during the numerical calculation propagate and accumulate from one
stage to the next. In some instances these errors have most undesirable consequences,
as they lead to numerical instability of the solution, and must be avoided. In other
instances they may be used to advantage. In this paper, we present an analysis of the
nature and extent of these errors, with emphasis on those resulting from the
characteristic and the Lax-Wendroff algorithms.

In a previous paper 7 we showed that, for a linear equilibrium isotherm between
the two phases of a chromatographic system, the truncation error introduced by using
the first-order characteristic type calculation scheme for the numerical integration of
the partial differential equation has the same effect as a dispersion term on the band
profile. If proper values are chosen for the space and time increments, this artificial
dispersion term permits a successful account of the effect on the band profile of a finite
column efficiency. With a non-linear isotherm, however, the artificial dispersion effect
is different from that with a linear isotherm and the consequences are analyzed below.

The investigation of the elution band profile of a pure compound is interesting as
a necessary step in the study of the chromatographic separation of complex mixtures.
In itself, however, it does not provide much useful information. As chromatography is
a separation method, the elution of a binary mixture should be investigated. For the
more practical and relevant discussion of the calculation of elution profiles of
multicomponent samples, the use of the artificial dispersion introduced by the finite
difference method and the characteristic algorithm is not suitable, in principle. In
practice, it is acceptable only when the relative retention of the compounds considered
is close to unity. The basic reason for the method being unsuitable is that the artificial
dispersion it introduces depends on the slope of the isotherm. The simulation of the
elution profiles of different compounds for which the column has the same efficiency
requires different val~s of the space and time increments for the different compounds,
a procedure which is'at best complicated and impractical.

FQr t1118 reason, considerable difficulties are encountered when trying to extend
our previous results to the simulation of non-linear chromatography in the gradient
elution mode. In this particular case, a numerical procedure that is easy to implement
and is accurate would be very attractive for simulating the separation of multi-
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component systems. A satisfactory approach is in the use of a higher order method,
i.e., a method with which the truncation errors introduced by replacing the exact
partial differential equation by an approximate difference algebraic equation are of
second order with respect to the time and length increments.

ERROR ANALYSIS IN THE CASE OF THE CHARACTERISTIC TYPE DIFFERENCE METHOD

The ideal model of chromatography assumes constant equilibrium between the
two phases and a column of infinite efficiency. Hence the diffusion term of the mass
balance equation written for a pure compound in a slice of column is zero and the
concentration in the stationary phase (Cs) which appears in this mass balance is
replaced by the value given by the equilibrium isotherm. The mathematical model of
ideal chromatography for a pure compound is

(1)

The isotherm is an equation [C, = q = j(Cm ) ] which relates the concentrations at
equilibrium in the mobile (C m) and the stationary phases. In eqn. I, F is the phase ratio
of the chromatographic column, u the cross-section average velocity of the mobile
phase, t the time and z the abscissa along the column.

The boundary and initial conditions for the integration in the case of
a rectangular pulse injection, with a concentration Co and a time r, are

and

C(z = 0, t) = Co, (2)

with

C(z 0, t) = 0, t > t

C(Z, t = 0) = 0 (3)

Eqn. 1 is not the canonical form of this type of partial differential eqn. 2 (ref. 8). It is
frequently encountered in aerodynamics and hydraulics, where it is discussed by
mechanical engineers in the form

sc oH
-+B'-=Ooz ot

where

1
B=

u

(4)

(5)
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and

H = C + Fq
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(6)

In the general case, there is no analytical solution known for eqn. I, When solutions are
needed, they must be calculated,

The principle of the calculation of numerical solutions of eqn. 1 is to replace the
continuous (z, t) plane by a grid and to calculate the numerical values of the
concentration C of the compound studied in the mobile phase at each point (n,j) of this
grid. The space and time increments of the grid are hand T, respectively. The injection
profile is discretized. Then, for each time t = ji, the concentration at each point in the
column, Z = nh, 0 < n < Ljh, is calculated from the similar profile, C(n,j), obtained
at the previous instant, t = (j - l)T and from the initial and boundary conditions. The
set of values of the concentration for z = L (L = length of the column) for each time
frame constitutes the elution chromatogram. In this paper, we discuss two numerical
schemes for the numerical calculation ofprofiles which are solutions ofeqn. 1. The first
type has been used for writing the computer program we have developed and used for
the calculation of the elution band profiles of pure compoundsv":", binary mixtures?
or system peaks 1 0 and of the profiles of displacement bands 11.

First difference type
In the calculation procedure described above, eqn. 1 is replaced by the following

algebraic equation, which is its finite difference equivalent:

C'J+ 1 - C'J + ~ . C'J - C'J-1 + ~. q'J - q'J-1 = 0
hUT U T

(7)

Eqns. 1 and 7 would be entirely equivalent only if the increments, hand T, could be
made zero, which, in turn, would require an infinite computation time, not a realistic
proposition. As the increments must be finite, a numerical error results from the
replacement ofeqn. 1 by eqn. 7. During the calculation process, these errors propagate
and build up. If the values of the space and time increments are not properly chosen,
divergence and oscillations may occur and the numerical solution does not bear any
resemblance to the exact solution of the partial differential equation studied. The
stability condition for this method, in the ideal approximation, is

(8)

where u, is given by eqn. 16b (see belowj':". This condition is called the Courant
condition of the problem and uzT/h is its Courant number. It has been demonstrated
that, when hand T satisfy it, the numerical solution obtained converges towards the
exact solution of the partial differential equation with decreasing increment values".

In order to calculate the error made by replacing eqn, 1 by eqn.· 7 in the
calculation of the elution band profile, we may replace the different concentration
terms by their three-term expansion:
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"'! + 1 _ (OC)" h2(02C)"
~j - Cj + h 0"\ + 2 a2• oz j Z j

and

(OC)" ,2(02C)"
Cj-l = Cj - , at j + 2 ot2 j
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(9)

(10)

We shall assume here that the equilibrium isotherm is given by the classical Langmuir
equation, although most of the conclusions are valid with other equilibrium equations.
With a Langmuir isotherm we have

Gel
q'} = ftCj) = 1 + ~el

J

where G and b are constants. Therefore,

" _ GCj-l
qj-l - 1 + bCj-l

The three difference terms in eqn. 7 become

Cj+l _ Cj = (OC)" + ~(02C)"
h oz j 2 OZ2 j

Cj - C'}-l = (OC)" _ ~(02;)"
r at j 2 at j

and

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

FG(Cj - Cj- d
(1 + bCj-l)(1 + be'}),

(15a)

which is equivalent to

F' q'} - q'}-l ~ FG(Cj - C~-l) = j of)"[(oc)" _ ~(02;)"J (I5b)
r (I + bCj) , 1\OC j at .i 2 at j

Combining eqn. 7 with eqns. 9-15 gives

(
1 F' Of)OC ,oC = ~( , Of)02C_ hU(02C)

+ oc at + U oz 2 I + F oC ot2 2 OZ2 (16)

From eqn. I we can derive a relationship giving the velocity, Uz . associated with
a concentrations:

oc
at

oC
-u '

z OZ (17a)
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with

(17b)
u

1 F' af
+ ac

Uz = ----

From eqns. 17a and 17b we obtain

Fu; . a2f(aC)2
af ac2 az

+ F' ac
(18)

Substituting eqn. 18 into eqn. 16 permits the determination of the error made in the
calculation of the profile when using eqn. 7. We have

(19)

where a is the Courant number [Uir/h = ur/(l + ko)h], which we have taken as equal
to 2, by selecting properly the time increment, r, as a function of the space
increment.':":". The choice of a Courant number of2 ensures numerical stability of the
calculated solution (eqn. 16), i.e., avoids widely oscillating profiles with negative
values of the concentration, results which have no physical sense.

The right-hand side of eqn. 19 represents the error made. This error is of first
order with respect to hand r [i.e., O(h + r)]. It is the sum of two terms, the first being
a dispersion term, proportional to the space increment, h, and the second, proportional
to the time increment, r, being non-linear. It vanishes when r -> 0 or when a2f/ac2->

O. In the case of a Langmuir isotherm, a2f/aC2= - 2Gb/(l + bC?, and is never zero.
a2f/ac2can be zero only for a linear isotherm. The sign of this second term is
determined by the curvature of the isotherm.

In the case of a Langmuir isotherm, or of an isotherm convex towards the axis of
stationary phase concentrations, the profile predicted by the ideal model exhibits
a front shock 2

, 3 ,8 . The second differential of the isotherm is negative and the two terms
add to each other. The effect of the error is in the appearance of a dispersion term, the
replacement of the concentration discontinuity by a shock layer, with a finite thickness
and a decrease in the shock amplitude. If the isotherm is concave, in contrast, the shock
appears on the rear of the profile, but the qualitative influence of the numerical errors
remains the same.

Second difference type
An alternative form of the general equation of the ideal (equilibrium) model of

chromatography, equivalent to eqn. I, is the following:

ac + F' aq + u . ac = 0
at at az (20)
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In this case, the equivalent finite difference equation is written as

e:+ 1 - e: qJ~+l - qJ~ e:+ 1 - e:+t
J J+F' +U· J r =0

r r h
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(21)

In eqn. 20, n is the time index and} is the space index. For this type of finite difference
equation, the Courant condition (see above), in the ideal approximation, is uzr/h > O.
It is, of course, always satisfied. Expansion of the different terms gives

and

Cn + 1
j-l (ac)n .(ac)n r

2(a2c)n h
2(a2c)n (a2c)n

C'J + r - - h - + ~ -2 + - -2 - ih --at j az j 2 at j 2 az j azat j

(22)

(23)

The equilibrium isotherm is again given by eqn. 12 (Langmuir isotherm). In a practical
calculation, we could use the following approximation:

Ge:+ 1

q~+ 1 ~ J

J 1 + bCj

Combining eqns. 22-24 gives the second term of eqn. 21:

qj+l - qj = !. G(Cj+l - Cj) = !. G(Cj+l - C'J) (l + be:)
r r 1 + bCj r (1 + bCj)2 J

[( af) (ac r a2c) In
= ac at + '2' at2 (1 + bC) j

By combining eqns. 21 with eqns. 22-25, we obtain

(24)

(25)

-:(1 + F' af)a 2c
+ hu . a2c _ TU . a2c _ FbC' af(ac + : . a2c)

(26)
2 ac ot2 2 az2 azat ac at 2 at2

From eqn. 17, we can derive that

(27)
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Combination of eqns. 18,26 and 27 gives
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(
~r)ac ec af ec hu a2c

I +£"- -+U'-= -FbC'-'-+-(a+ 1)--ac at az ac at 2 az2

(28)

The essential difference between the equation derived in the case of a linear isotherm
and eqn. 28 is in the first term of the right-hand side, equal to - FbCaf/aC .ac;at, i.e.,
to k'bCac;at. This term is independent of the value of the integration increments. The
error cannot be made infinitely small by increasing the computer time: the solution
converges towards a solution of the top part of eqn. 28, i.e., without the lower term,
proportional to T, which is not eqn. 20. Actually, the term which contains FbC comes
from the approximation made above (see eqn. 24). The error is complex and the
numerical solution obtained by this method cannot be trusted entirely. Of course, in
the linear case the coefficient b is zero.

If an approximation other than eqn. 24 is taken for qj+ 1, e.g., qr 1 ~

GCj~ t /(1 + bCj~ t), the term which contains FbC can also be eliminated, and the
results may be better.

This analysis illustrates the difficulties and pitfalls which may be encountered in
non-linear chromatography when a numerical algorithm is not very carefully studied
before it is implemented.

Comparison between the two difference types
If the non-linear contribution can be ignored (small deviation from the linear

isotherm), the apparent dispersion coefficient in the case of the first difference type
studied becomes

_ hU[ ru IJ
D a - 2 (1 + k')h +

and in the case of the second difference type

D - hU[ TU - J
a - 2 (1 + k')h 1

(29)

(30)

In practice, we want to use the apparent diffusion coefficient, D a, to account for the
diffusion term, D, which we neglected when we replaced the exact mass balance
equation by the equation of the ideal model (eqns. 1 and 20). In fact, D; could be used
to simulate the finite column efficiency. Then it is necessary to keep the apparent
dispersion coefficient constant during the entire calculation. The Courant number will
be kept constant, hence we must have

(31)
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Ifone takes, for the sake of simplicity and clarity.the space increment to be equal to the
column height equivalent to a theoretical plate (h = H), the time increment is given by

H
r = constant . (1 + k')

U
(32)

In all our calculationsV'r?", we have taken the Courant number as equal to 2, hence

U
(33)

Our first requirement is the numerical stability of the solution. This does not require
that we keep the Courant number constant, but merely that we make sure that it
exceeds unity 7, One simple way to satisfy this condition, in the case of a Langmuir-type
isotherm, would be to take r equal to 2(1 + k'o)h/u, where k'o is the limit value of of/oC
for an infinitely small sample, However, then the apparent diffusion coefficient
increases during the elution of the band (see eqn. 29). If we adopt a variable time
increment, r = r(C), the error term introduced will have certain effects on the results
of the simulation ofthe migration of the chromatographic band. Comparison between
the exact analytical solution of eqn. 1 in the case of a Langmuir isotherm'and the
numerical solution obtained with the first difference type shows, however, that the
difference between the two profiles, i.e., the error introduced 'by the numerical
calculation and accounted for by eqn. 19, is small and cannot be very different from
that predicted by eqn. 29 with a constant value of the. Courant number'P.

In the case of the first difference type, the error contains two terms (eqn. 19). The
first one is the artificial dispersion term just discussed, The second one is smaller but, in
the case of a Langmuir type isotherm, it tends to enhance the self-sharpening effect of
the band due to the non-linear behavior of the equilibriutnisotherm and to the strong
concentration dependence of the velocity associated with a concentration u..

The second difference method should be avoided because ofthe presence of
a constant term in its error function, a term which is independent of the integration
increments.

ERROR ANALYSIS IN THE CASE OF THE LAX-WENDROFF riPE DIFFERENCE METHOD

The kinetic model for non-linear chromatography'ismore general than either the
ideal or the semi-ideal models, which postulate near equilibrium between the two
phases at any time and any location in the column. The only assumption made in this
model is in the choice of the kinetic equation which relates the rate of change of the
concentration in the stationary phase to the concentrations of the compound under
study in both phases. In one of its simplest forms, the kinetic model can be written as

ec oq ec 02C
-+F'-+u'-=D'ot ot oz OZ2

oq
- = K[f(C) - q]at

(34)

(35)
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Eqn. 34 is the general mass balance ofchromatography. Eqn. 35 is the kinetic model. In
this equation, K is the rate constant or mass transfer coefficient and q is the
concentration of the compound of interest in the stationary phase. First-order kinetics
have been selected here. The classical initial and boundary conditions are written as

C(z = 0, t) = Co,

C(z = 0, t) = 0,

C(z, t = 0) = °
t > t

q(z, t = 0) = °
(36)

There is no analytical solution for this system of equations, although Goldstein 13 and
Wade et al. 14 derived an analytical solution in the closely related case when the kinetic
equation is that of the classical Langmuir adsorption-desorption kinetics. Numerical
solutions must be calculated, and the best approach seems to be the Lax-Wendroff
methodP'!". Two cases can be distinguished, depending whether the problem
discussed involves a near-equilibrium model (i.e., fast kinetics ofmass transfer between
phases, so the number of transfer stages in the column is large") or a true kinetic
problem, in which case the mass transfers between phases are slow.

NEAR EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEM

Under the equilibrium approximation, the system of eqns. 33 and 34 can be
replaced by a single partial differential equation!", which is written as

(37)

where D, stands for D/(l + F . of/oc). The corresponding finite difference equation is

CJ+1 - CJ CJ+1 ~ CJ-1 (u;r Dz) " "
r + Uz ' 2h - 2h2 + h2 (Cj+ 1 - 2CJ + Cj - 1) = 0 (38)

where n is the time index andjthe space index. For this method, the stability condition
is (uzr/h)2 + 2Dzr/h

2 < 1 (ref. 16).
In order to calculate the truncation error introduced by the Lax-Wendroff

procedure in the near equilibrium case, we write as follows the four-term expansion of
the higher order terms in eqns. 34 and 35, at the index values nand j:

C~+1
J

. (aC)" h2(02C)" h
3
(0

3
C)"

CJ + h OZ . + 2 OZ2 . + 6 OZ3 .
J J J

(39)

(40)
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and

. = n_ (oc)n h2(02c)n _ h3(03c)n
C'J-l C) h ~ + 2 ~ 2 6 ~ 3oz j uZ j oz J

In the ideal approximation, we have (see above)

93

(41)

and

a
at

a
-u '

z OZ (42)

(43)

Combining eqns. 38-43 gives

an equation which is equivalent to

(44)

( Of ) (oc)n (oc)n (02 c)n u[ ] (03c)n1 + F' OC at j + u a; j - D OZ2 j = 6 (uzr)2- h2 Oz3 j (44a)

This relationship shows that the truncation error caused by the use of the
Lax-Wendroff calculation procedure under equilibrium conditions, in the linear
approximation, and by the replacement of eqn. 34 by eqn. 36 for the numerical
calculation is equal to

(45)

The truncation error introduced by the Lax-Wendroff method is of second order, i.e.,
O(h2 + r 2

) . Furthermore, no artificial dispersion term is introduced in the calculation.
Ifwe assume the elution band to be a near Gaussian profile, we can fit the upper

part of the peak (most of the portion above the inflection points) on a polynomial, i.e.,

C(z, t) = LaiC. If the profile is Gaussian, a parabola would sufficc'" and the term in
i

eqn. 44 is zero. If the profile is unsymmetrical, a third-degree polynomial, or
a polynomial with a very small fourth-degree term, gives satisfactory results, hence,
03CjOZ3 :;::: a3 + a4Z :;::: a3. The last term in eqn. 44 contains a constant, whose effect is
to change the position of the solution, that is, to change the solution from C(z, t) to C(z,
Z - at), where a is the product of the coefficient of eqn. 44 and a3'

If we compare eqns. 28 and 44, we see that, whereas the truncation error
introduced by the characteristic scheme is of second order with respect to hand r, with
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the Lax-Wendroff scheme the truncation error is only of the third order. The main
effect of the former is to disperse the band, and in most instances to act mainly as an
apparent diffusion term. In the latter instance, the effect is essentially a shift in the peak
position.

Non-equilibrium problem
In this instance, the system of partial differential eqns. 34 and 35 is replaced by

the following system of algebraic, finite difference equations:

(46)

and

n+l n
qj - qj = _K(qn - fl)

r J J
(47)

We combine now these equations with eqns. 39-41 and the equation similar to eqn. 39
which can be written for q'J+l:

(
oc )n. (oq)n. .(oc)n (02c)n _ r

2(03C . 03 c)n
- +F - +u- -D- ---+F - +
ot j ot j oz j OZ2 j 6 OZ3 ot3 j

Uh2(03C)" ~[(02C . 02q) _ 2. 02c]n
+ 6 OZ3 . + 2 ot2 + F ot2 u OZ2 .

J J

(48)

The numerical error contains two parts. The first part contains the first two terms of
the right-hand side ofeqn. 48 and is of second order [O(h2 + r 2

) ] . The last term ofeqn.
48 is of first order in r. Hence, in the non-equilibrium case, the Lax-Wendroff
procedure introduces a first-order error. The third term of eqn. 48 is equal to

r °2: . o)K(q - .f)] (49)

It is obvious that when the systemapproaches equilibrium, this lastterm becomes zero.
An apparent diffusion term appears, much as with the characteristic procedure. ,There
is an important difference, however. With the characteristic procedure, the apparent
diffusion coefficientdepends only on the integration increments and on the differential
of the isotherm (eqn. 29). If a proper set of values is chosen for these increments, in
order to simulate the elution profile of a band with a column having a certain finite
efficiency, the apparent column efficiency for other compounds having a different
retention will be fixed. This efficiency varies rapidly with the retention (i.e., with k'o).
Thus, although it is possible to simulate properly the elution of a binary mixture with
a relative retention close to unity, the procedure cannot be applied to multicomponent
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mixtures or to gradient elution. In contrast, the use of a kinetic model and of the
Lax-Wendroff calculation procedure permits the simulation of the migration of
a multicomponent band in gradient elution, while keeping the column efficiency of
each component constant and equal to the required value, or varying it as needed,
during an experiment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Numerical simulations were performed for the different cases discussed above,
varying the values of the space and time increments of the integration, in order to test
the validity of our theoretical analysis of the error problem. The results of these
calculations are reported in Figs. 1-12. In Fig. 1, two chromatograms are shown,
calculated by integration of eqn. 1,performed using the characteristic method and two
different values of the space increment, for the same value of the time increment.
A linear isotherm was used. A Gaussian band profile should be obtained. This is the
result given by the calculation. The effect of doubling the space increment is important
and corresponds to a two-fold reduction of the apparent column efficiency. This
phenomenon has been used to advantage in our recent work 3

.
9

-
1 2

. Fig. 2 shows the
effect of the same change in the space increment when a non-linear isotherm is used,
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Fig. I. Profiles obtained as solution of eqn. I using the characteristic method and the first type difference
equation. Linear isotherm; column length,S em; linear flow velocity, 0.25 cmls; constant time increment,
r = 0.05 s. Profile 1,Iz = 0.0005 em; profile 2,Iz = 0.001 ern.
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Fig. 2. Same as Fig. I, except non-linear isotherm and sample size 100 times larger.
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. I, except constant space increment, h = 0.001 ern. Profile I, T = 0.025 s; profile 2, T

0.05 s.
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, except non-linear isotherm and sample size 100 times larger.
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Fig. 9. Profiles obtained as solutions of eqn. 33, using the Lax-Wendroff procedure. Linear isotherm.
Column length, 5 em; linear flow velocity, 0.25 cm/s; mass transfer coefficient, K = 60 S-1; axial dispersion
coefficient, D = 0.00011 ern? S-1; constant time increment, r = 0.005 s. Space increment: profile I, h =
0.0015 em; profile 2, h = 0.005 em,
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9, except non-linear isotherm and sample size 100 times larger.
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9, except constant space increment, h = 0.005. Time increment: profile 1, t = 0.0025
s; profile 2, r = 0.005 s.
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11, except non-linear isotherm and sample size 100 times larger.

with a large sample size. Then the effect is smaIl, which is in agreement with the fact
that the influence of the column efficiency on the band profile is small at high loading
factors!".

Figs. 3 and 4 show similar chromatograms, obtained by changing the time
increment, while keeping the space increment constant, which is the reverse of what
was done in Figs. 1 and 2. The results obtained are very similar to those obtained in the
previous case, as predicted by our discussion of eqn. 19.

Figs. 5-8 show chromatograms obtained under nearly the same conditions as
those in Figs. 1-4, but with the second difference method described here. The results
obtained under linear conditions are satisfactory, and are as predicted by eqn. 27. The
effect of the choice of the space increment on the efficiency of the peak obtained is
important (Fig. 5), while the effect of the choice of the time increment is nearly
negligible (Fig. 7). In contrast, the results obtained under non-linear conditions are
poor: it is seen in Figs. 6 and 8 that the mass is not even conserved! This method should
certainly be avoided, although it gives profiles that look realistic.

Figs. 9-12 show chromatograms obtained by solving eqn. 34 using the
Lax-Wendroffmethod. The equilibrium isotherm is again linear in Figs. 9 and 11, and
two different values of the space increment were used with the same value of the time
increment for Fig. 9, the opposite, two different values of the time increment with the
same space increment for Fig. 11. In both instances the two profiles are extremely
close, almost impossible to differentiate in most of the concentration range. Finally,
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Figs. 10 and 12 show the solutions obtained under non-linear conditions, with two
different values of the space increment (Fig. 10) for the same time increment, or two
different values of the time increment for the same space increment. The differences
between the two profiles on either Fig. 10 or Fig. 12 are very small, comparable to the
differences between the two profiles shown in Figs. 2 and 4.

There are differences between the two basic approaches studied here, the
characteristic and the Lax-Wendroffmethods, regarding the stability of the numerical
solutions. Oscillations easily take place, especially with the Lax-Wendroff scheme, if
the integration increments are not properly chosen. Hence a direct comparison
between the results obtained by the two methods is difficult and must be limited to
a narrow range of values of r and h. Depending on the nature of the problem studied,
the first type difference method 2 , 3 , 7 ,9- 1 2 or the Lax-Wendroff method6 , 1 5 will be
chosen.
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SUMMARY

The semi-ideal model of non-linear chromatography is used to calculate the
elution band profiles of each component ofvarious ternary mixtures. It is assumed that
these compounds compete for interaction with the stationary phase following the
competitive ternary Langmuir isotherm model. Calculated profiles are generated for
a series of mixtures of variable relative compositions, using different sample sizes. The
patterns obtained are discussed.

The calculated results are easily predicted in most instances from the combi
nation of the displacement effect, the compression of an early eluting band by a later
eluting band, and the "tag-along" effect, i.e., the spreading of a band by the band
which is eluted just before it. When the concentration of the second component of the
ternary mixture is low, and those of the first and third components are high, the second
component band is squeezed between the other two and its profile is most unusual.

INTRODUCTION

In previous papers we discussed on a theoretical basis the progressive separation
between the two bands ofa binary mixture during elutiorr':" and during displacement 7

chromatography. These investigations permitted a better understanding of band
interference in chromatographic columns under non-linear conditions, i.e., when the
concentrations of the sample components are large enough for their equilibrium
isotherms between the two phases to be non-linear. The importance of the dis
placement of the first component band by the second band has been illustrated". This
effect permits a considerable improvement in the production rate and recovery yield of
the first-eluted component ofa feed in preparative chromatography". This theoretical
prediction has been confirmed by various experimental results'"?", The displacement
effect depends greatly on the relative concentrations of the two components of the
binary mixture. It is especially strong when the first component is at a lower or much
lower concentration than the secondlo,ll.

When the reverse is true, the displacement effect is small or negligible, but
another effect, the "tag-along" effect, has been found 1.2. Because of the competition

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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for access to the stationary phase, the molecules of the first component crowd out those
of the second component. The second component band tags along with the first and is
spread over a wide volume of mobile phase. The result is a low production rate and
a poor recovery yield at high column loadings't-!".

Experimental results have confirmed the validity of both predictions, and
observations of both effects have been reported8-lo.l3.l4. It has been noted in several
instances'v" that the displacement effect is stronger than predicted and, conversely,
the tag-along effect weaker. In one instance at least, the opposite has been found 13

.

This is not surprising, as the theoretical investigations were made using the simplest
general equation for competitive isotherms, the Langmuir isotherm. This model
assumes that the adsorbent surface is homogeneous, that the column saturation
capacities of the two components are the same and that both the mobile phase solution
of the sample components and the stationary phase are ideal, i.e., that there are no
molecular interactions between the retained components, which is a simplistic
assumption. Compared with the assumption oflinear chromatography, where there is
no interaction between bands, i.e., no competition for retention, the Langmuir
competitive isotherm is a considerable improvement. It gives a good first ap
proximation of the competitive isotherm behavior. Molecular interactions must be
taken into account, however, to achieve a quantitative prediction of the band profiles
of a multi-component mixture. Depending on the comparative strengths of the
interactions of the molecules ofeach compound with those of the same compound and
those of the other, deviations from the prediction of the Langmuir isotherm in one or
the other direction may be expected.

In summary, the predictions of the ideal and semi-ideal models of chromato
graphy for the elution profiles of the bands of a pure compound pulse l 5.l6 or of
a binary mixture l. l 7 are sufficiently accurate to predict the phenomena associated with
band interference and progressive band separation in chromatography. However, they
cannot give accurate elution profiles unless, of course, the exact isotherms are known.

All the previous work referred to here relates to pure compound band profiles or
to the separation of binary mixtures. In most practical situations, however, real
mixtures are not binary but contain a larger number of components. It is useful at this
stage to investigate the separation ofmulti-component mixtures on a purely theoretical
basis, in order to search for possible new effects that could not be accounted for on
a straightforward basis by simple combinations of the displacement and tag-along
effects taking place between each pair of the components involved.

This paper discusses results obtained using the semi-ideal modelv!" applied to
a ternary mixture. Ternary Langmuir competitive isotherms have been used, assuming
the same column capacity for the three components.The relative retentions of the two
successive pairs ofcomponents (1-2 and 2-3) have been varied, in addition to the total
sample size, expressed as the loading factor, i.e., the fraction of the column saturation
capacity. The compositon of the mixtures investigated covers a wide range of relative
compositions, including all the possible combinations where a component is either
major or minor.

THEORY

The model used for the simulation of the elution and separation of the
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components of a ternary mixture is the semi-ideal model applied previously to the
simulation of the band profiles for a pure compoundl" and for a binary mixture'<" on
an overloaded column. It is based on the ideal model ofchromatography'P''V. The
ideal.model assumes the column efficiency to be infinite and focuses attention on the
phenomena that arise because of the non-linear behavior of the equilibrium isotherms
at high concentrations and on the competitive interactions between the components of
a mixture. This model stems from the properties of the equation system of
chromatography.

The differential mass balance equation for a single compound in a slice of
a chromatographic column can be written as

(I)

where Cm and Cs are the concentrations of the compound considered in the mobile and
stationary phases, respectively, at time t and abscissa along the column, F is the phase
ratio of the column packing, with F=(I-B)/B, Bbeing the column packing porosity,
u is the mobile phase velocity and D is the coefficient of axial dispersion.

In liquid chromatography, the compressibility of the mobile phase is negligible
and the partial molar volumes of the compounds investigated in the mobile and the
stationary phases are nearly the same. Accordingly, the mobile phase velocity, u, is
constant and can be taken out of the differential operator.

Integration of eqn. I requires a relationship between Cm and C; Giddings." has
shown that, provided the column efficiency exceeds a few hundred theoretical plates,
which is the general case in modern liquid chromatography, we can take for C, the
value corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium between the two phases, i.e., the
value given by the isotherm:

(2)

Having made this simplifying assumption, the axial dispersion coefficient in eqn. I is
replaced by an apparent dispersion coefficient that accounts for the finite column

~

efficiency, i.e., for the deviation from the thermodynamic equilibrium resulting from
the finite rate of the radial mass transfer". However, it is not possible to find an exact
analytical solution following this replacement and it is extremely difficult to write the
appropriate computer programs for its calculation.

The task becomes much easier if we assume that the column has an infinite
efficiency, making the apparent dispersion coefficient zero. Further, it can then be
shown that the computation process itself introduces errors that are equivalent to the
addition of a dispersion term (i.e., krPC;oz2)24,25.

Thus, we obtain the following equation, which constitutes the ideal model for the
ternary mixture:

(
dC .) ec . ec .I+F· __s_,1 ~+u'~=O

dCm,i at az (3)
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where dCs/dCm is the differential of the equilibrium isotherm and i = I, 2 and
3 represents the three components of the ternary mixture. Numerical solutions ofeqn.
3 can easily be calculated if the numerical value of each parameter is previously
known!", As already described'", a finite difference method, using the Godunov
algorithm, is especially suitable for this calculation-Iv". We take the column efficiency
into account by chosing the following values for the space and time integration
increments: .

and

dz = H

dt = 2Hlu z,o

(4)

(5)

where Uz,O is the velocity associated with an infinitely small concentration of the
compound considered [uz,o = uo/O + k'o), where k'o is the column capacity factor of
the compound under analytical, i.e., linear, conditions]. We also need a set of ternary
competitive isotherms and a value for Uz,O, in order to select these integration
increments (see the next section).

EXPERIMENTAL

The computations were carried out using ternary competitive Langmuir
isotherms:

(6)

with i = 1-3. The numerical values of the six coefficients selected for most of the
calculations are given in Table I. The parameters ofthe three individual isotherms were
selected so that the column saturation capacity was the same for the three compounds
(q; = adb i = 1.60 for all values of i). The k' value for the third component at infinite
dilution was a3F = 4.0. In most instances, the two values of the selectivity of the
stationary phase (i.e., 0(1,2 = a21a1 and 0(2,3 = a31a2) were equal to 1.10. In a few cases,
a value of 1.4 was used instead.

TABLE I

COEFFICIENTS OF THE TERNARY COMPETITIVE ISOTHERMS

Selectivity Parameter Component I Component 2 Component 3
(i=1,2,3)

Q(t,2 = Q(2.3 = 1.10 k', 3.31 3.64 4.00
aa, 13.24 14.56 i6.00
b, (l/mol) 2.07 2.27 2.50

Q(t,2 = Q(2,3 = 1.40 k; 1.97 2.85 4.00
a; 7.88 11.40 16.00
b, (ljrnol) 1.27 1.78 2.50
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The column calculated is 25 em long, its phase ratio is 0.25 and the flow velocity
(uo = 0.125 cm/s) corresponds to a dead time of200 s. The column efficiency is 12500
theoretical plates for the second component (i.e., height equivalent to a theoretical
plate = 0.0020 em), except when the influence of the column efficiency on the
separation between the three bands is considered. The values of the integration
increments were calculated from the data selected for this component. Accordingly,
the column efficiencies for the other two compounds are 11250 and 13750 theoretical
plates, respectively'": Eqns. 4 and 5 show that, as dt and dz are constant during the
integration, the simulated column efficiency is different for the three componentsv'v".

The sample size is given as the total loading factor, calculated for the whole
sample, as the column saturation capacity is the same for all components. In most
instances the loading factor used was either 10% or 40%. Values of 5%,20% and 60%
have also been used, and some results are reported. The relative composition is given in
fraction of the sample size. An x-y-z mixture means that the concentrations of the
three components in that mixture are as x to y to z, e.g., the relative concentration of
the second component in the sample is y/(x+ y+z). ;,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results reported were obtained exclusively with the parameters of the ternary
isotherms given in Table I. Therefore, only two values of the selectivity are discussed
here, 1.10and lAO. The value ofl.IO provides strong band interactions for low sample
loadings. Compared with the larger selectivity value of lAO, which requires higher
loadings to induce similar band interactions, it permits the investigation of the
non-linear effects associated with strong band interactions when using relatively small
sample sizes. The use of a low selectivity reduces the relative importance of the
displacement effect and increases that of the tag-along effect".

Other calculations, not reported here, were performed using values of the
selectivity for either pair of components or for both equal to 1.15, 1.30 and 1.50. No
qualitative differences were observed for the chromatograms generated. The degree of
column overload and the band interference pattern obtained with a selectivity of 1.15
and a total sample size of 20% of the column saturation capacity were nearly identical
with those observed with a selectivity of 1.10 and a loading factor of 10% on the
chromatograms presented here. When the selectivities were unsymmetrical (e.g., au
= 1.10 and a2,3 = 1.30), the result was the coupling of a strong interaction between
one pair of bands, a weak interaction between the other pair and nearly none between
the first and the third compounds. In other words, the degree and type of band
interaction can be simply predicted from what we know about binary mixtures whether
the selectivities are symmetrical or unsymmetrical.

Changes in the sample size provide an easy adjustment of the degree of
interference between bands. Compared with a single component band or even a binary
mixture, the sample band system of a ternary mixture is spread over a longer section of
the column, resulting in a less stationary phase overloading. At a loading of 5% for
a mixture of three components, typically used in preparative liquid chromatographic
applications, adjacent compounds competed only minimally. Much more interesting
results were obtained for loadings of 10%, the most often discussed in this work, or
20%. Under the grossly overloaded conditions corresponding to loading factors of
40% or 60%, even the first component interacted with the third.
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The main parameter investigated, that having the strongest influence on the
profiles of the three component bands, was the relative composition of the mixture.
From this point of view, we can separate our results into three categories: (i) those
corresponding to mixtures where the three components are present in equal amounts,
(ii) those corresponding to mixtures where one of the three components dominates in
the presence of the other two and (iii) those obtained for mixtures where the second
component is at low concentration compared with the other two and its band is
squeezed between two major component bands. The last series of results are the only
ones which were really unexpected.

The displacement effect and the tag-along effect are il\ustrated in Figs. I and 2,
respectively. They will be referred to often in the following discussion, as most band
systems for ternary mixtures exhibit features which are combinations of displacement
(Fig. I) and tag-along (Fig. 2) effects.

Mixtures with equivalent concentrations of the three components
Chromatograms calculated for samples of increasing size from 5% to 40% are

shown in Figs. 3-6. Fig. 7 shows, for comparison, the chromatogram obtained for
a 10% loading factor, assuming that there is no competition between the three
components. This is the superimposition of the three bands obtained by successively
injecting samples ofeach of the three compounds pure, with a loading factor of 3.33%.
The band profiles in Fig. 7 are typical of those associated with a Langmuir isotherm
under that degree of overloading.
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Fig. 1.Chromatogram calculated for a 1:9 binary mixture (concentration, c, in M versus, time, t, in s). Total
loading factor: 10%. Isotherms, see eqn, 6. For isotherm coefficients, see Table I with IX = 1.10. First and
second components only.
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Fig. 3. Chromatogram calculated for a 1:1:1mixture. Total loading factor: 5%. Isotherms, see eqn. 6. For
isotherm coefficients, see Table I with C( = 1.10. Column characteristics, see Experimental. The number on
each profile is the rank of the component; 4 is for the total concentration profile, as recorded by an ideal,
non-selective detector.
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Fig. 4. Chromatogram calculated for a 1:1:1 mixture as in Fig. 3, except total loading factor: 10%.
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Fig. 5. Chromatogram calculated for a I:1:1 mixture as in Fig. 3, except total loading factor: 20%.
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Fig. 6. Chromatogram calculated for a I:1:I mixture as in Fig. 3, except total loading factor: 40%. Inset:
chromatogram calculated for a I:1:1 mixture with total loading factor: 40%. Isotherm coefficients as in
Table I with IX = 1.40. Column characteristics, see Experimental.

Compared with Fig. 7, where no interaction takes place between the compounds
(because pure compound adsorption isotherms are used), the chromatograms in Figs.
3-6 show moderate to considerable band interaction, depending on the sample size. In
Fig. 3, there is a:slight displacement effect of the first component band by the second
and of the second component band by the third. This is demonstrated essentially by the
earlier time at which the elution of these bands is completed and by the inflection
points on the back of their profiles, although the rear shock layers are barely
discernible. Similarly, a modest tag-along effect is exhibited by the second band and
a slightly stronger one by the third band.

In Fig. 4, corresponding to a 10% loading factor, the two effects are stronger.
The front shock layers of the three bands are eluted much earlier than in Fig. 7,
obtained with the same sample size for each component. The time gain decreases,
however, from the first to the second and to the third component. A shock layer is
clearly noticed on the rear of the first two bands. These shock layers are followed by
slight tails, as the bands are not completely separated. This demonstrates the presence
of the displacement effect. The tag-along effect is shown by the wider profiles of the
second and third bands, the marked inflection point on the rear of these last two band
profiles, with a nearly horizontal tangent for the third band. While the band of the
second component simultaneously experiences a displacement by the third band and
tags along with the first band, the other two bands are affected only by one effect each,
displacement for the first one and tag-along for the third.
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Fig. 7. Chromatogram calculated for a I:1:1mixture as in Fig. 4, except the components are not supposed to
interact. Alternatively, superimposition of the chromatograms obtained successively for the three pure
compounds, with a loading factor of 3.33% each.

In Figs. 5 and 6, which correspond to larger values of the loading factors, the
band of the first component experiences a double displacement effect, while the third
component band exhibits a double tag-along effect, the column being so overloaded
that the first and third component bands interfere. This phenomenon becomes even
stronger in Fig. 6, where the width of the third band profile reaches 400 s.

In the inset in Fig. 6, al,2 = a2,3 = 1.40 (instead of 1.10, Fig. 6) and a column
loading of 40% (instead of 10%, Fig. 6) were used. The three bands are resolved, but
the second and third bands still show the effects of previous interactions with adjacent
components. The third band plateau would shrink and disappear ifit were allowed to
migrate further. The profile of the second band can be considered as an intermediate
stage in the recovery of the third band to its typical triangular shape.

If we compare Figs. 3-6, we see that the first part of the first band, that
corresponding to the elution of the pure first component, becomes narrower with
increasing sample size, while the recovery yield of the pure product decreases. The
width of the third component band increases considerably, but the size corresponding
to the last zone of the chromatogram, when the last component is eluted pure, does not
change significantly. This confirms earlier results" that, because of the displacement
effect, the production rate of the first component increases with increasing sample size
until well into the range of severe band interference. In contrast, the production rate
for the last component increases with increasing sample size only until its band begins
to interfere with the previous band. Above that sample size, the production rate
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remains constant, while the recovery yield decreases 2 9
. A similar conclusion is reached

for the second component'P. The production rate of the second component is certainly
lower under the conditions in Fig. 4 than under those in Fig. 3. It seems to be maximum
for a sample load of about 5%, corresponding to Fig. 3.

Mixtures in which one component predominates
In this group, we examined five mixtures, three for which one compound is in

large excess, corresponding to concentration distributions of9:1: 1,1:9: I and 1:1:9, and
two mixtures for which the first or third component is minor, 9:9:1 and 1:9:9. The
profile of the last possible mixture in this series, 9:I:9, is discussed in the next section.

Fig. 8 shows the chromatogram calculated for a mixture containing a large
excess of the first component (9:I: I). The strong tag-along effect of the first component
band on the last two is obvious. It is expectedly stronger on the second band than on
the third as the degree of interaction is lower and the time during which the two bands
interact in the column is shorter. In fact, the third component band is in the process of
recovering from the deformation caused by the tag-along effect that it underwent
during the first part of its elution. Simultaneously, there is a very weak displacement of
the second band by the third, which can be recognized by the slightly shorter elution
time of the band end in Fig. 8 compared with Fig. 7 (note that for a pure compound
with a Langmuir isotherm, the time at which the band ends does not depend on the
sample size).

In the inset in Fig. 8 (calculated under the same conditions as the inset in Fig. 6),
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Fig. 8. Chromatogram calculated for a 9:1:I mixture. Total loading factor: 10%. Conditions as in Fig. 3.
Inset: chromatogram calculated for a 9:I: I mixture with conditions as in Fig. 6, inset.
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the second band tags along with the first and the third band,although separated, has
not.fully recovered from the tag-along effect. The shock front is slowly reforming as
the tag-along plateau decays. Eventually, this third band profile will regain its typical
triangular shape expected for a pure compound, under overloaded conditions.

Fig. 9 shows the chromatogram corresponding to the mixture having a large
excess of the second component (1:9:1).The second component band displaces the first
band strongly, while forcing the third to tag along. The first and third component
bands do not interact significantly. Nevertheless, it would not be possible to prepare
much pure second component under the conditions selected for Fig. 9. The first part of
the second band contains about 40% of the amount of the first component injected,
while the second part contains nearly 60% of the amount of the third component
contained in the sample.

In the inset in Fig. 9 (calculated under the same conditions as for the inset in Fig.
6), no interaction takes place between the first and the third components, which are
effectively shielded by the second. We observe merely the sum of two two-component
problems. Comparing Fig. 9 and its inset, we see a stronger displacement effect and
a weaker tag-along effect in the inset, as expected because of larger values of the
selectivity and the loading factor".

Fig. lOa shows the chromatogram calculated with a mixture containing an excess
of the third component (l: I:9). In this instance, two strong displacement effects are
observed. The third component band displaces the second and in so doing forces it to
displace the first component band. Under the conditions selected, with a small loading
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Fig. 9. Chromatogram calculated fora I :9:I mixture. Total loading factor: 10%. Conditions as in Fig. 3.
Inset: chromatogram calculated for a 1:9:1.mixture with conditions as in Fig. 6, inset.
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factor for the first two components (0.9%), there would be no displacement of the first
band by the second in the absence of a large excess of the third component (see Fig. 3).
The second component has the classical L-shape profile of a band strongly displaced
by a more retained compound, when the selectivity of the column is low or moderate.
The displacement of the first band, however, is easier to observe by comparing the
retention time of that band and its width in Figs. 3 and 10 than by visually comparing
its profiles in the two figures.

In Fig. lOb, the selectivity has been increased (aij = 1.4) together with the total
loading factor (40%). Comparing this figure with its inset under the same conditions
except that the calculation was carried out assuming there are no component-com
ponent interactions, the displacement effect of the first two bands by the last is
markedly evident. Although the first component appears unaffected in its profile, it is
both narrower and eluted earlier after having been displaced strongly by the third
component and mildly by the second component. The second component also suffers
from the displacement effect, but although present in the same amount as the first
component, no tag-along is seen between the first and second components. The
displacement effect, therefore, overpowers the tag-along effect under these conditions.

The double displacement effect is illustrated for a very strong column overload in
Figs. 11 and 12. Fig. 11 shows the chromatogram calculated for a 40% loading factor
with a 1:1:18mixture and Fig. 12shows an enlargement of the front parts of the elution
profiles of the two minor compounds. These chromatograms are striking. The
chromatogram exhibits some similarity to those obtained in displacement chromato
graphy during the formation of the isotachic displacement train 7

. They show that
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Fig. II. Chromatogram calculated for a I: 1:18mixture. Total loading factor: 40%. Conditions as in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 12.Chromatogram calculated for a I: I:18mixture. Total loading factor: 40%. Enlargement of the front
of the chromatogram in Fig. II.

a large fraction of the impurities of a pure compound can be recovered at the front of
the main component band (see Fig. 12). Unfortunately, the recovery yields would not
exceed about 70% for the first component and 60% for the second. The maximum
concentration of these impurity bands, however, is of the order of that of the main
component. This phenomenon can be used in combined liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry for the easier identification of impurities or for the extraction of small
amounts of them for further experimentst".It cannot be used for the purification of the
main component, as we have already said, or for the total recovery of these
compounds.

In Figs. 8-12, as in Figs. 1 and 2, the major component causes a total change in
the shape of the elution band of the minor component(s), but its band profile is
essentially unaffected. Next, we shall consider the opposite situation where the
interference between the bands of the major compounds controls the shape of the
chromatogram.

Fig. 13 shows the chromatogram calculated for a mixture where the third
component is minor (9:9:I). The chromatogram for the first two components is very
much like that corresponding to an overloaded band of a I:1 binary mixture. The
second band displaces the first and at the same time tags along with it. These two
effects are easily recognized. The third band tags along with the other two and is spread
over a wide retention time range (nearly 200 s). The elution profiles of the first two
bands of the 9:9:I mixture in Fig. 13 are very similar to the elution profiles of the last
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Fig. 13. Chromatogram calculated for a 9:9:1 mixture. Total loading factor: 10%. Conditions as in Fig. 3.
Inset: chromatogram calculated for a 9:9: I mixture with conditions as in Fig. 6, inset.

two bands of the 1:9:9mixture in Fig. 14. These two bands interact in exactly the same
way, the third band displacing the second and tagging along with it at the same time.
The difference between the chromatograms in Figs. 13 and 14 is that in the former
instance the third band tags along with the other two, whereas in the latter instance the
first band is displaced by the system of the other two. However, the displacement effect
in Fig. 14 is not as strong as with the 1:9:1 mixture (Fig. 9). In part this is because the
actual amount of the second component injected with the sample is markedly smaller
in Fig. 14 than in Fig. 9.

Similarly, the same phenomena are observed in the insets in Figs. 13and 14as for
the respective main figures, except that they take place with larger values of the
selectivity and the loading factor in the insets. The interferences between bands are
much reduced in the insets, in spite of the higher loading factors. This confirms that
both the recovery yield and the production rate of purified individual components are
greatly enhanced by an increase in the selectivity'Pv".

Mixtures in which the second component is minor
With a ternary mixture in which the intermediate component is a -minor one, it

simultaneously undergoes a strong displacement effect from the third component band
which pushes it forward, and a strong tag-along effect from the first band which pulls it
ahead. The combination of these two effects results in very strong squeezing of the
band, which acquires an unexpected elution profile (see Figs. 15-18). The squeezing
effect results from the superimposition of strong displacement and tag-along effects.
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Fig. 14.Chromatogram calculated for a 1:9:9mixture. Total loading factor: 10%. Conditions as in Fig. 3.
Inset: chromatogram calculated for a 1:9:9 mixture with conditions as in Fig. 6, inset.

This causes a much greater change in the band profiles than any other effect or
combination of effects observed so far in the investigation of multi-component
mixtures.

In Fig. 15a, the column loading factor (10%) is moderate and the first and third
bands are well resolved. The second component band is sandwiched between them. If
Fig. 15 is compared with Fig. 7, however, it is clear that the first band has been
displaced (the retention time of the front is reduced by about 40 s) and the third
component band has undergone a slight tag-along effect from which it is beginning to
recover. This perturbation is caused by the elution of the second, minor band squeezed
between these two major bands.

This squeezing is maximized with increasing efficiency in Fig. 15b (column
loading factor 5%). Whereas no pure second component can be recovered with an
efficiency of only 1500 theoretical plates as the efficiency improves the second band
undergoes a stronger displacement effect from the third component and a weaker
tag-along effect from the first component. With an efficiency of 12500 plates very pure
fractions of the individual components can be collected with a high recovery yield. In
this instance at least, increasing the column efficiencycertainly increases markedly the
production rate of fractions of constant purity;

In Fig. 15c, the column loading factor (60%) is high and al,2 = a2,3 = 104. The
high loadings were necessary in order to force competitive interactions between
adjacent components. The-inset in Fig. 15c has a column loading factor (40%) under
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Fig. IS.Chromatograms calculated for a 9:1:9mixture. (a) Total loading factor: 10%. Conditions as in Fig.
3. (b) Total loading factor: 5%. Conditions as in Fig. 3, except number of theoretical plates, N. (c) Total
loading factor: 60%. Conditions as in Fig. 6, inset. Inset: same except total loading factor: 40%.
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the same conditions as in Fig. 15c.Only subtle effects are seen in the inset under heavily
overloaded conditions. The second profile shows a slight bowing ofits rear side. In Fig.
15c under more overloaded conditions, the profiles are very similar to those in Fig. 15a.
In fact, the separation is better in Fig. 15c than in Fig. 15a even though in Fig. 15c the
column loading factor is six times that in Fig. 15a, 60% VS. 10%. The significant
difference comes from the selectivity, 1.4 in Fig. 15c and 1.1 in Fig. 15a.

Clearly, if the sample size is increased from 10%to 20% (with a selectivity of 1.1)
(Fig. 16), the first and last bands of the chromatogram will interfere strongly. The first
is displaced by the second, which in turn tags along with the first. The second band is
squeezed between the other two bands and has a small, but not entirely negligible,
effect on the overall profile. The second band causes a very slight displacement of the
first band and a weak tag-along effect, seen as a very small hump on the rear of its
profile.

Schematically, the second component band looks like a half-Gaussian profile
with a rear shock followed by a very long tail. This tail, in turn, looks also like
a half-Gaussian profile, but one that is much shorter than the first and much wider.
Figs. 17 and 18 show the progressive changes in the profile of the second component
band when samples of constant size of an equimolar binary mixture of the first and
third components are injected and the mixture contains decreasing concentrations of
an impurity eluted between the two main components. The separation of samples
whose sizes amount to 10% (Fig. 17) and 20% (Fig. 18) of the column saturation
capacity, respectively, and relative compositions of 9:I:9, 25:I:25, 50:1:50 and
100:1:100were calculated. For the sake of clarity, only the profiles of the second band
are shown.
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Fig. 16. Chromatogram calculated for a 9:1:9 mixture. Total loading factor: 20%. Conditions as in Fig. 3.
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The top part of the second component profile (Figs. 17 and 18) becomes sharper
with decreasing amount of this component in the sample, but the relative importance
of the tail does not change much.

CONCLUSION

This theoretical investigation has shown few unexpected results. On a qualitative
basis, almost all the results obtained could have been understood in terms of
combinations between the displacement and tag-along effects already discussed. Only
with a minor component squeezed between two major components is the band profile'
intricate enough to be nearly impossible to predict or explain without the help of
computer calculations based on the use of the semi-ideal model.

Experimental verifications of computer-predicted profiles for binary mixtures
have already shown that both displacement and tag-along effects are observedP..
Significant deviations from the predictions made on the basis of a competitive
Langmuir isotherm model take place, however. Depending on the system studied,
these deviations result from one of the effects, displacement or tag-along, being
stronger and the other being weaker than predictedP'!". The competitive Langmuir
isotherms derived by introducing in eqn. 6 the numerical values of the coefficients
measured for the single compound isotherms of the mixture components remains an
excellent first-order approximation for the calculation of individual band profiles.

Accordingly, the chromatograms presented give a good description of the type
of band interference patterns that can be expected in practical preparative chromato
graphy when columns are overloaded with large samples of multi-component mixtures
for the achievement of high production rates.
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ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF THE IDEAL MODEL OF ELUTION
CHROMATOGRAPHY IN THE CASE OF A BINARY MIXTURE WITH
COMPETITIVE LANGMUIR ISOTHERMS

II. SOLUTION USING THE h-TRANSFORM
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"Department 0/ Chemistry, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-1600 (US.A.) and Division 0/
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SUMMARY

Using the results published by Helfferich and Klein, an exact solution of the ideal
model of chromatography (infinite column efficiency) is derived, giving the band
profiles for the two-component elution problem in the case when the equilibrium
isotherms are given by the classical competitive Langmuir equations. The variations of
the band profile of each component during elution is analyzed and the interactions
between the two profiles are investigated. Two concentration shocks appear, one at the
front of each component elution profile. The chromatogram is separated into three
zones. The first zone, between the two concentration shocks, contains only the first
component. The second zone, immediately after the second shock, contains a mixture
of the two components. The third zone, at the rear, contains only the second
component. The profiles of the two components in the three zones and their
concentrations on both sides of the second shock are given by simple analytical
equations. If the sample is injected as a rectangular pulse, it takes some time to erode
the corresponding concentration plateaux of each component. On both sides of the
mixed zone, a second concentration plateau appears for each component. The heights
of these plateaux remain constant as long as they are present. The first component
plateau disappears rapidly, but the second component plateau, whose formation
explains the "tag-along" effect, remains stable as long as the second zone has not
vanished and decreases progressively after the two bands are resolved.

Comparison between the profiles obtained as solutions of the ideal model and
those calculated using the program of the semi-ideal model, which accounts for the
finite efficiency of actual columns, shows very good agreement when the column
efficiency exceeds a few hundreds to 1000plates. The extent of the agreement depends
on both the sample size and the column efficiency. The concentration shocks are
replaced by shock layers whose thickness is proportional to the column plate height,
but depends also on the shock height. The thickness of the second shock, which
separates the first and second zones, seems to depend much more than the thickness of
the first shock on the actual column efficiency.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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INTRODUCTION

S. GOLSHAN-SHIRAZI, G. GUIOCHON

In a previous paper! , we discussed the derivation of an analytical solution of the
ideal model of chromatography in the case of a two-component problem and for the
injection ofa rectangular pulse of mixture (elution). This solution further assumes that
the equilibrium isotherms of the two components in the chromatographic phase
system is Langmuirian. We used classical results of the theory of systems of non-linear,
quasi-hyperbolic partial differential equations applied to the case of hyperbolic
systems such as those encountered in the classical model of ideal chromatography2 .3 .

The most important concepts used in this first derivation were the association of
a velocity to each value of the concentration and the possibility for the system to
propagate concentration shocks or discontinuities'"". Accordingly, the analytical
solution obtained is composed of two concentration discontinuities, the first affecting
the first component only and the second one affecting both, and of four continuous
concentrations profiles that have relatively simple equations",

The purpose of this paper is to show that the same results can be derived using
the general theory of the ideal model ofchromatography constructed by Helfferich and
Klein 7 and based on the use of the concept of coherence and of the h-transform. The
advantage of this second solution is that it makes use of a theoretical tool specifically
developed for handling problems of application of the ideal model ofchromatography
and, accordingly, the analytical solution of a two-component problem appears simpler
to derive in that way. A first drawback, however, is that the approach derived by
Helfferich and Klein 7 has received modest attention from chromatographers who are
not familiar with its distance-time diagrams or with the concepts of coherence and of
composition trajectories. A second drawback, which may in part explain that first, is
that Helfferich and Klein essentially used their approach to investigate displacement
chromatography7

. This mode of chromatography is claimed by some7
,8 to be the most

efficient one for preparative applications. Most users have not yet accepted this last
point and, in practice, elution remains the mode of choice for most of the
chromatographic purifications carried out in biotechnology laboratories. In addition
to the experimental difficulties associated with the need to find a suitable displacer for
each separation, this resistance appears to be due to the requirement of a close to total
recovery yield by workers who have spent much time and energy in the preparation of
minute amounts of rare and valuable biochemicals.

More important, the approach of Helfferich and Klein is closely related to the
ideal model and suffers from its unrealistic assumption of an infinitely efficient
column. The shock theory suffered originally from the same difficulties, but is has been
completed later by the concept of the shock layer, also derived from aeronautical
.research", which gives it a much deeper physical relevance and permits, in chromato
graphy, the convenient handling of columns of finite efficiency. A shock layer
propagates at the same velocity as the shock but has a thickness proportional to the
column height equivalent to a theoretical plate!". In contrast, it has not been possible

.yet to correct the results derived using the approach of Helfferich and Klein for the
finite column efficiency which is responsible, in both. the displacement and elution
modes, for a considerable decrease in the recovery yieldJ J .
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The theory developed by Helfferich and Klein 7 is based on the use of the concept
of coherence, on the determination of distance-time diagrams to represent the
migration of band profiles and their progressive transformation and on the use of the
h-transform to calculate the composition trajectories in these diagrams. .

Helfferich and Klein called "coherent" those boundaries which migrate in a way
such that "a given concentration of one species [then] remains accompanied by the
same set of concentrations of all other species"!". This concept of coherent
boundaries, first developed for breakthrough curves, has been extended to the
migration of concentration pulses.

In principle, the theory of Helfferich and Klein, and especially the h-transform
itself, should be valid only for stoichiometric retention mechanisms, such as ion
exchange. Its extension to other retention mechanisms such as adsorption is
straightforward, however, by assuming a fictitious component guaranteeing stoichio
metric exchanges between the mobile and stationary phases.

Helfferich and Klein 13 published distance-time diagrams that describe the
process of migration, dilution and progressive separation of the bands of the two
components of a binary mixture injected as a rectangular pulse l3

. These diagrams have
been calculated in the case when the equilibrium isotherm of the two components
studied between the phases of the chromatographic system are given by the classical
Langmuir isotherms. Hence these diagrams apply to the case we are investigating.
However, they calculated only the trajectories of a given concentration, not the elution
profiles of the two bands. This derivation is carried out here. We do not report the
derivation of the trajectories, for which the interested reader is referred to the original
work 7. In the second part of this paper, the equations obtained for the different parts
of the double band elution profile are compared with the results of the semi-ideal
model!".

Preliminary calculations
The principle of the h-transform is to replace the concentrations of the three

compounds present in the band (the two components of the mixture and the fictitious
compound required as explained above) by the two roots of an equation in h, where h is
a dummy variable.

In the case of Langmuir competitive isotherms for the two components of
a binary mixture eluted by a pure mobile phase, the h-transform is written as

(I)

where the coefficients a, and hi are those of the Langmuir isotherms (see Table I, eqn.
Ll) and C, is the local concentration of component i in the mobile phase.

This equation has two roots, h, and hz. In contrast to the notation used by
Helfferich and Klein, we interchange the subscripts I and 2, using the subscripts I for
the first eluted component and the subscript 2 for the second one. The subscript
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3 represents the dummy component, as in ref. 7. As chromatographers classically use
a = az/al for the selectivity of the phase system, we use f3 where they use a, for

(2)

since for the fictitious solute a23 = az/R, with R = Liq/LiC; = constant. The value of
that constant can be chosen arbitrarily in the interval (0, al)' qj and C j are the
concentrations of the compound i in the stationary and the mobile phases, respectively,
at equilibrium.

The solutions of eqn. 1 are:

and

hi = S + J (SZ - 4P)
2

S - J(SZ - 4P)
hz = ---'--'-2-----'-

(3)

(4)

where Sand P are the sum and the product of the roots hi and ha, respectively. Sand
P are derived by reducing eqn. 1 to its canonical form:

(5)

and

(6)

Particular values of hi used later are those corresponding to the pure eluent
(C I = Cz = 0):

h2= I; (7)

and the values, h'1 and h~, which correspond to the injected sample, and which are
obtained by inserting the initial concentrations Cl and C~ in eqns. 5 and 6.

In order to compare the results derived in this paper with those calculated in our
previous work, we need to derive a relationship between the roots of eqn. 1, h'1 and h~,

and the roots, 'I and rz, of the Offord equation, i.e., the equation which gives the
characteristics of the Clairaut differential equation associated with the system of
partial differential equations of the ideal model (eqn. 22 in ref. 1). This equation
establishes a relationship between the concentrations of the two components which is
valid as long as they coexist in the column. The Offord equation is written as

(8)
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Comparison between the roots of eqn. 1, at C, = Ci, and those of eqn. 8 gives
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h~ = 1 + (b2 + abl'2)C~ = 1 + b2(C~ - C~/'I) = 1 + b2C~ = ~ (9)
y

wherey is defined in ref. 1as (abl'l + b2)/(b2 + bl'l) and r, is the positive root of eqn.
8. C~ is the concentration of the plateau of the second component which appears
immediately after the end of the second zone of the chromatogram! and is equal to
C~ - CV,!.

Finally, the adjustable time, T, considered in the equations derived by Helfferich
and Klein 7 is

and the pulse time CdT) is

ut pLIT =-
FR

(10)

(II)

where Fis the phase ratio, tp the width of the rectangular pulse of sample injected in the
column and R is defined in eqn. 2.

TABLE I

DEFINITIONS

(I) Equilibrium isotherms:

(1.1)

where q, and C, are the concentration of component i at equilibrium in
the stationary and mobile phases, respectively

(2) Relative retention:

(1.2)

(3) Constant y:

(1.3)

(4) Roots of the Clairaut differential equation:
They are the roots (r, > O. rz < 0), of the following equation:

(1.4)

(5) Loading factor:

(1.5)

(1.6)
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Table gives some useful definitions and equations used in the following
sections.

Trajectory of the second component shock and time of certain events
When a rectangular pulse of the binary mixture is injected, and the two

components have competitive Langmuir isotherms, the front of each concentration
profile is sharp (discontinuity) and the rear is diffuse, or continuous!". Consider the
plateau at the top of this rectangular injected pulse. The front part moves as the shock,
i.e., more slowly than the rear which migrates as a continuous profile 1

, so the width of
this plateau narrows progressively.

In a distance-time diagram, the coordinates of the intersection between the
trajectory of the sharp front (shock) of the second component and the beginning of the
continuous part of the first component profile (point I in ref. 1) is given by eqn. A.77 in
ref. 7:

and

h~
TO = hO h" LIT

1 - 2

Inserting eqns. 2, 6, 7, 10, 11 in eqns. 12 and 13 gives

.md

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

Eqns. 14 and 15 are identical with eqns. 33 and 34 in ref. I if h3 is replaced by its value
given by eqn. 9.

The trajectory of the front of the slower band beyond lis given by eqn A.85 in ref.
7:

(16)

Combining eqns. 2, 6, 7 and 9-11 with eqn. 16 and solving for t gives

(17)

which is identical with eqn. 38 in ref. 1. Replacing z by Land zlu by to (dead time) in this
equation gives the retention time of the second component, i.e., the elution time of the
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second discontinuity of the chromatogram (eqn. 40 of ref. 1): Eqn. 17 remains to
represent the trajectory of the second component shock as long as there is a mixed
band, i.e., until the separation is complete. The separation between the two bands is
just complete at the "crossover point", the coordinates of which are given by eqns.
A.88 in ref. 7:

h~h2h'12(h~ - h2)LlT
Zl/2 = (hi - h;Y[3

and

Combining eqns. 2, 6, 7 and 9-11 with eqns. 18 and 19 gives

and

t = t + Zl/2(1 + YFa z)
i n P u !X2

(18)

(19)

(20)

(2l)

which are identical with eqns. 69 and 70 in ref. 1, giving the trajectory of the point
where the resolution between the two bands is just complete. Beyond that point, the
slow component band begins to migrate alone but, first, the plateau which has
appeared during the progressive separation between the bands of the two components
shrinks and disappears. During that time, the trajectory ofthe front shock of its band is
given by the relationship A.93 in ref. 7:

Z _ h2hlh~(T h~ - h2. )
.12( , ) - [3 + h', I' LIT

1 - 12

Combining this equation with eqns. 2-11 gives

(22)

(23)

This equation is equivalent to eqn. 72 in ref. 1. While the second band front migrates on
this trajectory, the concentration plateau of component 2 shrinks. It disappears at
point L (see ref. I) of coordinates given by eqn. A.56 in ref. 7:

h~2h2h'1(h~ - h2)LlT
Z2 = (h'l - h2) (h~ - h2)[3

(24)
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and

[
h2(h~ - h2) ]

'2 = 1 + (h'1 _ h2)(h'2 _ h2) LI,

S. GOLSHAN-SHIRAZI, G. GUIOCHON

(25)

These equations may be rearranged as the previous ones into

a-I
Z2 = --' Zl/2

a-')'

and

Z ( Fa ,,2)
tz = t +~. 1 + _2_'_

p U a2

(26)

(27)

which are identical with eqns. 73 and 74 in ref. 1.
Finally, eqn. A.93 in ref. 7 gives the trajectory of the second component front

after the separation has been completed. After rearrangement, this equation becomes

(28)

which is equivalent to eqn. 75 in ref. 1, with Z = L.
The main equations in this section, which give the position of the most important

events on the chromatogram, are summarized in Table II. The corresponding points
are shown in Fig. 1.

Equations for the continuous parts of the profiles
As the continuous parts of the concentration profiles of the first and second

components were given by Helfferich and Klein7 as the H-function roots, we have to
transform the h roots into concentrations. This can be done using the general equation

c.= n7=1(hiaj/a1- 1)

J bjn7= l,i",/a)ai - 1)

In the case of two solutes we have

C
1

= (h1/a - 1)(h2/a - 1)
b1(l - a)/a

C
2

= (h1 - 1)(h2 - 1)
b2(a - 1)

(29)

(30)

(31)

In order to obtain the equations for the continuous parts of the profiles in the different
zones of the chromatogram, we need to find first the roots h, and h2 of the H-function
in these zones.
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TABLE II

RETENTION TIMES OF THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF THE CHROMATOGRAM IN
FIG. 1

(I) Second shock:

(2) End of the first component band:

te = tp + to + ~(t~" - to)
ex

(3) End of the second component concentration plateau:

y(y - 1)
tB, = t e + --,-(tR,O,' - to)

ex

(4) End of the second component band:

(11.1 )

(11.2)

(II.3)

(II A)

(5) First shock:
The retention time of the first shock cannot be calculated analytically, It isderived by calculating
the lower boundary of the finite integral of the profiles of the first component (eqns. III. I and
IIL2, Table III). This integral is the mass of first component injected',

For the diffuse rear part of the slower band profile, the trajectory in
a distance-time diagram associated with a certain concentration can be derived from
eqns. A.80 and A.8I in ref. 7:

and

If(~) _ ho2h' , r - Llr
Z2 ' - 2 1 fJ

r - zlr
z(h 2,r) = h~h'l .-fJ-

for z ~ Z2

for z ~ Z.1,(r)

(32)

(33)

Accordingly, at the column exit (z = L), where we have h'l = r:x and a2 = (t~,2 
to)/Fto, the h2 root of the H-function in the different zones of the chromatogram is
obtained by combining eqns. 2, 10, 11, 32 and 33:

t~.2 - to
t - tp - to

for ts< t (34)
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Fig. I. Example of the solution of the ideal model for a two-eomponent mixture when the two bands are not
completely resolved at the end of the eolumn. I = Front shock of the first component; 2 = first arc of the
first component band; 3 = rear shock of the first component and front shock of the second component; 4 =
second arc of the first component band; 5 = first arc of the second component band; 6 = concentration
plateau of the second component band; 7 = second arc of the second component band. The retention times
of the second concentration shock (3), the end of the first component band and of the mixed zone, the end of
the concentration plateau (6) of the second component and the end of the second component zone are given
in Table II. The equations for the continuous parts of the concentration profiles of the first component
[between the two shocks (2) and after the second shock (4)] and of the second component (between the
second concentration shock (5) and the beginning of the plateau and after the end of the plateau (7)] are given
in Table III. Experimental conditions: relative retention, a = 1.20; relative composition, I: I; feed
concentrations" C~ = C~ = 2.5 M; column length, 25 em; phase ratio, F = 0.25; k~.l = 6.0; injection
duration, I s. Retention times of the fronts: 193.3 and 232.7 s. Retention times of the rear plateau of the
second component profile: 259.4 and 279.3 s. Retention time of the second component at infinite dilution:
328 s. Concentrations of the first component: at the top of the first shock, 0.091 M; at the front of the second
shock, 0.0027 M; at the rear of the second shock, 0.014 M. Concentration of the second component: at the
top of the second shock, 0.046 M; at the rear plateau, 0.033 M.

hz = h'2 = air

hz = h~ = 1

for IR,z ::::; I ::::; In

for I ::::; IR,z

(35)

(36)

(see Tables II and III and Fig. 1 for the definition of IBand similar parameters).
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TABLE III

EQUATIONS FOR THE CONTINUOUS PARTS OF THE CHROMATOGRAM SHOWN IN FIG. I

(1) FirSI arc ofthe first component hand:

(2) Second arc of the first component hand:

1 J(Y I~ I - 10
) ]

C I = b , + b
2/r:xr[

~. I -' i, _ 1
0

- 1

(3) First arc ofthe second component hand:

1 [J( I~ 2 - 1
0

) ]C2 = Y"-1
h2 + r:xb,r[ 1- '» - 10

(4) Second arc ofthe second component band:

HJ( 1~.2 - 10 ) ]C2 = -I
h2 I - Iv - 10

(III. I)

(1II.2)

(IIU)

(IlIA)

Similarly, for the diffuse rear part of the faster pulse, the trajectories associated
with a certain concentration (i.e., value of hi) in a distance-time diagram can be
derived from eqns. A.84 and A.90 in ref. 7:

and

I - LIT
Z(hbI) = hih'2.-f3- for z ~ Z.12(t ) (37)

(h ) = hih2{ _ [1 _(hj - h2)(h'2 - h2)Jil }
Z hI f3 I (h! _ h2? I

Accordingly, at the column exit, the values of h, in the different zones of the
chromatogram are given by

and

ttz - to
'Y'

t - t p - to

h, = h'! = IX fortB<t

(39)

(40)
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Combining equations 9,34-36 and 39-41 with eqns. 30and 31 giveseqns. 43, 28 and 47
in ref. 1 (the two slanted parts of the rear profile of the second component band, before
and after the intermediate plateau and the concentration of this plateau) and eqns. 63
and 44 in ref. 1 (the two parts ofthe rear profile ofthe first component band, before and
after the second shock of the chromatogram).

The concentrations of the first and second components at the second shock are
obtained as follows. In all instances, hi is obtained by solving eqn. 41 with t = tR •2 . On
the front side of the second shock, h2 is equal to 1;on the rear side of the second shock,
h2 is equal to a/y (eqn. 35). The concentrations are obtained by substituting
appropriate values of hi and h2 in eqns. 30 and 31. The results are identical with eqns.
51, 52 and 55 in ref. 1 (see Table IV).

The equations giving the continuous parts of the profile are summarized in Table
III. The position of the corresponding arcs are indicated on Fig. 1. The values of the
concentrations in the most important points of the chromatograms are summarized in
Table IV.

TABLE IV

EQUATIONS FOR SOME SPECIFIC CONCENTRATIONS

(I) Maximum concentration of the second component:

(2) Concentration of the first component on the front side of the second shock:

[(I - 0:)/0:] + JLf
C1 .A' = ---"--'-=='------'-

I -JLf

(3) Concentration of the first component on the rear side of the second shock:

(4) Concentration of the second component plateau:

0:-1
C2 •B =

b2 + o:b,r,

(5) Concentration of the first component plateau:

(IV.I)

(lV.2)

(lV.3)

(IVA)

(lV.S)

(6) Maximum concentration of the first component:
As the retention time of the first shock, the maximum concentration of the first component (i.e.,
the front shock height) cannot be calculated analytically. This concentration is obtained by
placing the retention time of the first component shock in eqn. III. I.
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In this section we first discuss the mechanism of the progressive separation of the
bands of a binary mixture, as it can be derived from the profiles given by the analytical
solution of the ideal model. Then we compare the profiles obtained by the analytical
solution of the ideal model and by numerical solution of the semi-ideal model. In
a separate publication 15 , we shall show that there is excellent agreement between these
theoretical profiles and those determined experimentally in the case when the
components of a binary mixture equilibrate between the two phases of the chromato
graphic system as predicted by the competitive Langmuir isotherms.

Progressive separation of the bands of the two components
We have calculated the band profiles predicted by the equations in Tables II-IV

for two binary mixtures of relative compositions 1:3 and 3:1. In the following
illustrations, Figs. 2a-6a correspond to the 3:1 muxture and Figs. 2b-6b to the 1:3
mixture. The numerical values used for the parameters of the isotherms (eqn. I-I, Table
I) are given in Table V. The feed concentrations of the two components are 1.25 and
3.75 M, respectively. The duration of the injection pulse, tp , is I s. The value of the
relative retention, IX, is 1.30. The mobile phase velocity is 0.6 cm/s. The different
chromatograms shown in Figs. 2-7 correspond to columns of increasing length. In all
these figures, curves I and 2 are the elution profiles of the first and second components,
respectively, predicted by the analytical solution of the ideal model derived from the
equation in Tables II-IV. The profiles 3 and 4 are their elution profiles calculated using
the numerical solution of the semi-ideal model. These profiles are discussed in the next
section. Insets in the figures illustrate some particular features of the chromatogram.

Fig. 2a and b show the elution profiles of a binary mixture with a relative
retention equal to 1.30at the exit of a I-cm long column. This length is less than 20 (eqn.
12) and the plateaux of the two compounds corresponding to the injection pulse are
not completely eroded yet. However, two plateaux at the concentrations C1•A and CZ•B

(Table IV) have formed. The first corresponds to an increase in the concentration of
the first component, due to the displacement effect caused by the second component.
The second plateau, on the tail of the second component, can be seen in the data file
used to draw the plot but it is not visible on the figure. It can be distinguished on the
inset in Fig. 2a, between 12and 14s. There is a distinct separation between the fronts of
the two bands in Fig. 2a. This separation exists also in Fig. 2b, but it is smaller and is

TABLE V

NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE COMPETITIVE LANGMUIR ISO
THERMS USED FOR THE TWO COMPOUNDS STUDIED

The column saturation capacity for the first component is 1.59 mmol/cm (4.6 mm 1.0.).

Coefficient

a,
a2
bl (l/mol)
b2 (l/rnol)

Value

24
31.2 (0: = 1.30)

2.5
3.25
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barely visible. The band of the minor, first component (Fig. 2b) begins with a very thin
spike which is easily explained by the mathematical properties of the solution 1 but has
no chance of being seen in the experimental profiles because of the intense diffusion
flux close to a shock layer.

Fig. 3a and b show chromatograms obtained under conditions such that the
injection pulse plateau has just disappeared (L = Zo, see eqn. 12). The corresponding
column lengths at which this phenomenon takes place are different with the 3:1and the
1:3 mixtures, being 1.20 and 1.35 em, respectively. The plateau of the first component,
at C1•A , begins immediately to erode away and disappears rapidly. On the other hand,
the plateau of the second component at CZ,B becomes longer and longer, while the two
shocks becomes further apart. As the column length is barely longer for Fig. 3a and
b than for Fig. 2, the separation between the two bands is hardly improved.
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Fig. 2. Band profiles of the components ofa binary mixture at the end ofa l-cm long column. Mobile phase
flow velocity, 0.6 cm/s; flow-rate for a 4.6 mm I.D. column, 4.8 ml/min; rx = 1.30; k~.l = 6.0; phase ratio,
0.25; porosity, 0.80. Solution of the ideal model: curves I (first component) and 2 (second component).
Numerical solution of the semi-ideal model with H = 0.01 em: curves 3 (first component) and 4 (second
component). Insets: numerical solution of the semi-ideal model with H = 0.001 cm. (a) Relative feed
composition: 3: I. Concentrations of the components in the feed: C~ = 1.25 M, C~ = 3.75 M. L j .2 =

31.25%. Inset: solution of the ideal model for the second component (curve 2) and solution of the semi-ideal
model with H = 0.001 em (curve 4). (b) Same as (a), including total sample size, except relative feed
composition = I:3. C~ = 3.75 M, C~ = 1.25 M. Lf,2 = 93.75%. Inset: solution of the ideal model for the
first component (curve I) and solution of the semi-ideal model with H = 0.001 em (curve 3).

An intermediate chromatogram, on which a partial separation takes place
between the two bands, is shown in Fig. 4a and b, both of which correspond to
a column length of 10em. In the first instance (Fig. 4a), the first component has a small
shock on its rear profile, at the time as the front shock of the second component takes
place. The displacement effect of the first component by the second is weak. The rear
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shock of the first component profile corresponds to anabrupt decrease in the amount
of that component associated with the surge of the second component concentration
which takes place at its front shock. The plateau at the end of the second component
profile is long and this profile is spread over a period that considerably exceeds the
width of the profile of the same amount of that compound when injected pure, under
the same conditions. In Fig. 4b, the concentration discontinuities at the second shock
are much more important that in Fig. 4a. The displacement effect of the first
component by the second is very significant, because now the surge of concentration of
the second component is very strong. The first component band has a very narrow, tall
first part, followed by a small tail which lasts about twice as long as the first part of the
band. On the other hand, the plateau on the rear part of the second component profile
is narrow and its concentration is high. It willnot result in a marked "tag-along" effect.
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but profiles at the end of a column such that the injection pulse plateau has just been
eroded. (a) Same as Fig. 2a, but column length = 1.20cm. Lj .2 = 26%. Inset: same as main figure, butH =

0.001 em for the solution of the semi-ideal model. (b) Same as Fig. 2b, but column length = 1.35cm. L j .2 =

69.4%. Inset: same as main figure. but H = 0.001 ern for the solution of the semi-ideal model.

It is obvious in Fig. 4b that under the conditions selected, the first component can be
recovered in a reasonable yield, with a high degree of purity, but that the same is not
true for the second component.

The chromatograms in Fig. 5a and b correspond to the column length for which
the mixed band or zone II of the chromatogram just disappears. The two bands are
totally resolved for the first time. The shock of the second component is eluted just
when the concentration of the first component becomes zero, the rear profile shock of
this first component has just vanished, but there is still a plateau at the top of the
second component profile. This phenomenon takes place for column lengths that
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depend on the composition of the feed. The column length is equal to 21/2 (see eqn. 20).
In Fig. 5a and b, they are 19.7 and 22.2 cm for the 3:1 and the 1:3mixtures, respectively.

Beyond the point where the two bands are resolved, they continue their
migration. The plateau at the top of the second band erodes progressively because the
velocity associated with a concentration on a continuous profile is higher than the
velocity of a shock from the baseline to that same concentration". The point at the
back of the plateau of the second component moves faster than the point at its front, so
the plateau narrows down and eventually disappears. Fig. 6a and b show the
chromatograms at the column lengths for which this happens. The phenomenon takes
place faster when the concentration of the second component is higher, because the
plateau is much narrower (compare Fig. 5a and b). The corresponding column length
is given by eqn. 26. It is much shorter in Fig. 6b (L = 28 cm) than in Fig. 6a (L = 65.9
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2, except column length = 10em. (a) Same as Fig. 2a, 3: I mixture. Lf,2 = 3.1%. Inset:
concentration profiles of the two components obtained as solution of the semi-ideal model, with H = 0.00 I
em (N = 10 000 theoretical plates). (b) Same as Fig. 2b, 1:3 mixture. L j ,2 = 9.3%. Inset: as for inset in (a).

em), and the resolution between the two bands when the plateau disappears is much
better in Fig, 6a,

When the plateau at the top of the second component band has disappeared, this
band continues its migration as if it had never interacted with the first component
band 1, The band profile is identical with that for a band of the same amount of that
compound injected pure (see Fig. 7). This is not true for the band of the first
compound, which always remains narrower and taller than if no interaction had taken
place. Fig. 8 illustrates this phenomenon. It shows a comparison between the band
profiles ofthe same amount of the same 1:3mixture derived from the single compound
and from the two-component ideal model solutions. In the case of the two-component
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 2b, but at the end of a 50-em long column. Lf,2 = 1.87%.

model, the solution obtained is that already shown in Fig. 7; this model takes the band
interaction due to the competitive adsorption isotherms into account. The single
compound model gives the band profiles which would be observed for compounds that
do not interact. The profiles obtained for the second component are identical. In
contrast, the profiles obtained for the first component are markedly different: The
displacement of the first component by the second increases the resolution between the
bands and also increases the maximum concentration of the fist component.

Comparison between the profiles predicted by the ideal and semi-ideal models
In order to achieve as realistic a simulation as possible, we have assumed that the

column height equivalent to a theoretical plate, H, is constant along the whole column.
In Figs. 2-7, profiles 3 and 4 are those calculated using the semi-ideal model and
selecting the integration increments in order to simulate a column with an HETP of
0,01 em. This is a low efficiency for a high-performance liquid chromatographic
column, but the simulated column is operated at a very high velocity of 0.6 cmls
because it has been shown that maximum production rate in preparative chromato
graphy is achieved at high mobile phase flow velocities!". Under these conditions, this
HETP value would correspond to a well packed column (A = 1 in the classical Knox
plate-height equation':") filled with 15-f-lin particles and operated at a reduced
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Fig. 8. Influence of the interaction term in the isotherm equation on the band profile of two well resolved
compounds. Comparison between the solutions of the single-compound and the two-component ideal
models for the same amount of the same sample as in Fig. 7. Profile 1, first component in a binary mixture;
profile 2, second component in a binary mixture or alone (the two profiles cannot be distinguished); profile 3,
first component alone.

flow-rate of approximately 90. As a term of comparison, profiles 3 and 4 in the insets in
Figs. 2, 3 and 4 were calculated with a ten times lower HETP value. In practice, most
experimental conditions correspond to intermediate values of the HETP.

The consequence of the choice of the HETP value is that, for very short columns
(Fig. 2a-3b) which have a very low efficiency, the agreement between the profiles
derived from the analytical solution of the ideal model and the profiles calculated
numerically is poor. The apparent axial diffusion, which includes the consequences of
a finite rate of mass transfer between the two phases, explains the shallow profiles
3 and 4 in Figs. 2 and 3. The concentration shocks have been considerably relaxed.
Note, however, that the time scale is in seconds and that the front parts of these profiles
last about 0.5 s (Fig. 2) to I s (Fig. 3). As predicted by the ideal model, however, the two
fronts are nearly coincidental in Figs. 2b and 3b, whereas they are separated in Figs. 2a
and 3a.

Ifwe compare profiles 3 and 4 in Figs. 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 4a and 4b and the profiles in
the insets in these figures, we see how the column efficiency is critical in determining
how closely the band profile follows the prediction of the ideal model. The agreement,
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which is poor when the efficiency is low, improves rapidly with increasing column
efficiency and becomes very good at high plate numbers (see insets).

For Figs. 4-7, the column efficiency is higher and the agreement between the
profiles derived from the ideal and semi-ideal models becomes good. Although the
front shocks are much softened and the plateaux totally eroded, the characteristic
features of the profiles predicted by the ideal model can still be found on the profiles
calculated with the semi-ideal model. In Fig. 4a, however, the second shock has
disappeared from the rear of the first component profile and, correspondingly, there is
not much of a shock layer at the front of the second component profile (curve 4). As
shown by the inset in Fig. 4a, the slope of this front and, accordingly, the recovery
yields and production rates for both components depend very much on the column
efficiency. With an extremely efficient column, the band profiles obtained will be very
close to those predicted by the ideal model. In Fig. 4b, in contrast, the second shock
predicted by the ideal model becomes a thin shock layer on the calculated profiles. The
tail of the first component (profile 3) is slightly larger than predicted. The plateau on
the rear of the second component profile has disappeared. The tail of that profile
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the profiles derived from the analytical solution of the ideal model (profiles
I and 2) and the profiles calculated as solutions of the semi-ideal model of chromatography, at the outlet of
a 10-cmcolumn. Loading factor, L t .2 = 9.4%. Relative feed composition: 1:3.Other conditions asin Fig. 2,
except column efficiency. Profiles 3 and 4 correspond to 1000 theoretical plates. The three intermediate
profiles correspond to 2500, 5000 and 10 000 theoretical plates.
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(curve 4) has no inflection point. The chromatogram in the inset shows, however, that
with an extremely efficient column a hump is observed, which is the residual of the
plateau.

In Fig. 5a and b, the plateaux at the top of the second band profile have
disappeared, but the bands are wider than normal chromatographic bands. The
calculated profiles of the first component in Fig. 5a and b and all the calculated profiles
in Figs. 6 and 7 are very similar to those predicted by the ideal model. They are only
slightly rounded at the top, with shock layers at the front and slightly tailing rears.

Fig. 9 compares the profiles calculated with column efficiencies of 1000, 2500,
5000 and 10 000 theoretical plates with the profiles derived from the analytical
solution of the ideal model. Only the first profile (N = 1000 plates) is significantly
different from the others. For the three larger plate numbers, the rear of the second
component profile exhibits an inflection point at the concentration predicted by the
ideal model for the plateau.

CONCLUSION

The approach developed by Helfferich and Klein 7 permits the derivation of the
elution profiles of the two components of a binary mixture in the case of an infinitely
efficient column when the isotherms of the two components are given by the classical
competitive Langmuir equations. Although tedious and lengthy, the derivation is
simple and straightforward. It results in very simple algebraic equations which are easy
to calculate. Although the profiles obtained are unrealistic, because real columns have
a finite efficiency, they give an excellent first approximation of the actual band profiles
obtained with columns having an efficiency larger than 1500-2000 theoretical plates,
at values of the loading factor in excess of 1% of the column saturation capacity.
Accordingly, these results can serve as a basis for a theory of the optimization of the
experimental conditions in preparative liquid chromatography. More accurate results
could then be obtained, when needed, by proceeding to numerical calculations". On
the other hand, the results derived from the analytical solution of the ideal model have
the major advantage of showing the trends and permitting the rapid determination of
the experimental conditions which are worthy of further detailed investigation, either
by simulation or by carrying out actual experiments.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to extend the analytical solution of the ideal model
to the case of a three-component mixture. The third-degree algebraic equations
obtained cannot be solved simply (the Cantor formulae appear to be too difficult to
handle). Numerical solutions of these equations could be possible in any practical
situation. It is not obvious then whether the advantage of this rapid numerical
calculation of the shock retention times and of the different arcs of continuous profiles
of the three components in the case of the ideal model solved by the Helfferich and
Klein equations would compensate for the much higher accuracy of the numerical
solution of the semi-ideal model, which correctly takes the finite column efficiency into
account.
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coefficients (origin slope) in the Langmuir isotherm (eqn. 1.1)
coefficients in the Langmuir isotherm (eqn. 1.1)
concentrations of the first and second solutes (components of the
mixture) in the mobile phase, respectively (eqn. 1.1)
concentrations of the first and second solutes in the stationary phase at
equilibrium with the mobile phase, respectively (eqn. 1.1)
concentrations of the two components in the sample plug introduced in
the column
concentration of the first component plateau (eqn. IV.5)
concentration of the second component plateau (eqn. IVA)
concentration of the first component on the front side of the second
shock (eqn. IV.2)
concentrations of the two components at the rear of the second shock
(eqns. IV.l and IV.3)
phase ratio (eqn. 10)
dummy variable (eqn. 1)
roots of eqn. 1
column capacity factor at infinite solute dilution (ko= Fa)
loading factor for the mixed zone (eqn. 1.5)
loading factor for the second component (eqn. 1.6)
amount of the first component in the injected pulse, mole (eqn. 1.6)
roots of eqn. 8
linear velocity of the mobile phase (eqn. 10)
time (eqn. 10)
elution time of a concentration CZ,B on the band tail (eqn. 11.2); this is
also the time when ends the elution of the first component zone
time when ends the elution of the plateau of the second component
zone, at concentration CZ,D (eqn. 11.3)
retention times of the two concentration shocks (eqn. 11.1)
coordinates of the point I, where the top width of the injected sample
pulse of the second component shrinks to zero (eqns. 14 and 15)
coordinates of the point K, where the zones of the two components are
just resolved (eqns. 20 and 21)
coordinates of the point L, where the concentration plateau on the tail
of the second component at CZ,B just disappears (eqns. 26 and 27)
hold-up time of the column (Lju)
width of the injected pulse (eqn. 11)
retention time of the two components under linear conditions
cross-sectional area of the column (eqn. 1.6)
abscissa along the column (eqn. 10)

a The Roman numbers refer to equations in the corresponding Tables (e.g., cqn. IV.5 is the fifth
equation in Table IV).
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f3
y
s
r
Ar

Subscripts
I, 2

relative retention of the two components at infinite dilution (eqn. 1.2)
product of the separation factors (eqn. 2)
convenient combination of parameters (eqn. 1.3)
column total porosity (eqn. 1.6)
adjusted time (eqn. 10)
duration of injection pulse, in units of adjusted time (eqn. II)

lesser and the more retained components of the sample, respectively.
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EXPERIMENTAL UTILIZATION OF A DISPLACEMENT EFFEC:r FOR THE
OPTIMIZATION OF THE SEPARATION OF A TWO-COMPONENT MIX
TURE
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and
GEORGES GUIOCHON*

*Department of Chemistry. University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-1600, and Division of Analytical
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SUMMARY

Using a mixture of two substituted cyclohexanone epimers, sample loading,
binary mixture composition and column efficiency were investigated for their influ
ence on the displacement effect observed between the first and the second eluted
components ("sample self-displacement effect"). This effect occurs and can enhance
production for loads as high as 1 g on a 250 x 21.4 mm J.D. column. Separations
over a broad range of epimer mixture compositions, from 10:90 to 75:25, show a
displacement effect on the first-eluting component by the second. In loading and
composition studies, interference between the tailing portion of the first component
and the front of the second component is the predominant factor influencing recovery
loss for both components. A high column efficiency is essential for sharpening band
zone boundaries and maximizing yields. There is a very good correlation between
experimental results and reported computer simulations of the band profiles of binary
mixture components.

INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that preparative chromatography must be carried
out under conditions such that the column is at least somewhat overloaded". Until
recently, however, the origin, nature and consequences of the band broadening and
component interference phenomena that take place under such conditions were elu
sive. It was difficult to control or use to advantage effects that were poorly understood
and few detailed investigations of these band interactions were reported.

In 1987, three papers were published independently on this topic 2
-

s and interest
in this area has been growing steadily since. In a previous contributionv", we demon-

a Present address: Squibb Institute for Medical Research, P.O. Box 4000, Princeton, NJ 08543-4000,
U.S.A.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Fig. I. Structure of the two 1,1,4-trisubstituted cyclohexanone epimers investigated.

strated that column overloading is accompanied not only by the elution of broader,
unsymmetrical bands, but also by a high degree of interaction between the bands of
closely eluting components. This interaction is not necessarily detrimental. While
exploring the relationship between particle size, loading capacity and production rate
of a pair of epimers (Fig. I), the recovery of pure material was found to increase well
past the load at which fronting of the second-eluting epimer was expected to reduce
production because of overlap with the first component. Fraction collection during
the elution of the bands followed by analysis of these fractions revealed that the
second epimer was displacing the first, literally pushing this first epimer ahead of itself
through the column", Very similar experimental results were described by Parker et
al:" in gradient elution and by Eble et al? in isocratic analysis. However, in a com
panion paper", the latter group proposed a new model, termed the "blockage effect",
to account for what can be readily explained as a displacement effect":".

Displacement of mixture components by a solution of a more strongly ad
sorbed compound, called the displacer, is a well known mode of preparative liquid
chromatography 7

, recently revived by Horvath et al.8. The fundamental origin of this
phenomenon is in the competition between the more strongly adsorbed displacer and
the sample components or, more precisely, the last-eluted, most strongly adsorbed
component of the mixture. In turn, this component competes with the second most
strongly adsorbed component and displaces it. Eventually, if proper experimental
conditions are selected (sufficiently long column, displacer concentration sufficiently
high and mobile phase velocity sufficiently great), an isotachic train of bands is
formed, where each band displaces the previous one and is displaced itself by the next
one 8 , 9 .

Although the displacement effect cannot lead to the formation of an isotachic
train in the case of the elution of a binary mixture under column overloading condi
tions, the competition between the two components of the mixture for access to the
stationary phase is governed by the same mechanism and follows the same law.
Therefore, when the degree of column overload is high enough and the two bands
interfere, usually because the front of the second tends to be eluted before the tail of
the first, a displacement effect on the first band by the second takes place. This
phenomenon has been termed the "sample self-displacement effect':". The major ad
vantage of a generalized use of this effect over the standard elution practice of using
slightly overloaded columns is the much larger sample size afforded, especially for the
purification of the first component of a closely eluting pair. Compared with the
classical "touching band" approacb '", the gain is approximately one order ofmagni
tude 1 1

, 1Z. The major advantages over conventional displacement with a displacer are
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the ability to perform repetitive injections without the need for lengthy column re
equilibration steps in between, and a much faster method development procedure as a
search for a suitable displacer is not needed.

The original data? were limited to injections of 100-500 mg, on a 21.4 mm LD.
column, for a 25:75 mixture of two epimers, where the more retained epimer was in
excess. The range of experimental conditions under which sample self-displacement
takes place, especially in terms of sample composition and column loading, remained
unexplored. The dependence of the effect on column efficiency also needed further
investigation.

In the meantime, computer modelling methods were developed that were able
to simulate the observed data1 3

•
14

. Theoretical calculations further predicted the
occurrence of sample self-displacement over a broad range of mixture compositions
and loadings 14 , 1 5 and a dependence on efficiency16 , 17 . These theoretical results are
based on the assumption of competitive Langmuir isotherms for the components of a
binary mixture, a fair approximation in most instances 18. A detailed theoretical ex
planation of the mechanism of the displacement effect in the elution of a binary
mixture in chromatography has been published 19

,2 0 .

In order both to confirm empirically the simulated data and to explore the
practical utility of this displacement effect, further work was indicated. The experi
ments reported here were designed to examine the circumstances under which sample
self-displacement occurs, with emphasis on factors integral to production optimiza
tion.

EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus
Preparative experiments were carried out on a Varex (Rockville, MD, U.S.A.)

PSLC 100 preparative liquid chromatograph, equipped with a UV detector and a
Houston Instruments (Austin, TX, U.S.A.) Model 5000 strip-chart recorder. The
mobile phase fluid path of the chromatograph had to be modified to meet specifica
tions for minimum dead volume.

Isomer ratios were determined on an analytical high-performance liquid chro
matographic (HPLC) system consisting of a Waters Assoc. (Milford, MA, U.S.A.)
Model M6000 pump, a Waters Assoc. Model710B sample processor, a Kratos (Ram
sey, NJ, U.S.A.) Spectroflow 773 variable-wavelength detector and a Spectra-Physics
(San Jose, CA, U.S.A.) SP4200 integrator.

The preparative columns were 250 x 21.4 mm 1.0. Dynamax HPLC columns
packed with 8-llm, 60-A silica, 12-pm, 150-A silica (Rainin Instruments, Woburn,
MA, U.S.A.) or 40-pm, 150-A silica (PQ, Valley Forge, PA, U.S.A.). With the excep
tion of the efficiency study, all injections were made on 8-llm particle columns.

Reagents
Solvents were ofHPLC grade from J. T. Baker (Phillipsburg, NJ, U.S.A.). The

substituted cyclohexanone mixture was synthesized at Wyeth-Ayerst (Princeton, NJ,
U.S.A.).
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Procedures
A mixture of two epimeric compounds, methyl cis- and trans-l-methyl-2-oxo-4

(2-propenyl)cyclohexaneacetate (Fig. 1), was chromatographed using ethyl acetate-a
hexane (2.5:97.5) as the mobile phase. For the loading and efficiency studies, an
isomer ratio of 1:3 was used, with the minor isomer eluting first. The isomer mixture
was dissolved in the mobile phase and injections of 60, 100,200, 300, 500, 700 or 1000
mg were made. The flow-rate was 40 ml/min and elution was monitored at 300 nm.
For the composition study, pure amounts of each isomer were recovered from the
loading study, and the mixture ratios were adjusted as needed.

For each injection, the total sample was recycled twice. Fractionation began
with the third elution as soon as a slope change was noted. Fraction volumes were
monitored indirectly by counting chart-paper units. The first one or two and the last
two or three fractions collected were 26 ml in volume. Intermediate fractions were 13
ml in volume. The width of the intermediate band being of the order of 5 min (see
below), ten to twelve fractions were collected. This number proved sufficient to sketch
the individual band profiles in the mixed zone. Quantitative comparison between the
experimental results and the prediction of the model would require the determination
of a much larger number of experimental data points. However, such a treatment was
not the aim of this work.

It is very important in these experiments to keep negligibly small the contribu
tions of the recycling system and the fraction collection system to minimize band
broadening. This is not very difficult with a 20 mm J.D. column.

The fractions were analyzed to determine isomer ratios using a 5-t.lm ODS-2
(Phase Separations, Norwalk, CT, U.S.A.) silica column (250 mm x 4.5 mm J.D.)
and ethyl acetate-n-hexane (5:95) as the mobile phase at a flow-rate of 1.7 ml/min.
Elution was monitored at 276 nm. Fractions having a purity of 92% or greater were
included in the recovery determinations to yield a combined purity of at least 95% A
or B epimer. The area under each preparative chromatographic peak was determined
by counting the number of chart-paper units. The procedure was repeated and found
to be reproducible to within several per cent. The amount of isomer present in each
fraction was then determined using the isomer ratio.

Calculations
Theoretical plate numbers were calculated using the conventional equation, N

= 5.54 (tR/ W l /2) 2 . This equation was chosen specifically to elucidate particular as
pects of peak shape resulting from the self-displacement effect.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sample self-displacement, or the displacement of the first component band of a
mixture by the second, is a phenomenon that occurs for certain relative compositions
of a mixture when a sufficiently large sample is injected. The sharp front of the second
component desorbs the molecules of the first (less adsorbed) component from the
stationary phase and forces their earlier elution. The consequence of sample self
displacement is a concentration and a compression of the first component band. This
effect occurs when the relative concentration of the second to the first component is
high enough and when the equilibrium isotherms are convex upwards. It takes place
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because the amount of each component adsorbed in the stationary phase at equilib
rium is a function of the concentration of both components in the mobile phase.
Initial recognition of this phenomenon was based on the following observations.

The elution behavior of the two epimers injected as a mixture is compared with
the chromatograms of these compounds injected alone in Fig. 2a and b. Each of the
three chromatograms shows the detector response after the sample has migrated one,
two and three times through the column (recycling). The chromatograms obtained
for the successive injections of 72 mg of the lesser retained epimer and 228 mg of the
more retained are overlaid in Fig. 2a. The column is seriously overloaded in both
instances, but obviously it is more so with the second epimer than with the first. The

(a)

a

( b)

I
a

I I
44 46

Fig. 2. Elution behavior of the two epimers when injected singly or as a mixture. Chromatograms recorded
after each of three cycles (one initial elution, two recycles). For experimental conditions, see text. Column
packed with 12-Jlmparticles. Samples sizes: line I (a), 228 mg of epimer B; line 2 (a), 72 mg of epimer A; line
3 (b), 300 mg of a 1:3 mixture.
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column overloading for these pure compound samples results in the classical band
shape associated with the elution of compounds experiencing single-compound Lang
muir equilibrium isotherms between the mobile and stationary phases". The bands
have a very steep front and a diffuse, smooth rear profile which extends to the reten
tion time of an extremely small pulse, i.e., to the analytical retention time. Owing to
the greater degree of overloading for the second epimer, its band has fronted to such
an extent that its retention time is now shorter than the retention time of the band of
the first, less concentrated epimer.

Based on the individual band profiles of the epimers in Fig. 2a, successful
purification of large samples of a mixture of the two epimers (with a = 1.04) would
have been hard to predict, but rather coelution would be expected. However, the
chromatogram of a 300-mg sample of the mixture, shown in Fig. 2b, reveals that a
substantial recovery of pure material is possible. The band profile of the smaller
component can be interpolated from the analyses of the fractions collected during the
elution of the third band in Fig. 2b. The dotted line shows that the first band is
strongly compressed, that most of the first epimer elutes prior to the second compo
nent and that a sharp boundary separates the top of the two elution zones. Total band
separation is not achieved as the first component trails into the second, but the mixed
zone in between the zones of pure components is not very wide. The discrepancy
between the chromatograms in Fig. 2a and b occurs because the second epimer signif
icantly influences the behavior of the first as they migrate down the column, dis
placing it as predicted13-20.

A series of experiments were performed to investigate the influence of sample
size and composition and also of column efficiency on this effect.

Infiuence of column loading
Loading experiments were conducted and analyzed to give both gross data on

production and yield and a more specific evaluation of displacement effects. Table I
presents the overall variation in production and yield for injections from 60 to 1000
mg. In the following discussion, the first eluting epimer is designated the A epimer
and the second the B epimer. The increase in sample load is accompanied by a
substantial decrease in yield, a 58% relative loss for the A epimer and 72% for the B
epimer. Neither the production of A nor that of B, however, actually declines. It
appears to peak between the 500- and 700-mg injections, but then rises again with the

TABLE I

RECOVERY AS A FUNCTION OF LOAD

Load Yield (%) Amount recovered (mg) Total
(mg ) production (mg )

A B A B

60 89 92 13 42 55
100 82 92 20 70 90
300 67 64 48 135 183
500 49 44 59 167 226
700 36 29 60 154 214

1000 37 26 89 198 287
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Fig. 3. Plot of (a) yield and (b) production for the two trisubstituted cyclohexanone epimers versussample
size. IJ, epimer A; 0, epimer B. Conditions as in Fig. 2.

lOOO-mg injection. The data show a certain spread, due to the potential inaccuracy of
these determinations inherent in the manual fraction collection procedure. A plot of
the data (Fig. 3) shows that further increases in production with a possible leveling off
in yield are predicted. Injection problems related to increasing sample viscosity with
increasing feed concentration prevented continuation of the experiment.

The features of sample self-displacement that control the production of pure
components are the sharpness of the boundary between the two component bands
and the tailing of the first component into the second. Increasing the load from 200 to
1000 mg does not substantially alter the profile of the elution front ofthe second
component as measured by the analysis of the collected fractions. This front remains
nearly vertical and merely moves towards shorter retention times with increasing
sample size. On the other hand, increasing the sample load does cause greater tailing
of the first component, as seen in Fig. 4. Note that, in contrast to the tail of the second
component which always ends at the k' 0 value, the tail of the first component is not
anchored; it ends at a time that depends on the sample size, the relative concentration
of the two components and the isotherm coefficients'Pv'". These experimental results
are in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions of the ideal 1 8

-
2 0 and the

semi-ideal models-v!" of non-linear chromatography.
The anatomy of loading effects on the displacement mechanism can be studied
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200 mg

I j
T=44 54 min

500 mg

I i
T=41 56 min

700 mg

h
I i

T=38 54 min

1000 mg

Fig. 4. Effect of increasing sample size on the elution profile of the A epimer. The third pass only of three
cycles is shown for injections of (a) 200, (b) 500, (c) 700 and (d) 1000 mg. Conditions as in Fig. 2.

by determining the individual elution profiles of the A epimer under various experi
mental conditions. Values of the apparent plate number, N (ref. 2), the apparent
column capacity factor, k', and the apparent relative retention, o; were derived, using
classical relationships, from the retention times of the two band maxima and the band
width of the first peak at half-height. The results are reported in Table II. As the

TABLE II

LOAD DEPENDENCE OF THE SEPARATION PARAMETERS

Load (mg ) k' k' G( N AjArA H

1 6.50 6.80 1.045 N/A"
200 6.25 6.47 1.035 4889 4.07
500 5.75 5.93 1.03 6410 1.64
700 5.29 5.42 1.03 6843 1.30

1000 4.90 5.03 1.03 7300 0.95

"N/A = Not available.
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column is loaded, k' decreases by 22%, whereas a remains virtually constant. Because
of the difficulty in acquiring highly precise experimental data, the observed variation
of 1 - a, which is of more fundamental importance, is probably not significant.
Fronting is due to the thermodynamic properties of the equilibrium isotherms and the
existence of a finite value of the column saturation capacity. The larger second com
ponent band, however, does not overlap into the less overloaded first component. In
fact, as we have shown above, the upper part of the band of the first component is
narrow and even seems to narrow down as the sample size is increased, again in
agreement with theoretical results!", This is confirmed by the positive trend observed
for the number of theoretical plates measured for the A band.

The values of the parameters N, k' and a are not diagnostic of the actual loss in
recovery yield. The tailing of the A epimer into the B one accounts for all the decrease
in the production of both epimers. An arbitrary parameter was defined, in an effort to
determine the relative importance of the tailing of the first component under the
second component and to study the influence of various parameters. The definition of
this parameter is based on the L-shaped profile of the A band, reported previous
ly13-19. A vertical line is dropped to the baseline from the point at which the band
slope of the A band begins to change. This is shown as the dashed lines in Fig. 4.
These lines divide the A band into a vertical front part containing pure material and a
triangular portion which represents the amount of A in the mixed zone of the chro
matogram!". The areas of each portion, denoted Av and At respectively, are mea
sured. The value of the ratio Av/A t is indicative of the extent of tailing and conse
quently of the decrease in recovery.

The data in Table II show that for a 200-mg injection, 80% of the material is
accounted for by Av and is recoverable. In contrast, for a lOOO-mg injection, only
50% of the A epimer is in the front part of the band. Plotting In(Av/A t) versus the
logarithm of the amount of A epimer injected gives a straight line (Fig. 5). Although
the validity of this relationship remains questionable at this stage because it has not
yet been tested on any other mixture, it might prove useful in predicting optimum
loads should it apply for other mixtures.

LnAv/At
2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5
3.5 4 4.5

LnA

5 5.5 6

Fig. 5. Plot of In(A) At) versus In In (mg), where In is the amount of the A epimer injected. Data shown in
Fig. 4. A, is defmed as the area under the A band to the left of the dashed line in Fig. 4 and At as the area
under the A band to the right of the dashed line. Regression line: y = 4.88 - 0.904x, R2 = 0.996.
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Influence of sample composition
The loading experiments reported here and also the previously published results

show sample self-displacement for a mixture ratio of 25:75. The elution profiles of
200-mg samples of mixtures of various compositions (see Fig. 6a) indicate that the
phenomenon can occur over a wide range of sample composition. Tailing of the A
epimer becomes more pronounced as its concentration increases from 10% to 75%.
Some displacement of the A by the B epimer remains significant for an A concentra
tion of 50% (Fig.6a). Even with a mixture containing 75% of the A epimer, the
profile of the B epimer begins with a very sharp front. The concentration jump is
insufficient, however, to cause a noticeable drop in the A concentration and a signif
icant displacement effect.

Material that elutes prior to the break in the slope of the rear profile of the A
band can be collected as pure product. As found in the column loading study, loss of
production is due to the tailing of the A band, not to the fronting of the B band. The
displacement effect vanishes completely when the mixture composition becomes 90:10
and the second-eluting component trails along through the entire elution band, dem
onstrating a "tag-along" effect1 3 , l S. In the latter instance, no pure material is ob
tained.

a. Experimental Data b. Computer Simulations

i I
T=45 54 min

Fig. 6. Self-displacement effect on different mixture compositions of the two epimers. Conditions as in Fig.
2. (a) Experimental results, third pass only of three cycles; 200-mg injections at A:B mixture ratios of 10:90,
25:75,50:50,75:25 and 90:10. (b) Computer simulations for a 300-mg injection of two components in the
same mixture ratios as in (a) (note: the time scale is different).
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The mixture band profiles shown in Fig. 6b are computer simulations generated
following the method previously described 5

• Their pattern is strikingly similar to that
of the profiles derived from experimental determinations. The data constitute an
experimental validation of these theoretical results, on a qualitative basis. An in
vestigation of the degree of quantitative agreement would require the determination
of the competitive equilibrium isotherms of the two epimers in the chromatographic
system used here, which was beyond the scope of this work.

To explore the origin of the loss of the displacement effect with a 90:10 mixture,
and whether it is due to the amount of the B epimer (too low) or to the composition of
the mixture (too large a relative concentration of A), injections of both the 90:10 and
the 75:25 mixtures were made at lower loads. The band profiles are shown in Fig. 7.
Comparing chromatograms corresponding to the same amount of the B epimer, e.g.,
a 200-mg injection of the 90:10 mixture and a 100-mg injection of the 75:25 mixture
containing 20 and 25 mg of B, respectively, a much sharper boundary is observed with
the latter mixture. A similar result is seen on comparing the profiles of a 100-mg
injection of the 90:10 mixture and a 40-mg injection of the 75:25 mixture, where 10 mg

200 mg

75:25 90:10

100mg

k f\:"
i i I I

T~45 56 min T~46 56m;n

40 mg

~'"
r--T r--T

T=48 57 min T=48 57 min

Fig. 7. Relative importance of mixture ratio and amount of the second-eluting component in causing a
displacement effect. Third Pass of three cycles. Left: A:B mixture ratio of 75:25 for 200-, 100- and 40-mg
samples. Right: A:B mixture ratio of 90:10 for 200-, 100- and 40-mg samples.
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of B are present. Therefore, the relative composition of the sample, not the amount of
second component injected, affects the relative intensity of the displacement and the
tag-along effect.

It is important to emphasize that the two individual band profiles and the
interaction between the two bands depend on two parameters, the total loading factor
and the concentration ratio of the two components in the feed1 3

-
2 0

. The first param
eter determines the intensity of the non-linear effects and the second the relative
importance of the displacement and the tag-along effects. Admittedly, the values of
the loading factors for each component are important, as the total sample load de
creases when the bands separate, but these factors, which are included in the defini
tion of the effective sample loading factor 19

,2 o , have to be taken into account only for
quantitative predictions of the band profiles.

Influence of column efficiency
The phenomenon of sample self-displacement was first observed during a study

of the relationship between production, sample size and the average particle size of
the packing material used. In this work, we investigated this relationship again by

a. Experimental Data

I
46

40 11m

I i
59 min T=39

I I
49 min T=45

I
55 min

i I -,1-----,-
T=35 48 min T=41

b. Computer Simulations

N = 1395 N = 2790 N = 5580

Fig. 8. Effect of column efficiency on elution profiles. (a) Experimental results. Third pass of three cycles.
Injections of 100- and 300-mg samples of the epimer mixture at an A:B ratio of I:3. Conditions as in Fig. 2,
except packing material (40, 12 and 811m). (b) Computer simulations of 300-mg injections on columns
having efficiencies of 1395, 2790 and 5580 theoretical plates.•
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determining the individual band profiles for each component of the eluting mixtures.
The dependence of the displacement effect on column efficiency is illustrated in Fig.
8a.

The comparison between the production rates and the recoveries obtained with
these three columns should take into account the difference between the values of the
column saturation capacities that are likely to result from the different silica batches
used and, with the 8- and 12-,um particles, the difference in average pore sizes and
hence in specific surface area. The relative retentions with smal1 sample sizes were
nearly the same, however. Similarly to single-compound band fronts-", the slope of
the two individual bands in the mixed region depend little on the loading factor, but
essential1y on the column efficiency, provided that the latter exceeds a few thousand
plates 19.20. As is recognized, the proper prediction of any of the characteristic phe
nomena arising in non-linear chromatography depends on the possibility of simulat
ing columns having at least several thousand plates11-21.

Proceeding from a 40- to a 12- and an 8-,um packing material, we found in
creasingly sharp band interfaces, for both a 100-mg and a 300-mg sample size. The
use of more efficient columns results in very similar chromatograms, with a single, but
major, difference, i.e., the sharpness of the boundary between the two components.
This factor has the important effect of reducing the number of mixed, impure frac
tions that have to be collected between the two pure fractions, decreasing their total
volume. Higher recoveries can be achieved.

The experimental results shown in Fig. 8a are again in excellent agreement with
the predictions of the semi-ideal model of non-linear chromatography". This simi
larity confirms the ability of computer modeling to predict experimental results cor
rectly. The accuracy of these predictions is discussed independently'".

CONCLUSIONS

This work confirms our previous results regarding the separation of binary
mixtures of closely eluting compounds2.3.13-20. The interaction between the two
epimers considered here gives rise to an important displacement effect of the first
eluted epimer by the second. Production of important amounts of pure material,
especially of the first-eluted component, can be achieved under a high degree of
column overloading. The production is greater than could be predicted by a direct
extrapolation from the individual band profiles. The loading factor, the mixture com
position and the column efficiency together determine the production per cycle.

Efficient columns are essential for maximizing the recovery, because column
efficiency has been shown to determine the sharpness of the demarcation of band
boundaries. In studies ofloading factor and mixture composition, the loss of yield has
been ascribed to the tailing of the first band into the second. This feature clearly
distinguished the band profiles obtained in overloaded elution chromatography from
the more rectangular zones found in actual displacement chromatography. The tail
ing is due to the decrease in concentration of the second component on the rear part
of its zone, contrasting with the constant concentration of a displacer throughout the
whole run. An awareness of the first-component band profile is critical for an accu
rate prediction of the optimum sample load for maximum production of a pure
fraction from a feed having a given composition.
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There are a number of instances where optimum conditions are achieved by
first collecting a significant amount of the first-eluting component to attain a more
desirable relative composition of the mixture used as the feed. In practice, this first
collection step is easy to accomplish as pure material can be identified as that portion
eluting prior to the obvious onset of the second component, eliminating the need for
fraction cutting and purity determinations of mixed zone fractions.

The close similarities between the experimental and calculated chromatograms
emphasize the usefulness of modeling in prediction and optimization. Moreover, as
the equations used to generate the calculated band profiles rely on very general princi
ples and on a fundamental model of chromatography, the ability to predict accurately
these particular experimental data implies that the phenomenon of sample self-dis
placement is not limited to the pair of epimers studied so far. Further experiments are
in progress to show that these results are valid for other compound mixtures and that
they can be used as a routine model of separatiorr":

Finally, we wish to emphasize the importance of selecting the chromatographic
system that gives the optimum elution order for the mixture investigated.
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SUMMARY

A new method, based on the coherence theory of chromatography, has been
presented for determining Langmuir equilibrium coefficients in multicomponent
systems. The method provides a quick and simple technique for obtaining equilibrium
data for the simulation of displacement chromatography, and is applicable to mixtures
involving any number of components. In essence, the method uses a combination of
elution and frontal chromatography experiments to characterize the equilibrium
behavior. Pure component samples are not necessary, and sample preparation involves
simple dilution or concentration steps with the process mixture and displacer.
Furthermore, if the equilibrium behavior of the displacer in the Henry's law region is
known, the characterization can be achieved, in most cases, with a single elution and
single frontal chromatogram. Explicit equations relating the Langmuir coefficients to
characteristics of the elution and frontal chromatograms have been derived. These
equations have been successfully applied to a four-component adsorption system.

INTRODUCTION

It has been recognized for sometime that liquid chromatography (LC) has
considerable potential as a large-scale purification and separation process in the
production of biological and specialty chemical products. The strengths of this
technique are its ability to achieve very high degrees of product purity, and its potential
for achieving two operations, concentration and purification, in a single step. This
reduction in the number of steps in the purification scheme can result in a significant
economic advantage, as has been demonstrated in the production of streptomycin and
cephalosporin 1 .

Currently, the quickest and most commonly used approach for developing
large-scale chromatographic processes is the direct scale-up of analytical systems".
Consequently, an overwhelming number of preparative processes are based on elution
development, both linear and non-linear. Though elution chromatography is com
monly used for large-scale purifications, this development technique can result in

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers RV.
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a chromatographic process that is economically less favorable than one using
displacement development". This fact has been recognized for sometime, but elution
chromatography continues to be the technique of choice, because it is based on the
wealth of knowledge accumulated from analytical chromatography. Correspondingly,
the lack of bench-scale experience with displacement chromatography has hindered its
acceptance in large-scale chromatographic processes.

The paucity of experimental data with regard to displacement chromatography
can be compensated for, to a degree, by appropriate computer simulations of the
process. These simulations allow the determination of optimal operating conditions
for the desired separation. Essential to this approach is the availability of a suitable
model for non-linear, multicomponent chromatography. Such a model is available",
but the use of this model requires that multicomponent equilibrium behavior be
known a priori; since equilibrium behavior establishes the primary response charac
teristics of the chromatographic process.

Multicomponent equilibrium data for liquid-solid systems have been tradi
tionally obtained by batch methods. Briefly, the method involves generating the
isotherm by equilibrating solution of known composition with a known weight of the
adsorbent. Once equilibrated, the liquid solution is analyzed usually by chromato
graphy, and its change in composition is used to locate a point on the isotherm. The
disadvantage of this approach is that it is time consuming and tedious. Consequently,
it is generally not suitable for the industrial environment, especially when only
a preliminary analysis of competing separation techniques is being conducted.

An alternative method for obtaining equilibrium data is based on chromato
graphy. Advantages of this method are speed and accuracy. The chromatographic
approach was first used by Glueckauf" to study solid-liquid equilibria. Since then,
various other chromatographic procedures have been proposed", For multicompo
nent systems specifically, two chromatographic methods are commonly used. In the
tracer pulse (TP) method proposed by Helfferich and Peterson7, the column is initially
equilibrated with a carrier fluid of constant, known composition. After equilibration,
a small sample with the same composition as the carrier but containing a detectable
isotope of the species of interest is injected into the fluid stream. The retention time of
the isotope is measured, and this is used to calculate one point on the isotherm. The
experiment is repeated at a number of carrier compositions to generate the required
portion of the multicomponent isotherm. Though the TP method is applicable to any
number of components and any equilibrium behavior, its major disadvantages are the
need for a separate measurement for each point on the isotherm, and the need to have
a detectable isotope of each species being studied.

The second chromatographic method is the elution on a plateau (EP) method
(also called perturbation chromatography) introduced by Reilley et al. 8. In this
method, the column is first equilibrated with a fluid of known composition. It is then
perturbed slightly from this state, and the response is observed. This experiment is
repeated over a suitable composition grid, and the data are used with a non-linear
parameter estimation method developed by Glover and co-workers'v"? to determine
the adsorption isotherm. While the EP method does not use isotopes, like the TP
method it requires substantial chromatographic data. Furthermore, the method
involves a complex parameter estimation method.

Despite the potential of the chromatographic approach for measuring equilib-
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rium data, the use of this approach has been almost exclusively limited to gas
chromatography (GC). This is due to the fact that, until recently, LC was used
primarily for analytical purposes. In this case, the process is restricted to the linear
portion of the isotherm, and a detailed knowledge of the adsorption behavior at high
concentrations is not necessary. However, with the increasing use of LC in large-scale
separations and purifications there is a need for a simple and quick procedure for
measuring multicomponent isotherms. Both the TP and EP methods used in GC are
directly applicable to LC. However, for reasons outlined earlier, neither one of these
serves as a simple and quick method for determining multicomponent isotherms.
Consequently, other, more suitable methods have to be developed.

Jacobson et al.ll ,1 2 have used LC to successfully study adsorption behavior. In
one sludy!!, they measured the adsorption of single solutes on silica-bound
hydrocarbonaceous sorbents by frontal chromatography. More recentiy!2, they have
presented two methods, both based on frontal chromatography, for the measurement
of competitive adsorption isotherms. In one method, the method of mass balance
(MMB), the effluent composition history is used in conjunction with the column mass
balance to generate a point on the adsorption isotherm. The advantage of this method
is that it is applicable to any type of adsorption behavior. However, MMB requires
detailed effluent composition histories, and a substantial amount of frontal chroma
tography data; since a single frontal chromatogram generates only one point on the
isotherm. The second method, the method of composition velocities (MCV), is based
on the coherence theory of chromatography". In this method, migration velocities of
concentration waves generated by frontal chromatography are regressed to yield
parameters of the complex Langmuir isotherm. The advantage ofMCV over MMB is
that it requires only retention volumes and not composition histories. It is, however,
restricted to systems obeying the complex Langmuir isotherm. A further disadvantage
of MCV is that, though the method is in principle applicable to any number of
components, the regression procedure becomes increasingly complex, and the
regression parameters more uncertain, as the number of components increases.

In this paper, a new method, called the h-root method (HRM), will be presented.
This new method is geared toward obtaining equilibrium data for displacement
chromatography, Like MCV, it is restricted to systems obeying the compound
Langmuir isotherm. The new method uses a combination of elution and frontal
chromatography. It is based on propagation velocities of the composition fronts and
compositions of the effluent plateaus, but requires no parameter estimation.
Furthermore, if equilibrium data for the displacer are known in the linear region, the
multicomponent isotherm can be established with a single elution and single frontal
experiment, regardless of the number of components present. Also, samples required
for both experiments can be obtained directly from process solutions, without
extensive sample preparation.

THEORY

Equilibrium isotherm
The equilibrium distribution of species between the stationary and mobile

phases in chromatography establishes the primary characteristics of the effluent
composition history. For LC with a single solute, a commonly used isotherm is the
Langmuir isotherm 13:
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(1)

For multicomponent systems eqn. 1 is readily extended to give:

a.c,
(2)qi =

+ L b c,
i» 1

With bj > 0, eqn. 2 allows for competitive behavior between species. Eqn. 2 is the only
multicomponent isotherm for which a comprehensive theory of chromatography
exists". Consequently, this isotherm is frequently used for modeling large-scale
chromatographic separation processes".

Summary of coherence theory
The coherence theory of chromatography" is a useful equilibrium theory that

has been applied successfully to a variety of chromatographic processes-v?". No
attempt will be made in this article to outline the theory in detail; only features essential
to the current development will be given.

Fundamental to the coherence theory is the recognition of the phenomenon of
coherence. A chromatographic column subject to a disturbance will, after a period,
settle into a "resolved" state, which consists of a series of composition waves each
subject to the coherence condition:

for all i and). Using DeVault's21 equation for concentration velocity,

(3)

1 +

Vo

P (Oqi)
e OCi z

(4)

and the compound Langmuir isotherm, eqn. 2, it can be shown that the coherence
condition defines a grid ofcoherent composition paths to which the system is restricted
once the coherence condition, eqn. 3, is satisfied. Thus, given the feed history, this grid
can be used to find the composition route for the column, and, therefore, the column
effluent history can be predicted.

In order to allow the use of this approach to any number of components,
Helfferich and Klein4 have orthogonalized the composition path grid by defining the
h-composition space with the non-linear transformation:

(5a)

and
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(5b)

if Cl = 0 (5c)

In the h-space, the velocity of the composition front with kth h-root as the variable root
is given by:

n n+ 1

Uk = hk TI hi TI ail
i= 1 i= 1

for a diffuse wave, and

n n + 1

Uk = h~h~ TI hi TI ail
i~ 1 i= 1
i*k

(6)

(7)

for a sharp wave. Eqns. 6 and 7 are written for an n-component non-stoichiometric
system obeying eqn. 2, that has been converted to an equivalent n + I component
stoichiometric system". The velocities in eqns. 6 and 7 are adjusted velocities and are
related to real velocities by the equation:

(8)

where R is an adjustable parameter used in the conversion of the n-component
non-stoichiometric system to an n + 1 component stoichiometric system". The
separation factors ail in eqns. 6 and 7 are related to the Langmuir equilibrium
constants as follows:

(9)

where p is the dummy species in the n + I component stoichiometric system. In this
development, the R value will be selected in the range 0 < R < an, to ensure that the
dummy species is the least retained species (p = n + I).

Tracer pulse elution
Tracer pulse elution is a special case of elution chromatography in which the

injected pulse contains trace concentrations ofall components except the eluent. In this
case, the response pulses will travel at the trace-species velocities, and it can be shown
that the pulse containing the species j on a background of the eluent, k, will have an
adjusted velocity":

(10)
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Using eqn. 8, the adjusted velocity in eqn. 10 can be replaced with the real velocity:

(11)

Applying eqn. 11 to species 1, the most strongly retained species, and dividing the
resultant equation by eqn. 11, we obtain:

Vo

()(jl
Vj

(I 2)
Vo

1-

VI

Frontal chromatography
In frontal chromatography, a column initially equilibrated with a solution

containing no solutes is subject to a step change in the influent fluid composition. If the
step change involves n solutes, n sharp composition waves will be generated in the
column. Fig. 1 is a convenient, schematic representation of the column profile during
frontal development. The horizontal lines represent sharp waves generated by the
development, and the fastest wave, wave n, is furthest downstream. Also shown in Fig.
1 are the plateau compositions, defined in the h-composition space. These h-toox
values establish the velocities of the concentration fronts, as can be seen from eqn. 7.
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Zone 1 h, h ·······h .... · .. ·h h
2 k 0-' 0
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of frontal development.
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For the nth wave, the fastest wave,

n-l n+l

u; = h;,h~ TI h; TI ail
t> 1 i= 1
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(13)

Since the column does not contain any solutes initially, we have from eqn. 5b and c,

With the dummy species as the (n + l)th species, eqns. 9 and 14 give:

hj = alj j = 1, .... , n

Substituting eqn. 15 in eqn. 13, and solving for h~:

(14)

(15)

(16)

Finally, eqn. 9, applied to the dummy species, can be substituted in eqn. 16 to give:

h' = Una1
n R

From eqn. 7, the wave velocity of the (n-I)th wave is:

n-l 11+ 1

Un-1 = h~ h~-l TI h; TI ail
i= 1 i= 1

Substituting eqns. IS and 17 in eqn. 18 and solving for h~-b we obtain:

h. _ a1un-1
n-1 -

anu"

This procedure can be repeated for all slower waves, and it can be shown that

(17)

(18)

(19)

h~ = k = 1, .... , (n-I) (20)

DETERMINAnON OF LANGMUIR CONSTANTS

HRM determines the Langmuir constants, a and b in eqn. 2, through
a combination of tracer elution and frontal chromatography experiments. Tracer pulse
elution is used to estimate dilute solution equilibrium behavior, and frontal
chromatography establishes equilibrium behavior in the high-concentration region.
The method will be described for the situation where the equilibrium behavior of the
displacer in the dilute concentration region (Henry's law region) is known. If the dilute
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solution behavior of the displacer is not known, it can be obtained from simple frontal
chromatography experiments, and these will be described in more detail later.

Dilute solution behavior
The elution experiments involve the following sequence of steps: (Lj.equilibra

tion of the column with a suitable eluent; (2) injection of a short pulse of a mixture of
the multi component process solution, the displacer, and the eluent; and (3) develop
ment of the chromatogram with the eluent.

The preparation of injection samples for the elution experiments is straight
forward. The selected displacer is mixed with a sample of the process solution to give
a product that has a displacer concentration that is no greater than that of the most
concentrated components in the process solution; this will ensure that the displacer
does not dominate over process components. This mixture is then diluted ap
propriately with the eluent. The degree of dilution depends on the total concentration
of the solutes, the maximum concentration of anyone solute, and the competitive
adsorption behavior between solutes. The degree of dilution necessary cannot be
established a priori, but can be determined quickly through a simple procedure.

The objective of the dilution process is to ensure that the elution occurs in the
linear portion of the isotherm. From eqn. 2, this requires that

(21)

In order to identify dilution conditions that satisfy eqn. 21, the elution experiment is
first performed with a sample diluted to a known but arbitrary degree. For an
n-component process solution, this experiment will give n+ I concentration pulses.
The first pulse eluting, pulse n + 1, will correspond to the least retained component in
the process solution. The most highly retained component will be the displacer, which
will elute last (pulse I). Between pulse n+ 1 and pulse 1, the other components in the
process solution will elute, with retention times increasing with increasing affinity. As

10

Component 3

2

Component 2

Component 1

Component 4

12 14 16
TIME (MIN)

18 20

Fig. 2. Elution chromatogram for sample No.3.
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TABLE I

LANGMUIR CONSTANTS FOR CHROMATOGRAPHIC SIMULATIONS

Component a b
No. (fig) (flmg)

1 5 0.25
2 4 0.25
3 3 0.25
4 2 0.25
5 I 0.25
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an example, an ideal elution chromatogram for a three-component process solution is
shown in Fig. 2. The peak retention times for each of the pulses is recorded. The elution
experiment is now repeated with a sample that is ten times more dilute than the sample
used in the first experiment. The new peak retention times are noted, and compared to
the set obtained earlier. If the degree of dilution first selected is adequate, the retention
times obtained from the two experiments will be essentially the same. If they are not,
the process has to be repeated until a degree of dilution consistent with the
requirements of tracer elution chromatography is established.

The procedure for identifying adequate dilution is illustrated for the five
component system shown in Table 1.Component 1is the displacer, and component 5 is
the eluent. Components 2-4 are solutes in the process solution for which the
displacement scheme is being developed. For this system, the coherence theory of
chromatography" was used in conjunction with the operating conditions given in
Table II, to simulate the column response during the isocratic elution of various
samples, each diluted to a different degree. The results of these simulations are
summarized in Table III. Sample I corresponds to the initial sample prepared with an
arbitrarily selected degree of dilution. Sample 2 corresponds to a ten-fold increase in
the dilution, relative to sample 1. It is clear from a comparison of the retention times
obtained with these two samples, that the initial degree of dilution is insufficient for
linear elution chromatography. Sample 3 corresponds to a further ten-fold increase in
the degree of dilution. Once again, the change in retention times exhibited between
samples 2 and 3 indicate that the degree of dilution represented by sample 2 is
insufficient. In contrast, a comparison of retention times obtained with samples 3 and
4 indicates that the dilution represented by sample 3 is sufficient to satisfy eqn. 21.

Once an adequate degree of sample dilution has been identified, the corres-

TABLE II

OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR ELUTION SIMULATIONS

Column length
Packing density
Column porosity
Interstitial fluid velocity
Injection time
Eluent

100 em
20 gil of column
0.97
10 ern/min
0.1 min
500 mg/l component 5 in inert carrier
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TABLE III

EFFECT OF DEGREE OF DILUTION ON RETENTION TIME

Sample Relative Retention time (min) for peak No.
No.a degree of'

dilution 2 3 4

1b I 16.7 15.0 13.5 12.6
2 10 17.8 16.2 14.5 13.2
3 100 18.1 16.5 14.9 13.3
4 1000 18.2 16.5 14.9 13.3

a All samples prepared in a solution containing 500 mg/l of eluent in an inert carrier.
b 400 mg/l component I; 600 mg/l component 2; 800 mg/l component 3; 200 mg/l component 4; 500

mg/! component 5.

ponding elution chromatogram can be used to calculate the separation factors, ajl, of
all components except the eluent. For example, for sample 3 in Table III, the elution
chromatogram is shown in Fig. 2. From the retention times of each of the peaks in this
chromatogram, the propagation velocities of the peaks are calculated. These velocities
are reported in Table IV. Once peak velocities are known, eqn. 12 is used to calculate
the separation factors. For the case being considered, the separation factors calculated
in this manner are given in Table IV. The dilute solution constants, aj, for the process
solution components (1<i -::;,n), can now be calculated from eqn. 14 and the value of
ab which is assumed to be known. As shown in Table IV, the values of aj used in the
simulation are recovered.

From this development, it is clear that tracer elution allows the explicit
determination of the dilute solution Langmuir constants from a single chromatogram,
once an appropriate degree of dilution has been identified. Notice that the method
works regardless of the number of components present in the process solution.
Furthermore, injection samples are obtained directly from the process solution, and
the sample preparation process involves only dilution.

Characterization of competitive behavior
The characterization of competitive behavior between adsorbing species can be

TABLE IV

DILUTE SOLUTION LANGMUIR CONSTANTS FROM ELUTION CHROMATOGRAM OF
SAMPLE No.3

Species No., Peak Separation Calculated
j velocity, factor, constant

Vj (XjI aj
(em/min) (I/g)

I 5.52 1.0
2 6.06 0.8 4.0
3 6.71 0.6 3.0
4 7.52 0.4 2.0
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achieved with frontal chromatography. The frontal chromatogram should be obtained
for an appropriate mixture of the process solution and the displacer; the concentration
ofdisplacer in the injected mixture should, for the reason outlined earlier, be no greater
than that of the most concentrated components in the process solution. Before
performing the frontal experiment, it is necessary to ensure that the chromatographic
process will occur in the non-linear regime. This can be established with the elution
experiments described earlier. If it is found that the adsorbate content in the process
solution is low, concentration of this solution will be necessary.

As was stated earlier, frontal chromatography with n components will produce
n sharp concentration boundaries in the column, each travelling with a different, but
constant, velocity (Fig. I). Since for frontal chromatography the resolution from
non-coherence to coherence is instantaneous, the waves maintain their positions in the
sequence from the start of the operation to the time they exit the column; i.e., there will
be no interference between the migrating waves. Thus, the plateau regions between the
waves will be conserved.

From the frontal chromatography experiment, the retention time for each of the
boundaries can be obtained. These retention times can then be used to calculate the
velocities of the corresponding boundaries. From the real velocities, adjusted velocities
are calculated with eqn. 8. At this point, it is necessary to obtain the value of the nth
h~root in the injected solution (the h~ value in Fig. 1). This is achieved with eqn. 17,
using an R value that is arbitrarily selected in the range 0 < R < an' Helfferich and
Klein4 have shown that the value of R selected does not affect the computation.
However, selecting a value in the range specified will ensure that the concentrations of
all physically existing species will be positive.

The frontal chromatography experiment will also provide the compositions of
each of the plateau regions between the migrating boundaries. These compositins can
be used in eqn. Sa with the calculated value of h~ to systematically determine the values
of the competitive binding coefficients bi. Eqn. Sa is first applied to plateau zone n in
Fig. 1. For this zone, the concentrations of all components except component n, the
least retained component in the process solution, are zero. Thus, eqn. Sa simplifies to:

o (22)

Since h~ is a non-trivial root in zone n, it will satisfy eqn. 22. Therefore, the only
unknown in eqn. 22 is b.;

(23)

Eqn. Sa is now applied to zone n - 1. In this case, all concentrations except those of
components nand n - 1 are zero. Therefore, eqn. Sa simplifies to:

(24)
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Since h~ is also a non-trivial root in zone n-I, it will satisfy eqn. 24. Thus, b; _ 1 can be
calculated from the equation:

(25)

In this manner, successive zones from the downstream end to the upstream end can be
used to calculate the remaining b constants. For the kth component (k =1= n), bk will be
given by:

(26)

This approach has been applied to the four-component system of Table I. For
this system, with the operating conditions ofTable V, the coherence theory predicts the
chromatogram shown in Fig. 3. As expected, four sharp boundaries are obtained. The
retention time for each of these boundaries, and the compositions of the plateaus
between the boundaries are given in Table VI. Using the retention time for the fastest
wave with eqn. 17, h~ in Table VII was calculated. This h-root and the composition of
the zone upstream ofwave 4 were used in eqn. 23 to calculate b4 . The computation was
repeated with the other plateau compositions, using eqn. 26 instead of eqn. 23. The
values of b thus obtained are reported in Table VII. Comparing these values with the
values used for the simulation (Table I), it can be seen that the Langmuir b parameters
are recovered.

In the calculation method described, only h;, was used. It is also possible to
calculate the b values by using the other h-roots in the injected solution (h' roots in Fig.
I). In this case, the retention time data are used in conjunction with eqn. 20 to obtain
the desired h-roots. These non-trivial h-roots are then used in eqn. 26, with appropriate
plateau compositions, to calculate the b parameters.

Two characteristics of the Langmuir coefficients used in the sample simulation
need to be highlighted. First, the a.ib, ratio for each of the components in the mixture is
different. This usually represents the situation when Langmuir coefficients for
multicomponent systems cannot be obtained from single-component adsorption

TABLE V

OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR FRONTAL SIMULATIONS

Column length
Packing density
Column porosity
Interstitial fluid velocity
Injected fluid composition

Component I
Component 2
Component 3
Component 4
(inert carrier)

30 em
400 gil of column
0.4
10 em/min

400 mg/l
600 mg/I
800 mg/I
200 mg/l
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Fig. 3. Frontal chromatogram of four-component mixture with diverging isotherms.

data P. Secondly, the values of the constants selected give divergent isotherms.
However, HRM is not restricted to divergent isotherms. Shown in Fig. 4 is the frontal
chromatogram predicted with the coherence theory for the equilibrium conditions in
Table VIII and the operating conditions in Table V; the parameters of Table VIII allow
for crossing of the isotherms of components 2 and 3. Using the retention times and
plateau compositions of this chromatogram with the procedure described earlier, the
b parameters in Table IX were obtained. Once again, the calculated values coincide
with the values used in the simulation.

TABLE VI

DATA FROM FRONTAL CHROMATOGRAM

Wave Retention Component Concentration (mgjl)
No. time (min)

Downstream Upstream

4 23.1 I 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.0
3 0.0 0.0
4 0.0 1190

3 24.5 I 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.0
3 0.0 1429
4 1190 239

2 28.5 I 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 794
3 1429 880
4 239 208

33.0 [ 0.0 400
2 794 600
3 880 800
4 208 200
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TABLE VII

COMPETITIVE BINDING PARAMETERS FROM FRONTAL DATA

h~ = 747.126.

Component
No.

2
3
4

Calculated b,
(ljmg)

0.25
0.25
0.25

It can be seen that HRM provides an explicit method for characterizing
competitive binding coefficients in systems obeying the Langmuir isotherm. Regard
less of the number of components present in the process solution, only one complete
frontal chromatogram is necessary for the computation. Also, the injected sample is
obtained directly from the process solution.

Dilute solution behavior of displacer
HRM, as described, is dependent on a knowledge of the dilute solution

parameter, ab for the displacer. When al is not known, it can be obtained with the
existing method of single component frontal analysis (FA)ll, applied to the displacer
in the dilute solution region; the dilute solution region can be established with elution
experiments of the type described earlier. FA is appropriate because the displacer wiIl
in general be available as a pure component, separate from the components in the
process solution. Furthermore, only al is being determined with the single-component
experiments, while competitive behavior is characterized with high concentration,
multicomponent experiments. In principle, the retention time of the single, sharp
concentration front obtained from a single FA experiment in the dilute solution region
wiIl give the value of aj.

:~!l """" r;;=",. :::.',~~',:.
20 30 40 50 60

:~l ',,,.,,,,,,,C;;=,,,,,:','~~', ~.
M ~ ~ ~ ~

:~il,,,,,.,,c,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,.'''~,~~:~',:.
M ~ ~ ~ ~

r~u"""""""""" ::~':::~',:,M ~ ~ ~ ~

TIME (MIN)

Fig. 4. Fronlal chromatogram of four-component mixture with crossing isotherms.
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TABLE VIII

LANGMUIR CONSTANTS FOR SYSTEM WITH CROSSING ISOTHERMS

Component a b
No. (llg) (llmg)

1 5 0.25
2 4 0.25
3 3 0.16
4 2 0.25
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TABLE IX

COMPETITIVE BINDING PARAMETERS FROM FRONTAL CHROMATOGRAM FOR CROS
SING ISOTHERMS CASE

h~ = 624.297.

Component
No.

2
3
4

Calculated b,
(llmg)

0.25
0.16
0.25

Trace components
In some applications of displacement chromatography, the concentrations of

some components in the process solution may be at trace levels. In such cases, it may be
difficult to establish the effluent concentration history of the more dilute components
during frontal chromatography. For example, for the operating conditions of Table V,
if the concentration of component 3 is dropped from 800 to 20 mg/l, the coherence

1
zo

i
uzo
o

':~I',,,,,","',,,,,,,,'r:::='::'.',~:~' :,
M ~ ~ 00 n

':~I"""""", ,C=:::~,~~':,M ~ ~ 00 n

'00'1 Component 3

50: I I I I I I I I I " I I I ~, 'i 'i' , iii' , " i I I iii I I Ii'

M ~ ~ 00 n

'::1""", ,Q""""""" ,'::'.',:',~,
M ~ ~ 00 n

TIME (MIN)

Fig. 5. Frontal chromatogram of four-component system with one trace component.
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TABLE X

OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR DISPLACEMENT CHROMATOGRAPHY

Column length, 122em; packing density, 400 gil of column; column porosity, 0.4; interstitial fluid velocity,
10 em/min.

Time Component Concentration
(min) No. tmslt)

Presaturant

Sample

Displacer

0.0

2.0

I
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
I
2
3
4

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

600
20

200
2000

0.0
0.0
0.0

theory predicts the frontal chromatogram shown in Fig. 5. Depending on the
sensitivity of the detection technique, the very short plateau region corresponding to
the first appearance of component 3 may not be detected at all. Thus, it may not be
possible to determine the coefficients b, for trace components.

Fortunately, the determination of b values of trace components is not essential
for simulation major features of the displacement chromatogram. As an example,
consider the displacement experiment described in Table X. In this case, component
3 is the trace component. For the equilibrium constants of Table I, the coherence
theory predicts the displacement chromatogram shown in Fig. 6. Repeating the

-

Component 1
Displacer

Component 2
(Trace Component)

-

Component 3

2000

o
130 132 134 136

TIME (MIN)
138 140

Fig. 6. Displacement chromatogram of three-component system with one trace component.
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Fig. 7. Displacement chromatogram of three-component system neglecting trace component.

simulation with the same equilibrium and operating conditions, but assuming the
absence of component 3, the chromatogram in Fig. 7 is obtained. Comparing Fig.
6 and 7 it is clear that the trace component has essentially no effect on the major
features of the effluent composition history. If the location of the trace component
zones in the chromatogram is desired, it is simply necessary to simulate the system with
hiCi ~ 0, where i represents all trace components in the system; the values of a, for the
trace components will be available, since these can be determined from elution
experiments using appropriate degrees of dilution.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, only theoretical aspects ofHRM have been addressed. However, it
must be noted that, in the practical application of this method, some difficulties may be
encountered in obtaining the required experimental data. For the elution experiments,
the theory has been presented for the isocratic case. The experimental difficulty with
isocratic elution is that suitable eluents may not always be available to ensure efficient
chromatographic development. Though the method can be extended to gradient
elution, the computations are considerably more involved. For the frontal chroma
tography experiments, the determination of the concentrations of the fronts may
require tedious analyses. Automated chromatographic analysis is likely to be useful in
this case. These and other experimental aspects of HRM are currently being
investigated in our laboratory.

A limitation of the coherence theory is that it is an equilibrium theory. In
practice, secondary effects such as axial dispersion, mass transfer, and mixing will
result in some degree of band spreading. This will affect the determination of the
retention times of the concentration waves in the frontal chromatogram. Thus, care
must be taken in establishing operating conditions, such as column packing, flow
distribution, and support size, that minimize secondary effects during the frontal
experiments. Under any circumstances some degree of spreading of the sharp
concentration fronts will occur. In this case, the inflection points on the fronts can be
used to approximate the retention times".
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The coherence theory provides a potent framework for the rapid determination
of equilibrium adsorption data. With a minimal number of experiments, the
equilibrium behavior of multicomponent Langmuirian systems can be established.
The theory gives a direct relationship between retention times and compositions and
the coefficients of the multicomponent isotherm. Thus, the accuracy with which the
equilibrium behavior can be characterized is dependent only on the accuracy of the
experimental data. This is in contrast to other approaches, where parameter estimation
techniques form an integral part of the method l o

•
l 2

. Another advantage of HRM
relates to the determination of equilibrium characteristics of high-value products.
Tracer elution experiments required by the method inherently use small quantities of
solute, while frontal chromatograms can potentially be obtained by using automated,
miniaturized chromatographic systems, similar to the one developed by Jacobson et
al.t ': Furthermore, pure samples of the solutes are not required, and equilibrium data
are obtained from a minimal number of chromatographic experiments.

SYMBOLS

a, Langmuir coefficient of species i (J/g)
b, Langmuir coefficient of species i (ljrng)
c, concentration of species i in external fluid (mg/l)
hi the ith h-root
qi concentration of species i in adsorbent (mg/g)
R conversion parameter (l/g)
u, adjusted wave velocity of ith wave
Vci concentration velocity (ern/min)
Vi real velocity of ith wave (ern/min)
Vo interstitial fluid velocity (ern/min)
z distance coordinate (em)

Greek symbols
(Xij separation factor
s column porosity
p packing density (g/l of column)

Superscripts
upstream
downstream

Subscripts
i species i
n species n or number of component
p dummy spcies
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MODELLING METHODS TO AID THE DESIGN AND OPTIMISATION OF
BATCH STIRRED-TANK AND PACKED-BED COLUMN ADSORPTION
AND CHROMATOGRAPHY UNITS

G. H. COWAN*, I. S. GOSLING and W. P. SWEETENHAM

BIOSEP, Biotechnology Group, B353, Harwell Laboratory, axon OX}} ORA (U.K.)

SUMMARY

In this paper, work is described which has led to the development of a suite of
computer programs for the prediction of adsorption and chromatographic processes
to aid the design and optimisation of batch stirred-tank and packed-bed column units.
Brief descriptions are given of the mathematical models incorporated within the codes,
and the complementary small-scale experiments to provide the necessary physical
parameter information on adsorption isotherms and mass transfer kinetics.

The models are formulated for single- and multi-component adsorption and for
packed-column separation dealing with both frontal analysis and elution chroma
tography. Two types of predictive method are outlined. The first is based on simple
kinetic type rate expressions for mass transfer, the second is a more complex model
taking into account liquid film and pore diffusion resistances to mass transfer. For
adsorption the models imply a favourable Langmuir type isotherm but they may be
adapted for use with linear and irreversible isotherms.

Some details of the mathematics involved in the models and the methods of
solution of the resulting equations are presented. In specific cases simplifying
assumptions allow analytical solutions to be obtained, whereas in other instances
numerical solutions derived by using the Harwell FACSIMILE code are required.

Typical results are given from small-scale and pilot-scale experiments to provide
data to validate the codes. These experiments involved studies of the adsorption,
washing and elution of single- and multi-component amino acids using Duolite A-162
resin spheres as adsorbent covering a range of conditions. Comparisons are given
between code simulations and experimental data, and applications of the codes are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The development of computer simulation programs to aid the design and
optimisation of industrial batch stirred-tank and packed-bed column adsorption and
chromatography units continues to attract major attention. In previous work the
modelling of adsorption rate processes has been reviewed by Cowan et al.1, and
examples of the application of modelling to the design and optimisation of industrial
adsorption units has been discussed by Cowan et al.2.
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In the present paper, recent publications relevant to the modelling of adsorption
and chromatographic processes are reviewed and work is described which has led to
the development of computer programs for the simulation of batch stirred-tank and
packed-bed column adsorption units to aid in process optimisation and design, given
specificinformation on equilibrium and kinetics derived from small-scale experiments.
Brief details are also given of complementary programs which are used for the
derivation of the appropriate equilibrium and kinetic parameters from the small-scale
experiments. Such parameter fitting codes may be applied to data from small- or
preparative-scale operations or from industrial plants to derive physical parameters
for modelling and optimisation purposes.

Typical results are presented from small-scale and pilot-scale experiments to
provide data to validate the codes. These experiments involved studies of the
adsorption, washing and elution of single- and multi-component amino acids using
Duolite A-162 resin spheres as adsorbent covering a range of conditions. Comparisons
are given between code simulations and experimental data, and applications of the
codes are discussed.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS RELEVANT TO MODELLING

Knowledge of capacity and equilibrium relationships and mass transport
parameters are required in modelling work. Jacobsen et al." have developed a fast,
accurate and precise method of isotherm measurement by using a high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) technique requiring only milligram quantities of
material with frontal development. Kirby et al," have also described an HPLC
technique suitable for isotherm determination where it is required to contact small
quantities of adsorbate with an adsorbent for a short time. A micro-scale system for
estimation of isotherm and kinetic parameters used in the modelling of fixed-bed
adsorbers is detailed by Weber and Wangs. The application of the data from such
measurements to the design or analysis of industrial packed-bed columns is of interest.
From micro-scale column experiments using carbon particles of different size ranges
Weber and Wang S concluded that adsorbent particle size did not affect capacity.
Similarly Kirby et al:"found reasonable agreement between isotherm data by using the
HPLC technique with 40-50-/lm Amberlite XAD-2 particles and larger-scale packed
bed experiments with 700-/lm XAD-2 particles. In comparing HPLC data with results
from batch cell experiments Kirby et al." showed isotherm data to be in sensible
agreement, whereas Weber and Wang S indicated that batch cell results gave a higher
value for adsorbent capacity than obtained from the microcolumn work. Weber and
Wang" discussed application of the microcolumn data to system scale-up.

A new method of predicting adsorption equilibria for multicomponent liquid
solutions on solids which combines the thermodynamic and kinetic treatments of
liquid adsorption has been developed by Price and Danner". The method requires the
determination of liquid phase and adsorbed phase activity coefficients but provides
a simpler computational technique than previous similar treatments. The potential
advantage of the method is that complex experimental multi-component equilibrium
studies can be replaced by more relatively straightforward experimental studies of
binary mixtures. The determination of binding equilibrium constants by numerical
simulation in zonal high-performance affinity chromatography has been reported by
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Vidal-Madjar et al. 7. The method was applied to the measurement of ligand-protein
interactions in zonal elution chromatography to determine the amount of active
immobilised protein and the equilibrium constant characterising the affinity inter
action. These parameters are of use to compare different methods of protein
immobilisation and for determining the contribution of the matrix to the retention.

Arve and Liapis" present general equations to describe single- and multi
component biospecific as well as non-specific adsorption from a finite bath onto
porous adsorbent particles whose internal surface is covered by immobilised ligands.
The model accounts for the external film resistance and diffusional resistance within
the particles and rate expressions for the interactiori between the adsorbate and ligand
are included. The adsorbate may be monovalent or multivalent and predictions are
given for both adsorption and washing stages. Such models are most useful to indicate
the effects of changing different parameters on adsorption and washing in complex
batch systems, but more extensive comparisons against experimental data are required
to validate the model over a wide range.

A mathematical model has been developed by Nigam and Wang 9 to study
bioproduct adsorption for small-affinity adsorbent particles immobilised in hydrogel
beads for whole-broth processing. The model accounts for diffusion in the hydrogel
beads, adsorbent particles and binding within the immobilised adsorbent particles.
Code predictions based on the model show that the performance of finely ground
imrnobilised adsorbent particles within the hydrogel can be better than for freely
suspended adsorbent. Mcf.onvey'? describes atwo-step model for the adsorption of
the macromolecule Vitamin B1 2 onto a porous polymeric adsorbent from an aqueous
solution in a batch reactor, and the model is used to determine the external film mass
transfer and intraparticle surface diffusion coefficients for the process.

Mansour et al. ll give a parametric study of multicomponent adsorption in
stirred tanks. A mathematical model was developed by Mansour which takes into
account internal and external diffusional resistances and liquid film resistance.
A non-linear Fritz-Schlunder'? type isotherm was used to describe the equilibrium
between liquid and solid phases. Predicted transient bath concentration profiles were
obtained for the cases of adsorption of single, binary and ternary systems. Predictions
for the binary adsorption of 2-butanol and tert.-amyl alcohol onto activated carbon
showed good agreement with the experimental data of Balzli-". Using a simplified
model in which it was assumed that internal diffusion is a very rapid process, Mansour
et al.t" have also presented a study of the prediction of the effect of parameters
influencing the performance of multicomponent adsorption in packed-bed columns.
Predictions from the mathematical model satisfactorily agreed with previously
published data.

Numerical methods relevant to the solution of adsorption models are discussed
by Costa and Rodrigues 15 in the book edited by Rodrigues et al.16, which gives several
useful papers relevant to the kinetics of adsorption and fixed-bed processes and
modelling. Details of the numerical simulation of fixed-bed adsorption dynamics using
the method oflines and accounting for both axial dispersion and intraparticle diffusion
are given by Brian et al. 17.

An overview of simulation and design for adsorption processes has been given by
Weber and Smitb!", including discussion of Freundlich and ideal adsorbed-solution
theory equilibrium models, a two-resistance, homogeneous-surface-diffusion dynamic
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model, and parameter estimation. Important guidelines given are that continuing
research is needed to improve the reliability of parameter estimation techniques, and to
validate and enhance the capability of existing models to deal with the complexities
encountered in field applications. Comments on possible future directions for process
modelling are presented. A comparative study of two models to predict protein
adsorption on packed beds ofresins has been made by Graham et al.:". The models are
a two-phase resistance model and a shrinking core model. The main difference between
the models is the method used to account for diffusion of the protein within the resin
particles. In the two-phase resistance model the resin particle is treated as a quasi
homogeneous media through which the protein molecules diffuse. The diffusional
process is approximated by a linear driving force using a mass transfer coefficient,
related to an effective particle diffusion coefficient which is determined from separate
batch experiments. In the shrinking core model, it is assumed that once the protein
reaches the resin particle it binds with the active sites and becomes immobilised
producing a reacted core, and the concentration of protein diffusing is taken as only
that in the pores of the resin. The diffusion equation is solved in the reacted resin region
and the pore diffusivity is determined from the free solution diffusivity taking into
account the tortuosity of the pores in the resin. Comparison of predictions from the
two models with breakthrough curves derived from fixed-bed column experiments for
bovine serum albumin (BSA) on Sephadex A-50, and BSA on DEAE-Sepharose
indicated that the two-phase resistance model gave the better agreement with
experimental data. The shrinking core model predicted broader breakthrough curves
possibly because of the more imprecise determination of the pore diffusion coefficient.
The optimisation of the process chromatography of proteins has been discussed by
Janson and Hedman" and a simplified treatment for optimisation of production rate
is presented. For such processes these authors conclude that it is more profitable to
increase throughput by increasing selectivity rather than column efficiency.

A simplified model for multi-component fixed-bed adsorption is described by
Moon and Lee2 1 based on the assumption that a linear driving force approximation is
valid in describing the intraparticle surface diffusion. The Freundlich-type multi
component isotherm (taken as suitable for highly heterogeneous adsorbents such as
activated carbon) and the ideal adsorbed-solution theory were incorporated with the
model to deal with competitive adsorption. Model parameters were estimated from
correlations and obtained from single-component batch experiments. The model was
satisfactorily used in predicting breakthrough curves for two-component simulta
neous and counter-current adsorptions of phenols on activated carbon in fixed beds.
An advantage claimed for the method is that computational times are small compared
to those for diffusion models .

.In studies of the uptake of various amino acids by two ion-exchange resins Carta
et al.2 2 found that a model for ion-exchange equilibrium which takes into account
heterogeneity offunctional groups on the resins gave an excellent correlation of binary
data. By using parameters determined only from binary measurements the model was
successfully extended to the prediction of multi-component equilibria. An equilibrium
stage model which incorporates solution and ion-exchange equilibria is also presented
for the prediction of packed-bed separation processes. The model which requires only
equilibrium data was found to provide an approximate representation of multi
component packed-bed concentration profiles. Ching and Ruthverr'? report results
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for the sorption and diffusion of some amino acids in ZX zeolite crystals of 50 /lm size.
The intercrystalline diffusivities were determined to be in the range of 10- 7 to 10- 9

cm's -1 showing a regular decrease with increasing molecular weight of amino acid.
The research showed that it should be possible to obtain an efficient separation of
smaller from larger amino acids based on size-selective exclusion.

Adsorption of pollutants onto activated carbon in fixed beds has been studied by
McKay and Bin0 2 4

, who present a model based on external mass transport and
internal pore diffusion for irreversible adsorption to predict breakthrough curves.
Effective pore diffusion coefficients were determined for each sorbate carbon system
by comparison of the predicted curves with experimental data by using a best-fit
method. Reasonable agreement was achieved between predicted and measured
breakthrough curves for phenol, p-chlorophenol and mercury, but the measured
curves for sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) were broader than could be fitted. This was
explained as due to the assumption of an irreversible isotherm not being applicable to
SDS.

The influence of pore and particle size on the frontal uptake of proteins for
silica-based anion-exchange packings is discussed by Kopaciewicz et al.25. Results
from a mathematical model used to compute radial adsorption profiles across the
adsorbent particles for frontal uptake showed that restricted intraparticle diffusion
due to insufficient pore size leads to incomplete use of the internal surface area giving
a reduced loading of the packing.

Moon and Tien 2 6 give details of the use of pseudo-species representation in the
modelling of fixed-bed adsorption involving solutions containing unknown ad
sorbates of favourable adsorption behaviour. To demonstrate the validity of the
method experimental data for the fixed-bed adsorption of humic substances from
aqueous solutions by activated carbon were compared with model predictions with
good agreement. A mathematical model of a fixed-bed ligand-exchange column is
described by Bolden and Groves!", The model based on a Langmuir isotherm,
liquid-phase film resistance and a single-resin phase effective diffusivity gave
satisfactory prediction of experimental breakthrough curves for butylamine and
diglycolamine on a Cu(II)-loaded carboxylic acid resin. Ching et al.28 discuss the
modelling ofa counter-current adsorption process for separation of a fructose-glucose
mixture at high concentrations where the equilibrium isotherms deviate from linear. It
is shown that an equilibrium stage model with due correction for the concentration
dependence of the apparent distribution coefficients, provide a good representation of
the system behaviour.

A model to simulate the separation of a two-component mixture in preparative
scale non-linear liquid chromatography is presented by Guiochon and Ghodbane-?
with boundary conditions corresponding to the elution oflarge-concentration profiles,
neglecting axial diffusion and assuming that the kinetics of radial mass transfer is
infinitely fast. The model consists of two mass balance equations, one for each
component, and the equations are solved numerically by a finite difference method.
The predicted elution profiles compare reasonably well with experimental data from
the literature. Wade et al.3 0 present the impulse input solution to the equations
describing non-linear chromatography and discuss applications to physicochemical
measurements in affinity chromatography and the implications for optimisation of
preparative-scale separations. The model is used to characterise the retention
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behaviour of p-nitrophenyl-a-D-mannopyranoside on silica-bound Concanavilin-A
affinity columns. The analysis gives information on adsorption-desorption rate
constants and the binding site density for the more populous binding site in
immobilized Concanavilin-A.

In a comprehensive study Knox and Pyper 3 1 present details of a framework for
maximising throughput in preparative liquid chromatography. The work shows that
concentration overload rather than volume overload provides the greatest through
put, and that the plate height concept can be used in optimisation computations. The
use of computer simulation to optimise HPLC gradients for the separation of either
small or large molecules is discussed in a series of papers by Ghrist et al.32, and Ghrist
and Snyder 3 3

,3 4 . The method is to use a small number of experimental runs to measure
sample characteristics which can be related to retention in gradient elution, and then to
use computer simulation to predict retention as a function of any gradient conditions.
The papers present information on minimising errors in computer simulations, the use
of such simulations to determine the effects of different variables,' and give
recommendations for an efficient approach to the design of optimised gradients for
complex samples by using computer simulations. In further papers Snyder et al.3 5 and
Cox et al.3 6 report the use of the Craig model as a basis for computer simulations for
mass-overloaded gradient elution for Langmuir and non-Langmuir isotherms related
to the preparative separation of peptide and protein samples by HPLC. It seems
possible to quantitatively predict bandwidth and resolution as a function of
small-sample retention data, experimental conditions and sample size. The work leads
to a proposed systematic approach for designing the preparative- or process-scale
separation ofprotein mixtures by reversed-phase gradient elution. In a complementary
development, Hodges et ai.3 7 give details of the use of a computer program to assist
workers in devising methods of size-exclusion, cation-exchange, and reversed-phase
HPLC for the analytical separation and purification of biologically active peptides and
peptide fragments from enzymatic and chemical digests of proteins. It is stated that the
program has the ability to examine the effects of flow-rate, gradient rate and sample
size on the separation, and that use ofthe program to simulate experiments eliminates
the time consuming trial-and-error methods used to determine suitable separation or
purification methods.

The review illustrates the current wide range of applications of modelling to
assist the design and optimisation of adsorption and chromatographic separation
processes. It is seen that a general approach to modelling involves solution of mass
balance and rate relationships for given boundary conditions and with knowledge of
equilibrium and kinetic parameters. Models have different degrees of complexity
depending on the simplifying assumptions made to achieve the required prediction
with a reasonable degree ofaccuracy and computation time. It is desirable that a model
should have as wide an application as possible and yet be of sufficient simplicity that
the parameters needed to implement the model can be obtained with accuracy from
small-scale experiments or from the literature. Details are now presented of
complementary work in our laboratories to meet a general requirement for computer
programs to predict the performance of batch stirred-tank and packed-bed column
adsorption and chromatography units, whilst also determining equilibrium and
kinetic parameters (for input to the simulation programs) by using fitting techniques to
experimental data.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF BATCH STIRRED-TANK AND PACKED-BED COLUMN

ADSORPTION AND CHROMATOGRAPHIC UNITS

The models are formulated for single- and multi-component adsorption, and for
packed-bed column operation deal with both frontal analysis and elution chroma
tography. In frontal analysis the sample is fed continuously to the column until
breakthrough occurs. Loading is stopped at an appropriate time after breakthrough,
and is generally followed by a washing stage to remove excess sample from the
intersticies of the packed bed. Elution is then commenced to desorb and separate or
recover desired components. In elution chromatography a small amount of sample is
fed to the column, then the eluent, which has no affinity for the adsorbent and may be
the same as the sample solvent, is introduced and separation of the components is
achieved in the form of bands. In this paper isocratic elution in which the same eluent is
used throughout is dealt with.

Two types of predictive method are described. The first is based on simple kinetic
type rate expressions for mass transfer, the second is a more complex model taking into
account liquid film and pore diffusion resistances to mass transfer, which may be
suitable for cases where the simple kinetic type model is inadequate.

Batch stirred-tank, simple kinetic model
The adsorption process is formulated in terms of a reaction law which leads to

a Langmuir type isotherm at equilibrium. The model is one used earlier by Chase'",
and is similar to models described by Thomas 3 9

,40 as applied to ion exchange and
chromatography.

The Langmuir isotherm is given by

* _ Qm c*
q - c* + K

d

(I)

where c* and q* are the values ofc and q at equilibrium, Qm is the maximum adsorption
capacity of the adsorbent, and Kd is the dissociation constant. Thus Qm can be
evaluated from isotherm measurements as the value q* tends to asymptotically as c*
tends to a high value, and K; is the value of c* when q* = Qm/2. The dissociation
constant K d is equal to the ratio of backward and forward rate constants K z/K 1 for the
process.

The forward rate constant K 1 can be evaluated from small-scale experiments to
determine the rate of uptake of adsorbate, which then allows Kz to be computed as
KdK1 .

For mono-component adsorption, or for multi-component adsorption without
competition between species for adsorption sites, the mass balance and rate equations
can be solved to give analytical solutions. For multi-component adsorption with
competition between species for adsorption sites the rate equations are modified to
comply with a model given by Chase 4 1

, and it is then necessary to solve the equations
numerically. This is facilitated by writing the computer programs in conjunction with,
the Harwell code FACSIMILE (Curtis and Sweetenhamf'') which is a program for
solving initially valued ordinary differential equations.
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Packed-bed column, simple kinetic model
For column simulation two processes within the column have been considered,

adsorption and flow of adsorbate down the column. At each point along the column,
the system is described by two values, the total concentration of adsorbate in the
mobile phase, c, and the local concentration of adsorbate in the stationary phase, q. It
is assumed that the system is well mixed across the column so c and q only vary with
distance along the column. Transport along the column is governed by the fluid, the
solute is assumed to flow with the fluid and to diffuse through it, whereas the adsorbed
adsorbate is unaffected by the fluid. The height of the packed bed in the column is
taken to be L, and the adsorbate in solution flows down the column with speed V,
where V is the interstitial velocity expressed as

F
V=-

ae;
(2)

where Fis the fluid volume entering the column in unit time, a the cross-sectional area
of the column, and s, the interstitial porosity of the packed bed.

Under these conditions the equations governing the process are

(3)

oq
ot (4)

where D, is the axial dispersion coefficient, t the time, z the distance along the column,
Qm the maximum capacity of the adsorbent, and q the concentration of the adsorbed
material in consistent units.

For mono-component adsorption for the case where the axial dispersion is
negligible eqns. 3 and 4 become

oc
ot (5)

(6)

Eqns. 5 and 6 can be solved analytically (Thomas!", Chase'" and Cowan et al.1
)

the form of the analytical solution depending on the boundary conditions, given by the
amount of adsorbate flowing into the column and the amount of adsorbate bound to
the bed when the adsorption process starts. In further work analytical solutions have
been given to eqns. 5 and 6 for loading, washing and elution conditions (Sweeten
hamf").

When axial dispersion is of importance for given boundary conditions with
a single solute eqns. 3 and 4 are solved numerically by use of the FACSIMILE code.
Numerical solutions to the equations can be found by assuming the column to be an
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array of well mixed cells and then solving ordinary differential equations for the value
of C and q in each cell, so that the equations can be solved for a wide range of
mathematical models. For multi-component adsorption with competition between
species the appropriate forms of eqns. 3 and 4 with axial diffusion, or eqns. 5 and
6 without axial dispersion are solved numerically by use of the FACSIMILE code.

The liquid film plus pore diffusion model
To give an alternative method of calculation when the simple kinetic model

proves inadequate (Cowan?"), particularly where the mass transfer is dependent on
diffusion within the porous structure of the adsorbent, equations are presented
applicable to a model (Horstmann and Chase4 5

,4 6 ) taking into account the liquid film
and pore diffusion resistances to mass transfer.

From the Horstmann and Chase4 5
,4 6 model the material balance in the particle

is taken as

(7)

where Cj is the solute concentration in the pore fluid, De the effective pore diffusivity of
the adsorbate in the particle phase, Cj the intraparticle porosity, and q; the local solid
phase concentration of adsorbed material in mass of adsorbate per unit adsorbent
solid volume.

Eqn. 7 is subject to boundary conditions at the centre and radius of the particle as
follows

OCj •
- = 0 at r = 0or

and, at the surface of the particle, the flux of solute is constant so

(8)

(9)

where Cb is the concentration of the solute in the bulk fluid, k, the liquid film mass
transfer coefficient, and R the radius of the particle.

For adsorption in a stirred tank, Horstmann and Chase4 5
,46 give the relation at

the surface of the particle as

(10)

where Vs is the total volume of the adsorbent particles assumed to be spheres, and VL

the volume of external fluid.
Eqns. 7-10 are solved numerically by again implementing the FACSIMILE

code.
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Measurement of physical parameters
To use the models knowledge of the mono-component equilibrium adsorption

isotherms and process kinetics is required. From the adsorption isotherms values of
the maximum capacity and dissociation constant can be derived, and from the kinetics
curves values of the forward rate constant (for the simple kinetic model), or the liquid
film mass transfer coefficient and effective pore diffusion coefficient can be computed
(for the liquid film plus pore diffusion model).

A common method (Chase", Fowell and Chase" 7 , and Cowan et al.1,2·44) of
generating adsorption isotherms from small-scale experiments is to shake known
amounts of adsorbent with various concentrations of adosrbate solution of known
volume, until equilibrium is attained, allowing equilibrium parameters to be deter
mined.

An alternative method for measurement of adsorption isotherms is to use a small
packed-bed recirculation system (Horstmann et al.4 8

) in which aliquots of adsorbate
are successively added to a reservoir whose contents are recirculated by being pumped
through a fixed bed of adsorbent. The level of adsorbate is continuously monitored at
the column outlet by flow spectrophotometry and when the system is in equilibrium as
evidenced by the lack of change of the level of adsorbate in the liquid phase, a further
aliquot of adsorbate is added. An advantage of the technique is that the adsorbent is
kept within the packed bed at all times, removing the possibility of adsorbent
disintegration which may occur as the result of the mixing process in stirred-cell
systems.

To provide data for the prediction of the elution stage it is desirable to check the
isotherms for adsorption in the presence of eluent (Cowan et al.2

) , in parallel with the
equilibrium measurements without eluent.

To measure kinetic parameters several workers (Chase '", Horstmann et al.r",
and Cowan et al.1,2) have used a small stirred-cell apparatus to contact adsorbent and
adsorbate solution of known concentration and monitored concentration changes of
adsorbate by UV spectrophotometry to determine the rate of uptake of adsorbate by
the adsorbent. In circumstances where it is not possible to use UV spectrophotometry
the same investigators have used discrete sampling techniques with off-line assay to
determine solution concentration changes with time. Many adsorption processes are
performed in columns and, although small stirred-cell experiments provide useful
information, small-scale column experiments may be required to provide appropriate
kinetic data particularly if the liquid film mass transfer resistance is of importance
(Cowan et al.1, Cowan?"). By measuring the breakthrough curve for a system it is
possible to derive isotherm and kinetic parameters for the adsorption stage, and from
the elution curve it is possible to derive data related to the elution kinetics.

Particle and pore size can have a significant effect on adsorption parameters
(Horstmann et al/:", Kopaciewicz et al.2 5

) so it is desirable that experiments be
performed on the same size particles as would be used in the actual process. In
addition, it is required to simulate the appropriate process physical conditions
particularly pH, ionic strength, temperature, and concentrations ofother components
if these compete or modify the adsorption process.
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Codes for physical parameter derivation and simulation of adsorption and chromato
graphic processes

The modelling work described in this paper has led to the development within the
BIOSEP project at Harwell of a suite of computer programs for application to the
prediction of adsorption and chromatographic processes. The codes are of two types,
those for the prediction of the performance of batch stirred-tank and packed-bed
column units, and those for fitting parameters to batch stirred-cell or packed-bed
column experimental results to derive requisite physical parameter data. The codes are
written for use on appropriate IBM PC AT or compatible microcomputers, or for use
on mainframe machines. Brief details of the codes are given in this section.

Derivation of physical parameters from isotherm measurements
The code used for analysis ·of isotherm data to determine whether a Langmuir

isotherm can be fitted is called LANGFIT. The program takes the data and, if
a Langmuir isotherm is applicable, fits the parameters K d , the dissociation constant,
and Qrn, the maximum capacity of the adsorbent, to the data. In doing this the code
takes into account errors estimated or measured from the experimental protocol. The
program gives the 5.0 and 95.0% confidence limits within which the actual values of
Qrn and K d are expected to lie.

Programs for fitting parameters to batch stirred-tank adsorption data
Three computer programs have been written to derive physical parameters by

fitting to batch stirred-tank mono-component data. These codes are given the names
KIFIT, TANFITK and TANFITP. The KIFIT and TANFIT codes are based on the
simple kinetic model. KIFIT allows values of the forward rate constant K 1 to be
determined, whereas TANFITK enables values of Qrn, Kd and K 1 to be fitted
depending on available data. The TANFITP code is based on the liquid film plus pore
diffusion model, and may be used to fit values of the liquid film mass transfer
coefficient, k f , and the effective pore diffusivity, De.

Simulation of batch stirred-tank adsorption units
The codes which have been developed for predicting the performance of batch

stirred-tank adsorption units are designated as TANSIMK, TANSIMA and TAN
SIMP. The TANSIMK and TANSIMA programs both incorporate the simple kinetic
model. For the prediction of multi-component adsorption TANSIMK assumes that
there is no competition between components for sites on the adsorbent, whereas
TANSIMA takes into account competition between components for sites on the
adsorbent. TANSIMP is based on the liquid film plus pore diffusion model and
currently is used for mono-component adsorption in stirred tank adsorbers when pore
diffusion is of significance.

Program for fitting parameters to packed-bed column adsorption data
The COLOFITK program utilising the simple kinetic model is used to fit Qrn, K1

and the backward rate constant K 2 to packed-bed column mono-component
adsorption data, and may be applied to experimental results from loading, washing
and elution stages.
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Simulation ofpacked-bed column adsorption and chromatographic units
The programs which have been written to predict the performance of packed

bed adsorption columns are COLOSIMK, COLOSIMA and COLOSIMP. The
COLOSIMK and COLOSIMA codes include the simple kinetic model and predict the
loading, washing and elution stages of packed-bed operation. The COLOSIMK code
may be used to predict multi-component adsorption when there is no competition
between components for sites on the adsorbent, whereas COLOSIMA predicts
multi-component adsorption with competition between adsorbate components for
sites on the adsorbent. In addition, COLOSIMA may be used to compute the effect of
axial dispersion. The COLOSIMP code which incorporates the liquid film plus pore
diffusion model is used to predict the loading, washing and elution stages of
packed-bed operation for mono-component adsorption when pore diffusion is of
significance.

PARAMETER FITTING

The BIOSEP parameter fitting codes, such as TANFITK and COLOFITK, are
written to allow the user to specify the values of some of the parameters governing
adsorption and for the code to fit the remaining parameters to the supplied data. The
data supplied by the user can come from one or more different experiments which
involve the same set of adsorbate species with different initial concentrations for the
species in the different experiments.

This provides the user with a lot of flexibility, but means that the user can easily
provide insufficient data to fix all the parameter values. For example, suppose that
a user uses TANFITK to fit Qm, K d and K 1 to data from several kinetics experiments
where the data values were only measured at large times when the system had reached
equilibrium. In that case, the fitting code may be able to determine values for Qm, and
Kd , which depend only on the isotherm. However, the code would not be able to
determine a value for K 1 and the code's output would give values for Qm and Kd and
would state that the value of K 1 could not be determined by the data.

In all the fitting codes, the program first finds the best fit that it can. It then
determines whether the fit to the experimental data is within the error estimates
provided by the user. Finally, the code determines whether the parameter values are
uniquely determined, and if not the code finds how the parameters can be altered
without making the fit significantly worse.

EXAMPLES OF CODE VALIDATION WORK

Work to validate and apply the codes is ongoing and typical examples are given
here of results from such work for both batch stirred-tank and packed-bed adsorption
and chromatographic units. The experimental work associated with this research has
involved studies of the adsorption of mono- and multi-component amino acids by the
anion exchanger Duolite A-162, and several of the examples are taken from these
studies. Duolite A-162 is a macroporous cross-linked polystyrene matrix with
-N+ (CH 3hCzH40H functional groups to provide ion-exchange capacity, available as
rigid beads resistant to attrition and osmotic shocks.
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Batch stirred-tank examples
The LANGFIT code has been used extensively to analyse results from

small-scale stirred-cell contactor experiments to derive physical parameters from
Langmuir isotherms taking into account error estimates in experimental quantities.
Fig. I illustrates the graphical output from the program showing the fit obtained by
using LANGFIT to isotherm results for the adsorption of glutamic acid by Duolite
A-162. The values of the maximum adsorbent capacity and dissociation constant were
well determined, LANGFIT fitting values of Qrn equal to 295 mg/g (with 5 and 95%
confidence limits of 270-321 mg/g) and Kd as 0.015 mg/ml (with confidence limits of
0.0093-0.024 mg/ml), respectively. Computation time for the example using an IBM
PC AT microcomputer was 2.7 min.

Results have also been obtained from small-scale batch stirred-cell experiments
for the mono-component adsorption ofamino acids toDuolite A-162 to 'determine the
rate of loss of the amino acids from solution for various conditions. The TANFITK
code has been applied to the analysis of such results to derive in particular values of the
forward rate constant K 1 • A typical fit obtained by using the TANFITK code to
analyse data for the adsorption of glutamine by Duolite A-162 is shown in Fig. 2. From
the analysis a value of K 1 was derived as 0.099 ml min/mg with 5 and 95% confidence
limits of 0.09-0.109 ml min/mg. Analysis of isotherm data for the adsorption of
glutamine by Duolite A-162 yielded a value of the dissociation constant K d as 0.018
mg/ml. Hence the value of the backward rate constant K2 for the adsorption of
glutamine by Duolite A-162 for the conditions studied can be derived as K 2 = K d K 1

305

01-E.
cr

0.0 +-------------------...,
1.800.00

c* (rnq/rnl )

Fig. 1. LANGFIT analysis of isotherm results for the adsorption of glutamic acid by Duolite A-162.
o = Observed q*;-- = calculated q*.
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giving K 2 = 0.0018 min - J. The computation time for this example was 3.2 min using
the IBM PC AT microcomputer.

In further research, a pilot-scale batch stirred-tank rig has been used to study
mono- and multi-component adsorption, washing and elution of amino acids by
Duolite A-162. The main features and dimensions of the batch stirred tank and the
apparatus to monitor adsorbate concentration changes during experiments are shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. A 10-1 volume of the appropriate amino acid solution was used with 50
g dry mass of Duolite A-162, which had been previously regenerated by using
1 M sodium hydroxide solution. To achieve a reasonably uniform suspension of the
adsorbent and adequate mixing, the stirred tank was fitted with four stainless-steel
baffles and a stirrer operating at a speed of 198 r.p.m. The baffles were sealed to the
tank walls to prevent attrition of the Duolite A-162 in any gaps which could otherwise
have formed between the baffle and vessel wall. In addition to the on-line monitoring
of the experiments using the apparatus shown in Fig. 4, a fraction collector was used to
take small samples at predetermined times, and solution concentration changes
through the experiments were ascertained from analysis of the samples using HPLC.

The type of analysis which can be applied to results from the pilot-scale batch
stirred-tank multi-component amino acid adsorption experiments is illustrated with
reference to data for the adsorption of the three-component mixture asparagine,
glutamine and serine, each with an initial concentration of 0.6 gil, by Duolite A-162.
The pH of the amino acid solution was not measured in the experiment but was
estimated to be between pH 5 and 6. A complimentary code to TANSIMA known as
TANFITA was used in the analysis. TANFITA has the ability to fit to multi
component data to derive physical parameters when either there is no competition

0.6-

E
c,
E
v

o

90.0

0.0+--------------------,

0.0
TIME (min)

Fig. 2. TANFITK analysis of kinetic results for the adsorption of glutamine by Duolite A-162.
o = Observed c;-- = calculated c.
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Fig. 3. Detail of pilot-scale stirred-tank adsorption unit.

between components for adsorption sites on the adsorbent, or when there is
competition between components for adsorption sites on the adsorbent.

Initially, the TANFITA code was used to try to derive values of the maximum
capacity Qrn, and the forward and backward rate constants K 1 and K 2 from

Variable
speed stirrer

Baffled Tank

Fig. 4. Pilot-scale batch adsorption rig instrumentation.
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mono-component equilibrium and kinetic results for serine, asparagine and glutamine
and from the multi-component pilot-scale experiment for the simultaneous adsorption
of serine, asparagine and glutamine assuming no competition between the components
for adsorption sites. No fits could be obtained for the physical parameters. The
exercise was repeated but with the assumption that in the multi-component experiment
there was competition between components for adsorption sites. In this case well
determined values of the physical parameters were derived. These values of Qm, K[ and
K 2 were then used with the TANSIMA code to simulate the three-component adsorp
tion of serine, asparagine and glutamine by Duolite A-162. Fig. 5 presents a compari-
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Fig. 5. TANSIMA simulation of the adsorption of serine, asparagine and glutamine by Duolite A-162.
Asparagine: 0 = experimental, -- = predicted; glutamine: EEl = experimental: - - - - = predicted:
serine: x = experimental; --- = predicted. c in mg/ml.
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son between the experimental data and the predicted adsorption characteristics. It is
seen from Fig. 5 that the change in concentration of asparagine is well predicted
through the experiment. The rate of fall in the concentrations of serine and glutamine
are also well predicted over the initial stage of the adsorption process. Subsequently,
the model overpredicts the uptake of glutamine and underpredicts the uptake of serine,
indicating that in this case the model may require a further degree of refinement.

Packed-bed column examples
The programme of experimental work for code validation is being extended to

studies of multi-component amino acid adsorption by Duolite A-162 in packed-bed
columns. An example of the use of the modelling codes to support this work has been
the use of the COLOSIMA code to predict the adsorption of the binary component
mixture tryptophan and aspartic acid by Duolite A-162 in a small-scale packed-bed
column. In this exercise the values of the maximum capacity of the adsorbent Qm, and
the dissociation constant Kd were obtained from mono-component isotherm experi
ments, and the forward and backward rate constants K 1 and K 2 for each component
were derived from binary component small-scale batch stirred-cell adsorption
experiments. Using this data Fig. 6 shows a prediction from the COLOSIMA code for
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Fig. 6. COLOSIMA simulation of the adsorption of tryptophan (- - - -) and aspartic acid (--) by Duolite
A-162.
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the adsorption of tryptophan and aspartic acid by Duolite A-162 in a small-scale
column operating in frontal analysis mode. It was assumed that both the tryptophan
and aspartic acid were fed to the column in solution each at a concentration of 1.5
mg/ml. The predicted breakthrough curves shown in Fig. 6 are typical of competitive
adsorption. Fig. 6 indicates that tryptophan will be displaced from the adsorbent by
the aspartic acid such that after about 120 min the concentration of tryptophan at
outlet becomes greater than at inlet to the column. The tryptophan concentration at
column outlet is predicted to reach a maximum and ultimately becomes equal to the
inlet concentration when the amount of tryptophan on the column has fallen from its
maximum level to its equilibrium level. At this stage the breakthrough curve for
aspartic acid is completed and the concentration of aspartic acid at the column outlet
becomes equal to the inlet concentration to the column.

To obtain experimental results to compare with predictions from the COLO
SIMP code both small- and pilot-scale packed-bed column experiments have been
completed for the loading, washing and elution of aspartic acid onto and from Duolite
A-162. The small-scale packed-bed column apparatus is shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 7. Aspartic acid solution was pumped downwards through the column which is 1.6
em in diameter with a packed-bed height of 12.7 cm. The outlet concentration of
aspartic acid from the column was monitored on-line by using a UV flow cell, but small
samples were also taken from the outlet stream for off-line analysis. This is necessary
since care is required with on-line UV measurements at 214 nm to check that correct
concentrations are being measured and that there is no interfering absorption from

Column Packed
with Duolite A-162

_ /UV Delector

/ "",,""

UV --___ Char t
Recorder

Peristaltic
Pump

Aspartic
Acid
Solution

To Waste and Samples
for Ninhydrin Analysis

Fig. 7. Diagram of small-scale packed-bed column apparatus.
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hydroxyl ions at low aspartic acid concentrations. The flowsheet for the pilot-scale
packed-bed column rig is given in Fig. 8. The pilot-scale column was constructed of
perspex with a column diameter of 8.8 em and a packed-bed height of 11.5 ern. The
column was normally operated in the downflow mode. As can be seen from Fig.
8 liquid was pumped in sequence from each of the holding tanks to the column to allow
regeneration, loading, washing and elution to proceed in turn. The column outlet has
a liquid sampling port which is used as a take-off point for liquid to be analysed by an
on-line UV absorption detector or to allow samples to be taken for off-line analysis, for
example, by HPLC.

Examples are presented in Figs. 9 and 10 of predictions from the CO LOSIMP
code with experimental data from the small- and pilot-scale columns respectively for
both columns operating under similar conditions. In using the COLOSIMP code an
estimate of the liquid film mass transfer coefficient was obtained from a correlation
given by Wilson and Geankoplis"" as

Sh = 1.09 Re l / 3 SC1/ 3 for 0.0015 < Re < 55
Be
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Fig. 8. Diagram of the B10SEP mass transfer rig.
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where Sh is the Sherwood number (krdp/DL ) , Re the Reynolds number based on the
mean particle diameter in the packed bed, Sc the Schmidt number, l3e the interstitial
porosity, dp the mean particle diameter, and DL the diffusivity of solute in bulk
solution.

An estimate of the diffusivity for aspartic acid in bulk liquid was obtained from
an empirical correlation given as

7.7'10- 16 T
D L = f../.(V 1/ 3 _ ViP)

(12)

where V, the molar volume of aspartic acid, was determined from Kopp's law of
additive volumes (Coulson and Richardson?"), Vo = 0.008 for diffusion in dilute
water solutions, Tis the absolute temperature of the liquid and f../. is the liquid viscosity.
The values of the maximum capacity of the adsorbent Qrn and the dissociation constant
Kd for use with COLOSIMP for the loading and washing stages were obtained from
LANGFIT analysis of equilibrium data for the adsorption of aspartic acid by Duolite
A-I62, taking into account the 5 and 95% confidence limits. For the elution stage Kd

was set to the relatively high finite value of30 mg/ml as K 1 ---> 0 for 1 M sodium chloride
as eluent.

The mass of resin per unit volume of packed bed was higher in the pilot-scale
column than in the small-scale column probably caused by different wall and particle
packing effects. The difference was compensated for in the computer analysis by
specifying different interstitial porosity values. The value of the interstitial porosity
was taken as 0.36 for the small-column experiment and 0.3 for the pilot-scale column
experiment.

Consideration of Figs. 9 and 10 indicates (for the cases given) reasonable
agreement between the small- and pilot-scale experimental data. Simulations were
achieved by using COLOSIMP taking a value ofkrcomputed from eqn. 11 and varying
the effective pore diffusivity, Ir., until a good fit was obtained to the experimental
results. It is seen from Figs. 9 and 10, that by using COLOSIMP with values of kr =

0.116 ern/min, and D; = 5' 10- 4 cm 2/min for both the small- and pilot-scale columns
acceptable prediction of the breakthrough and washing curves are obtained for both
columns. Prediction of the elution stage with Kd taken equal to 30 mg/rnl is more
approximate. The computation time for examples of the type given in Figs. 9 and 10
was 2.5 h on a COMPAQ 386 microcomputer, for calculations with 20 computational
cells along the column and 10 particle segments.

The fixed-bed codes may also be used to simulate the separation of components
for isocratic elution chromatography conditions, and to determine the effect of
changing different operational parameters. An example to illustrate the use of the
COLOSIMK code to simulate the separation of a two-component mixture is shown in
Fig. 11. A further example is given in Fig. 12 of the use of the COLOSIMA code to
determine the effect of packed-bed length on the resolution of two components in
elution chromatography. From Fig. 12 it is seen that as the bed length is increased it is
predicted that the resolution of the two components will be increased. However,
although resolution is improved, the peaks are broader (and hence the eluted material
is more dilute) in the simulations with longer beds.
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Fig. 9. COLOSlMP simulation of the loading, washing and elution in a small-scale packed-bed column for
the aspartic acid-Duolite A-162 system. Column type, small-scale Pharmacia, packed-bed height 12.5 em,
column diameter 1.6 em; superficial velocity, 1.79 em/min; bead size range, 710-850 pm. COLOSIMP
parameters: Qm = 270 mg/g, k, = 0.116 em/min. D,. = 5· 10- 4 cm2/min. Kd = 0.01 mg/ml, interstitial
porosity = 0.36, intraparticle porosity = 0.45.
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Fig. 10.COLOSIMP simulation of the loading, washing and elution in a pilot-scale packed-bed column for
the aspartic acid-Duolite A-162 system. Column type, pilot-scale Perspex, packed-bed height 11.5 em,
column diameter 8.8 em; superficial velocity, 1.79 em/min; bead size range, 710-850 11m. COLOSIMP
parameters: Qrn = 245 mg/g, k, = 0.116 em/min, D; = 5' 10- 4 cm2jmin, Kd = 0.01 mg/rnl, interstitial
porosity = 0.30, intra particle porosity = 0.45.
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APPLICATION OF THE CODES

The simulation codes can be used to assist design. In design the requirements of
the separation process are specified and it is desired to determine the adsorption
equipment options which will meet the process specification. Ideally a design code
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Fig. 12. Effect of column bed length on resolution of two components, column bed length 5 (0), 10(+ ) or 20
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would allow the major options to be computed, and with the incorporation of simple
cost formulae would allow the alternative designs to be evaluated on a relative cost
basis. Thus, design is concerned with evaluating the geometry of the contacting
equipment for given operating conditions. To assist with design, the initial conditions
for a separation would be specified to the appropriate simulation codes together with
possible stirred-tank or packed-bed geometries for the process, and the codes would be
used to predict the performance of the equipment to allow the evaluation of possible
designs.

The simulation codes may also be used to assist with process optimisation. In
process optimisation it is assumed that the scale and geometry of-the batch stirred-tank
or packed-bed column adsorption equipment is fixed, and it is necessary to consider
the effect ofchanging operating variables on performance. Such variables may include
the initial feed concentration or composition in a batch stirred tank or volumetric
flow-rate in a packed-bed column, the physical characteristics of the solution and the
operating protocol. Optimisation is necessary to ensure that the plant is running at its
most effective, which usually means highest productivity or yield at acceptable purity.
Increasing productivity means increasing the amount of material which is processed
per unit time, which can be achieved by reducing the overall process time or by
increasing the amount ofmaterial for a set process time. For optimisation purposes the
conditions for the separation would be specified to the simulation code together with
the adsorption plant geometry, for example, packed-bed height, column diameter. The
simulation code would then be used to predict systematically the performance of the
plant for different operating conditions, to allow the optimum conditions to be
evaluated.

CONCLUSION

A suite ofcomputer programs has been developed for application to adsorption
and chromatographic processes. The programs are of two types, those for simulation
of adsorption, washing and elution in batch stirred-tanks and packed-bed columns
and to simulate elution chromatography in packed-bed columns, and those which may
be used for the derivation of physical parameters relevant to equilibrium or kinetics in
terms of adsorbent maximum capacity, dissociation constant, forward and backward
rate constants, liquid film mass transfer coefficients and effective pore diffusion
coefficients. The programs provide aids to the design and optimisation of adsorption
processes.
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SCALE-UP AND OPTIMIZATION IN PRODUCTION LIQUID CHROMATO
GRAPHY

A. M. WILHELM and J. P. RIBA*

U.R.A. CNRS 192, ENS/CC, Chernin de la Loge, 31078 Toulouse (France)

SUMMARY

A strategy is presented for the scale-up and optimization ofa separation in liquid
chromatography. It requires first a complete representation of the system (a
mathematical model), but also an experimental evaluation of its parameters. The
model presented takes into account the axial dispersion in the mobile phase and both
internal and external resistances to mass transfer in the stationary phase. Small-scale
and pilot-plant experiments that yield the equilibrium isotherms, the kinetics of mass
transfer and the flow-pattern of the mobile phase are described. These techniques are
illustrated with the example of the separation of sugars with an ion-exchange resin.

With the aid of the mathematical model, it becomes possible to approach the
optimization of the process. The cost of the separation was found to be a good criterion
for production chromatography. The aim of the optimization program was to provide
a series of geometric and operating variables minimizing the criterion, taking into
account the process purposes: production rate, purity and the characteristics of the
apparatus.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the modelling and optimization of the separation of the
sugars D-xylose and D-mannose using an ion-exchange resin in the lead form with
water as eluent. The aim is to show through this example a technique for scaling-up,
i.e., how to predict the size and operating variables of a production apparatus from the
results of small-scale! experiments. This requires a mathematical model of the
chromatographic separation, then the experimental determination ofthe predominant
phenomena with the evaluation of their characteristic parameters and finally the
definition of the purposes and constraints of the separation in order to find the
optimum design parameters.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A gas or liquid chromatographic column is usually treated as a packed bed of
porous spheres submitted to a pulse of solute":". The transient mass balance will take
into account the following phenomena: dispersed plug flow in the mobile phase;

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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external resistance to mass transfer around the particles; internal diffusion inside the
particles; and adsorption on the solid" or exchange and diffusion in another phases
(e.g., a liquid grafted on the solid). The basic equations are as follows:

For the mobile phase:

ae _ D' a2e _ u: ae _ 3 . 1 - 8. rxD.(aq)
at - az2 az 8R 'ar r=R

accumulation dispersion convection transfer to stationary phase

(1)

The column inlet and outlet conditions are described by Danckwerts'? equations for
a "closed-closed" system.

For the stationary phase:

(2)

accumulation internal diffusion

with the boundary conditions

(3)

and

diffusion

(aq
) = 0ar r=O

external mass transfer

(4)

If other interactions are added, eqn. 2 becomes more complex and the number of
parameters greater.

In eqns. 1 and 2, dimensionless parameters can be introduced:
Peclet number:

Pe = uL/D

Number of transfer units:

NUT = k« 3(1 - 8)rxr/8R

Time ratio:
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These parameters represent dispersion in the liquid, external mass transfer and
diffusion in the particles, respectively.

If the equilibrium isotherm linking the concentrations C* (in the liquid) and q (in
the particles) is linear:

and

q= kC*

k' = ka(l - e)/e

(5)

This condition is often satisfied in the case of the separation of sugars on ion-exchange
resins 10.11.

Eqns. 1 and 2 can then be integrated by means of the Laplace transform. The
Laplace transform of the exit concentration is:

V- W
Cs = CePe' 2 2

V exp( - W) - W exp( - V)

W= Pe- V

1 + -±-[S - G(S)]}
Pe

(6)

where the function G(s) represents the phenomena occurring in the stationary phase:

(7)

By derivation of the Laplace transform, C" it is also possible to calculate the first two
moments of the exit curve:

m1 = r(l + k')

[
2 2 2 k'Jm2 = r 2 -(1 + k')2 +--' k'2 +-'-

Pe NUT 15 R1

(8)

(9)

It can be seen from eqn. 9 that the width of a peak (related to m2) depends on three
factors, flow pattern and external and internal mass transfer, and that these
phenomena act independently and in a similar manner. Hence it is impossible to
identify simultaneously, from a concentration peak, the parameters corresponding to
these phenomena.

As the separation mechanism of our system is based on the difference between
the strengths of sugar-ion complexes 12

•13 , adsorption can be neglected. In order to
reduce the number of parameters in our model, we tried to determine with small-scale
experiments which phenomenon is predominant.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
The separation of n-xylose and n-mannose!" was achieved on an ion-exchange

resin Duolite C-204/2078 (Rohm & Haas). The resin had a cross-linkage of 6.4% of
divinylbenzene and was in the lead form; the particle diameters ranged between 0.15
and 0.30 mm. A temperature of 50°C was chosen. The sugar concentrations in the feed
ranged between 100 and 500 kg/rn3

.

Equilibrium isotherms
Equilibrium isotherms were plotted by contacting 90 cm' of sugar solutions of

different concentrations Co with 10cm' ofwet resin in a well stirred reactor at constant
temperature. Samples of sugar solution were withdrawn and the concentration Ceq was
evaluated by refractometry when equilibrium had been reached. The concentration qeq

inside the resin was deduced from a mass balance on sugar. The isotherm at 50°C was
plotted (Fig. 1). For both sugars, the isotherms are linear in the working range with
values of the slopes ofkxylose = 0.33 and kmannose = 0.42. This linearity was a necessary
condition for a simple integration of the differential eqns. I and 2.

Internal diffusion
The kinetics of internal diffusion were studied in a stirred reactor, where

dispersion and external mass transfer could be neglected. The experimental apparatus
and conditions were the same as above, but the time dependence of the sugar
concentration in the liquid phase was studied.

For both sugars, equilibrium was reached by the first withdrawal (30 s); it was
therefore impossible to evaluate the diffusion coefficient, Di. However, we could
conclude that the diffusion inside the particles was very fast and consequently that this
phenomenon could be neglected, and that the concentration could be assumed to be
uniform in a particle.

200
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QI 100
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500400300200100
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C ( inthemobile phase)

Fig. I. Equilibrium isotherms of (0) D-xylose and (.) u-rnannose at SO°e.
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External resistance to mass transfer
External resistance to mass transfer depends on the hydrodynamic conditions

around the particles, so it has to be studied in a packed bed; we chose a thin bed where
dispersion could be neglected. The reactor used is shown in Fig. 2; it was adapted from
the differential reactor described by Ford et al.t ", A thin packed bed (2.5 em in
diameter, 1.5 em high) of particles was prepared between two stainless-steel grids.
A section of glass beads (I mm in diameter) placed at the reactor entrance allowed
a good distribution of liquid over the whole section of the reactor. A peristaltic pump
(Masterflex) ensured the recirculation of the liquid between the reactor and the
reservoir. The flow-rates ranged between 0.6 and 7 cm 3/min in order to have the same
velocities as in the column. The reactor and tubing were immersed in a constant
temperature water-bath.

The reservoir was initially charged with a sugar solution ofconcentration Coand
samples of concentration CL were withdrawn from the resevoir and analysed by
refractometry.

If the bed of resin is thin enough, we may assume that the amount of sugar fixed
in the reactor is very small and the concentration, C, in the reactor is uniform, and it is
possible to derive an expression for CL from the following mass balance:

in the reservoir:

in the reactor:

. dC _ * _. dq
VL dt - kLA(C - C) - Vs dt

C
L

=~ + f3Co exp( _ kLA . 1 + f3 . t)
1 + f3 1 + f3 VL f3

(10)

(II)

resins

metal grids

where f3 = k(Vs/VL) and q = kC*.
The experimental concentration CL/Co is plotted in Fig. 3 for D-xylose and the

mass transfer coefficient kL was obtained from eqn. 11. The values obtained for
different conditions of flow-rate and initial concentration are given on Table I,

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of differential reactor.
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Fig. 3. Time dependence of xylose concentration in the reservoir of the recirculation system. Experimental
conditions: Co = 10 gil; T = 50°C. Flow-rate: 0 = 1.6; • = 7 nil/min.

together with the corresponding values calculated using the correlation ofDwivedi and
Upadhyay!", It can be seen from Table I that our experimental kL values are consistent
with those calculated using the correlation and yield high values for NUT. The Peclet
numbers that would produce the same contribution to mz range between 30 000 and
100 000; it seems improbable that our Peclet numbers reached such values. Conse
quently, dispersion in the mobile phase can be considered as the limiting step in the
column.

Dispersion phenomenon
The column!" was a glass tube (200 em x 1.7em J.D.) packed by sedimentation

of the resin particles. The temperature was kept constant (50GC) with water circulated
through a jacket around the column. Deionized water, used as the eluent, was fed
downwards by a peristaltic pump at a flow-rate of 0.6 cm3/min. The sugar solution was
applied at the top of the column; generally the sample volume was 1.5 cm3, and the
sugar concentration ranged between 100 and 500 kg/m '. The sugar solutions were
synthetic, prepared with D-xylose (Prolabo) and D-mannose (Sigma or Extrasynthese)
in equal proportions.

TABLE I

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF kL AND NUT OBTAINED WITH DIFFERENT INITIAL CON
CENTRATIONS AND FLOW-RATES, COMPARED WITH t-: VALUES ISSUED FROM CORRE
LATIONS

Superficial Initial k L (experimental) k l, (correlation) NUT 2k'
velocity concentration (10- 3 cm]s) (10- 3 cm]s)

NUT
(cmlmin ) (gil)

Xylose Mannose

0.35 10 5.2 4.2 20000 6 10- 5

20 4.8 5.0
1.54 10 7 5.8 5000 2' 10- 4

20 8.1 8.7
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Fractions of 1-10 cm ' were collected automatically at the exit of the column with
a fraction collector (Gilson). Sugars were then assayed by refractometry (Milton-Roy)
after a separation by high-performance liquid chromatography using a Milton-Roy
system equipped with an Aminex HPX 87P column (Bio-Rad Labs.).

The void fraction of the packed bed was estimated as

volume of interstitial liquid
e=

volume of packed bed

The interstitial liquid was collected by opening the outlet and stopping the feed; e was
found to be 0.40.

The dispersion in the mobile phase may be assumed to be the unique source of
peak broadening. It therefore becomes possible to obtain Pe and k' from the response
curve of the column from the injection of one sugar.

If X is the dimensionless injection volume, the Laplace transform of the exit
concentration is given by eqn. 6, where

G(s) = - k~; Ce(s) = [I - exp( - Xs)]/Xs (12)

The identification technique involves the following steps: calculation of the Fourier
transform (using an FFT algorithm17) of the experimental concentr~!ion Cexp(t);

calculation by means ofeqns. 6 and 12 of the theoretical response curve, Ctheo (j2nj) as
a function of Pe and k'; and minimization of a criterion of the form

N-1[ J2E = i~O Ctheo(J2nfi) - Cexp(J2nfi) (13)

by a Gauss-Newton method.
As can be seen from Fig. 4, we obtained good agreement between the

experimental and theoretical curves, indicating that the model accurately describes the
behaviour of the column. The magnitude of the Peclet numbers (less than 4000) (Table
II) confirms the assumption that the term accounted for mass transfer in eqn. 9, is
much smaller than the hydrodynamic term.

OPTIMIZATION

We shall consider here that the column is fed with the sugar solution during time
intervals LIt separated by a period T.

The first step is then to determine the purposes of the /separation, the
requirements with respect to yield and purity, the technical limitations and the
different variables of the system. A number of workers'Pr" chose to maximize the
throughput Po (amount of product isolated per unit time), but this criterion seems
better suited to an occasional preparative separation (on an apparatus that already
exists). We preferred an economical criterion" to evaluate the performances of
a production set, and adopted the total separation cost per unit mass of product. Our
constraints are the purity of the product, the throughput (Po) and a technical
limitation, the maximum pressure drop over the column.
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Fig. 4. Separation of xylose and mannose at 30°C (experimental and calculated elution curves).
Experimental conditions: Co = 500 gil (50:50 xylose-rnannose); Q = 0.63 cm 3/min; Vi = 1.5 cm'. D =

Xylose (theoretical); • = xylose (experimental); • = mannosc (theoretical); 0 = mannosc (experi
mental).

Derivation of optimization equations
Purity. We specified that the separation had to be complete between solutes

A and B for one injection and for two following injections:

(14)

(15)

TABLE 11

Pe AND k' VALUES IDENTIFIED FROM EXPERIMENTS REALIZED WITH DIFFERENT
SUGAR FEED CONCENTRATIONS AND DIFFERENT COLUMN TEMPERATURES

Tempera- Injection concentration (gil) Injection concentration (gil)
lure
(0C) 100 300 500 100 300 500

30 Pe~ = 1430 Pex = 1442 k~ = 0.66 k~ = 0.66
PeM = 1085 PeM = 955 k~ = 0.96 k~ = 0.98

50 Pex = 2684 k' = 0.65x
PeM = 2310 k~ = 0.95

70 Pex = 4145 Pex = 2502 k~ = 0.61 k~ = 0.57
PeM = 3634 PeM = 2108 k~1 = 0.77 k~ = 0.76

a X = Xylose; M = mannose.
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These conditions lead to the following equalities at the optimum:
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(16)

(17)

This condition with respect to purity may seem too drastic, and can be replaced
by a maximum percentage superposition of the peaks.

Throughput: The throughput, Po, can be expressed as

Po = QCoLJt/T = c:SuCoLJt/T (18)

Variables. Two types of variables are involved, geometric (S, L) and operating
(u, T, LJt) variables. The particle diameter (dp) cannot be considered as a continuous
variable, and each value will be considered separately. The initial concentration Cowill
be the maximum concentration of the linear domain of the isotherms.

Criterion. The total separation cost involvesr" the costs of depreciation,
operating labour, maintenance, utilities and packing renewals. For simplification, we
consider here only the cost of the packing, G.

crit = G = SLg(dp ) (19)

where g is the cost of packing per unit volume. Substituting eqns. 16, 17 and 18 into
eqn. 19 yields

Without the constant term, it gives the following criterion:
crit = LT/uLJt

(20)

(21)

The optimization problem then consists in minimizing eqn. 21, together with eqns. 16
and 17, with respect to Land u, and with the constraint of maximum pressure drop:

LJP < LJPli m

LJP may be developed with the Blake-Kozeny equatiorr":

LJP = I] Lu/Ko

The expressions for t Ri and a, involved in eqns. 16 and 17 are given by eqns. 8 and 9,
where Pe and NUT are written as functions of the variables u and L using the
correlations of Chung and Wen 2 6 for Peclet numbers and Dwivedi and Upadhyay'"
for k L .

Results
The first result is that the optimum conditions yield for LJP the limit value, LJPli m ,

and that the optimum velocity is proportional toLJPlim (see Fig. 5). It can also be seen
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Fig. 5. Plot of interstitial velocity against pressure drop for optimum conditions.

from Fig. 6 that a higher LlP1im or a higher velocity will lead to a smaller criterion. It is
then interesting to work with high liquid velocities.

From Fig. 7 it can be concluded that the column length does not vary greatly in
this range of velocities; this is not the case for the column diameter, which is reduced by
a higher velocity.

As can be seen in Table III, the values of the optimum variables (the values but
not the trends) are very dependent of the value of the Peclet number, i.e., the efficiency
of the column. Hence it would be interesting to establish experimentally, on pilot
plants, more precise correlations for Peclet numbers.
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Fig. 6. Behaviour of the criterion and injection period with the velocity for optimum conditions.
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Fig. 7. Behaviour of column length and diameter with the velocity for optimum conditions.

TABLE III

INFLUENCE OF Peg NUMBER ON THE OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

Peg L (m) u (mm]s ) Crit (.I)

0.11 2.56 4.8 4844
0.20 1.79 6.8 2260
0.40 1.37 8.9 1223

CONCLUSION
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This work must be considered as a development of a strategy for scaling-up. It
requires three steps: modelling of the column, experimental determination of the
parameters and derivation of optimization equations. Each step has been simplified
here, but the method is still valid for more complex systems. The model can be
complicated if more phenomena are added (adsorption, etc.), but it will then require
the corresponding experiments to evaluate the new parameters. The model may also be
non-linear, and will then need a numerical integration. The optimization may also
involve less restrictive conditions on purity, or a more detailed cost function. However,
none of these factors will alter the principles of the method.

SYMBOLS

A Total area of particles in the reactor (m')
C solute concentration in the mobile phase (kg/m')
C* concentration in the liquid in equilibrium with the solid phase

C(s) Laplace transform of C(l)
de column diameter (m)
dp particle diameter (m)
D dispersion coefficient (m2/s)
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D, internal diffusion coefficient (m2/s)
I, frequency (s-1)
g cost of packing (US$/m 3

)

G separation cost (US$)
j complex number, P = - I
k distribution coefficient
k« mass transfer coefficient (cm/s)
k' capacity factor
K o permeability constant of the column
L column length (m)
L1 P pressure drop (Pa)
Pe Peclet number, uLID
Peg Peclet number, udpjD
Po throughput (kg/s)
Q flow-rate (cm3/min)

q concentration inside the particles (kg/m")
r distance from the centre of the particle (m)
R particle radius (m)
s dimensionless Laplace variable
S column cross-section (m")
t time (s)
tR retention time (s)
L1t injection time (s)
T injection period (s)
u interstitial velocity (m/s)
V volume (m')
X dimensionless injection volume
z distance in the column (m)

(J. internal particle porosity
G external voidage of the packed-bed
t (= Llu) mean residence time of the solute in the mobile phase
(J2 variance (S2)
'1 viscosity of the mobile phase

Subscripts
L in the liquid phase
R in the reservoir
S in the solid phase
o at time zero
I beginning of a peak
2 end of a peak
n nth period
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DISPLACEMENT CHROMATOGRAPHY OF BIOMOLECULES WITH
LARGE PARTICLE DIAMETER SYSTEMS

GUHAN SUBRAMANIAN, MICHAEL W. PHILLIPS, GUHAN JAYARAMAN and STEVEN M.
CRAMER'

Bioseparations Research Center, Department of Chemical Engineering, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Troy. NY 12180-3590 (US.A.)

SUMMARY

Displacement chromatography was employed for the preparative-scale separa
tion of peptides and proteins using large particle diameter chromatographic systems.
Peptide displacements were successfully scaled-up with respect to particle and column
diameter with no adverse effects on product recovery. Protein displacements on 30
and 90-llm agarose-based adsorbent systems resulted in well separated displacement
zones of pure material. The present work extends the scope of biopolymer displace
ment chromatography to large particle diameter systems and is expected to further
increase the distinct economic advantages associated with preparative-scale displace
ment chromatography.

INTRODUCTION

Displacement chromatography is rapidly emerging as a powerful preparative
bioseparation technique due to the high throughput and purity associated with the
process'<'. The operation of preparative elution systems at elevated concentrations
has been shown to result in significant tailing of the peaks with the concomitant loss
of separation efficiency". In contrast, displacement chromatography offers distinct
advantages in preparative chromatography as compared to the conventional elution
model:". The process takes advantage of the non-linearity of the isotherms such that
a larger feed can be separated on a given column with the purified components recov
ered at significantly higher concentrations. Furthermore, the tailing observed in non
linear elution chromatography is greatly reduced in displacement chromatography
due to the self-sharpening boundaries formed in the process. Whereas in elution
chromatography the feed components are diluted during the separation, the feed
components are often concentrated during displacement chromatography'<". These
advantages are particularly significant for the isolation of biopolymers from dilute
solutions such as those encountered in biotechnology processes.

Although the physico-chemical basis of the displacement mode of chromato
graphy was established by Tiselius in 19436

, the potential of this technique for prepar
ative bioseparations was not realized until the recent work on displacement chroma-

002I-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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tography employing high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) sorbents
which exhibit rapid kinetics and mass transfer1,3·5.7-25.

We have demonstrated that displacement chromatography can be successfully
employed for the simultaneous concentration and purification of peptides, antibiot
ics, and proteins': A mathematical model for the simulation of non-ideal displace
ment chromatography has also been developed to facilitate the optimization of these
separations'". We have recently extended our work with biopolymer displacement to
relatively complex mixtures and examined displacement behavior under elevated
flow-rate and crossing isotherm conditions". While the recent advances with dis
placement chromatography have been carried out with small particle diameter HPLC
materials, there is a significant economic driving force for using larger particle diame
ter supports for preparative and process-scale liquid chromatography. The present
work extends the scope of biopolymer displacement chromatography to large particle
diameter systems and is expected to further increase the economic advantages associ
ated with the elevated throughput and product purity of displacement chromato
graphic systems.

EXPER1MENTAL

Materials
IlBondapak octadecylsilica (10 11m and 15-20 11m) columns in various column

dimensions were gifts from Waters Chromatography Division (Millipore, Milford,
MA, U.S.A.). 30-llm Sepharose Sand 90-llm Sepharose S Fast-Flow bulk cation
exchange materials and a 50 x 5 mm J.D. column packed with 10-llm Mono-S
cation-exchange material were donated by Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology (Piscata
way, NJ, U.S.A.). Bulk Zorbax octadecylsilica and strong cation exchanger (SCX)
chromatographic materials were gifts from DuPont (Wilmington, DE, U.S.A.).
Methanol, 2-(2-butoxyethoxy) ethanol (BEE), sodium monophosphate and ammoni
um sulfate were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Rochester, NY, U.S.A.). N-Carbo
benzoxY-L-alanyl-L-glycyl-L-glycine (Cbz-Ala-Gly-Gly), N-carbobenzoxY-L-alanyl-L
alanine (Cbz-Ala-Ala), N-benzoyl-L-arginine (Bz-Arg), cytochrome c, «-chymojryp
sinogen and lysozyme were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.).
Water-soluble coagulant, Nalcolyte 7105, was a gift from Nalco (Chicago, IL,
U.S.A.).

Apparatus
The chromatograph employed for the peptide displacements consisted of a

Model LC 2150 pump (Pharmacia LKB) connected to the chromatographic columns
via a Model CIOW 10-port valve (Valco, Houston, TX, U.S.A.). The column effluent
was monitored by a Model 757 Spectroflow UV detector (Applied Biosystems, Ram
sey, NJ, U.S.A.) and a Model L65l2 strip chart recorder (Linseis, Princeton, NY,
U.S.A.). Fractions of the column effluent were collected with an LKB Model 2212
Helirac fraction collector. The column temperature was controlled using a Model
RM20 Lauda recirculating water bath (Brinkman, Westbury, NY, U.S.A.).

An FPLC chromatograph (Pharmacia LKB) was employed for the protein
displacement experiments. This system consisted of a Model P-500 pump connected
to the chromatographic column via a Model MV-7 valve. The column effluent was
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monitored by a Model UV-M detector and a Pharmacia strip-chart recorder. Frac
tions of the column effluent were collected with a Model Frac-100 fraction collector.
The system was controlled using a LCC-500-Plus controller.

Procedures
Operation of displacement chromatograph. A schematic of the displacement

chromatograph system employed in this work is illustrated elsewhere", In all dis
placement experiments, the columns were sequentially perfused with carrier, feed,
displacer, and regenerant solutions. Fractions of the column effluent were collected
throughout the displacement runs and were assayed by analytical chromatography.

Displacement ofpeptides. Feed mixtures containing Bz-Arg, Cbz-Ala-Gly-Gly,
and Cbz-Ala-Ala were separated by displacement chromatography on flBondapak
octadecylsilica columns of various column dimensions (Waters). The carrier solution
was methanol-50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 2.2 (40:60, vlv]. The displacer for these
separations was 30 mg/ml BEE in the carrier. The column temperature was main
tained at 45°C and flow-rates of 0.1, 0.4 and 2.5 ml/rnin were employed for the
displacement experiments with columns of 3.9,7.8 and 19 mm 1.0., respectively.

Displacement chromatography ofproteins on Mono-S ltl-um supports. Displace
ment experiments were carried out using 50 x 5 mm 1.0. columns packed with lO-flm
Mono-S cation exchange materials. The displacer was 30 mg/rn! Nalcolyte 7105 in a
carrier of 0.1 M ammonium sulfate in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5. The regen
erant contained 0.8 M ammonium sulfate in 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 3.0. The
feed mixture was a 0.5-ml solution containing a-chymotrypsinogen, cytochrome c
and lysozyme at 1.67 mg/ml each. The protein displacement employed a flow-rate and
temperature of 0.1 ml/min and noc, respectively.

Purification of proteins on 30-flm Sepharose S particles. Displacement experi
ments were carried out using 300 x 10 mm 1.0. columns packed with 30-flm Sepha
rose S cation-exchange materials. The carrier contained O.IM ammonium sulfate in
25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5. The displacer was 75 mg/ml Nalcolyte 7105 in the
carrier. The regenerant solution and temperature employed were the same as de
scribed above. The flow-rate was 0.4 ml/min. The feed solution was 6 ml of 1.67
mg/ml each of a-chymotrypsinogen, cytochrome c and lysozyme.

A step-gradient experiment was carried out using the same conditions as de
scribed above, with the displacer replaced by a solution of 0.25 M ammonium sulfate
in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5.

The displacement experiment was repeated using a carrier of 25 mM phosphate
buffer, pH 7.5, all other conditions as stated above.

Purification of proteins on 90-flm Sepharose S particles. Displacement experi
ments were carried out using 300 x 10 mm 1.0. columns packed with 90-flm Sepha
rose S cation-exchange material. The displacer was 75 mg/rnl Nalcolyte 7105 in a
carrier of 0.1 M ammonium sulfate in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5. The feed
solution was a 6-ml solution containing 1.67 mg/rnl each of a-chymotrypsinogen and
lysozyme. All other conditions were the same as described above for the 30-flm dis
placement.

Preparative elution of the feed mixture was carried out in the absence of the
displacer, all other conditions the same.

HP LC analysis. Fractions collected during the chromatographic runs were ana-
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Iyzed by HPLC. A Model LC 2150 pump (Pharmacia LKB), a Model 7125 sampling
valve with a 20-fil sample loop (Rheodyne, Cotati, CA, U.S.A.), a Model 757 spectro
flow UV detector (Applied Biosystems), and a Model C-R3A integrator (Shimadzu,
Kyoto, Japan) were assembled to carry out HPLC analysis. Peptide analyses were
carried out using a 100 x 4.6 mm J.D. Zorbax C1 S column (DuPont). The eluent
consisted of methanol-50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 2.2 (50:50, v/v). Protein analyses
were performed with a 100 x 4.6 mm J.D. SCX column (DuPont). The eluent con
tained 0.15 M ammonium sulfate in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5. Displacement
fractions were diluted 50-500 fold with the eluent and 20-fil samples were injected.
The flow-rate was 1.0 ml/min and column temperature was maintained at 22°C. The
column effluents were monitored at 254 and 280 nm for the peptide and protein
analyses, respectively. Quantitative analysis was carried out and the data was used to
construct displacement chromatograms.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Displacement chromatography has been established as a powerful technique
for the simultaneous concentration and purification ofbiomolecules1,3,5,7-25. How
ever, the biopolymer displacements performed to date have employed stationary
phase materials with particle diameters of 10 fim or less. Clearly, for displacement
chromatography to become a useful preparative separation tool in the biotechnology
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Fig. I. Displacement chromatogram of a peptide mixture. Column, 300 x 3.9 mm J.D. ,uBondapak ODS
(10 ,urn); carrier, methanol-50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 2.2 (40:60, v/v); displacer, 30 mg/ml BEE; feed,
7.2 mg Bz-Arg, 16.4 mg Cbz-Ala-Gly-Gly and 18.2 mg Cbz-Ala-Ala in 2 ml of carrier; flow-rate, 0.1
ml/min; temperature, 45°C; fraction volume, 150 ,ul.
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industry, the economics of the process must be compelling. Since the cost of carrying
out preparative chromatography decreases dramatically with increasing particle di
ameter, it is important to investigate the efficacy of displacement chromatography of
biomolecules with large particle diameter systems. Accordingly, the present work
examines the displacement chromatographic purification of peptides and proteins in
such systems.

Scale-up ofpeptide displacement
In a previous report! we described the displacement purification of the peptides

Bz-Arg, Cbz-Ala-Gly-Gly, and Cbz-Ala-Ala using BEE as the displacer on a re
versed-phase analytical HPLC system. This model displacement was employed in this
study to investigate the scale-up of displacement chromatography of peptides with
respect to particle and column diameter.

The model displacement was first carried out on a 300 x 3.9 mm J.D. analytical
column packed with 10-j,lm octadecylsilica material. The resulting displacement chro
matogram is shown in Fig. 1. Under these conditions, Bz-Arg eluted ahead of the
displacement train and Cbz-Ala-Gly-Gly and Cbz-Ala-Ala were well displaced as
expected from the previously reported results.

The displacement separation was then scaled-up with respect to column diame
ter using two 150 x 19 mm J.D. columns in series packed with the same lO-j,lm

stationary phase material. In this experiment, the feed volume and flow-rate were
linearly scaled-up with respect to the cross-sectional area. The resulting displacement
chromatogram, shown in Fig. 2, demonstrates that the same degree of separation was
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Fig. 2. Preparative-scale displacement of a peptide mixture. Chromatographic conditions as in Fig. I with
the exception of: column, two 150 x 19 mm J.D. I1Bondapak ODS columns (10 11m) in series; feed, 161.9
mg Bz-Arg, 303.1 mg Cbz-Ala-Gly-Gly and 412.5 mg Cbz-Ala-Ala in 45.2 ml of carrier; flow-rate, 2.5
ml/min; fraction volume, 3.75 m!'
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achieved as with the analytical column. In fact, the breakthrough time of the displacer
in both experiments was identical, confirming the linear scale-up of the process. This
separation corresponds to the purification of approximately one gram of peptide per
displacement experiment. This result indicates that preparative HPLC columns can
be readily employed for the displacement purification of peptides.

The displacement separation was also scaled-up with respect to particle diame
ter. Fig. 3 shows the displacement chromatogram of the model separation using a 300
x 7.8 mm J.D. column packed with ·15-20-J1m reversed-phase material. Under these

conditions, the same degree of separation was obtained as with the 10-J1m stationary
phase.

We are presently extending this work to process-scale column systems and
employing our model of non-ideal displacement chromatography'" for the optimiza
tion of such systems. This work wil1 be the subject of a future report.

Displacement chromatography ofproteins
We have previously demonstrated that displacement chromatography can be

successful1y employed for the simultaneous purification and concentration of protein
mixtures using silica-based stationary phase materials 1,8. In this report, we extend
this work to larger particle diameter polymer-based systems.

The separation of the proteins a-chymotrypsinogen, cytochrome c and lyso
zyme by displacement chromatography was first investigated using a 50 x 5 mm J.D.
column packed with lO-J1m Mono-S cation-exchange material. The resulting dis-
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Fig. 3. Displacement chromatogram of a peptide mixture on a 20-llm particle diameter system. Chroma
tographic conditions as in Fig. ] with the exception of: column, 300 x 7.8 mm J.D. IlBondapak ODS
(15-20 11m); feed, 27.8 mg Bz-Arg, 66.6 mg Cbz-Ala-Gly-Gly and 74.9 mg Cbz-Ala-Ala in 8 ml carrier;
flow-rate, 0.4 ml/min; fraction volume, 600 Ill.
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Fig. 4. Displacement chromatogram of a three-component protein mixture. Column, 50 x 5 mm I.D.
Mono-S cation exchanger (10 j1m);carrier, 0.1 M ammonium sulfate in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5;
displacer, 30 mg/rnl Nalcolyte 7105 in carrier; flow-rate, 0.1 nil/min; temperature, 22°C; feed, 500 It! of 1.67
mg/rnl each of a-chymotrypsinogen (a-Chy), cytochrome c (Cyt C) and lysozyme (Lys); fraction volume,
100 Ill.

placement chromatogram, shown in Fig. 4, demonstrates that the proteins were well
separated during the displacement process. While the Nalcolyte displacer was readily
removed from the column using standard regeneration techniques, these polymer
based materials have the distinct advantage of being able to withstand extremes of
pH. In fact, column regeneration was also easily achieved by the perfusion of6 ml of2
MNaOH.

Scale-up ofprotein displacement
The purification of proteins by displacement chromatography was investigated

with larger particle diameter materials. Fig. 5 shows the displacement chromatogram
of the proteins a-chymotrypsinogen, cytochrome c and lysozyme using 75 mg/ml
Nalcolyte 7105 to displace the proteins from a chromatographic column packed with
30-~m Sepharose S cation-exchange material. Under these conditions, the proteins
were well separated and concentrated during the displacement process. These results
are indeed dramatic in that they demonstrate that displacement chromatography of
proteins is not limited to small particle diameter systems.

However, in ion-exchange displacement chromatography, the adsorption of the
displacer not only results in the displacement of the feed components but can also
result in desorption of the salt molecules in the system. This in turn can result in an
effective "salt-gradient" moving down the column ahead of the displacer front. Thus,
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Fig. 5. Displacement chromatogram of a three-component protein mixture on a 30-flm particle diameter
system. Column, 300 x 10 mm J.D. Sepharose S cation exchanger (30 flm); carrier, 0.1 M ammonium
sulfate in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5; displacer, 75 mg/ml Nalcolyte 7105 in carrier; flow-rate, 0.4
ml/min; temperature, 22OC; feed 6 ml of 1.67 mg/ml each of a-chymotrypsinogen, cytochrome c and
lysozyme; fraction volume, 200 pI.

it is critical that the effect of the desorbed salt molecules on the feed components
downstream of the displacer front be investigated.

In the above displacement purification, a carrier containing 0.1 M ammonium
sulfate in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, was employed. In order to examine
whether this separation was due primarily to the action of an effective "salt-gradient"
induced by the displacer, the following idealized control experiment was carried out.
After the introduction of the feed mixture, a step change in the salt concentration
from 0.1 to 0.25 M ammonium sulfate was carried out at the column inlet. This
step-gradient was selected such that the breakthrough times of the proteins in the two
experiments were comparable. The profile obtained in this control experiment is
shown in Fig. 6. While the proteins had comparable effluent concentrations and
retention times under these conditions, there was more mixing and significant tailing
of the feed components in the step gradient experiment. Although this does not
represent an optimal step gradient for these components, it illustrates that the dis
placement separation is not solely due to the action of the induced salt gradient.

In order to examine the displacement behavior of this system in the absence of
the ammonium sulfate salt, the displacement experiment was repeated with no salt
present in the carrier. The resulting profile from this control experiment is shown in
Fig. 7. Again, the three proteins were well separated and concentrated during the
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Fig. 7. Displacement chromatogram of a three-component protein mixture on a 30-llm diameter system.
Chromatographic conditions as in Fig. 5 with the exception of: carrier, 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5.
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ter system. Column, 300 x 10 mm J.D. Sepharose S cation exchanger (90 jim). Chromatographic condi
tions as in Fig. 8 with the absence of the displacer.
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displacement process. Thus, displacement chromatography of proteins can be readily
carried out with or without the presence of salt in the carrier.

Displacement chromatography of proteins was further scaled-up to 90-j1m aga
rose-based materials. The simultaneous concentration and purification of the pro
teins o-cbymotrypsinogen and lysozyme on these materials is shown in Fig. 8. The
displacement zones exhibited relatively sharp boundaries, which is quite remarkable
for such large particle diameter systems. The separation was repeated in the absence
of the displacer. Preparative non-linear elution chromatography under the same car
rier conditions resulted in extremely long elution times with significant dilution of the
feed proteins as shown in Fig. 9. While this preparative elution experiment was not
optimized, it serves to dramatize the action of the displacer in these systems.

CONCLUSIONS

In this report we have demonstrated that the displacement purification of bio
molecules can be readily scaled-up to larger particle and column diameter systems.
Indeed, the ability to simultaneously concentrate and purify biomolecules by dis
placement chromatography using preparative columns packed with large particle
diameter materials may have a significant impact on the economics of preparative
chromatography.
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DISPLACEMENT CHROMATOGRAPHY ON CYCLODEXTRIN-SILICAS

1. SEPARATION OF POSITIONAL AND GEOMETRICAL ISOMERS IN THE
REVERSED-PHASE MODE

GYULA VIGH*, GILBERTO QUINTERO and GYULA FARKAS

Chemistry Department, Texas A & M University, College Station, TX 77843-3255 (U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

The retention behaviour of several charged and uncharged solutes on f3-cyclo
dextrin-silica was studied as a function of the methanol concentration, ionic strength
and pH of the eluent in order to develop efficient displacement chromatographic
separations for positional and geometric isomers. These retention curves were used to
predict the eluent (carrier solvent) compositions that result in solute retentions in
excess of k' = 10. The adsorption isotherms of several cationic detergents were deter
mined in these carrier solutions and were found to be convex. The adsorption iso
therms of several positional isomers used as test solutes were also determined in these
carrier solutions. The adsorption isotherms permitted the development of efficient
displacement chromatographic separations for the isomers tested. Column loadings
as high as 58 mg were achieved on a regular 4.6 mm 1.D. analytical-scale cyclodextrin
silica columns.

INTRODUCTION

Cyclodextrins have been increasingly used in liquid chromatography to effect
the separation of positional isomers, geometric isomers and enantiomers. The toroi
dally shaped f3-cyclodextrin molecule contains seven glucose units, which are connect
ed through ()(-(l,4) linkages1-3 . The inner surface of the cyclodextrin cavity is rela
tively hydrophobic and has a high electron density, whereas the exterior surface of
cyclodextrin is hydrophilic owing to the presence of clockwise projecting 2-hydroxyl
groups and counter-clockwise projecting 3-hydroxyl groups at the rim of the larger
opening of the cavity, and primary 6-hydroxyl groups at the smaller opening of the
cavity. Cyclodextrins readily form 1:1 and 1:2 guest-host complexes with molecules
that penetrate into their cavities. The stability of the complex depends on the "snug
ness" of the fit and the subsequenr-stabilization of the complex via secondary in
termolecular interactions".

In liquid chromatography, cyclodextrins are used either as mobile-phase addi
tives' or as stationary phases3

,6- 10 . With cyclodextrins as mobile-phase additives",
separation is accomplished in the reversed-phase mode, and is based on the hydro-

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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phobicity change of the solutes that is caused by inclusion complex formation. This
approach works well in analytical separations, but it is impractical in preparative
separations. Cyclodextrin stationary phases are either insoluble cyclodextrin poly
mers!! or cyclodextrin units immobilized on a silica support!2-!8. Cyclodextrin poly
mers have high capacity, but lack chromatographic efficiency!!. The first high-per
formance liquid chromatographic (HPLC)-grade cyclodextrin-silicas contained
ethylenediamine.'? or diamide bridges 13

, had low coverage (50 J1moljg immobilized
cyclodextrin) and were hydrolytically unstable. Stable, higher capacity cyclodextrin
silicas, immobilized via alkyl spacers, have been developed 14 and are now commer
cially available from ASTEC (Whippany, NJ, U.S.A.)!6 with (1,-, [3- or y-cyclodextrin
moieties. Derivatized bonded cyclodextrins, which posses different selectivities, have
recently been synthetized by carbamoylatiorr'? and acetylation!6.

Owing to the special geometry of cyclodextrin and its inclusion complex forma
tion, cyclodextrin-silicas can be used for the separation of positional isomers, geo
metric isomers and enantiomers. The positional isomers of polysubstituted ben
zenes!9-23, benzoic-? and aminobenzoic acids, methylindoles, prostaglandins and
steroids and the geometric isomers of polyarornatic hydrocarbons and derivatives
have been separated successfully'". The separations of cis-trans isomers of stil
benes?", prostaglandins/", cyclic nitrosamines", acyclic nitrosamines", cyclohexane
derivates"? and tamoxifen" have been reported. Enantiomer separations are actively
pursued aspects ofcyclodextrin research and have been reviewed7,8,!O,29, but are not
dealt with in this paper.

Chromatographic separations can be effected in the elution mode, frontal mode
and displacement mode 30,31. Elution is more suitable for analytical separations (di
lute solutions, linear sorption isotherm); frontal and displacement modes (concen
trated solutions, non-linear sorption isotherms) offer advantages (high throughput,
yield and sample concentration) for preparative separations. Although displacement
chromatography has been known for a long time-", it was revived only when Horvath
et al.33 reported efficient separations using HPLC equipment. Recent reviews demon
strate its rapid growth31-36.

In displacement chromatography, the column is first equilibrated with the carri
er solution that has the least affinity for the column. Then the sample, whose compo
nents are adsorbed more strongly, is introduced, followed by the displacer, which has
the strongest affinity for the stationary phase. As the front of the displacer moves
down the column, it displaces the sample components which, in turn, displace each
other according to their adsorption strength. If the adsorption strengths of the com
ponents are sufficiently different and the column has the necessary efficiency, the
components occupy adjacent zones and move at the same velocity in the fully devel
oped displacement train. Component concentrations in the isotachic train depend
only on the respective adsorption isotherms and the concentration of the displacer.

Solute concentrations and column loadings that are orders of magnitude higher
than in elution chromatography have been achieved in the displacement mode 33-36.

While much has been learned about the role of the operational parameters (column
efficiency,capacity, dispersion, mass transferrate, relative sample loading)37-39, little
is yet known about the rules of displacer selection and selectivity control. The factors
that hamper most the wider acceptance of displacement chromatography include the
lack of knowledge of solute adsorption isotherms and the lack of well characterized
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displacers. Displacer selection is still done by trial-and-error methods. Most modern
displacement chromatographic separations were carried out in the reversed-phase
mode and dealt with small polar molecules, antibiotics, oligopeptides and small pro
teins3 3-40 .

However, displacement chromatographic separations with cyclodextrins, com
bining the unique selectivity of cyclodextrins and the preparative efficiency of dis
placement chromatography, as reported here, have not previously been described.
This combination permits efficient and unique preparative separations hitherto un
available, separations which are important in the field of chemical and biomedical
sciences and technologies. In this paper, we discuss the displacement chromatograph
ic separations of positional and geometric isomers in the reversed-phase mode. In
forthcoming papers we shall describe the displacement chromatographic separations
of positional and geometric isomers in the normal-phase mode"! and the displace
ment chromatographic separations of enantiomers in the reversed-phase modef"

EXPERIMENTAL

A computer-controlled displacement chromatograph, shown in Fig. 1, was con
structed from commercial components. It is based on designs described previous
ly3 8 ,40 and consists of two LC 2010 liquid chromatographic pumps (Varian, Walnut
Creek, CA, U.S.A.), two computer-controlled, pneumatically activated Type 7001
switching valves (Rheodyne, Cotati, CA, U.S.A.), a computer-controlled, pneumat
ically activated Type 7125 injection valve (Rheodyne), an LC 2050 variable-wave
length UV detector (Varian), a Series RI-3 refractive index (RI) detector (Varian) and
a Powermate II personal computer (NEC, Computer Access, College Station, TX,
U.S.A.). Detector signals were recorded by a Maxima Workstation (Waters Assoc.,
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Fig. l. Schematic diagram of the displacement chromatograph.
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Dynamic Solutions, Milford, MA, U.S.A.). Retention volume measurements from
elution experiments, individual excess surface adsorption isotherms from frontal
chromatographic measurements and preparative-scale displacement chromatograph
ic separations alike can be effected with this instrument. Consumption of chemicals
during the isotherm determination steps was minimized by using small-bore columns,
packed in our laboratory with commercially available a- and f3-cyclodextrin-silicas
(ASTEC, Whippany, NJ, U.S.A.). Columns of different length were used in the front
al chromatographic measurements in order to jnsure comparable adsorption iso
therm accuracies for both the strongly and the slightly adsorbed components. The
displacement chromatographic separations were completed using the same stationary
phases, custom-packed into 250 mm x 46 mm J.D. stainless-steel columns. As reten
tion varies sensitively with temperature, all measurements were carried out with wa
ter-jacketed columns thermostated at 30°C.

An integration-algorithm-based interactive graphics program, written in
QUICKBASIC for the IBM AT-compatible NEC Powermate II personal computer,
was developed to analyze the digitalized frontal chromatograms. Chromatograms
measured by the Maxima system were transfered as ASCII files for post-run eval
uation by this program. The SAS PC program package (SAS Institute, Cary, NC,
U.S.A.) was used to determine the adsorption isotherm parameters.

All solutes were from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, U.S.A.) and used without fur
ther purification. The components used as displacers were from Sigma (St. Louis,
MO, U.S.A.). Eluents were prepared from HPLC-grade methanol (Mallinckrodt, St.
Louis, MO, U.S.A.) and water produced by a Milli-Q unit (Millipore, Bedford, MA,
U.S.A.).

RESULTS

The parameters that influence elution-mode solute retention on cyclodextrin-silicas
were investigated first, then the individual excess surface adsorption isotherms of a
few displacers, both ionic and non-ionic, were determined, followed by the adsorp
tion isotherms of selected solutes. Finally, displacement chromatographic separations
of these solutes were carried out on cyclodextrin-silicas to demonstrate the feasibility
of the proposed preparative separation method.

Retention as a function of the methanol concentration in the eluent
The retention curves (log capacity factor, k', vs. methanol concentration) of a

few polar positional isomers (naphthols, nitroanilines, ethoxyanilines and chloroani
lines) are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for methanol-water eluents. As it was found with
other solutes'"; these curves on f3-cyclodextrin silica show poorer linearity, and the
slopes for the different solute types vary more than on "regular" alkylsilicas. The
common feature of these curves is that the solute retention is very low (and almost
constant) when the eluents are rich in methanol (i.e., above 60-70% methanol), and
increases rapidly as the methanol concentration is decreased.

Retention as a function of the ionic strength and pH of the eluent
It has been stated that on cyclodextrin-silicas solute retention decreases as the

ionic strength of the eluent increases, because the eluent cations occupy the cyclo-
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Fig. 2. Retention of the naphthol and nitroaniline isomers on {i-cyclodextrin-silica as a function of the
methanol (MEOH) concentration of the eluent. 0 = p-Nitroaniline; 6 = o-nitroaniline; 0 = m-nitroani
line; 0 =2-naphthol; \l = I-naphthol.

dextrin cavities and exclude the solute molecules!", We found that the role of ionic
strength is much more complex and that it depends on both the type of solute and the
pH of the eluent. The log k' vs. ionic strength curves for quinine and quinidine at pH
3.66 (50 mM phosphate buffer, ionic strength adjusted with sodium bromide) are

k'
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Fig. 3. Retention of ethoxyaniline and chloroaniline isomers on {i-cyclodextrin-silica as a function of the
methanol (MeOH) concentration of the eluent. 0 = p-Ethoxyaniline; 6 = m-ethoxyaniline; 0 = p-chloro
aniline; 0 = m-chloroaniline.
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Fig. 4. Retention of (0) quinine and (L',) quinidine and (D) selectivity factor as a function of the ionic
strength of the eluent at pH 3.66 (50 mM phosphate buffer and NaBr).

shown in Fig. 4. These positively charged components become more retained as the
ionic strength increases. However, at higher pH, such as pH 5.55 (Fig. 5) and 6.55
(Fig. 6), their retention decreases with increasing ionic strength. As the pKa value of
the protonated quinine is 6.74, the solutes remain positively charged in the pH range
3.5-6.5. Hence there is no change in the extent of solute ionization to explain the
increased (by an order of magnitude) retention. Instead, an ion-exchange mechanism,
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Fig. 5. Retention of (0) quinine and (L',) quinidine and (D) selectivity factor as a function of the ionic
strength of the eluent at pH 5.55 (50 mM phosphate buffer and NaBr).
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Fig. 6. Retention of (0) quinine and (6) quinidine and (D) selectivity factor as a function of the ionic
strength of the eluent at pH 6.55 (50 mM phosphate buffer and NaBr).

similar to that reported by Papp and Vigh4 3
,44 for alkylsilicas, is operative. At higher

pH the silanol groups of the silica support are dissociated more completely, and ion
exchange contributes to the retention of positively charged solutes more strongly than
inclusion complex formation. Therefore, cation retention decreases in the eluents of
higher ionic strength where more competition is present. Simultaneously, and impor
tantly, as ion exchange is repressed by the salt, the chances of selective retention by
the cyclodextrin moiety improve, i.e. the separation selectivity factor increases, as
shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

When there is no such ion exchange, i.e., when the silanol groups are not yet
dissociated sufficiently (as in Fig. 4), or when the solute is negatively charged (as the
dansylphenylalanine enantiomer pair in Fig. 7) or uncharged (as the naphthol iso
mers in Fig. 8), retention increases with increasing ionic strength, as in ordinary
reversed-phase systems. Unfortunately, as the hydrophobic interaction becomes
stronger, the differentiating ability of cyclodextrin-silica decreases and the selectivity
factor decreases (Figs. 7 and 8).

Hence it can be seen that the effects of ionic strength and eluent pH are much
more complex on cyclodextrin-silicas than is commonly perceived. The retention
trends are different for the positively and negatively charged solutes and the un
charged solutes. The retention changes are large enough to necessitate a closer exam
ination of these factors during the development of a preparative separation.

Individual excess adsorption isotherms of selected displacers
The success of any displacement chromatographic separation scheme depends

critically on the finding of an appropriate displacer. Therefore, the individual excess
surface adsorption isotherms of a few detergents were determined on cyclodextrins
using frontal chromatographic measurements. The isotherms of several quaternary
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Fig. 7. Retention of the dansylphenylalanine enantiomers (<> = D-; £'., = L-) and (D) selectivity factor as a
function of the ionic strength at pH 5.55 (50 mM phosphate buffer and NaBr).

ammonium salts are shown in Fig. 9 [IJ-cyc1odextrin-silica, 13% (v/v) methanol
water solution, no pH or ionic strength controI 4 5

,4 6] .

The individual excess surface adsorption isotherms of the symmetrical tetra
alkylammonium bromides (tetrabutyl and tetrapentyl) rise much more slowly than
the isotherms of the detergents that have a single, long alkyl chain. When the de
tergents contain a cetyl chain, such as the cetylpyridinium, cetrimide and

Log k' Selectivity Factor
0.40 ,.-----------------------,1.30

0.15

1.25

1.20

1.15

1.10

1.05

0.10 1.00
0.04 0.14 0.24 0.34 0.44 0.54

Ionic Strength

Fig. 8. Retention of the nitrophenol isomers (<>= m-; £'., = p-) and (D) selectivity factor as a function of the
ionic strength at pH 5.55 (50 mM phosphate buffer and NaBr).
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Fig. 9. Adsorption isotherms of the quaternary ammonium salts on fi-cyclodextrin-silica from 13% (v/v)
methanol-water. 0 = Cetrimide; 6 = tetrabutylammonium bromide; 0 = tetrapentylammonium bro
mide; \l = benzylcetyldimethylammonium chloride; D = cetylpyridinium bromide.

benzylcetyldimethylammonium cations, there is a very steep initial rise in the iso
therm. The isotherm of benzylcetyltrimethylammonium bromide soon levels off.
However, the isotherms continue to rise if the detergents contain a bulky group (e.g.,
a six-membered ring) in addition to the cetyl chain. None of the isotherms follows the
simple Langmuir equation. The methanol concentration, pH and ionic strength of the
solution also have an important effect on the extent ofexcess surfactant adsorption
and the shape of the isothermtv'".

Displacement chromatographic separations on [3-cyclodextrin silica
The naphthol and nitroaniline positional isomers were selected to demonstrate

the feasibility of displacement chromatographic separations on [3-cyclodextrin-silica.
As their retention behaviour in methanol-water eluents was known (Fig. 2), a compo
sition of the carrier in which the initial solute retention is sufficiently large (k' > 10),

TABLE I

INITIAL BREAKTHROUGH VOLUMES OF CATIONIC DETERGENT-TYPE DISPLACERS IN
13% (V/V) METHANOL-WATER CARRIER SOLUTION

Detergent Solution
concentration (mM)

Breakthrough
volume (ml)

Tetrabutylammonium bromide
Tetrapentylammonium bromide
Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
Cetylpyridinium bromide
Benzyldimethylcetylammonium chloride

0.51
0.65
0.54
0.50
0.43

3.86
5.06

32.68
44.57
47.84
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Fig. 10.Adsorption isotherms of (0) cetrimide and the (0) 1- and (6) 2-naphthol on {J-cyclodextrin-silica
from 13% (vjv) methanol-water.

could be selected i.e., containing 13% (v/v) methanol. The adsorption isotherms of
the displacers were also determined in this solution (Fig. 9). The initial breakthrough
volumes belonging to the first measured point of the isotherms are shown in Table J.
As the extrapolated retention volumes of the naphthol isotherms are larger than the
breakthrough volume of tetrapentylammonium bromide, but smaller than that of
cetrimide, the latter was considered as a possible displacer. The adsorption isotherms
of the naphthol isomers and the cetrimide displacer in 13% (v/v) methanol are shown
in Fig. 10. The isotherms of the naphthol isomers run below the isotherm of cetri
mide, indicating that the contemplated displacement chromatographic separation
may be feasible.

A sample of 8 /lmol of 2-naphthol and 10 /lmol of I-naphthol was loaded (from
a total volume of 1.8 ml) onto two 250 mm x 4.6 mm J.D. p-cydodextrin-silica
columns in series, pre-equilibrated with the 13% (v/v) methanol-water carrier. The 1.5
mM cetrimide displacer solution was introduced at a flow-rate of 0.5 ml/min. The
displacement chromatogram, shown in Fig. II, was recorded using a refractive index
(RI) detector. Three individual steps can be observed in the chromatogram. Elution
mode HPLC analysis of the collected fractions showed that the first plateau corre
sponds to 2-naphthol, the second to l-naphthol and the third to cetrimide. To our
knowledge, this is the first displacement chromatogram ever obtained on p-cydo
dextrin-silica columns.

The displacement chromatogram of the nitroaniline isomers was obtained to
demonstrate that sometimes the approximate conditions of a first displacement chro
matographic separation can be determined solely from the extrapolated retention
volumes and the initial breakthrough volumes (adsorption isotherms) of the dis
placers, without a detailed knowledge of the actual adsorption isotherms of the pure
solutes. The extrapolated retention volumes of the nitroaniline isomers with 13%
(v/v) methanol-water eluent were calculated from the log k' vs. methanol concentra-
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Fig. II. Displacement chromatogram of the naphthol isomers on ·fJ-cyclodextrin-silica with 1.5 mM cetri
mide [in 13% (v/v) methanol-water] as displacer. Flow-rate, 0.5 rnl/rnin.

0.08 '-----'-------"'------'------'------'----'
100

tion curves (Fig. 2) to be above k' = 10, the minimum retention value general1y con
sidered conducive to a successful displacement chromatographic separation. These
retention volumes were compared with the initial displacer breakthrough volumes in
Table I. Benzylcetyldimethylammonium chloride was found to have a much larger
initial breakthrough volume than the retention volumes of the nitroanilines; conse
quently, its selection as a possible displacer can be considered a reasonably safe
proposition.

Yolts
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Fig. 12. Displacement chromatogram of the nitroaniline isomers on {3-cyclodextrin-silica with 52.6 mM
benzylcetyldimethylammonium chloride [in 13% (v/v) methanol-water] as displacer. Flow-rate, 0.5 ml/
mm.
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Fig. 13. Displacement chromatogram or the nitrophenol isomers (m-, 12 mg; 0-, 25 mg; p-, 21 mg) on
f3-cyclodextrin-silica with 10% (v/v) methanol-water as carrier and 64 mM benzylcetyldimethylammoni
urn chloride as displacer. Flow-rate, 0.5 nil/min.

A sample that contained 0.7 ,umol of m-nitroaniline, 1.6 ,umol of o-nitroaniline
and 4.8 ,umol of p-nitroaniline was injected, from 5 ml of 13% (v/v) methanol carrier
solution, onto two 250 mm x 4.6 mm J.D. fJ-cyc1odextrin-silica columns in series, then
a 52.6 mM solution of benzylcetyldimethylammonium chloride was introduced at a
flow-rate of 0.5 ml/min as displacer. The displacement chromatogram, shown in Fig.
12, was recorded with an RI detector. Four steps can be observed in the chroma
togram. HPLC analysis of the collected fractions showed that the plateaus corre
spond to m-, 0- and p-nitroaniline and benzylcetyldimethylammonium chloride.
Some unknown contaminants were also found at the front section of the p-nitroani
line fraction. Their origin was traced back to the o-nitroaniline standard used, but the
identity of the contaminants was not determined.

The displacement chromatogram of 12 mg of m-nitrophenol, 25 mg of o-nitro
phenol and 21 mg ofp-nitrophenol (a total of 58 mg of sample loaded onto a 4.6 mm
LD. analytical column!) is shown in Fig. 13. The carrier was 10% (v/v) methanol
water and the displacer 64 mM benzylcetyldimethylammonium chloride, at a flow
rate of 0.5 ml/min. The yields corresponding to the 99% purity level were calculated
from the reconstructed chromatograms and turned out to be 89% for m-, 80% for 0

and 75% for p-nitrophenol. Notwithstanding the high load excellent separation of the
isomers was achieved.

CONCLUSIONS

It was shown that although the log k' vs. methanol concentration relationships
for polar solutes, especially the positively charged type, are not as simple as on
ordinary alkylsilica reversed-phase packings, they are regular enough to permit the
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use of a reasonably small number of actual retention measurements to predict (by
extrapolation) the carrier solvent compositions that result in sufficiently large initial
solute retentions (k' > 10 or, preferably, k' > 25).

The adsorption isotherms of cationic detergents were found to be convex, al
though the simple Langmuir isotherm equation could not be used to describe the
individual excess adsorption isotherms. The stationary-phase concentrations of the
detergent-type displacers varied more sensitively with the methanol concentration of
the carrier solution than is observed on regular alkylsilica-type reversed-phase sta
tionary phases.

Using estimated solute retention volumes, predicted carrier compositions and
actual displacer adsorption isotherms, succesful displacement chromatographic sep
arations of up to 60-mg samples of positional isomers have been achieved on regular
analytical-scale columns. Hence the unique separation selectivity of P-cyclodextrin
silicas, as known from elution chromatographic separations, was successfully com
bined with the efficient displacement chromatographic mode of operation and result
ed in hitherto unavailable preparative separations.

Further work is in progress in our laboratory (and will be reported soon) to
study in detail: (I) the retention behaviour of a large number of solutes, representing
the three unique application fields of cyclodextrin-silicas (positional, geometric and
optical isomers); (2) the adsorption isotherms of selected displacers, both ionic and
non-ionic detergents, and "designer displacers" specifically synthesized to meet the
requirements of cyclodextrin-silicas; (3) the general rules of displacer selection for
cyclodextrin-silicas; and (4) the operating conditions that allow the separation of a
large number of positional and geometric isomers and enantiomers of industrial sig
nificance.
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DISPLACEMENT CHROMATOGRAPHY ON CYCLODEXTRIN-SILICAS

II. SEPARATION OF cis-trans ISOMERS IN THE REVERSED-PHASE MODE
ON a-CYCLODEXTRIN~SILICA

GYULA VIGH*, GYULA FARKAS and GILBERTO QUINTERO

Department ofChemistry, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843 (U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

The feasibility of preparative separations of cis-trans isomers by displacement
chromatography on analytical-scale «-cyclodextrin-silica columns operated in the
reversed-phase mode is demonstrated by using the isomers of 3-hexen-l-ol as model
substrates and n-alkanols as displacers. The importance of matching the size of the
cyclodextrin cavity and the solutes is shown. The crucial role of the displacer (both type
and concentration) in the success of the displacement chromatographic separation is
demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

Cyclodextrins are capable of forming inclusion complexes with guest mole
cules '"?'. As the cyclodextrin cavity has a well defined size and geometry, the stability
of the inclusion complex depends on the snugness of the fit and the strength of the
intermolecular interactions that develop between the polar functional groups of the
guest solute and the secondary and primary hydroxyl groups of the cyclodextrin/"".
Cyclodextrins can be used to effect the separation of positional and geometric isomers,
cis-trans isomers and ciral solutes provided that the solutes can penetrate the
cyclodextrin cavity.

The analytical separations of positional and geometric isomers't? and enan
tiomers 10

-
13 have been reviewed recently and are not dealt with in his paper. The cis

and trans isomers of stilbene!", six prostaglandins'", cyclic nitrosamines!", acyclic
nitrosamines!", cyclohexane derivatives '" and tamoxifen" were successfully sep
arated on {3-cyclodextrin-silica columns using aqueous methanol and acetonitrile
eluents. Generally, the trans isomers elute first. The bulkier and/or more hydrophobic
substituents lead to longer solute retention and different separation selectivity.

Compared with other silica-based high-performance liquid chromatographic
(HPLC) stationary phases, most cyclodextrin-silicas have low loading capacities and
show relatively low selectivity factors. Hence they are more suited for analytical
separations than for preparative work. However, in Part 12 0 we showed that the
preparative chromatographic limitations of cyclodextrin-silicas can be circumvented
if the columns are used in the self-focusing displacement chromatographic mode.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 ([ 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Horvath et al.2 1 used modern HPLC hardware to achieve efficient non-linear
chromatographic separations by displacement chromatography'V':'. Several good
recent reviews discuss the principles and use ofdisplacement chromatography in detail
(e.g., ref. 24). A number of research groups are actively pursuing the theoretical and
practical aspects of displacement chromatography'<''".

We showed in Part 120 that good preparative separations of positional and
geometric isomers can be effected on analytical P-cyclodextrin-silica columns even
when the elution-mode separation selectivities are as low as 1.05-1.09. Sample
loadings as high 60 mg were achieved on 4.6 mm J.D. analytical columns. In this paper
we show that the preparative displacement chromatographic separation of cis and
trans isomers is also possible on cyclodextrin-silicas in the reversed-phase mode.

EXPERIMENTAL

A multifunctional displacement chromatograph, assembled from commercially
available components as described in Part 120, was used. The instrument can be
operated in (i) the elution mode to determine the capacity factors of the solutes and to
analyse the fractions collected during the preparative separations, (ii) the frontal mode
to determine the adsorption isotherms of the displacers and the solutes and (iii) the
displacement mode to carry out the preparative separations. The experimental
procedure was the same as described previously".

Both «-cyclodextrin-silica (Cyclobond Ill, 5 flm) and P-cyclodextrin-silica
(Cyclobond I, 5 flm) were obtained from ASTEC (Whippany, NJ, U.S.A.) and
slurry-packed in our laboratory into 4.6 mm J.D. stainless-steel analytical columns.
The cis and trans isomers of3-hexen-l-01 (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI, U.S.A.) were used
as test solutes and l-hexanol and l-heptanol (Aldrich) as displacers. All chemicals were
used without further purification. All eluents, carrier solutions and displacer solutions
were prepared from HPLC-grade methanol (Mallinckrodt, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.)
and Milli-Q water (Millipore, Bedford, MA, U.S.A.).

RESULTS

In order to develop a displacement chromatographic separation, the elution
mode retention behavior of the solutes has to be studied first. This information is then
used to select the composition of the carrier solution. The log k' vs. methanol
concentration curves of cis- and trans-3-hexen-l-ol are shown in Fig. I. As in ordinary
reversed-phase chromatography, an almost linear relationship is obtained. However,
for a successful displacement chromatographic separation, the solutes have to be
sufficiently retained in the carrier solution (k' > 10).It can be seen in Fig. 1 that the k'
value of the less retained cis isomer is only 1.9, even in the weakest eluent, pure water.
The weak retention probably results from the p-cyclodextrin cavity being too large for
the 3-hexene-l-01 isomers and a tight fit cannot be achieved. Therefore, the retention
studies were repeated on an o-cyclodextrin-silica column.

The log k' vs. methanol concentration curves for cis- and trans-3-hexen-I-ol are
shown in Fig. 2. Again, good linear retention behavior can be observed. Sufficient
(although by no means large) retention can be achieved with pure water as the carrier
solvent.
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Fig. I. Retention of (e) cis- and (0) trans-3-hexen-l-ol on {3-cyclodextrin-silica as a function of the
methanol (MEOH) concentration of the eluent.

Once the composition of the carrier solution has been determined, a suitable
displacer has to be selected for the separation. Components that have a structure
similar to that of the solute are generally good displacers on cyclodextrin-silicas,
provided that they are slightly more hydrophobic than the solutes and/or have slightly
stronger intermolecular interactions with cyclodextrin than do the solutes. Therefore,
l-hexanol and l-heptanol were selected as potential displacers. Their retention curves
are also shown in Fig. 2. Both n-alkanols are more retained than the cis-trans solute
pair. The elution mode, infinite dilution separation selectivity factors for the cis-trans
pair and the n-hexanol-trans isomer solute pair are approximately the same. Thus, at
least in principle, both I-hexanol and I-heptanol are good displacers, because the cis
and trans isomers can be separated from each other and then, owing to the identical
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Fig. 2. Retention of ce) l-hexanol, (0) l-heptanol and (6) cis- and (.A.) trans-3-hexen-l-ol on
a-cyclodextrin-silica as a function of the methanol (MEOH) concentration of the eluent.
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«values the trans isomer can also be separated from the displacer. To test the validity
of this assumption, the adsorption isotherms of the solutes and of both potential
displacers were determined.

The adsorption isotherms of the solutes, cis- and trans-3-hexen-I-ol and the
potential n-alkanol displacers are show in Fig. 3. Both I-hexanol and I-heptanol are
more strongly adsorbed than the cis-trans solute pair, indicating that either of them
could be used as a displacer. The isotherms of I-hexanol and trans-3-hexen-I-ol are
much closer to each other than those of cis- and trans-3-hexen-l-ol. This shows that the
selectivities of the separation at infinite dilution (Fig. 2) and at higher concentrations
(Fig. 3) are different.
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Fig. 3. Adsorption isotherms of ("') l-hexanol, (/',) I-heptanol and (.) cis- and (0) lrans-3-hexen-l-ol on
e-cyclodextrin-silica from pure water as carrier.

Once the adsorption isotherms are known, the actual displacement chromato
graphic separations can be designed. First, an 11.8mM solution of I-heptanol in water
(saturated I-heptanol solution) was tried as a displacer. The dispacement chromato
gram of a sample containing 3 mgofthe cis and 2.9 mg of the trans isomer is shown in
Fig. 4. There are two steps and the plateau of the displacer in the chromatogram.
Fractions of 300 Jil were collected for further analysis. By analyzing the individual
fractions, the reconstructed displacement chromatogram could be obtained. The
reconstructed displacement chromatogram in Fig. 5 reveals that the first band is pure
cis isomer and the second is pure trans isomer. When the yields corresponding to the
99% purity level are calculated they turn out to be 94.5% for the first component and
75.6% for the second. It is likely that, with smaller fraction sizes, an even higher yield
could have been obtained, especially for the first component.

Inorder to obtain more concentrated fractions, a lesssteep displacer operational
line has to be selected. However, as the displacer used in Fig. 4, I-heptanol, is already at
its saturation concentration, the lessstrongly adsorbed I-hexanol has to be selected as
the new displacer. An operational line 25% less steep thanin Fig. 4 can be obtained by
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Fig. 4. Displacement chromatogram of a 6-mg sample of 3-hexen-I-ol on two 250 mm x 4.6 mm 1.0.
analytical o-cyclodextrin columns, with 11.9 mM l-heptanol in pure water as displacer, at 1.0 ml/rnin and
30°C.

using 8.1 mM 1-hexanol solution as the displacer. The displacement chromatogram of
6 mg of a cis-trans isomer sample is shown in Fig. 6. There is a large elution-type peak
at the beginning of the chromatogram, followed by three steps and the plateau of the
displacer. The reconstructed displacement chromatogram derived from the analysis of
the collected fraction is shown in Fig. 7. The first elution-type peak corresponds to
pure cis isomer and so does the first plateau. The second plateau contains a mixture of
the cis and trans isomers and their ratio is constant throughout the zone, indicating
that the higher separation speed afforded by the new operational line cannot effect
a complete separation of the same sample load that Was well resolved in Fig. 4. The
third plateau again contains the pure trans isomer.
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Fig. 5. Reconstructed displacement chromatogram of the separation shown in Fig. 4. Fraction size, 300 Jll.
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Fig. 6. Displacement chromatogram of a 6 mg sample of 3-hexen-l-ol on two 250 mm x 4.6 mm 1.0.
analytical o-cyclodextrin columns, with 8.1 mM I-hexanol in pure water as displacer, at 1.0 ml/min and
30°C. RI = Refractive index.
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Fig. 7. Reconstructed displacement chromatogram of the separation shown in Fig. 6. Fraction size, 300 Ill.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on elution-mode retention studies and adsorption isotherm measure
ments, a reversed-phase displacement chromatographic system has been developed for
the separation of cis- and trans-3-hexen-l-ol. High purity and good yield could be
achieved by using structurally related n-alkanols as displacers. The type and
concentration of the displacer plays a major role in the success and quality of the
displacement chromatographic separation.
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SOLID INJECTION, A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR APPLICATION OF INSOLU
BLE SAMPLES IN PREPARATIVE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY

LARRY MILLER*, HELGA BUSH and ELLEN M. DERRICO

G. D. Searle & Co., 4901 Searle Parkway, Skokie, 1L 60077 (U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

A new technique for the application of insoluble samples in preparative liquid
chromatography has been developed. This technique, solid injection, greatly reduces
the time and inefficiencies associated with techniques previously developed for this
problem. Examples of purifications accomplished with this technique are given for
compounds of pharmaceutical interest.

INTRODUCTION

In preparative liquid chromatography one of the important steps in a puri
fication is the application of the sample to the column. To obtain best results and to
minimize potential problems the sample should be dissolved in a minimal volume of
mobile phase.'. Sometimes this is not possible due to extreme insolubility « 10-100
mg/ml) of the sample in the mobile phase. Occasionally, this problem can be solved
by dissolving the sample in a large volume of mobile phase, but this may reduce
resolution and efficiency'. A stronger eluting solvent may also be used to increase
solubility of the sample. This technique can be problematic and give undesired re
sults': Another way to apply insoluble samples to a preparative column involves
pre-adsorbing the sample onto the stationary phase.' - 6. In this process, the sample is
dissolved in any solvent, combined with stationary phase and the solvent evaporated
producing a dry, powdered matrix of sample coated onto the stationary phase. The
coated stationary phase is dry-packed into a column which is inserted in the prepara
tive chromatography system prior to the main column. For this technique to work, it
is important that all of the solvent is removed. A potential problem is the degradation
of the sample during solvent removal. This process can give desirable results but is
time consuming.

In this paper we will discuss a new technique we have developed for dealing
with insoluble samples. This technique, which we have named solid injection, requires
less time for sample preparation and eliminates any possibility of sample degradation
during sample application. In addition, examples of purifications utilizing this tech
nique will be described.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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EXPERIMENTAL
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Equipment and materials
The large-scale preparative liquid chromatograph was either a Sep Tech Model

ST/800A or ST/800C (Wakefield, RI, U.S.A.). The small-scale preparative liquid
chromatography system was a modular system sold by Beckman (Berkeley, CA,
U.S.A.). The preparative columns varied in size from 250 mm x 10 mm 1.D. to 6 ft.
x 6 in. 1.D. and were obtained from a variety of sources. The bulk packings were
ICN adsorbents 32-63 !lm, 60 A irregular silica gel from ICN Biomedicals (Cleve
land, OH, U.S.A.), Merck silica gel 60,40-63 !lm, 60 Airregular silica gel from EM
Science (Cherry Hill, NJ, U.S.A.) or Partisil Prep 20 ODS-3 and Prep 40 ODS-3 from
Whatman (Clifton, NJ, U.S.A.).

The analytical chromatograph consisted of a Waters Assoc. Model 590 solvent
delivery system and a U6K injector or Waters Intelligent Sample Processor (Milford,
MA, U.S.A.), a Kratos Model 783 variable-wavelength detector (Ramsey, NJ,
U.S.A.), a Linear Model 585 recorder (Hackensack, NJ, U.S.A.), and a Digital
Equipment Corporation VAX 11/785 computer with Searle chromatography data
system.

All chemicals for purification were synthesized in the Chemical Development
laboratories of G. D. Searle & Co. (Skokie, IL, U.S.A.). The solvents were reagent
grade or better and obtained from a variety of sources.

Preparation of sample for solid injection
To achieve optimum results it is important that the chemical being purified is

crushed to a fine powder. This is done to avoid slow dissolution of large particles. The
crushed sample is thoroughly mixed with packing material to ensure homogeneity.
The mixture is dry-packed into a sample column, and any remaining space is filled
with packing material. As an alternative, packing material from the top of the main
column can be removed and replaced with the packing and sample mixture. This is
especially useful with axial compression columns.

The amount of packing to be mixed with the crushed sample is dependent on
the relative solubility of the sample. For extremely insoluble samples ( < 5 mg/rnl),
between five and ten parts packing to one part sample is needed. This reduces the
chance of crystallization of the chemical which could block the sample column. For
samples with intermediate solubility (5 to 50 mg/ml), between two and five parts
packing to one part sample should be sufficient.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Solid injection is a technique which was developed to deal with the insoluble
samples encountered during the purification of potential drug products. These sam
ples become especially difficult to dissolve at the preparative loadings (50-100 mg
sample per gram packing) used for these purifications. This technique is especially
useful with samples exhibiting solubility of less than 100 mg/ml in the mobile phase.
Solid injection has been used successfully with samples having solubilities of less than
I mg/ml. It can be used with either silica gel, bonded normal-phase or bonded re
versed-phase packings.
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The column containing the packing and sample mixture should be inserted into
the preparative system in a vertical position. This is necessary since a void will form in
the column as the sample dissolves and enters the main column. If the column is in a
horizontal position, a channel will form and most of the sample will never be dis
solved. Initially, a lower flow-rate can be used to allow for efficient dissolution of the
sample, although good results have been obtained using either a low or normal flow
rate of mobile phase.

To ensure that highly retained compounds enter the main column, the sample
column should be kept in the preparative system throughout the run. Column switch
ing has also been utilized to selectively dissolve and separate portions of a sample.
For example, when purifying a sample containing early eluting impurities, the eluent
from the sample column can be diverted to a collection vessel while these impurities
dissolve and exit the sample column. Once they have been removed from the sample
column, the eluent can be diverted to the main column. Conversely, with highly
retained impurities, after the desired component of the mixture has dissolved and
entered the main column, the sample column can be removed from the solvent
stream.

If air is detrimental to the adsorbent bed in the main column, one can pump a
known amount of solvent through the sample column so that the packing is wetted
before connecting it to the main column. This should serve to displace a large percent
age of the air present.

Examples
Purification of compound 1. Compound I (Fig. 1) needed to be purified to

> 99.5% for preparation of a highly pure standard. The only impurity present was
compound 2 (Fig. 1) at ca. 1%. The analytical high-performance liquid chroma
tographic (HPLC) separation of compounds 1 and 2 is shown in Fig. 2. This method
was scaled up for preparative purification. Sample preparation involved mixing the
sample (88 g) with 200 g of packing. The sample was purified on 4900 g of Partisil
Prep 40 ODS-3 (53 .um) at a loading of 18 mg sample per gram of packing. A mobile
phase of acetonitrile-water (40:60, v/v) and a flow-rate of 800 ml/rnin was used. The
results of this purification are summarized in Table 1. Using this method we were able
to isolate 88% of the available compound I at a purity of > 99.8%. The amount of
compound 2 was reduced from 1.05% to 0.15% during the purification.

Purification of compound 3. There were two objectives to be met during the
purification of compound 3 (Fig. 3): (1) production of chemical (> 99%) for a highly
pure standard, and (2) enrichment of unknown impurities for further isolation and

2

Fig. 1. Structure of compounds 1 and 2.
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Fig. 2. Analytical HPLC separation of compounds I and 2. Analysis conducted on PartisillO ODS-3 (250
mm x 4.6 mm J.D.) with a mobile phase of acetonitrile-water (40:60). A flow-rate of 2 ml/min and
detection at 254 nm, 0.1 a.u.f.s. was used. The sample shown was spiked with compound 2 for demonstra
tion purposes and is not representative of the sample that was purified.

identification work. The analytical HPLC method and retention times of the desired
components are summarized in Table II. Sample preparation for the preparative
purification involved mixing the sample (94 g) with 700 g of Partisil Prep 40 ODS-3
(53 /lm). The sample was purified on 4900 g of Partisil Prep 40 ODS-3 (53 /lm) at a
loading of 19 mg sample per gram of packing. A mobile phase of acetonitrile-water
(50:50) and a flow-rate of 425 ml/min was used. The results of this purification are
summarized in Table III. Although the main component eluted over a large volume,
resulting in a long purification method, we were able to isolate 51% of the available
compound 3 at a purity of > 99.8%. In addition, another 23% of the chemical was

TABLE I

RESULTS OF PREPARATIVE PURIFICATION OF COMPOUND I

Fraction k' (start)" k' (end)"

s-
A 13 20
B 20 21
C 21 24

Weight (g) Compound 2 Compound 1
(%)' (%)'

87.4 1.05 98.95
74.6 0.15 99.85

5.23 1.05 98.95
4.68 8.11 91.89

a Capacity factor for start of fraction.
b Capacity factor for end of fraction.
c HPLC area percent.
d Sample prior to purification.
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Fig. 3. Structure of compounds :3 and 4.

produced at a purity slightly less than 99%. The three impurities were greatly concen
trated in the fractions not containing compound 3. This made the subsequent isola
tion of each of these three impurities (also done using solid injection) much less time
consummg.

Purification of compound 4. Compound 4 (Fig. 3) needed to be purified to
> 99% for preparation of a highly pure standard. The purification method was scaled
up from the thin-layer chromatography method described in Fig. 4. Sample prep
aration involved mixing the sample (14.6 g) with 74 g of Merck silica gel (40-63 ,urn).
The sample was purified on 1000 g of silica gel at a loading of 14mg sample per gram
of packing. A step gradient of varying percentages of chloroform, methanol and
ammonium hydroxide and a flow-rate of 500 ml/rnin were used. Thin-layer chroma
tographic analysis of the individual fractions from this purification is shown in Fig. 4.
Using this method we were able to isolate 67% of the available chemical at a purity of
>99.8%.

TABLE II

ANALYTICAL HPLC DATA FOR COMPOUND 3

HPLC conditions: Partisil 5 ODS-3 RAC II (100 mm x 4.6 mm 1.0.); mobile phase, acetonitrile-water
(60:40) adjusted to pH 3.0 with phosphoric acid; 2.0 ml/rnin; detection, 238 nrn, 0.1 a.u.f.s,

Component Retention HPLC area%
time (min)

Impurity I 1.42 0.37
Compound 3 3.68 97.51
Impurity 2 4.85 0.36
Impurity 4 5.23 0.09

TABLE III

RESULTS OF PREPARATIVE PURIFICATION OF COMPOUND 3

Fraction k' (start) k' (end) Weight (g) Purity (%)"

S 98.4 97.51
A .21 22.5 22.1 98.42
B 22.5 31.5 49.2 99.86

a HPLC area%.
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Fig. 4. Thin-layer chromatographic analysis of fractions from the preparative purification of compound 4.
Solvent system, chloroform-methanol-ammonium hydroxide (40:58:2); detection, tert.-butyl hypochlo
rite-starch-potassium iodide; TLC adsorbent, Merck silica gel 60 F254' S is sample prior to chromatogra
phy. Each fraction is one half of a column volume.

CONCLUSION

Since the development of this technique approximately four years ago, we have
proven it to be extremely versatile and time saving. Good results have been obtained
on more than fifty purifications using both silica gel and reversed-phase packing
materials. Our purification objectives have always been met whenever we have used
this solid injection technique. The compound types which have been used with this
technique include steroids, di- and tripeptides, fatty acid derivatives, sugars, amino
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sugars, quinolones, heterocyclics and prostaglandin precursors. This technique has
proven useful for samples ranging from 0.1 g to 1900 g in weight. The majority of this
work was done with low-molecular-weight «600) compounds. Solid injection may
also be useful with other types of compounds.
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PREPARATIVE PACKING UTILITY AS A FUNCTION OF PARTICLE SIZE

JOHN A. PERRY* and TED J. SZCZERBA

Regis Chemical Company, 82/0 Austin Avenue. Morton Grove.Tl: 60053 (U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

The idea is still current, if not indeed prevalent, that more efficient packings
overload more quickly than less efficient, and that therefore they are less useful in
preparative liquid chromatography. In the light of new measurements made for this
purpose, we have reassessed the terms such as overload, loadability, and dynamic
capacity. These terms are self-referent, refer only to the ideal behavior of a given
packing at zero load, and are not useful for comparing the relative preparative utilities
of packings that differ merely in particle size. An "equal-cut-point" approach is
proposed as a better method for this comparison.

Given an equal-cut-point approach, a 20-J.lm column is seen to be roughly 15
times more productive than an 80-J.lm column, roughly 4.5 times more productive than
a 40-J.lm column, all of equal length. If the costs of the packings are taken into account,
the 20-J.lm column is seen to be almost 10 times more valuable than an 80-J.lm column,
that is, more productive per dollar paid for the packing; and about 3 times more
valuable than a 40-J.lm column.

INTRODUCTION

Preparative liquid chromatography'r" continues to attract rapidly increasing
interest. In the practice of preparative liquid chromatography (LC), among the more
important parameters is the particle size of the preparative column. Although smaller
particles produce more efficient columns at analytical loads, the use ofsmaller particles
for preparative loads has been viewed skeptically on the grounds that smaller particles
overload more quickly than larger. This view may have had its origin in a study by De
long et al.", who in their conclusions reported finding "higher loadabilities ... for
coarser particles".

Particle size was one of the parameters considered in a thorough review of and
model for preparative LC methodology7

• Combining this study with other recently
preceding ones'':", Snyder et at. lO proposed a comprehensive model to make it
"possible to draw a number of general conclusions relating to optimum conditions for
preparative HPLC". In the fourth and last of these conclusions, however, they stated,
" ... there is currently no single 'rule of thumb' to guide (the) choice (of particle size)....
the optimum particle size for any given case can best be determined only from
a knowledge of the exact circumstances surrounding the separation"!",

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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As is proper in theory, each relevant parameter is varied over the full range of its
pertinent continuum. However, most practitioners do not have the luxury of choosing
the values of their parameters from a continuum in which, for instance, column length
can take on any value. For most practitioners, parameter values refer not to
a continuum but to components that can be purchased from catalogues. For many,
preparative column length is 25 em, perhaps extendable in extremis to 50 em; and the
range of available preparative pressures and flow-rates is set by the pumps at hand
(and they, probably analytical). Our study refers to this limited laboratory in which
a real question is, "In the preparative column I am about to order, what particle size
should I specify?".

In this study, we have remeasured peak widths over a wide range of loadings,
correlated the results, and rephrased the findings. We present here these findings from
both the earlier, "overloading" point of view, and a new and simpler one that might be
called, "equal-cut-point".

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
For this study, dibutylphthalate (DBP), purchased from Aldrich (Milwaukee,

WI, U.S.A.), was used as the solute. HPLC grade solvents were used throughout.

Columns and equipment
The four columns used were 25 em x 4.6 mm J.D., and had been packed at Regis

with irregular, 100-A pore-diameter, ODS-bonded silica particles 10,20,40, and 80,um
in diameter.

Procedures
As mobile phase, methanol-water (80:20, v/v) was used at a flow-rate of 1.0

ml/min. Throughout, elution was isocratic. The amounts of DBP charged to each
column in 50-,u1 volumes varied by a factor of over 7000, ranging from 2 to somewhat
over 10 OOO,ug DBP/g of packing, specifically, 1.43, 14.3, 1430,3570,7140,10 700, and
14 300.

Shown in Fig. I for each particle size is the variation of peak width (measured at
half-height) as a function of solute loading.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The term "overload" was early defined in gas chromatography as an increase in
peak width 10% over that characteristic of zero load. One can also approach the
problem by measuring the number of theoretical plates produced by a given column as
a function of increasing load, then noting that load at which the number of theoretical
plates decreases by a chosen fraction. If the loading is expressed in load/g of packing,
one has the term, specific loadability". We have been unable to find where the terms
"capacity" and then "dynamic capacity" were introduced; here, for our isocratic
elutions we use "specific dynamic capacity" to mean the load per gram of packing at
which is observed a peak width 50% greater than that found at essentially zero load.
All such terms express a certain increase in peak width caused by a corresponding
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TABLE I

SPECIFIC DYNAMIC CAPACITY AS A FUNCTION OF PARTICLE DIAMETER
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Particle diameter
( um}

10
20
40
80

Specific dynamic capacity
(ug DBP/g packing)

2000
3400
5000
9600

increase in sample load, differ mutually only in degree, and are arbitrary in choice of
degree of peak broadening.

In Table I, the specific dynamic capacity just defined is listed for each of the four
particle sizes used. It can be seen that the specific dynamic capacity increases with
increasing particle size, in agreement with the idea alluded to in the Introduction, that
coarser particles show higher loadabilities. To show the relative magnitude of the
increase, we can divide the capcities by the smallest one measured; the result is shown in
Table II. The 80-pm particles show 4.8 times higher specific dynamic capacity, or
loadability, than the lO-um particles.

Nevertheless, we are talking about the chromatographic efficiencies of columns
that differ mutually only in the sizes of the particle contained, and thus about the
efficiencies of these particles. If the smaller particles are admittedly more efficient at
loadings that approach zero, then if they overload more quickly, surely the curves must
cross (an active concept: at the ASTM meeting in Baltimore, MD, U.S.A. as late as
October 1988 and in the discussion following a paper on preparative LC, that the
curves cross was given voice by a speaker). However, whether the curves cross can be
seen in Fig. 1. Although theory may predict they would eventually coincide.', the
curves do not cross.

How is it, then, that as just shown in Tables I and II, more efficient packings do
overload more quickly? It comes from entrapment in language. Terms such as
overload, specific loadability, and dynamic capacity are self-referent, only; they refer
to the ideal behavior of a given packing, its chromatographic efficiency at zero load.
These terms are not useful for comparing the preparative utility of one packing with
another that differs from the first only in particle size. A different approach is needed,
one that actually compares such packings.

TABLE II

RELATIVE SPECIFIC DYNAMIC CAPACITIES

Particle diameter
(um)

10
20
40
80

Restated dynamic capacity
(ug DBP/g packing)

Unit
1.7
2.5
4.8
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Fig. I. Loading curves showing peak width as a function of sam pic loading for particles of diameters of 10,
20,40 and 80 11m [Biochrom 100 A (ODS)]. If a more efficient packing were to show a larger peak width for
a given loading than a less efficient one, the curves would have to cross. Here the curves do not cross.

Let us suppose that we have two columns that differ only in the particle size of
the packings. Let us set up our separation, cut points and all, on the column that
contains the coarser particles. Then we replace the column with the coarser particles by
the one with the finer particles. Now, using the larger charge required by the more
efficient column to produce the peak width that corresponds to the cut points already
established with the less efficient column, we repeat the separation. The operations
with the two columns are shown in diagram in Fig. 2, wherein vertical lines indicate the
cut points established with the coarser-particle column. In Fig. 2, the peaks are tracings
from chromatograms produced for this paper; and the vertical lines indicate the
loading corresponding to the specific dynamic capacity of the coarser-particle column.
Let us call this the "equal-cut-point" approach.

Listed in Table III are the loadings determined by the two approaches: the
specific dynamic capacity and the equal cut point. In Table IV are listed the

Fig. 2. Figure suggesting diagrammatically that a separation first be set up with a less efficient column that
contains coarser particles, and then that the less efficient column be replaced by one that is more efficient.
The vertical lines correspond to a 50'10 increase in peak width of the solute peak from the less efficient
column. The vertical lines are taken as cut points. Let enough sample be charged to cause the peak from the
more efficient column to have a width equal to those cut points. The data, obtainable from the loading
curves in Fig. I, listed in Table IV, show that under the conditions tested here, columns that contain 20-l1m
particles are more both productive and valuable than those that contain either 80- or 40-l1m particles.
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TABLE III

PREPARATIVE CAPACITY AS A FUNCTION OF METHOD OF EXPRESSION
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Particle diameter
(11m)

Capacity (/lg DBP/g packing)

Specific dynamic Same cut point

10
20
40
80

2000
3400
5000
9600

23000
22000

5000
1500

intra-column ratios of these loadings. The specific dynamic capacity ratios were shown
earlier, in Table II. The equal-cut-point ratios show that, given the identical
experimental operations, a 20-Jimcolumn is roughly 15times more productive than an
SO-Jim column, roughly 4.5 times more productive than a 40-Jim column. These
measurements do not show much improvement in using IO-Jim particles rather than
20-Jim.

There is also the matter of packing costs. More efficient packings cost more. If
we divide the ratios of Table IV by the costs of the respective packings, we produce
ratios that express value. The value ratios (see Table V) show that a 20-Jim column is
almost 10 times more valuable than an SO-Jim column, that is, more productive per
dollar paid for the packing; and about 3 times more valuable than a 40-Jim column.
Again, the value ratios show no advantage in replacing a 20-Jim column by a IO-Jim.

TABLE IV

RELATIVE PACKING CAPACITIES

Particle diameter
(11m)

Capacity (11g DBP/g packing)

Specific dynamic Same cut point

10
20
40
80

Unit
1.7
2.5
4.8

15.3
14.7
3.3

Unit

TABLE V

RELATIVE PACKING VALUES

Particle diameter
(um}

Value (capacity/dollar)

Specific dynamic Same cut point

10
20
40
80

Unit
4.1
8.7

18.

4.1
9.5
3.1
Unit
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Note that the value ratios hold without regard to the cost or selling price of whatever
product is being purified.

Pressure is simply not considered in the equal-cut-point approach, in which the
packings to be compared are contained in columns of equal length. Columns, of
course, need not be of equal length. In the Knox-Pyper review7

, pressures were held
equal, columns could have any length and contain particles of any size. Performance
(gjh of purified product) then does not depend on particle size. Consider these two
points of view.

In columns of equal length and inner diameter, the pressure required for a given
flow-rate and mobile phase varies inversely as the square of the particle diameter of the
packing. Compared to the 80-j1m column, the 20-j1m column requires (80/20) squared
times as much pressure per length: 16times as much. Just let the 80-j1m column be long
enough to require that pressure, and it will do as well as the 20-j1m. (Merely choose to
use 16 80-j1m columns or 4 40-j1m and proportionately more pure solvent and column
hardware, rather than one 20-j1m.) In actual practice, the more efficient packing, easily
accommodated by the pressure capabilities of current equipment, is the one of choice.
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PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF A POLYMER-COATED ZIRCONIA
REVERSED-PHASE CHROMATOGRAPHIC SUPPORT

M. P. RIGNEy··a, T. P. WEBER and P. W. CARR

Department ofChemistry, University 0/Minnesota, 207 Pleasant St. S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455 (U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

The preparation of a reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatographic
support by deposition and cross-linking of polybutadiene on the surface of micropo
rous zirconia is described. It is demonstrated that acidic solutes undergo very strong
interactions with the zirconia surface even in the presence of a thick polymer layer.
These interactions can be minimized by the use of phosphate in the mobile phase, in
which case the small solute retention characteristics of the polymer coated zirconia
are comparable to alkylsilane-derivatized silica-based reversed-phase supports. Most
importantly, the polymer-coated zirconia was stable in alkaline solution. There was
no evidence for degradation of the support even when it was exposed to a mobile
phase of I M sodium hydroxide at lOO°e. In contrast, polybutadiene-coated alumina
was not stable under these conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) is the
most common mode of HPLC for many reasons, including its applicability to the
separation of solutes of very different polarity, molecular weight and chemical func
tionality. Another important factor in the widespread use of RP-HPLC is the conve
nience, versatility and high efficiency of silica-based, microparticulate, bonded-phase
chromatographic supports. The popularity of silica as a chromatographic support
results from the cumulative impact of its excellent mechanical strength, availability in
a wide range of pore sizes, nearly ideal pore structure (and concomitant mass transfer
properties) and the great versatility of silanization chemistry for altering the chemical
properties of its surface. However, silica gel and derivatized bonded phases also have
significant limitations, most notably their solubility in aqueous alkaline media and
lack of tolerance to harsh treatments both chemical and thermal. The dissolution of
silica in aqueous mobile phases is widely recognized and has been extensively docu
mented":". The stability of silica-based bonded-phase supports is also limited in
acidic mobile phases due to acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of the siloxane bonds (Si-O-Si)
that anchor the bonded-phase to the silica surface7-9. As an example of their lack of

a Present address: Ecolab, Inc .. Ecolab Center, St. Paul. MN 55102, U.S.A.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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robustness, routine sanitization measures used extensively in biochemistry, such as
cleaning with hot alkali, cannot be applied to silica-based columns. The inherent
instability of silica-based supports is a particularly significant limitation for prepara
tive-scalework. The need for extreme stability, chemical and otherwise, in prepara
tive-scale columns is inherent in the high cost of the columns and the expense involved
in developing large scale separations. Clearly it is very desirable in preparative-scale
work to be able to rejuvenate contaminated columns. This often requires the use of
very harsh reagents and conditions which can damage silica-based columns.

Although the great majority of work in RP-HPLC has been done using mod
ified silica, a variety of other support materials have been investigated in an effort to
develop alternatives to silica and silane chemistry to circumvent the above mentioned
limitations. Among these are rigid and semi-rigid organic polymer supports 10

-
12,

graphitized carbon13-15, and modified alumina16-22.
Although hydrous zirconia and zirconium phosphate have been used as ion

exchange supports, there has been only one report on the use of spherical, micropar
ticulate zirconia as a reversed-phase chromatographic support/ '. This work involved
use of a low-surface-area zirconia (9 m 2 jg even after hydrothermal treatment) that
was dynamically modified with a hydrophobic quaternary amine. No attempt was
made to characterize the chromatographic properties of the zirconia nor to develop a
permanent means of surface modification. A reversed-phase zirconia support has also
been preparated by direct precipitation of an organophosphate or organophos
phonate with zirconium(lV)24-26. This latter approach was used to prepare layered
crystalline reversed-phase chromatographic supports of the. formula Zr(03PORh,
where R = butyl, lauryl, octylphenyl or octadecyf'Y'". Although these materials
had reversed-phase characteristics, attempts to use particle sizes of less than 180 ,um
led to bed compaction and excessive back-pressures":

We have previously described the properties and alkaline stability of porous
microparticulate zirconia". The goal of the present work was to produce a polymer
coated zirconia reversed-phase material with alkaline stability comparable to that of
the unmodified zirconia.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chromatographic supports
A variety of samples of porous zirconia were used during the course of this

work. The identity and physical properties of these materials were described previous
ly29. A 15 cm x 0.46 em J.D. column packed with y-RPI polybutadiene-coated
alumina was obtained from ES Industries (Marlton, NJ, U.S.A.). A sample of 5-,um
Spherisorb 5AY alumina (Phase Separations, Norwalk, CT, U.S.A.) was also used.

Chemicals
All reagents used were obtained from commercial sources and were reagent

grade or better, unless noted below. Polybutadiene (PBD), molecular weight 4500,
45% vinyl was obtained from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, U:S.A.). Polybutadiene stan
dards of molecular weight 439, 982, 2760 and 22 000 were obtained from Polysciences
(Warrington, PA, U.S.A.). Dicumyl peroxide (DCP) was obtained from Alfa (Dan
vers, MA, U.S.A.). Methanol, 2-propanol, acetonitrile and tetrahydrofuran (THF)
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were CHROMAR grade obtained from Mallinckrodt (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.). The
water used in all experiments was from a Barnstead Nano-Pure system with a "Or
ganic-Free" final cartridge. All chromatographic mobile phases were filtered through
0.45- or 0.22-l1m filters prior to use. Water for use in the preparation of high pH
mobile phases was boiled prior to use to remove carbon dioxide.

Apparatus
The chromatographic apparatus, column hardware and column packing proce

dures were described previously".

Modification procedure
The modification procedure used was based on that of Schomburg and co

workers 3 0 , 3 1 . In all cases, the support was boiled in carbon dioxide-free water to fully
hydrate the surface, dried at 125°C under vacuum for 12 h and cooled in a desiccator
over P20 S prior to modification. Four different modification procedures were used
and are described below.

Procedure A. Zirconia with a high carbon load was prepared by adding 50 ml of
pentane containing 0.55 g ofPBO to 3.5 g of the support. The slurry was then placed
in an ultrasonic bath and a vacuum applied for approximately 5 min. OCP (0.01 g)
was added and the slurry again placed in an ultrasonic bath and a vacuum applied.
The pentane was removed by vacuum (aspirator) and the material dried at 70°C in
vacuo for 12 h. The coated support was heated in a tube furnace at 200T for 2 h with
a constant nitrogen purge. After removing the coated/cross-linked support from the
tube furnace and allowing it to cool, it was washed successively with 200 ml of
pentane, toluene, methylene chloride, THF, methanol and methanol-water (50:50).

Procedure B. Zirconia with a low carbon load was prepared by adding 35 ml of
pentane containing 0.09 g of PBO to 3.5 g of the support. The slurry was then placed
in an ultrasonic bath and a vacuum applied for approximately 5 min. A lO-ml volume
of pentane containing 0.002 g of DCP was added and the slurry again placed in an
ultrasonic bath and a vacuum applied. The slurry was then placed in a shaker bath at
room temperature for I h after which the supernatant was removed by filtration. The
material was heated in a tube furnace at 200°C for 4 h under nitrogen, washed as
described in Procedure A and dried at 70°C for 12 h.

Procedure C. Zirconia with an intermediate carbon load was prepared by add
ing 50 ml of pentane containing 0.27 g of PBO to 3.0 g of the support. The slurry was
then placed in an ultrasonic bath and a vacuum applied for approximately 5 min. A
10-ml volume of pentane containing 5.2 mg of OCP was added. The methodology of
Procedure A was then followed.

Procedure D. A 20-ml volume of pentane containing 0.2 g ofPBD was added to
3.5 g of support. The slurry was placed in an ultrasonic bath and a vacuum applied
for approximately 5 min. The pentane was removed by an aspirator and the material
dried at 70°C in vacuo for 12 h. The PBO was cross-linked by irradiation with an ESI
Research accelerated-electron beam at a dosage of 5 Mrad at 175 kV by the Process
Research Laboratory of the 3M Company (St. Paul, MN, U.S.A.). The cross-linked
PBD-coated support was then washed as described in Procedure A.
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Stability tests
The stability of the modified supports was determined by monitoring the reten

tion of a set of non-polar test solutes with time in a mobile phase of methanol-O.l M
sodium hydroxide (50:50) at a temperature of 50°C. The columns used were 5 em x
0.46 cm J.D. and were packed as described previously '". A 5 em x 0.46 em J.D.
column was also packed with PBD-coated alumina obtained by unpacking a 15ern x
0.46 em J.D. ES Industries yRP-l column.

The stability of zirconia-PBD and alumina-PBD in I M sodium hydroxide at
100°C was determined as described previously".

Chromatographic evaluation
Retention data were obtained at a flow-rate of 1 ml/rnin and a column temper

ature of 40T unless otherwise noted. The system dead volume used in the calculation
of capacity factors was determined by injection of 2H20 , or by the method of
Knox ": Volumes of 2, 5 or 10 J.l1 of a 1 mM solute solution were injected.

Static phosphate adsorption
A 10-ml volume of 10 mMphosphoric acid was added to 0.1 g of support and

the mixture ultrasonicated under vacuum for 20 min. After 12-24 h, an aliquot of the
supernatant was withdrawn, filtered through a 0.45-J.lm filter and the phosphorous
content determined by inductively coupled plasma emission spectrometry (ICP-ES).
The amount of phosphate adsorbed was determined from the difference in this mea
surement and that of a phosphoric acid blank.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Initial attempts to produce a zirconia-based reversed-phase were made by mod
ifying the surface by reaction with organosilanes under a wide variety of conditions.
Although reversed-phase supports of moderate coverages were obtained, silanized
zirconia was not stable in aqueous mobile phases due to the susceptibility of the
Zr-O-Si bond to hydrolysis. This instability is not surprising given the instability of
Si-O-Si bonds and the fact that the replacement of a silicon atom in a siloxane bond
by a heteroatom in general produces M-O-Si bonds which are less stable than the
Si-O-Si bond'":

Other attempts were made to produce monomeric zirconia-based reversed
phases by reaction of zirconia with organizirconium compounds and by adsorption
of organophosphonates, however, in all cases the resulting phases were not stable in
alkaline media.

Preparation ofpolymer-coated zirconia
Stable zirconia-based reversed phases were prepared by depositing and cross

linking polymers on the zirconia surface. In addition to stability, another advantage
of polymer-coated reversed phases is the ability to prepare materials with widely
varying carbon loads, irrespective of the population of reactive sites on the surface or
the stability of bonds to the surface. As shown by the data in Table I, the amount of
carbon on the support surface is easily varied over an order of magnitude by adjusting
the amount of polybutadiene offered to the support. It is important to take into
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TABLE I

COATING OF ZIRCONIA WITH POLYBUTADIENE

%PBD" Preparation %C' dd
f

method"

0.88 C 1.2 0.22
2.7 C 2.1 0.39
2.9 B 0.84 0.19
4.0 B 2.9 0.60
5.0 0 2.3 0.43
5.0 C 4.6 0.85
5.0 C 4.5 0.83
5.0 C 4.3 0.79

15.7 A 7.7 1.7

15.7 A 7.5 1.7

a %PBD = %PBD (w/w) in solution, with respect to weight of zirconia.
b For details, see Experimental section.
c %C = %carbon (w/w) on coated support as determined by conventional C,H,N analysis.
d d, = film thickness (nm), as determined from zirconia surface area and amount of immobilized

PBD (assumes no change in PBD density as a result of immobilization and cross-linking).

account the surface area of the zirconia supports when considering the carbon analy
sis data in Table I. When normalized to the support surface area, these data cover a
range which includes "typical" carbon loads of commercial silylated SiOz reversed
phase supports. Note that under the conditions given above the modification process
is reproducible as reflected by the agreement among the carbon analysis data ob
tained on different supports prepared from the same lot of zirconia with the same
amount of polybutadiene.

Clearly, the carbon load (or film thickness) of the coated supports increases
upon increasing the amount of PBD added to zirconia, although this increase is not
linear with the amount of PBD offered, as shown in Fig. 1. This is not surprising since
results of static adsorption experiments indicate that approximately 30 mg PBD/g
zirconia represents monolayer coverage on a zirconia support with 50 m' /g of surface

2.000

E 1.500
.5-
"""~ 1.000

~
E 0e 0.500

0

0,000+------1-----+-----+------1
o 5 10 15 20

Weight% PBD

Fig. 1. Variation of PBD film thickness with %PBD. Zirconia-PBD prepared according to procedures A
and C. Weight% PBD and film thickness have the same meaning as in Table I.
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area. When the PBD coverage exceeds a monolayer, it is likely that washing with
pentane prior to cross-linking removes a greater fraction of the PBD deposited on the
zirconia surface than it does when coverages are lower. It is also quite possible that
geometric considerations dictate less effective cross-linking as coverage exceeds a
monolayer. Both of these factors lead to lower immobilization "efficiency" with in
creasing amounts of applied PBD.

It is, of course, unavoidable that as the amount of polymer on the surface is
increased, there will be a concomitant decrease in the surface area of the support as
the thickness of the polymer layer reduces the effective mean pore diameter of the
support. This loss in surface area with increasing polymer film thickness is demon
strated by the data of Table II. This phenomenon is not limited to polymer-coated
supports; it is well documented for silylated supports/". When zirconia-PBD was
prepared as described in Procedure A, almost all of the surface area was lost. Micro
scopic inspection of the support particles showed a very irregular outer surface and a
high degree of particle aggregation. By contrast, at carbon loads approximating
monolayer coverage the loss in surface area is comparable to that encountered in
silanization of silica with octadecylsilane. There is no evidence of an irregular poly
mer layer or particle aggregation.

As noted in the experimental section, the PBD cross-linking reaction was initi
ated by either a chemically generated free radical, or via electron-beam irradiation of
the coated sample in the absence of a chemical initiator. The extent of cross-linking,
as well as the course of the cross-linking reaction, was followed by monitoring the
C=C stretching band at approximately 1640 cm' in the infra-red spectrum. Fig. 2
shows diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectra of a sample
cross-linked with DCP at avarious exposure times at 200°C. A 60% decrease in
absorbance at 1640cm' occurs during the first hour of treatment at 20WC and after
21.5 h the absorbance is decreased by more than 90%. We do not believe that this
extremely low apparent degree of unsaturation is due solely to a high cross-linking
efficiency, rather we think that some oxidative degradation may occur in addition to
the cross-linking reaction. A spectrum of the sample cross-linked by irradiation with
a high energy electron beam is shown in Fig. 3. The extent of cross-linking is compa
rable to that achieved with DCP-initiated cross-linking.

Column efficiency
One of the potential limitations of polymer-coated chromatographic supports is

TABLE II

VARIATION IN SURFACE AREA OF POLYBUTADIENE-COATED ZIRCONIA

%C" Preparation d" SA b' SA:
method"

f

2.9 B 0.19 50.4 38.9
5.0 C 0.85 60.6 29.3
7.7 A 1.7 50.4 4.0

a As defined in Table I.
b For details, see Experimental section.
c SA b = surface area of zirconia before immobilization of PBD.
d SA, = surface area of PBD-coated zirconia.
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a loss in chromatographic efficiency that may result from restricted mass transfer of
solutes in a polymer layer. We investigated the extent of this problem by determining
the efficiency of supports coated with varying amounts of PBD. Plots of plate height,
h, vs. linear velocity, u, for PBD-zirconia with two different PBD film thicknesses are
shown in Fig. 4. Note that varying the film thickness by a factor of approximately
three has an observable effect on the efficiency of the chromatographic support. This
effect is evidenced by the fact that the support with a 0.43-pm PBD film reaches its
minimum h of 2.9 at a mobile phase velocity of about 0.042 cmls, whereas the support

2.0

3900.0

2000 1500 1000

Fig. 3. DRIFT spectrum of zirconia coated with 50 mgjg PBD and crosslinked by high energy electron
beam. Dosage = 5 Mrad at 175 kV.
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Fig. 4. Efficiency of PBD-coated zirconia. Solute octanophenone. Mobile phase methanol-water (60:40)
Column temperature 25°C. PBD film thickness: 0 = 0.15 nm; • = 0.43 nm.

with a 0.15-l1m PBD film reaches its minimum h of 3.3 at a mobile phase velocity of
0.056-0.07 cm/s. Both of these effects would result if restricted mass transfer in the
polymer film was a significant factor in determining the chromatographic efficiency.
The smaller hopt exhibited by the support with the 0.43-l1m film is not consistent with
this conclusion, however, this data was obtained on a lot of zirconia with a fairly
broad particle size distribution and a high level of very small ( < 211m) particles such
that the column beds were rather unstable. It is likely that the poorer optimum
efficiency exhibited by the support with the 0.15-l1m film is a consequence of the
geometry of the packing bed and not related to the film thickness. Despite evidence of
the adverse effect of the polymer layer on efficiency, it should be recognized that these
supports do have an hopt of about 3. Columns packed from lots of zirconia with a
narrower particle size distribution routinely have hop t of less than 3.

Stability of modified zirconia
The results of stability testing on PBD-coated supports prepared as described in

Procedures A-D, and on a PBD-coated alumina support are shown in Fig. 5. For all
of the zirconia-PBD columns there was an initial 2-5% decrease in the retention of
ethylbenzene after which there was no further decrease. In the case of the alumina
PBD column, the stability test was terminated after 8000 column volumes of metha
nol-O.J M sodium hydroxide (50:50) were passed through the column due to the
appearance of double peaks and a 20% increase in column pressure. The alumina
column was disassembled and the column bed examined. A void of approximately
2-3 mm had formed at the head of the column, and there was obvious channelling
along the walls of the column. When the PBD-coated alumina column was unpacked,
aggregated particles of diameter greater than 44 11m were observed. None of the
zirconia columns exhibited any voids, nor any other indication of instability upon
exposure to 30 000 column volumes of the alkaline mobile phase.

The data in Table III show that the carbon content of the supports decreased
after treatment at high pH. Note that the carbon content of the aggregated> 44-l1m
alumina-PBD particles was approximately 15% higher than that of the 5-l1m alumi
na-PBD. Coupled with the results of the chromatographic evaluation, the carbon
analysis indicates a loss of uncross-linked or partially cross-linked polymer in the
initial stages of the stability test despite the preliminary washing. Sample C was
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Fig. 5. Chromatographic evaluation of the alkaline stability of PBD-coated supports. A = zirconia-PBD
prepared by Procedure A; B = zirconia-PBD prepared by Procedure B; C = zirconia-PBD prepared by
Procedure C; 0 = zirconia-Plsf) prepared by Procedure 0; E = AI203-PBD.

TABLE III

CARBON CONTENT OF POLYBUTADIENE-COATED SUPPORTS BEFORE AND AFTER
TREATMENT WITH AN ALKALINE ELUENT

Sample %Cb" %C}

A 7.7 6.7
B 0.8 0.6
C 2.5 2.1
0 2.3 1.7
A1203 3.8 3.0
Al203 >44 11m 3.5

" Carbon content of support as determined by conventional C, H, N analysis.
b Carbon content of support after exposure to methanol-O.I M sodium hydroxide (50:50) at a flow

rate of I ml/min and a column temperature of 50°C. Volume of mobile phase passed through each column
is shown in Fig. 5.
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Soxhlet extracted with toluene for 24 h prior to testing its stability in an attempt to
remove partially cross-linked oligomers, but this treatment had no apparent effect on
the initial decrease in retention, nor on the loss of carbon.

A third measure of stability was to assay the column effluent for zirconium by
ICP-ES. This evaluation was carried out for samples C and D in Table lIT. Zirconium
was absent at the level of detectability of 0.03 J.lgjml. Even ifzirconium was present at
the detection limit, this corresponds to a cumulative loss of less than 0.001% of the
mass of zirconium originally present in the column. No determination of aluminum in
the effluent of the PBD-coated alumina column was made, however, the peak dou-
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Fig. 6. ESCA spectra of zirconia-PBD. A = Spectrum of sample A before alkaline stability test; B =

spectrum of sample A after 30 000 column volumes of methanol-D. I M sodium hydroxide (50:50). Column
temperature 50T. Peaks: I = Zr 4p; 2 = Zr 3d; 3 = CIs; 4 = Zr 3p 5/2; 5 = Zr 3p 1/2; 6 = 0 Is; 7 = 0
Auger.
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bling, increased column pressure and presence of a substantial void at the head of the
column after the stability test all indicated that alumina dissolved during the course of
the experiment.

Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) spectra of a sample of
zirconia-PBD before and after the stability test described above are shown in Fig. 6.
Once again, there is no evidence for any gross changes in the zirconia-PBD after
treatment at extreme pH.

In addition to the stability test described above, the stability of zirconia-PBD
and alumina-PBD prepared by procedure C was evaluated by exposing columns
packed with these supports to a mobile phase of 1 M sodium hydroxide at lOocC. The
results of ICl' analysis of the column effluents are given in Table IV. No zirconium
was found in the column effluent. In contrast, it is obvious from the data in Table IV
that alumina dissolves to a significant extent during the first hour of exposure to these
conditions. In fact, after 3.25 h of exposure the amount of aluminum found in the
effluent corresponded to loss of more than 10% of the alumina originally present in
the column. The dissolution of alumina was confirmed by visual inspection of the
column, which revealed a void of several mm as well as channeling along the column
walls. Initially, it was surprising that the dissolution of such a large amount of alumi
na was not accompanied by a collapse of the column bed, but the alumina has a
relatively low porosity (ca. 50%) so that a large amount of alumina would have to
dissolve before the column bed would collapse.

The retention of a reversed-phase test probe, ethyl benzene, actually increased
by approximately 15% on both columns after this treatment. Although this increase
in retention is not understood, it does point out that, unlike a conventional mono
meric bonded phase column in which dissolution of the inorganic support must be
accompanied by loss of bonded phase, dissolution of the support ofa polymer-coated
column does not necessarily result in loss of stationary phase. Given the high degree
of cross-linking of the polymer coating and its insolubility in typical reversed-phase
eluents, it is likely that the polymer would remain in the column even as the inorganic
column bed dissolves. This is a possible explanation for the existence of the large
(aggregated > 44 11m) particles in the alumina column after exposure to alkaline
conditions. Exposure to alkaline conditions causes dissolution of alumina particular
ly from the more accessible outer surface of a bead. The relative amount of PBD on

TABLE IV

EXPOSURE OF POLYBUTADIENE-COATED SUPPORTS TO 'STERILIZING' CONDITIONS

Column Time (h)' Al Si Zr
(uglml)" (llg/ml) " (uglml)"

AI203-PBD I 680 13.6
3.25 243 3.3

Zirconia-PBD ! b 1.6
3.25 2.1

Zirconia, unmodified I 2.4
Blank (I M NaOH) 1.5

" llg/m! in column effluent as determined by ICP-ES.
b Less than the detection limit by rCP-ES.
C Time of exposure to 1 M NaOH at a flow-rate of r ml/min; T = roOT.
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Fig. 7. Separation of alkyl aryl ketones on zirconia-PBD. Column = 5 cm x 0.46 cm l.D. packed with
3.5-llm zirconia with 0.39 nm PBD film. Column temperature 2Ye. Mobile phase methanol-water (50:50).
Flow-rate I nil/min. Peaks: A = propanophenone; B = hutanophenone; C = pentanophenone; 0 =

hexanophenone; E = heptanophenone.

the outer surface will thereby increase and particle aggregation occurs. This conclu
sion is supported by the high carbon content of these aggregates relative to the 5-.um
particles recovered from the column as well as by the fact that a significant loss in
reversed-phase retention is not observed despite the dissolution of a substantial
amount of alumina.

The results described above strongly suggest that a meaningful evaluation of
the alkaline stability of an inorganic-based polymer-coated chromatographic support
must be based not only on the retention of non-polar test solutes, but also on analysis
of the effluent for dissolved support.

Retention characteristics
A typical separation of several alkyl aryl ketones on a zirconia-PBD support is

shown in Fig. 7. As expected for a reversed-phase support, the solutes elute in order
of increasing alkyl carbon number. The hydrophobicity of the zirconia-PBD support
is clearly indicated by the linearity of the plot of log capacity factor (k') versus alkyl
carbon number for these solutes, shown in Fig. 8. Similar plots for alkylbenzenes and
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1.500 •
::. •'" 1.000 0 '".2 •0 '"0.500 • '"0 • '"0.000

'"-0.500
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Alkyl Carban Number

Fig. 8. Reversed-phase retention on zirconia-PBD. Mobile phases as indicated in figure; other chroma
tographic conditions as in Fig. 7. 0: Alkylbenzenes, methanol-water (50:50),. slope = 0.33, intercept =
-0.011, r = 0.9993; .: alkylarylketones, methanol-water (50:50), slope = 0.33, intercept = -1.14, r =

0.9999; /',: alkylarylketones, methanol-water (60:40), slope = 0.28, intercept = - 1.30, r = 0.9999.
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for the alkyl aryl ketones in a stronger mobile phase are shown in Fig. 8. In view of
the more polar nature of the alkyl aryl ketones, the alkylbenzenes were more retained
than the alkyl aryl ketones at any alkyl carbon number as expected for reversed-phase
retention. Increasing the methanol content of the mobile phase decreased the reten
tion of the alkyl aryl ketones and also led to a lower slope in the plot of log k' vs.
carbon number; this is also consistent with a reversed-phase retention mechanism.

The general retention characteristics of zirconia-PBD relative to a monomeric
octyl-silane support were further evaluated in a pH 3 phosphate-containing mobile
phase using the solvatochromic comparison methode" with a set of 18 solutes. The
overall conclusion from the solvatochromic comparison experiment is that there are
no dramatic qualitative differences in the retention characteristics of the zirconia
PBD column relative to a conventional RP-HPLC column. This is, at least in part,
due to the fact that the conditions chosen for this comparison minimized the effect of
solute interactions with the zirconia support. Under different chromatographic con
ditions the effect of these interactions becomes quite evident. This is demonstrated by
the data in Table V which summarizes the retention of several test solutes on two
different zirconia-PBD columns. These data show only slight differences in the reten
tion of a variety of uncharged non-polar solutes on a given column in the three

TABLE V

CHROMATOGRAPHIC EVALUATION OF PBD-COATED ZIRCONIA COLUMNS

Capacity factors for a 5 til injection of a I mM test solute solution determined at a flow-rate of I ml/rnin
and a column temperature of 40°C.

Solute

Benzene
Toluene
Ethylbenzene
Nitrobenzene
Fluorobenzene
Chlorobenzene
Bromobenzene
Iodobenzene
Benzoic acid
Cinnamic acid
Phthalic acid
Phenyl phosphonic acid

Capacity factors

Column r Column 2b

Mobile phase Mobile phase

r 2,1 3e r 2" r

1.03 1.02 0.93 0.16 0.16 0.05
2.14 2.16 2.04 0.40 0.40 0.20
4.24 4.15 4.02 0.78 0.76 0.70
0.68 0.66 0.54 0.11 0.12 0
1.09 1.10 1.00 0.19 0.18 0.13
2.70 2.70 2.50 0.54 0.52 0.44
3.60 3.60 3.36 0.74 0.72 0.63
5.65 5.65 5.30 I.l8 I.l6 1.03
_f _f -0.23 _f _f -0.22
_f _f -0.17 _f _f -0.21
_f _f -0.23 _f _f -0.19
_f _f -0.22 _f _f -0.21

u 5 em x 0.46 em I.D. Zr02-PBD column with 0.43 nm PBD film.
b 5 em x 0.46 em I.D. Zr02 column with 0.15 nm PBD film.
c Mobile phase I: methanol-water (40:60).
d Mobile phase 2: rnethanol-O.{ M NaCI (40:60).
e Mobile phase 3: methanol-O.I M phosphate buffer pH 7 (40:60).
f No elution observed in 1 hat 0.0005 a.u.f.s.
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different mobile phases, indicating that these solutes are retained by a reversed-phase
retention mechanism.

In contrast, elution of benzoic acid, phthalic acid, cinnamic acid and phenyl
phosphonate was not observed at all in methanol-water (40:60), even in the presence
of 100 mM sodium chloride. This indicates that these solutes were either irreversibly
adsorbed onto the zirconia support, or were so strongly retained that their retention
times were too long and the peaks too broad to permit detection. When phosphate
was added to the mobile phase, these solutes eluted with negative capacity factors. We
previously reported that the presence of phosphate in the mobile phase converts
microporous zirconia into a cation exchanger'", and these data indicate that solute
elution occurred prior to the dead volume as a result of electrostatic exclusion of the
negatively charged solute from the pores of the negatively charged support.

Note that the data in Table V show no evidence that solute-zirconia interac
tions were diminished on the support with a thicker (0.43 nm) film. In fact, although
the data are not given, this same effect was observed on supports with PBO films as
thick as 1.5 nm. Clearly, there is a very strong interaction between these anionic
solutes and the zirconia support which the PBO film does not completely inhibit,
regardless of its thickness. This is consistent with the expectation that deactivation of
surface sites does not necessarily accompany the deposition of a polymer film since in
many cases no specific interaction or reaction with the surface sites occurs. By con
trast, a substantial "deactivation" which was dependent on film thickness was report
ed with silica coated with PB0 3 1

.

The apparent accessibility of anion-exchange sites on the zirconia surface even
after deposition of a thick polymer film was confirmed by determining the static
phosphate adsorption capacity of several supports with different PBO film thickness
es. The results of this experiment, which are summarized in Table VI, show that some
reduction in phosphate adsorption accompanies the deposition of a PBO film on the
zirconia surface. Fig. 9 shows that the amount of phosphate adsorbed decreases
linearly with PBO film thickness for films of less than 0.58 nm. The amount of
phosphate decreased from 3.9 ,umoles/m2 on bare zirconia to 2.3 ,umoles/m2 on zirco
nia-PBO with a 0.58 nm PBO film. Note that this data encompasses a PBO molecular

TABLE VI

STATIC PHOSPHATE ADSORPTION ON ZIRCONIA~PBD

SUPPOI'l PBD d a Ji11101es/1112 b
J

(mol. WI.)

Zirconia NoPBD 0 3.93
Zirconia 400 0.1 3.54
Zirconia 2700 0.43 3.42
Zirconia 900 0.24 3.22
Zirconia 4500 0.22 3.21
Zirconia 4500 0.45 2.74
Zirconia 4500 1.7 2.35
Zirconia 22000 0.58 2.30

a d
J

= PBD film thickness in nm.
b Jimoles/m 2 = Jimoles of phosphate adsorbed/m? zirconia.
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Fig. 9. Dependence of phosphate adsorption on PBD film thickness d, and i'molcsjm' as defined in Table
VI.

weight range from 400 to 22 000 daltons. The value of 2.3 Ilmolesjm2 appears to
represent the lower limit of phosphate adsorption, as increasing the PBO film thick
ness by a factor of three did not result in any further reduction in the amount of
phosphate adsorbed on the zirconia-PBO support. The significance of this lower limit
is not clear. The independence of the amount of phosphate adsorbed on the molecular
weight of PBO clearly indicates that the 2.3 flmolesjm 2 of "unblockable" anion-ex
change sites are not a consequence of a simple size exclusion effect, that is, they are
not sites which are located in micropores or other regions of the zirconia particle
which are accessible to inorganic phosphate but inaccessible to PBO because of its
larger size. These unblocked sites are analogous to the silanol groups which remain
underivatized on silica after reaction with small organosilanes (i.e., endcapping re
agents). The resistance of these silanol sites to derivatization has been explained in
terms of geometric effects related to the highly fractal nature of the silica surface.".
Since the surface of zirconia is also highly fractal, it is likely that local geometric
factors (as opposed to geometric factors such as exclusion from pores) are involved in
the fact that a finite number of surface sites remain accessible even after deposition of
an extremely thick PBO film. Another possible explanation for the adsorption of 2.3
flmolesjm2 of phosphate even in the presence of a heavy PBO load is that a PBO
monolayer covers a certain fraction of the zirconia surface leading to the initial
decrease in phosphate adsorption and that additional PBO layers, which are not in
intimate contact with the zirconia surface, do not further restrict access to the surface.

The chromatographic results and the results of the static phosphate adsorption
experiment both clearly indicate that the zirconia-PBO support has substantial
anion-exchange capacity. The presence of accessible anion-exchange sites leads to
mixed-mode retention mechanisms which complicate the chromatography of acidic
solutes such as carboxylic acids and organophosphonates. One possible strategy for
inhibiting the interaction of these solutes with the zirconia surface is to use phos
phate-containing mobile phases so that inorganic phosphate competes for anion
exchange sites with the solute molecules. This approach is analogous to the use of
amine-containing mobile phases to improve the chromatography of amines on silica
based reversed phases.

The data in Table VII demonstrate the effect of various concentrations of inor
ganic phosphate on the chromatography of several test solutes. If the retention of
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TABLEVlI

EFFECT OF PHOSPHATE CONCENTRATION ON RETENTION ON PBD COATED ZIRCONIA"

Solute J mM H3PO: JOmM H3PO/ 100 m M H1PO;'

k" Nf k' N k' N

Benzene 0.58 242 0.60 205 0.47 278
Benzoic acid 0.64 43 0.53 82 0.24 263
Toluene 1.0 179 1.1 159 0.84 216
Toluic acid 0.90 37 0.72 79 0.40 187
Benzylamine 0.32 196 0.36 211 0.23 273
Phenyl phosphonic acid -Y -Y 0.13 43

a Column, 5 cm x 0.46 em J.D. packed with 10 Jim-15 Jim zirconia-PBD; flow-rate, I ml/min;
column temperature, 40'C; injection volume, 5 Jil; solute concentration, I mM.

b Mobile phase: methanol-J mM H3P04 (50:50) adjusted to pH 3.
c Mobile phase: methanol-IO mM H3P04 (50:50) adjusted to pH 3.
" Mobile phase: methanol-I 00 mM H3P04 (50:50) adjusted to pH 3.
e k' = capacity factor.
f N = 5.54 (tJW)2
g No elution observed at k' < 100.

these solutes were due solely to a reversed-phase P,focess, benzoic acid and p-toluic
acid should elute before benzene and toluene, respectively, as a result of their greater
polarity. In fact, in 1 mM phosphate at pH 3, benzoic acid is slightly more retained
than benzene, while toluene is more retained than toluic acid. In 10 mM and 100 mM
phosphate, benzoic acid and toluic acid elute before benzene and toluene, respec
tively. Clearly, in the presence of even a small amount of phosphate in the mobile
phase, there are few anion-exchange sites present on the zirconia-PBD support. This
finding is consistent with the reported conversion of zirconia from an anion ex
changer to a cation exchanger upon treatment with inorganic phosphate-": In 1 mM
phosphate, the benzoic acid and toluic acid peaks are tailed and broader than the
benzene and toluene peaks as reflected in the number of theoretical plates. (It should
be noted that the column used for this experiment was packed with a 10-15 ,urn
zirconia-PBD support that had a non-uniform particle size distribution. As a result
the column efficiency was low. The comparison of the benzoic acid and toluic acid
peaks to the benzene and toluene peaks is still valid.)

The chromatography of benzoic acid and toluic acid improved upon increasing
the phosphate concentration so that in the presence of 100 mM phosphate the plate
counts determined from these peaks are comparable to those determined for benzene
and toluene. Note that phenyl phosphonic acid is irreversibly adsorbed in both the I
and 10 mM phosphate mobile phases, and elutes as a broad peak in 100 mM phos
phate. The chromatography of benzylamine is comparable to that of benzene. It
elutes sooner than benzene as is expected for a less hydrophobic solute and has a
slightly wider peak, but there is no evidence that it exhibits the strong interactions
with zirconia-PBD that acidic solutes do under these conditions. Other inorganic
phosphate species, including pyrophosphate and tripolyphosphate, were also used as
mobile phase modifiers without appreciably different results from those described
above for orthophosphate. Mobile phase additives other than phosphate will most
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likely be less effective in controlling the interaction of these solutes with the zirconia
surface since their interaction with the surface is weaker than that of phosphate.
Results obtained with acetic acid as a mobile phase modifier confirmed this expecta
tion.

Clearly, a more desirable approach for controlling the interactions with the
zirconia surface would be to deactivate the surface permanently by incorporation of a
blocking agent in the modification procedure. An attempt was made to do so by
adsorbing allylphosphonate onto the anion-exchange sites both before and after de
position of the PBD film and to then "anchor" the allylphosphonate by cross-linking
it with the PBD. The initial attempt involved adsorbing the allylphosphonate onto
unmodified zirconia from methanol and then depositing a PBD film according to
Procedure C given above. The effectiveness of the allylphosphonate deactivation was
determined by examining the chromatography of benzoic acid and other solutes in
methanol-Hjf) (50:50) mobile phase. Benzoic acid was irreversibly adsorbed on an
untreated zirconia-PBD support under these conditions. The initial result on the
allylphosphonate-deactivated support was encouraging in that elution of benzoic acid
was observed, however, there was still strong anion-exchange retention as evidenced
by a capacity factor of 6.2 for benzoic acid compared to a value of 0.3 for benzene.
Additional injections of benzoic acid were made and the retention increased in a
regular fashion upon,each injection as shown in Fig. 10. The extent of increase in
retention was dependent on the amount of injected benzoic acid. If no injections were
made, there was essentially no increase in the retention of benzoic acid with time.
These observations indicate that the benzoic acid displaced allylphosphonate from
the zirconia surface thereby exposing more sites and causing an increase in anion
exchange retention with each subsequent injection. The same approach to deacti
vation was also attempted using octylphosphonic acid, but once again, deactivation
was incomplete and the retention of benzoic acid increased upon repetitive injections.

Both of the supports prepared by adsorbing an organophosphonate and then
depositing a PBD film had carbon loads which were much lower than expected based
on the amount of PBD offered. This could be due to desorption of the adsorbed
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Fig. 10. Retention of benzoic acid on deactivated zirconia-PBD. Column, 5 cm x 0.46 cm J.D. packed
with 10-15 11m zirconia coated with allylphosphonate and PBD; mobile phase, methanol-TO mM H3P04

(50:50) adjusted to pH 3; flow-rate I ml/min; column temperature, 40°C; injection volume, 5 pI; solute
concentration, I mM.
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phosphonate into pentane during the wash step in the PBD deposition procedure, to
less adsorption of PBD onto the non-polar zirconia-organophosphonate surface
from pentane, or to the masking of specific sites on the zirconia surface onto which
PBD adsorbs. To avoid any or all of these possible problems, the deactivation was
attempted by depositing the PBD film and then adsorbing allylphosphonate onto the
surface from methanol, however, this approach also gave low carbon loads and an
unstable, incompletely deactivated surface.

Although a stable, completely deactivated zirconia-PBD support was not pre
pared, deactivation of the zirconia surface with an unsaturated organophosphonate,
such as allylphosphonate, followed by deposition and cross-linking of a polymer film
should be a viable approach to the preparation of a permanently deactivated zirco
nia-PBD. Experimental problems which need to be addressed are the appropriate
organophosphonate to use and the appropriate solvents and conditions from which
to adsorb the organophosphonate and PBD in order to maximize surface coverage
and deactivation.

CONCLUSIONS

The preparation of a polymer-coated zirconia-based support has been de
scribed. Polybutadiene was immobilized on porous microparticulate zirconia and
cross-linked chemically or by irradiation with high-energy electrons. The coated,
cross-linked support has very high alkaline stability which we believe is superior to
that of any inorganic-based chromatographic support previously reported, and prob
ably adequate for any conceivable use.

Zirconia-PBD has very similar retention characteristics to alkyl-silica bonded
phases with respect to the retention of small solutes in a phosphate buffer at pH 3.
Under other conditions, particularly when phosphate is absent from the mobile
phase, acidic solutes are very strongly retained due to interactions with (basic) anion
exchange sites on the surface of the zirconia support. These interactions can be con
trolled to some extent by the addition of phosphate to the mobile phase.
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PREPARATIVE REVERSED-PHASE HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID
CHROMATOGRAPHY IN THE SYNTHESIS OF VISCOSIN, A CYCLIC
DEPSIPEPTIDE

TERRENCE R. BURKE, Jr* and BHASKAR CHANDRASEKHAR

Peptide Technologies Corporation, 125 Michigan Avenue N.E., Washington, DC 20017 (U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

The importance of peptides in biochemical research and the facility with which
they can be prepared by solid-phase techniques highlights the need for continuing
research in the chromatographic purification of these molecules on a preparative scale,
In this regard, synthesis of the cyclic depsipeptide antibiotic, viscosin, has provided the
opportunity to demonstrate the use of radial compression cartridge technology in the
reversed-phase purification of three key peptide intermediates on a scale of several
hundred milligrams. Superior resolution of linear and cyclic peptide mixtures on
a Bondapak C!s radial compression cartridge by using an aqueous acetonitrile solvent
system containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid contributed significantly to the first total
synthesis of viscosin, and demonstrates the applicability of this system to the
purification of peptide mixtures.

INTRODUCTION

Peptides play an ever more important role in many areas of scientific research.
One reason for this rapid expansion is the relative ease with which a diversity of
peptides and peptide analogues can be prepared by using solid-phase techniques",
While products of solid-phase peptide synthesis are often remarkably pure, even the
best of synthesis can be contaminated by structurally similar side products. Chroma
tographic techniques such as counter-current distribution or the Ito coil planet
centrifuge can give substantial purification of peptide mixturesv". However, these
suffer from the disadvantage of lengthy separation times and an inability to resolve
closely eluting species, High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), on the
other hand, gives rapid resolution of very complex mixtures, and has established itself
as a valuable method not only in the monitoring of the formation of side products
during peptide synthesis" but also in the purification of synthetic peptide mixturesi".

Various reversed-phase media have found successful application in this regards.6 .s and
the utility of novel separation schemes has been demonstrated". The commercial
availability of high-flow pumps and new high-capacity columns continues to make the
preparative HPLC purification of large-scale peptide synthesis an important area of
investigation.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © [989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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Radial compression cartridges offer a less expensive alternative to stainless-steel
columns while maintaining high capacity and resolution, and their use has been
successfully demonstrated in the purification of hundreds of synthetic peptides". Our
research on peptide antibiotics afforded the opportunity to examine the efficacy of the
Bondapak CIS radial compression cartridge, the PrepPak 1000 compression module
and the Model 3000 pumping system in the purification of large amounts of peptide
reaction products. Work centered on the peptide antibiotic viscosin which was
discovered by Kochi in 1951 and was shown to have antimicrobial i" and antiviral 1 1

properties. After an initial incorrect structural assignment1 2
, the revised structure had

been postulated as I (Fig. 1), a cyclic peptide lactone composed of alternating D- and
L-amino acids, with a D-fl-hydroxydecanoyl peptide side chain 1 3

. The Waters
Millipore cartridge system was used for the purification of three key peptide
intermediates and served as a significant factor in our successful completion of the first
total synthesis of viscosin 14.

Solid-Phase Synthesis

08z1 ~ 08z1 08z1
I I I

0-3- Hydroxyde c a no yl-L-Le u -0 -G lu -D-allo -Thr-D -Va I-L-Leu-D -S er-L-Leu -0 -S er-O H
I

H-lIe-O
2

~ BOPCI/NEt J

OR
I

0-3- HYdr 0 x yd ec an 0 yl- L- Le u - 0 -G Iu
I

.O·D-al/o-Th!...
L-Ile D-Val

( )
D-Ser L-Leu

I' ---RO L-Leu -D-S\,

OR

1 R=H 3 R=8zl

Fig. I. Cyclization of precursor fragment 2 to peptide lactone 3. Bz! = benzyl; Et = ethyl.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Solvents were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fairlawn, NJ, U.S.A.).

Acetonitrile was HPLC grade and water was passed through a Barnstead Nanopure II
cartridge purification system (Dubuque, 10, U.S.A.) with a 0.2-,um filter (> 18
MQ/cm). Peptides were obtained by synthetic procedures reported elsewhere!" and
lyophilized from reagent-grade tetrahydrofuran (dried over 4-A sieves).

Methods
Chromatography was performed on a Waters Division of Millipore (Milford,

MA, U.S.A.) LC 3000 solvent delivery system equipped with a Rheodyne 7010 injector
(having a 7012 filler port and a 5.1-ml sample loop). Additional equipment consisted of
a Waters Model 381 variable-wavelength detector and Model 740 data module.
Solvent systems were (A) 0.1% trifluoracetic acid (TFA) in water and (B) 0.1 % TFA in
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acetonitrile with gradients as indicated in Figs. 2-6 (% B shown). Analytical
chromatography was carried out on a IlBondapak C1S, 10 ,urn, 15 x 0.39 ern J.D.
column (Waters) with a flow-rate of 1 ml/rnin and detection at 214 nm. Samples were
typically injected in a volume of 100 Ill. Semipreparative chromatography was
performed by using a Waters IlBondapak CtS, 10 Ilm, 15 x 1.9 cm LD. column at
a flow-rate of 10 ml/rnin. Samples (75 mg) were injected in 3 ml ofdioxane. Preparative
chromatography was performed at a flow-rate of 60 mlrrnin by using a Waters
PrepPak 1000 radial compression module equipped with a Waters Bondapak C1Sprep
cartridge, 15-20 Ilm, 30 x 4.7 em LD. maintained under 760 p.s.i. Samples were
pumped on in 20-50 ml of dioxane. Both analytical and semipreparative runs utilized
UV detection with an analytical cell (10 mm path length), while preparative runs
utilized a semipreparative cell (2.1 mm path length). Prior to lyophilization, samples
were taken to dryness under rotary evaporation at reduced pressure. Temperatures of
50-60°C were permissible for benzyl-protected peptides, while a temperature of 40°C
was used for debenzylated material. Residues were lyophilized from dioxane, giving
white solids. Assigned structures were confirmed by amino acid analysis and fast atom
bombardment mass spectrometry.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A central problem in the synthesis of cyclic depsipeptides is ring closure. This
closure is traditionally achieved through amide bond formation rather than through
ester bond formation 15. For the synthesis of viscosin, a scheme was developed using
solid-phase peptide techniques based on an acid-sensitive resin!" and fluorenyl
methyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc)/butyloxycarbonyl (Boc) amino protection, which pro
duced a linear fragment 2 suitable for cyclization to the benzyl-protected viscosin (3)
(Fig. 1). Crude linear 2 was examined by analytical HPLC and was shown to consist
primarily of a faster-eluting pyroglutamic acid derivative (2a)17 and product 2 with
a side product of unknown composition (2b) (Fig. 2). Initial semipreparative HPLC

75

50 [ll

25
2b

2

2a

'r----~------,------'O

o 15 30
Minutes

Fig. 2. Analyticall-lPLC of crude 2 resulting from the TFA cleavage of the solid-phase resin. Absorbance at
214 nm.
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Fig. 3. Purification of crude 2. Shaded areas indicate portions collected. (A) Semipreparative HPLC
purification of a 75-mg sample; (B) preparative purification of an SOO-mg sample; (C) analytical HPLC of
purified 2 obtained from preparative purification indicated in (B). Absorbance at 220 nm (A) and (B) or 214
nm (C).

purification of a 75-mg sample of crude 2 failed to give baseline resolution (Fig. 3A),
however, 21 mg (28% of crude) of pure linear 2 was obtained by this procedure.
Superior resolution was achieved in the subsequent preparative HPLC purification of
800 mg of crude 2 (Fig. 3B), where baseline separation yielded 277 mg (35%, w/w) of
pure 2 (Fig. 3C). The linear velocity of the preparative run (200 em/h) was
approximately one half that of the analytical scale (500 em/h), and this in combination
with a shallower gradient resulted in preparative retention times approximately three
times longer than the analytical retention times. Qualitatively, chromatograms
obtained preparatively were remarkably similar to analytical results.

After several hundred milligrams of pure linear 2 had successfully been obtained,
cyc1ization of 2 was carried out under various conditions. Cyc1ization was finally
achieved under high dilution by using the activating agent bis(2-oxo-3-oxazolidinyl)
phosphinic chloride (BOPCl)18 in dioxane (Fig. 1). The resulting crude reaction
mixture contained the desired cyc1ized product 3 and a faster eluting impurity 3a (Fig.
4A). Preparative HPLC purification of the crude reaction mixture from a 250-j1mol
reaction (representing approximately 360 mg of peptide) (Fig. 4B) gave 82 mg ofhighly
enriched benzyl-protected viscosin 3 (Fig. 4C), which was of sufficient purity to carry
through the subsequent deprotection step.

Debenzylation of82 mg of3 was achieved by stirring with ammonium formate in
methanol in the presence of 10% Pd . C19. The reaction was followed by analytical
HPLC until the mixture of partially debenzylated products coalesced to one
unchanging peak. The crude reaction product (Fig. 5A) was then subjected to
preparative HPLC purification (Fig. 5B), yielding 52 mg (75%) of pure synthetic
viscosin (1) (Fig. 5C), which was indistinguishable from natural material" both
chromatographically (Fig. 6) and by NMR.

" A sample of natural viscosin was kindly obtained from Sumitomo Chemical Company, Osaka,
Japan.
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While preparative HPLC purification of linear 2 and final product I was
conducted with good separation, the problematic purification of cyclized, benzyl
protected 3 needed to be re-examined. It was found that debenzylation of crude
3 directly without intermediate purification gave a reaction mixture the components of
which could be more easily resolved, yielding the desired 1. It was therefore found to be
more expedient to bypass the intermediate purification of 3 and to debenzylate the
crude reaction product directly. Preparative HPLC purification of the resulting crude
debenzylated mixture was then achieved in yields (19% overall from linear 2)
comparable to that obtained by using an intermediate purification of benzylated
precursor (18% overall yield).

In summary, the first total synthesis of viscosin has afforded the opportunity to
examine the utility of the Bondapak C I 8 radial compression PrepPak 1000 system in
the large-scale purification of peptide reaction products. The resulting purification of
the benzyl-protected linear and cyclized peptides as well as deprotected cyclic viscosin
enabled the achievement of the first total synthesis of viscosin.
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PURIFICATION OF SYNTHETIC PEPTIDES ON A HIGH-RESOLUTION
PREPARATIVE REVERSED-PHASE COLUMN
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and

RICHARD MEYER and ROBERT S. COOLEY
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SUMMARY

A 2-in. LD. column filIed with IO-,um spherical CIS bonded silica with 120 A
pores was used for the preparative purification of various synthetic peptides in one
step. The smalI-sized silica packing afforded high resolution and the spherical shape
helped maintain a relatively low back-pressure during the chromatography. Condi
tions for performing the separations were derived from the analytical chromatogra
phy of samples on a column of similar 5-Jlm material. The same amount of organic
modifier, but with the gradient duration increased, achieved very similar separations
on the preparative column.

INTRODUCTION

The purification of solid-phase synthesized peptides has been performed using a
recently available preparative column filled with small-diameter spherical CIS bonded
silica support material. To achieve the one-step purification of laboratory-scale pre
parative amounts of peptides, a high-resolution column is advantageous over a col
umn containing larger diameter particles (> 20 ,urn) for the highly heterogeneous
products of automatic or manual solid-phase synthesis. Although these columns are
expensive, a one-step purification procedure effects significant cost savings as it is
more rapid. Moreover, the use of precolumns can extend their lifetimes. The analyt
ical chromatography was carried out on very high-resolution columns of 5-,um ODS
silica with 120- or 200-A pores, which are suitable for the size of peptides synthesized
here. After some experience the conditions and results of analytical-scale chromato
graphy suggested preparative-scale chromatographic conditions that were satisfacto
ry without the need for extended chromatographic studies. We describe here the
conditions and columns used for both analytical and preparative chromatography
that achieved the preparative purification of many linear peptides. This strategy
seems to be suitable for the peptides that we have studied, which are up to twenty
residues in length.
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EXPERIMENTAL

M. KNIGHT et al.

Solvents were of high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) or analyt
ical-reagent grade from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.) and trifluoroacetic
acid (TFA) was obtained from Halocarbon (Hackensack, NJ, U.S.A.). Water was
distilled and passed through a Nanopure cartridge filtration system (Barnstead, Bos
ton, MA, U.S.A.). Peptides were synthesized by standard solid-phase techniques!
using Boc-amino acid derivatives, either manually or in a Biosearch (Novato, CA,
U.S.A.) 9500 AT peptide synthesizer. The syntheses were made on phenylacetamido
methyl (PAM) or chloromethyl resin. After the assembly of amino acids, the peptide
resin was treated with anhydrous hydrogen fluoride, which cleaved the pep tides and
removed side-chain protecting groups. After lyophilization, the product was analyzed
by HPLC for the determination of impurities and the amino acid composition was
determined by amino acid analysis of a 22-h mercaptoethanesulfonic acid hydrolysis
using ion-exchange chromatography with post-column o-phthalaldehyde fluores
cence detection? (St. Johns Assoc., Beltsville, MD, U.S.A.).

Analytical chromatography was carried out in Waters/Millipore equipment
consisting of a U6K injector, two Model 510 pumps with extended flow heads, a
Model 681 variable-wavelength UV detector, a Model 680 gradient controller and an
SEl20 recorder (all from Waters/Millipore, Milford, MA, U.S.A.). A YMC-Pack,
5-Jim spherical ODS, 200 A, 150 x 6 mm J.D. column was used (AMP-3l2-5; YMC,
Morris Plains, NJ, U.S.A.). The solvent system was 0.1% aqueous phosphoric acid
and acetonitrile gradients at a flow-rate of 1 ml/rnin. Preparative chromatography
was conducted with a Waters/Millipore LC3000 solvent-delivery system with helium
sparging of the mobile phase consisting of 0.1% aqueous TFA and gradients of 0.1%
TFA in acetonitrile at 50 nil/min. A 300 x 50 mm J.D. column of spherical, 10-Jim
ODS, 120 A, silica (R-354-SIO; YMC) was used with a 50 x 50 mm J.D. guard
column of 50 Jim ODS, 120 A, silica (YMC). The effluent was passed through a
Model 680 UV detector equipped with a preparative flow cell. An SEl20 recorder was
used and fractions were collected manually.

The sample was dissolved in water at a concentration of 1-5 mg/ml and filtered
through 0.45-Jim filters. The sample was pumped at 25 ml/min onto the column,
which had been equilibrated in 0.1% aqueous TFA. Subsequently, one column vol
ume (600 m!) of 0.1% aqueous TFA was pumped at 50 ml/rnin, then the gradient was
started. The peak fractions were analyzed by HPLC and those containing the peptide
were directly lyophilized. The purified peptide was analyzed by analytical HPLC and
amino acid analysis. These procedures were modified from previously published
methods 3 ,4 .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An analog of kallidin, designed for radiolabeling, dehydrokallidin (Lys-Arg
LlPro-LlPro-Gly-Phe-Ser-LlPro-Phe-Arg; LlPro = dehydroproline), was synthe
sized manually on 4 g of Boc-tosyl-Arg-chloromethyl resin. After cleavage with hy
drogen fluoride, 890 mg of powder resulted. Dehydrokallidin was initially separated
on an analytical column to determine the complexity of the compound, optimize the
separation and develop gradient conditions for the large-scale column. The lower
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part of Fig. 1 shows the analytical separation with detection at 254 nm, indicating a
major peak eluting at 24 min and an earlier eluting component well separated in the
gradient to 20% acetonitrile. The peptide was purified in two batches of 400 and 490
mg on the 2-in. diameter column (300 x 50 mm 1.0.) packed with 10-/lm spherical
ODS, 120 A, silica (Fig. 2). The sample was loaded as described under Experimental.
After passing 600 ml of 0.1% aqueous TFA, a gradient to 20% acetonitrile was run in
20 min, i.e., the same final conditions as in the analytical chromatography. The first
peak that was eluted contained very little mass (43 min, Fig. 2). The analytical chro
matography of this material is shown in Fig. 1 (IS-min peak, upper panel). This
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Fig. l. Analytical chromatography of unpurified dehydrokallidin (lower chromatogram) and of the two
peaks separated in the preparative chromatography (top two traces). The lower panel represents ca. 100lig
of the synthetic product chromatographed on the YMC 6-mm J.D. column as described under Experi
mental using 0.1% aqueous phosphoric acid as A and acetonitrile as B at a flow-rate of I ml/min; the
gradient used was 0-20% Bin 15 min. Peptide was eluted at 24 min and an impurity at 20.5 min. Upper
panel: samples of 20 III of the peak fractions from the preparative run in Fig. 2 were chromatographed with
a gradient from 3 to 20% Bin 15 min. Detection at 254 nm. The lower trace in the upper panel represents
the 43-min preparative peak or side-fraction eluting at 14.5 min and the upper trace the peak fraction of the
second peak containing the purified peptide which was eluted at 19 min under these conditions.
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Fig. 2. Chromatogram of half of the dehydrokallidin synthesis product on the YMC 50-mm 1.0. column as
described under Experimental using 0.1°1., aqueous TFA as A and 0.1 % TFA-acetonitrile as B at a
flow-rate of 50 ml/rnin. The end of sample loading was 0 min and, because some material was eluted at the
void volume, the gradient was started later and went from 0 to 20% Bin 20 min. The peak at 43 min was
collected as one fraction and the following peak (46.5 min) was collected in nine Fractions and contained
the pure peptide. The fractions between the marks on the peak trace were pure and were combined.
Detection at 254 nm with 0.5 a.u.f.s.

corresponded to the first component in the crude peptide. The second peak was
collected in many fractions. Analytical HPLC of these appeared as shown in Fig. 1
(l8-min peak, uppermost trace). The fractions were dried and fractions 4-10 were
pure, containing 276 mg of white crystals. The other run gave similar results, 219 mg
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Fig. 3. Analytical chromatography of ca. 50 Jig of crude (left) and 25 /lg of final purified hexapeptide
Lys-Ala-Met-Tyr-Ala-Pro (right). Conditions similar to those in Fig. I except that the gradient was from
3 to 15% Bin 10 min and detection was at 280 nm. The peptide was eluted at ca. 14 min (both chroma
tograms) and an impurity was eluted at ca. 8 min (left).
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of crystals being recovered. The amino acid analysis showed the expected molar ratios
of the constituent amino acids. The chromatographic result on the 5-{lm column was
similar to that of the preparative chromatography. A gradient to the same percentage
of acetonitrile with only a 5-min increase in the duration resulted in similar elution of
the material. The back-pressure under these conditions was ca. 400 p.s.i.

A hexapeptide was synthesized on a Soc-Pro-PAM resin. On analytical chro
matography a significant amount of earlier eluting impurities was evident (Fig. 3, left
chromatogram). Originally we used a 5-10% lower acetonitrile concentration in the
final conditions for preparative elution, but for a series of small hexapeptides elution
did not occur until the level of acetonitrile was increased. Therefore, to maintain the
maximum separation and establish the level of acetonitrile that would effect elution,
we increased the gradient time so as to reach a percentage of organic modifier that
would definitely elute the compound. Thus, for Lys-Ala-Met-Tyr-Ala-Pro, the ana
lytical gradient conditions were 3-15% acetonitrile in 15 min and a large hetero
geneous impurity was eluted before the major product, as seen in Fig. 3 (left chroma
togram). The sample was chromatographed with a long gradient, the compound
being expected to elute before the end of the gradient. However, as shown in Fig. 4,
the components were eluted at about 15% acetonitrile. The appearance of the minor
components is very similar to that in the analytical chromatography of the crude
peptide (Fig. 3). The second peak in the chromatogram contained the major product
that was purified, as seen in the chromatogram of Fig. 3, with a recovery of 65% of
the total mass loaded. Hence long gradient times are advantageous for maximizing
separations especially when there is uncertainty about the percentage of acetonitrile
required to elute the sample. The earlier eluting impurities could be due to oxidized
methionine or carbonates of lysine, which would create more polar structures. Never
theless, pure peptide was obtained in one step.

Another peptide, Ala-His-Ser-Asn-Arg-Lys-Leu-Met-Glu-Ile-Ile, was syn
thesized on Soc-IIe-PAM resin. The tosyl protecting group on histidine was removed
from the imidazole ring after the coupling by treatment with hydroxybenzotriazole.
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Fig. 4. Preparative chromatography of the hexapeptide Lys-Ala-Met-Tyr-Ala-Pro (158 mg) on the YMC
50-mm J.D. column in the solvent system as described in Fig. 2. The gradient was started 13 min after
loading and went from 0 to 25% Bin 30 min. The part of the run from 30 to 60 min is shown. The fractions
across the whole of the second peak (48-50 min) were pure by analytical HPLC (not shown). The 45-min
peak contained impurities.
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Fig. 5. Chromatographic analysis of the undecapeptide Ala-His-Ser-Asn-Arg-Lys-Leu-Met-Glu-Ile-Jle
unpurified (left) and purified (right), 10 ug each, in a gradient from 10-30% B (same mobile phase as in Fig.
I) in 10 min with detection at 215 nm with I a.u.f.s. The peptide was eluted at ca. IS min.

The resulting peptide had the expected molar ratios and the analytical chromatogra
phy showed the presence of multiple but minor impurities (Fig. 5). Most of the
peptide (330 mg) was loaded and a gradient to 30% acetonitrile was run in 30 min.
Fig. 6 shows the preparative chromatogram; the composition is similar to the analyt-
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Fig. 6. Preparative chromatography of the undecapeptide Ala-His-Ser-Asn-Arg-Lys-Leu-Met-Glu-Ile
Ile (330 mg) on the YMC 50-mm J.D. column. The gradient was started after 20 min and was run from 0 to
30% B (same solvent system as in Fig. 2) in 30 min. The part of the major peak (65 min) between the marks
was taken as the pure peptide. Detection was at 215 nm at I a.u.f.s.
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ical separation. To increase the separation of the components, it was important to
increase the duration of the gradient. The fractions collected between the marks on
the large peak were pure and used for experiments. The fractions on either side were
80-90% pure and not pooled with the purest fractions. The recovery of the pure
peptide was approximately 80 mg. The remainder of the mass in the whole peak was
undetermined. To recover more pure peptide, it is possible to rechromatograph the
impure fractions, but we derived sufficient material for the experiments.

The column of lO-J1m spherical ODS bonded-phase particles gave results of
high resolution for preparative-scale chromatography. The issue of whether the pore
size should be larger, i.e., 300 A, at least for peptides of MW < 2300, does not appear
to be important with respect to capacity or resolution. We found the kind of elution
that can be scaled up successfully is one in which the peak of interest is eluted 3-6 min
following the completion of the gradient reaching the final solvent percentage. The
gradient duration is usually 10-15 min. The same percentage of acetonitrile can be
used as the final conditions in the 2-in. column, but always starting from 0% and
making the gradient duration two to four times that in the analytical run, or 30-60
min. The longer gradient duration can be used to elute the more polar impurities. The
linear velocities of the analytical and preparative columns are comparable but not
identical, being 3.9 and 2.9 ern/min, respectively. Hence the final percentage of aceto
nitrile, which is reached ca. 5 min before the peptide elutes, can be used as the final
conditions with appropriate lengthening of the time to reach that level, as was done in
the examples of dehydrokallidin and the undecapeptide. For convenience in detec
tion, phosphoric acid is used for the analytical chromatography owing to its transpar
ency at low wavelengths. Although the elution may be different using TFA, especially
for basic peptides, this has rarely occurred in our experience (unpublished results).

The examples shown here involve more heterogeneous synthetic products of
relatively small peptides because of the presence of certain amino acids known to give
more impurities owing to the methods of synthesis. However, these were removed
expeditiously by these procedures. The large column used in these purifications has
been used continuously for more than 6 months for the purification of over 25 differ
ent peptides.
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PREPARATIVE-SCALE SYNTHESIS AND REVERSED-PHASE PURIFICA
TION OF A GONADOTROPIN-RELEASING HORMONE ANTAGONIST
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SUMMARY

The preparation of "Nal-Glu" antagonist (Ac-o-Nal-o-Cpa-o-Pal-Ser-Arg
o-2-amino-5-oxo-5-(4-methoxyphenyl)pentanoic acid-Leu-Arg-Pro-n-Ala-Nl-I 2)
was accomplished in two steps: (i) preparation of [Ac-o-Nal1, n-Cpa", o-PaIJ

,

Arg", o-Glu6, n-Ala to]-GnRH via standard solid-phase synthetic techniques and (ii)
acylation of anisole (Friedel-Crafts) by the glutamic acid residue in position 6. The
preparative-scale, reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC)
purification of the crude "Nal-Glu" antagonist employs first a triethylammonium
phosphate (TEAP) (pH 2.25)-acetonitrile solvent system, followed by an HPLC
based desalting procedure, yielding the acetate salt of the peptide. This repetitive
process of purification in TEAP-acetonitrile, followed by counter-ion exchange with
0.5% acetic acid-acetonitrile is highly reproducible and allows large amounts of a
given peptide to be purified efficiently in a batchwise fashion. The procedure de
scribed for the synthesis, purification and characterization of the "Nal-Glu" antag
onist is presented as a model for the multi-gram synthesis and purification of pep tides
to be used in clinical investigations.

INTRODUCTION

The role assumed by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) in the
isolation and purification of biologically significant peptides and proteins is well
documented 1. As new peptides were isolated and characterized and the need for their
duplication by total synthesis became imperative, the usefulness and power of prepar
ative reversed-phase (RP) HPLC was recognized", The technological advances that
have arisen in the synthesis and chromatographic handling of peptides have led to a
situation where it is now recognized that selected (10- to 40-residue) peptides syn
thesized in the solid phase pioneered by Merrifield:' can be purified to the point where
the most sophisticated analytical techniques cannot detect significant amounts of
impurities. Work in this laboratory has demonstrated that such peptides [in our case,
the releasing factors gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)4, somatostatin (SS)5,
corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF)6.7 and growth hormone-releasing factor
(GRF)8] can be successfully and safely used in a clinical setting. Since large (multi-

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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gram) amounts of these peptides are needed for toxicological studies and clinical
investigations per se, we have developed large-scale methodologies for both the syn
thesis and purification of these peptides.

One peptide of current clinical interest prepared in this laboratory is "Nal
Glu' antagonist: Ac-n-Nal-o-Cpa-o-Pal-Ser-Arg-o-2-amino-5-oxo-5-(4-methoxy
phenyl)pentanoic acid-Leu-Arg-Pro-o-Ala-NH z.9 This peptide, a GnRH antag
onist, is prepared via a hydrofluoric acid-mediated Friedel-Crafts acylation of the
glutamic acid residue of [Ac-o-Nal l , n-Cpa", o-PaI 3 , Arg", o-Glu6

, o-AlaIO]-GnRH
by anisole. The purification of this compound employs a triethylammonium phos
phate-acetonitrile solvent system, followed by an HPLC-based desalting procedure
to obtain the acetate salt. We describe here the synthesis, purification and character
ization of this unique Gn RH an tagonist, the procedure for which we offer as a model
for the large-scale preparation of clinical peptides.

EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus
The analytical chromatographic system consisted of a Perkin-Elmer Series 400

liquid chromatograph with quaternary gradient capabilities, a Houston Instruments
Omniscribe strip-chart recorder, a Hewlett-Packard 3390A reporting integrator, a
Rheodyne 7125 injector and a Kratos 757Z variable-wavelength UV detector.

The preparative chromatographic system consisted of a Waters Assoc. Del
taPrep Model 3000 instrument, a Houston Instruments Omniscribe strip-chart re
corder and a Kratos Model 757 variable-wavelength UV detector.

Analytical columns
The analytical columns (25 x 0.46 cm J.D.) were packed with Vydac (5-{lm,

particle size and 300 A pore size) CIS silica!", obtained from the Separations Group
(Hesperia, CA, U.S.A.).

Preparative cartridges
Empty polyethylene cartridges and frits (part numbers 50411 and 50421) ob

tained from Waters Assoc. were dry-packed in our laboratory with Vydac CIS deriv
atized silica (l5-20-{lm particle size and 300-A pore size). For a discussion regarding
packing materials for preparative chromatography, see ref. 10.

Solvent systems
Distilled, deionized, sterile water was used in all purification steps. The triethyl

ammonium phosphate (pH 2.25) (TEAP) and the trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) solvent
systems have been described earlierI1.12. The TEAP system was prepared from 0.9%
(vjv) phosphoric acid and 0.9% (vjv) triethylamine and the pH was adjusted to 2.25
by addition of either phosphoric acid or triethylamine. Ammonium acetate (puriss.
p.a.) was obtained from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). Solvent A was always the aque
ous buffer and solvent B was acetonitrile-buffer A (60:40) unless indicated otherwise.
Analytical and preparative flow-rates were 2 and 85-100 mljmin, respectively. The
wavelength at which the eluent was monitored and the absorbance scale used are
shown on the left-hand ordinate of the figures, the gradient shape is indicated as an
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overlay, with percentage of acetonitrile values indicated on the right-hand ordinate,
and the abscissa indicates the time of elution.

Pep tides
[Ac-e-Nat', o-Cpa", o-PaI 3

, Arg", o-Glu6
, o-Ala10]-GnRH was synthesized

manually by the solid-phase approach using classical solid-phase peptide synthesis
techniques'P'!". In brief, this peptide was assembled on 250 g of a methylbenzhydryl
amine resin. as the ultimate desired final product had a C-terminal carboxamide (the
substitution level was 0.92 mequiv. NHz/g). Hydrogen fluoride cleavage and depro
tection at O°C for 1.5 h in the presence of anisole as a carbocation scavenger yielded,
after extraction and lyophilization, the crude peptidic preparation, which was con
verted to "Nal-Glu" antagonist by subjecting this material in a batchwise fashion to
an anhydrous hydrofluoric acid mediated Friedel-Crafts acylation reaction with ani
sole (see discussion below). After removal of the hydrofluoric acid and unreacted
anisole under vacuum, the peptide was treated with anhydrous diethyl ether to re
move residual hydrofluoric acid and anisole. The material thus obtained was filtered,
dissolved in acetonitrile-water (10:90) and lyophilized.

Sample preparation and loading
Approximately 1-3 g of the crude, lyophilized material obtained after the Frie

del-Crafts reaction was dissolved, just prior to chromatography, in a buffer (100-200
ml) whose concentration of organic modifier was equal to or below that used for the
equilibration of the cartridge prior to the run and the pH of the solution was adjusted
to ca. 7.0 with 6 M sodium-hydroxide. After stirring for 20-30 min the solution was
acidified and filtered to remove particulates. This solution, often slightly opalescent,
was then loaded onto the radially compressed column through the pumps and chro
matographed using the gradient conditions given in the individual figure legends.

Sample composition analysis
The composition of the final purified product was determined by a number of

methods, including mass spectral analysis (City of Hope, Duarte, CA, U.S.A.);
C,H,N and ash determination (Galbraith Labs., Knoxville, TN, U.S.A.), Karl Fisch
er water determination (Bachem, Torrance, CA, U.S.A.), and analysis of counter ions
(see Table I). Amino acid composition was determined by hydrolysis with 4 M meth
anesulfonic acid (Pierce, Rockford, IL, U.S.A.) at 110°Cfor 24 h, followed by amino
acid analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The structure of "Nal-Glu" antagonist is shown in Fig. 1. It contains six sub
stitutions of the native GnRH structure (pGlu-His-Trp-Ser-Tyr-Gly-Leu-Arg
Pro-Gly-Nl-l-), five of which are n-amino acids. The unusual amino acid present in
the 6-position, o-2-amino-5-oxo-5-(4-methoxyphenyl)pentanoic acid (I), is prepared
via a hydrofluoric acid-mediated Friedel-Crafts acylation and modification of 0

glutamic acid with anisole.'V'". With the exception of this modified glutamic acid, the
remaining amino acids are either commercially available or readily prepared in suffi
cient amounts for the synthesis of this peptide", The keto amino acid I must be
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Fig. 1. Structure of "Nal-Glu" antagonist (Ac-D-Nal-D-Cpa-D-Pal-Ser-Arg-D-2-all1ino-5-oxo-5-(4
methoxyphenyljpentanoic acid-Leu-Arg-Pro-D-Ala-NH 2) . The chirality of the individual residues is
represented by an appropriate stereochemical label on the C-o: carbons.

prepared post-synthetically, as the free amino acid is known to undergo cyclization to
form the dehydroproline derivative II (eqn. 1)16.

II

(1)

This reaction is also responsible for the inability of the modified Glu to be detected upon
amino acid analysis of the hydrolyzed peptide. Although methods could undoubtedly
be devised for the synthesis of I, we opted to prepare "Nal-Glu" antagonist via the
Friedel-Crafts acylation reaction, as this reaction is generally a reliable method for its
preparation.

Synthesis of "Nal-Glu" antagonist
The general procedure for the synthesis of "Nal-Glu" antagonist has been

reported elsewhere"; it is based on a side reaction of glutamic acid first elucidated in
19751 5, 1 6 . The first step in this reaction involves the preparation of [AC-D-NaIl,
D-Cpa 2 , D-PaI3 , Arg", D-Glu 6 , D-AlaIO]-GnRH. This peptide is synthesized utilizing
standard solid-phase peptide synthesis techniques I3, 14. Batchwise, concurrent depro
tection and cleavage of the resin-bound peptide by hydrofluoric acid-anisole at DoC
provided, after extraction and lyophilization, 227 g of this crude "Nal-Glu" pre
cursor. The analytical HPLC-UV trace of product run in 0.1% TFA-acetonitrile is
presented in Fig. 2; very few impurities are seen in this crude peptide preparation. It
has been determined in this laboratory that the crude [Ac-D-Nal l

, D-Cpa 2
, D-PaI3

,

Arg", D-Glu 6
, D-AlaIO]-GnRH is sufficiently pure to carryon to the Friedel-Crafts

acylation step, as neither the impurities nor the salts and non-peptidic materials
interfere to a significant extent with the subsequent conversion to and purification of
crude "Nal-Glu" antagonist.
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The conversion of this crude peptide to "Nal-Glu" antagonist was accom
plished in a batchwise fashion as follows: 5.0-24.0 g (average 20 g) of [Ac-D-Nal l,

D-Cpa2 , D-PaI3
, Arg", D-Glu6 , D-Alalo]-GnRH were placed in a graduated Kel-F HF

cleavage vessel containing 20 ml of anisole and a magnetic stirring bar. After cooling
the vessel for 5 min in a liquid nitrogen bath, it was evacuated and subsequently
charged with 160-180 ml of anhydrous hydrofluoric acid. The mixture was then
stirred in a hood at ambient temperature (22°C) overnight (16-18 h). This procedure,
although potentially dangerous, is a convenient and facile method for the preparation
of "Nal-Glu" antagonist. After the hydrofluoric acid treatment of all of the [AC-D
Nail, D-Cpa2 , D-PaI3 , Arg", D-Glu6 , D-AlalO]-GnRH analog, the weight of crude
"Nal-Glu" antagonist obtained was 210 g. The absorbance profile obtained for this
crude material is presented in Fig. 3.

Purification of "Nal-Glu" antagonist
The crude material obtained directly after the acylation reaction contains an

approximately 1:1 mixture of the desired "Nal-Glu" antagonist (starred peak) and a
closely associated hydrophilic impurity (Fig. 3), in addition to a number of other
hydrophobic and hydrophilic impurities. When one examines the mechanism and
reaction conditions employed in the synthesis of "Nal-Glu" antagonist, two interest
ing facets to the reaction become apparent. The first arises out of the mechanism of
the Friedel-Crafts reaction. The presumed intermediate in the conversion of the glu
tamic acid to the keto amino acid I is the acylium ion; this reactive species can add not
only to anisole but also to other nucleophilic species in the reaction medium, the most
prevalent being the amide nitrogens in the peptide backbone 'P'!", The peptides aris-
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Fig. 3. Load: crude, lyophilized "Nal-Glu" antagonist (10 Ill, 10 Ilg). Column: Vydac (5 Ilm) C, 8 , 25 x
0.46 em 1.0. Solvent: 0.1% TFA in water-acetonitrile. Gradient: 24-42% acetonitrile in 30 min. Flow-rate:
2.0 ml/min, 2000 p.s.i. back-pressure. The starred peak is the desired compound.

ing from this reaction account for the early-eluting hydrophilic impurities; the
amounts of these materials formed can be minimized by optimization of concentra
tions of anisole (10%) and peptide-substrate (lOg of peptide per 100ml of anhydrous
hydrofluoric acid-anisole). Most important, however, is the observation that peptides
containing serine, when treated under acidic conditions at elevated temperatures for
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Fig. 4. Load: crude, lyophilized "Nal-Glu" antagonist (10 Ill, 10 Ilg) after stirring at pH 6.5 for 30 min.
Column: Vydac (5 Ilm) C, 8, 25 x 0.46 em 1.0. Solvent: 0.1% TFA in water-acetonitrile. Gradient:
24-42% acetonitrile in 30 min. Flow-rate: 2.0 ml/rnin, 2060 p.s.i. back-pressure. The starred peak is the
desired compound.
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prolonged periods, can undergo an N-to-O acyl shift 17 . This side-reaction is not a
serious problem, as adjustment of the pH of a solution of the crude peptide to 6.0-7.5
will result in a rapid reversal of this reaction (O-to-N acyl shift). In this instance, the
closely associated hydrophilic "impurity" arises from just such an N-to-O acyl shift
between the D-PaI3 carboxamide nitrogen and the Ser" side-chain hydroxyl group
(eqn. 2); stirring crude "Nal-Glu" antagonist at pH > 6 for 30 min reverses this shift
and simplifies the analytical HPLC-UV trace considerably, as shown in Fig. 4 (com
pare with Figure 3; the starred peak is "Nal-Glu" antagonist). Thus, an under
standing of the chemistry aids in the simplification of the purification of the desired
peptide from the crude material and in an increase in yield.

10J
Ac-DNal-DCpa-DPal ifcJH-Ser-Arg-DXaa-Leu-Arg-Pro-D Ala-NH2

(2)

)C)
Ac-DNal-DCpa-DPal ~ J

H2N -Ser-Arg-DXaa-Leu-Arg-Pro-DAla-NH2

Purification of "Nal-Glu" antagonist from the crude material was accomplished
through HPLC procedures as described elsewhere 1 8

•
19

. A typical HPLC profile of the
preparative-scale purification is shown in Fig. 5. Analytical isocratic conditions that
will yield maximum information on the composition of the mixture around the de
sired product were first determined; in general this is obtained when the desired
product elutes with a solute capacity factor (k') between 4 and 8; in the present
instance, the ideal conditions employ a flow-rate of2 ml/min with an isocratic solvent
composition of 36% acetonitrile in water + 0.1% TFA.

The analytical HPLC screening of various fractions obtained from the prepara
tive HPLC run (depicted in Fig. 5) is presented in Fig. 6. A solvent system consisting
of 0.1 % TFA-acetonitrile is particularly convenient as the UV transparency of this
solvent system at 210 nm allows for high sensitivity, in addition to providing an
extended column life span, and reproducibly good separations, extremely important
points when faced with purifications on the scale reported here. Determination of the
isocratic analytical conditions allows the successive and rapid assessment of the iden
tity and purity of the fractions obtained from the individual preparative HPLC puri
fication runs. As we have found that the TEAP-acetonitrile solvent system generally
gives higher resolution and different selectivity than the corresponding TFA system,
preparative-scale purification is run first employing TEAP at pH 2.25 and aceto
nitrile, applying a gradient selected on the basis of the analytical chromatogram
obtained for the crude material (see Figs. 3 and 4). Owing to the strong elutropic
characteristics of the TEAP buffer, preparative gradient conditions are generally
started at about 10% lower acetonitrile concentration than the isocratic analytical
conditions in TFA with a slope of I% increase in acetonitrile per 300 ml of solvent
that is eluted.
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Fig. 5. Load: purified crude, lyophilized "Nal-Glu" antagonist after stirring at pH 6.5 for 30 min (3.0 g in
150 ml). Cartridge: 30 x 5 em I.D., packed with Vydac (15-20 pm) C'A' Solvent: TEAP (pH 2.25)
acetonitrile. Gradient: 24-28% acetonitrile in 20 min. Flow-rate: 90 nil/min, 500 p.s.i. column back
pressure. Fractions taken are indicated by slash marks on the trace and boxes under the absorbing peak.

The fractions obtained from this purification step are screened analytically and
pooled based on the composition as determined from analytical HPLC; in this fash
ion three pools are obtained: "good" (total impurities < 1%) and "philic" and
"phobic" (fractions containing hydrophilic or hydrophobic impurities, respectively,

0.2

~
JJ 0.1
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::J..

Fig. 6. Analytical screening of fractions 4-9 + 11 obtained from the TEAP purification shown in Fig. 5
(ca. 10pi, 10 Jlg).Column: Vydac (5 Jlm), C's' 25 x 0.46 em I.D. Solvent: 0.1% TFA in water-acetonitrile;
isocratic at 36% acetonitrile. Flow-rate: 2.0 ml/min, 2000 p.s.i. back-pressure.
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of l-30%). From the preparative run depicted in Fig. 5, the relative fates of the
fractions obtained are as follows: 1-5, waste; 6, "philic"; 9-11, "phobic"; and 7-8,
"good". The "phobic" and "philic" pools are then concentrated and separately re
purified to obtain additional pure material. This repurification, in the case of "Nal
Glu" antagonist, was accomplished using either a TEAP-acetonitrile solvent system
and a different gradient or 0.5% acetic acid-acetonitrile. Although a high degree of
purity can be achieved with the TEAP system, a desalting step utilizing 0.5% acetic
acid-acetonitrile is required to free the peptide from any TEAP salt. Purification in
two systems (TEAP followed by acetic acid) and analysis in another (TF A) was found
in general to minimize the probability of missing any impurities and to maximize the
probability of obtaining a pure final product while offering good recovery.

The conversion of the peptide from its TEAP salt to the corresponding acetate
form is accomplished through HPLC procedures utilizing a 0.5% acetic acid-aceto
nitrile solvent system. This method of preparing acetate salts is based in part on an
earlier procedure 19. Briefly, this material was desalted and converted to the acetate
salt form in the following manner: a pool of "acceptable" fractions containing ap
proximately 3-6 g of peptide (as determined by analytical HPLC) was diluted with an
equal volume of 0.07 M ammonium acetate (pH 4.5). This solution was then applied
to the same preparative HPLC cartridge as used in the purification above. After
loading the peptide, the cartridge was washed with 1.5 I of 6% acetonitrile in water
containing 0.5% acetic acid, after which the peptide was eluted from the cartridge by
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Fig. 7. Load: concentrated/desalted "good" "Nal-Glu" antagonist pool (ca. 3 g in 41). Cartridge: 30 x 5
em I.D., packed with Vydac (15-20 pm) CiS' Solvent: 0.5% acetic acid-acetonitrile. Gradient: 6-54%
acetonitrile in 15 min, Flow-rate: 95 nil/min, 500 p.s.i, column back-pressure. Fractions taken are indicated
by slash marks on the trace and boxes under the absorbing peak,
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application of a gradient running from 6 to 54% acetonitrile in water containing
0.5% acetic acid over 15 min at a flow-rate of 95 ml/rnin. The HPLC trace of this
process is given in Fig. 7. This batch-wise procedure was repeated until all of the
peptide had been converted to the corresponding acetate.

The fractions of the desired product that were deemed acceptable by analytical
HPLC screening (data not shown) of the fractions obtained from these runs were
collected and pooled for lyophilization. Each batch of lyophilized powder was re
lyophilized from 2.5 I of 0.5% acetic acid to ensure the complete removal of aceto
nitrile from the peptide. To ensure homogeneity of "Nal-Glu" antagonist, a final
single-batch lyophilization was carried out. The purified peptide was dissolved in 2 I
of deionized, distilled water and stirred until a clear solution was obtained (15 min).
The solution was then filtered into clean, acid-washed lyophilizer bottles so that the
resulting solution prior to lyophilization contained no visible particulate matter. Af
ter lyophilization at ambient temperature (20-22°C), 36.2 g of the "Nal-Glu" antag
onist were obtained as a fluffy white powder. We find this result, and also the method,
to be both general and reliable for a wide range of peptides, and an alternative to the
pyridine-acetic acid-2-propanol-water method of Gabriel''? or the use of classical
anion-exchange supports based on cellulose, Sephadex or polystyrene/".

Characterization of "Nal-Glu" antagonist
As the end usage of this preparation of "Nal-Glu" antagonist is for human

clinical use and toxicological studies, it was subjected to a complete chemical and
biological analysis. Table I gives a summary of some of the data obtained for this
preparation of "Nal-Glu" antagonist. The homogeneity of this peptide in two analyt
ical HPLC solvent systems (TEAP-acetonitrile and 0.1% TFA-acetonitrile) is given
in Fig. 8a and b. Finally, this compound was shown to co-elute with authentic "Nal
Glu" antagonist and the analytical HPLC for this experiment is shown in Fig. 8c.
Homogeneity in at least two solvent systems and coelution with a standard (if avail
able) is a routine procedure in our laboratory for large batches of peptides; although
it is not a final criterion of purity, it is always an important indicator. The amino acid
analysis gave (with expected values in parentheses) Ser, 0.79 (1.00); Leu, 1.00 (1.00);
Pro, 0.99 (1.00); Ala, 0.98 (1.00); Cpa, 1.03 (1.00); Nal, 1.02 (1.00); and Arg, 2.07
(2.00); neither the modified glutamic acid nor the pyridylalanine residues can be
detected using currently available protocols; however, the presence of these two ami-

TABLE I

CHARACTERIZATION OF "NAL-GLU" ANTAGONIST

Parameter

Mass spectrum
C,H,N analysis

Ash
Acetate content
Water content
Optical rotation
Composition

Value

MH+ = 1485.52 (calc., MH+ = 1485.72)
Found: C 54.96; H 6.88; N 15.110

;;,

Calc.: C 54.81; H 6.77; N 15.07'Yo
<0.16%
6.33 ± 0.26% CH 3COOH

5.43% ± 0.13% H 20
- 35.7" (c = 1.00; 50% CH 3COOH in HP)
C73H97018C1· 1.67 H20. 4.7 CH 3COOH
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Fig. 8. Analytical HPLC traces of purified "Nal-Glu" antagonist, including coelution experiment. For all
three runs the following parameters apply: column, Vydac (5 pm) CIS' 25 x 0.46 em 1.0.; flow-rate, 2.0
ml/min, 2000 p.s.i. back-pressure. (a) Load: purified "Nal-Glu" antagonist (5 pi, 5 pg). Solvent: TEAP
acetonitrile. Gradient: 30-36% acetonitrile in 10 min. (b) Load: purified "Nal-Glu" antagonist (5 It!, 5ILg).
Solvent: 0.1% TFA in water-acetonitrile. Gradient: 33-39% acetonitrile in 10 min. (c) Load: co-injection
of purified "Nal-Glu" antagonist (4 pi, 4 Ilg) with "Nal-Glu" antagonist standard (4 ILl, 4 Ilg). Solvent:
0.1% TFA in water-acetonitrile. Gradient: 33-39% acetonitrile in 10 min.

no acids is confirmed by both mass spectral and C,H,N analysis (see Table I). For
completeness, the water and acetate counter-ion contents of the peptide were also
determined; based on these data, and the peptide composition as determined by
amino acid analysis, this preparation of peptide is found to be ca. 90% peptide, with
the remainder attributable to acetate counter ions and water of hydration.

CONCLUSION

Over the past few years, the methodology and technology for preparing and
purifying synthetic peptides on a scale sufficiently large to allow toxicological and
clinical studies to be carried out has progressed considerably. We have shown previ
ously that clinical batches of peptides can be synthesized and obtained in a highly
purified form and that this can be accomplished in the setting of an academic lab
oratory. This is satisfying in that it is seldom possible (or plausible) for an academic
research laboratory to have the opportunity to undertake and complete such a task.
We have demonstrated that we can make this extension in the case of "Nal-Glu"
antagonist and hopefully have convinced the reader that, at least in some instances,
an academic laboratory can successfully accomplish industrial-type development.
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SUMMA RY

A modified hori zontal flow-through coil planet centrifuge has been constructed
that has the potenti al for prepar ati ve chrom at ography. The multi -coil counter-current
chromatograph, equipped with a set of fou r multi-layer coils, has ha ve improved
performance with po lar solvents suitable for peptide elution. Separations of a group of
dipeptides and pu rificati on of a cholecystokinin fragment and an undecapeptide were
achieved with n-bu tan ol- acetic acid-water at high flow-rates with good resolution.

INT RODUCT ION

Co il plan et centr ifuges! ar e mod ern instruments for counter-current chromato
gra phy, a preparati ve method in use prior to the development of high-performan ce
liquid chromatography (H PLC). Although pep tides can be chromatogra phed by
reversed-phase and ion-exchange chromatography, the option of the many solvent
systems possib le with counter-current chromatography make s this method a ttractive.
With a suita ble two-phase solvent composition devised for a particular separat ion,
high selectivity is possible.

Over the years we have used a horizontal flow-through coi l planet centrifuge for
the preparati ve purificati on of synthetic pep tides ' , but the flow-rate s and centrifugal
rates were slowe r than on later designed instruments for counter-cur rent chroma to
graph y". However, as this instrument was able to utilize the more po lar solvent systems
usefu l for peptides, thi s instrument has been continuously applied for this purpose and
is the design that can be used with all solvent systems at room temperature.'. Previously
repo rted was an appa ra tus with a narrower frame hold ing a column-coil with more
layers of tubing, thus maintaining the volume of the older instrument but ab le to be
centrifuged faster" . When various types of coils were tested on the column holder,
a mu lti-layer coil was found to have the highest resoluti on in chro matogra phy. More
recentl y, to increase the cap acity further, an instrument fitted with four multi-layer
coils connected in series by the flow tubing has been built and found to operate at
increased centrifuga l speed and flow-rat es. Th e sepa ra tion of enzymes in a poly-

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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ethylene glyco l solvent system was achieved using this instrument. This inst rument has
been assessed for its capability to chromatograph peptides und er high-perform ance
conditions.

The serial multi-layer coil planet centrifuge, which we shorten to multi -coil
counter-current chroma tograph, is a modification of the horizon tal flow-through coil
planet cent rifuge equipped with a set of four counte rbalancing multi-layer column
coils of tubing around a column holder. Th ese are parallel and displaced from the
center axis of rotation of the centrifuge. The ope n tubing thro ughout the system
connects the coils in series for increased volume in which the solvent equilibration and
solute partitioning take place. Fig. I is a photograph of the prototype at the
Laboratory of Technical Develop ment, National Institu tes of Hea lth. The rotary
frame carries a column holder on one side and a counterbalance on the other. Both are
at a distance of 10 em from the central axis. Engagement of the planetary gear mounted
on the holder shaft with the identical sta tionary sun gear on the central axis of the
apparatus produces the desired planetary motion of the holder, i.e., revolution of the
holder around the central axis of the apparatus and simultaneous rotation of the
holder abo ut its own axis at the same angular velocity in the same direction . The
mixing induced by the motion maintains an equi libration of the two phases in the coils .
The force ho lds a stationary phase of a two-phase liquid with the other phase being
pumped through . Thus, if one pha se is continuously pumped through, the excess leaves
at the other end , allowing a continuous-flow elution mode .

As mode ls for the perform ance ofearlier prototype instru ments, dipept ides have
been chro matographed in flow-th rough coils, toroid al coils, non- synchron ous in
struments and the multi-layer coil planet centrifuge". Dipeptides containing aromatic

Fig. I. Photograph of multi-coi l counter-current chromatograph (from ref. 5).
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amino acids for detection have been applied for the determination of the resolution
and selectivity. Another peptide previously purified in the horizontal flow-through coil
planet centrifuge is a cholecystokinin (CCK) fragment peptide CCK(26-30) amide 7

,

which when unsulfated is not soluble in water. This is an example of small, highly
aromatic acidic pep tides that contain substantial amounts of solid-phase synthesis side
products, and the mixture is difficult to chromatograph on reversed-phase columns
owing to solubility problems. Another peptide was chromatographed that had also
been purified in the older instrument.

EXPERIM ENTAL

Materials
The dipeptides were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.) and solvents

from Burdick and Jackson (Muskegon, MI, U.S.A.). The pep tides were synthesized
manually in a table-top shaker (St. Johns Assoc., Beltsville, MD, U.S.A.) using
methods described previously", The identity and purity were established by amino acid
analysis and HPLC.

Instrument
The apparatus has been described previously" (Fig. I). The four coils around the

holder are prepared from 1.6 mm I.D. polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing (Zeus
Industrial Products, Raritan, NJ, U.S.A.) wound on a spool 12.5 cm wide and 1.25 em
across in six layers. The entire coil and flanges are enclosed in a heat-shrunk poly(vinyl
chloride) covering. The coils are equally spaced around the column holder shaft at
a distance of3.5 em from the holder axis. Each coil has a volume of 50 ml, thus the total
volume is 200 ml. The tubing is connected from the outside of the first column to the
inside end of the next column and so on; the inlet and outlet tubing ends pass through
the holder shaft and through the central stationary pipe. At the exit the flow tubes are
clamped so they do not twist during the motion. The revolutional speed control unit
regulates the speed up to 1200 rpm (Bodine Electric, Chicago, IL, U.S.A.). The unit is
equipped with heating pads and a temperature-control unit (RFL Industries,
Boonton, NJ, U.S.A.) that was not utilized in these experiments.

Procedure
The solvent system used for all the experiments was n-butanol-acetic acid-water

(4: I :5, v/v/v), which was separated into two phases in a separatory funnel. The coil was
filled with the upper phase, then the sample, dissolved in equal volumes of both phases,
was loaded. The rotation was started and usually run at 800 rpm with the mobile phase
or lower phase pumped through at I ml/min using a minipump (LDCjMilton Roy,
Riviera Beach, FL, U.S.A.). The eluent was passed through an LKB Uvicord S flow
cell detecting at 275 nm and recorded in an LKB six-channel chopper recorder (LKB,
Gaithersburg, MD, U.S.A.) and collected in an LKB Ultrorac fraction collector in
3-ml fractions. For some experiments, aliquots of fractions were diluted with water or
methanol and the absorbance was determined manually. After the run, the contents of
the coil were flushed out with nitrogen and the volumes of the stationary and mobile
phases were measured. The fractions from the undecapeptide chromatography were
evaporated to dryness in a centrifugal evaporator (Savant Instruments, Farmingdale,
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NY, U.S.A.). The fractions were analysed by HPLC as described previously? on
a /lBondapak CIS column (15 x 0.4 em J.D.) (Waters/Millipore, Milford, MA,
U.S.A.) in 0.1% aqueous phosphoric acid and acetonitrile gradients at 0.8 ml/min with
detection at 280 nm using Waters/Millipore equipment consisting of a manual U6K
injector, two Model 510 pumps with extended flow heads, a Model 680 gradient
controller, a Model 681 variable-wavelength UV detector and an SEI20 recorder.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A sample load of 30 mg each of Tyr-Gly, Val-Tyr and Leu-Tyr and 10 mg of
Tyr-Trp was dissolved in 6 ml of the solvent system and introduced into the coil (head
end of first coil). The rotation was set at 850 rpm with the flow-rate at I ml/min in the
head-to-tail direction and fractions of 3 ml were collected. The solvent front emerged
at the 44th tube and all the components were eluted in 5 h. The run was stopped after
6 h. Samples of 0.1 ml were diluted with 1 ml of methanol and the absorbance was
determined (Fig. 2). The retention of the stationary phase under these conditions was
33.8%. There was almost baseline separation of each dipeptide and the separation of
Val-Tyr and Leu-Tyr showed good selectivity. The order of elution corresponds to
increasing hydrophobicity.

CCK (26-30) amide, owing to the final extraction steps in the synthesis and the
presence of Trp and Met, which can form many alkylation side-products, has
a significant amount of extra mass. A load of 500 mg was chromatographed at 800 rpm
and the chromatogram is shown in Fig. 3. Fractions 78-95 contained the purified
peptide with a recovery of 67 mg. The large amount of impurities was easily removed
with fractions 106-'122contaning a peptide side-product. The partition coefficient (K)
calculated from the run as the concentration of the solute in the mobile phase divided
by the concentration in the stationary phase 7,10, was 0.18. The retention of the
stationary phase was 30.2% and the solvent front emerged at fraction 21. This was
a high mass load for the 200-ml coil but examination of the mass recovered indicated
that the peptide present was recovered. For a suitable solvent system for a compound,
the capacity is limited by the solubility. The fractions with the pure peptide were flash
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Fig. 2. Total absorbance units of the fractions from the chromatography of four dipeptidcs.
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evaporated and lyophilized in a small volume of glacial acetic acid and the peptide was
later sulfated.

The same conditions were used for the preparative purification of225 mg of the
undecapeptide acetyl-Glu-Glu-Trp-Asp-Pro-Ser-Asp-Gln-Glu-Pro-Cys-NH 2 at
a centrifugal rate of 850 rpm (Fig. 4). The fractions across the peak were analysed by
HPLC. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The peak tubes contained the most pure
peptide. The fractions were combined in three pools with recoveries of (53-56) 27 mg,
(57-59) (purest fraction) 54 mg and (60-67) 37 mg, with a total mass recovery of 52%
in the peak. The K value for this compound was 1.6 in this solvent system and the
stationary phase retention was 40%. The earlier and later eluting material was
analysed by HPLCand appeared heterogeneous, as shown in Fig. 6, and the retention
times corresponded to the order of elution from the counter-current coil.

These results indicate that the multi-coil counter-current chromatograph is
useful for the preparative-scale chromatography of polar compounds such as peptides.
The CCK fragment and the undecapeptide that had also been purified in the older
horizontal flow-through instrument were chromatographed faster here. Specifically,
the CCK peptide was eluted in 9 h compared with almost 40 h in the older instrument
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Fig. 4. Total absorbance of the fractions from the chromatography of the synthetic undecapeptidc.
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with the same solvent system and mobile phase 7
• The undecapeptide was eluted in

3 h whereas, using the upper mobile phase in the older instrument it was eluted in 13h.
For particular peptides that are not water soluble, this procedure can remove insoluble
impurities easily without the.requirement for elaborate procedures to clarify solutions
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for loading onto the chromatograph. We are currently assessing a new prototype
(project with Varex, Burtonsville, MD, U.S.A.) with more coils for increased volume
and sample capacity.
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SUMMARY

By a combination of high-performance affinity chromatographic (HPAC)
methods, several membrane proteins from liver, Morris hepatoma and kidney were
isolated. The use of a tandem system, consisting of a concanavalin A (Con A) and a
wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC)
column, as a first purification step allowed the isolation of proteins directly from
organ homogenates. In a subsequent step, the membrane proteins can be isolated by
simply using a combination of immunoaffinity HPLC and preparative sodium dode
cyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). However, with these
methods most proteins lose their biological activity. If native proteins are required, a
combination of different HPAC methods has to be applied. Several membrane pro
teins were isolated in milligram amounts under non-denaturing conditions using ei
ther HPAC columns or Mem Sep membranes with immobilized lectins, collagen,
amino acids, crown ethers or heparin.

INTRODUCTION

The isolation of plasma membranes from animal organs and the separation of
membrane glycoproteins by different chromatographic methods has become a matter
of routine in many Iaboratories':". The introduction of high-performance liquid
chromatography" (HPLC) and high-performance affinity chromatography (HPAC)
has made isolation methods quicker, simpler and more reproducible. The yield of
isolated proteins has been increased and the biological activity could be retained more
often as a consequence of shorter isolation times":". However, the problem of low
yields persists in the preparative isolation of membrane glycoproteins. The greatest
loss of material does not occur in the chromatographic processes, but during plasma
membrane isolation. In liver plasma membrane isolation, for example, the yield does
not exceed 10%, regardless of whether zonal centrifugation is used according to the
method of Neville? or isolation with a sucrose gradient': In order to avoid these
losses, we have tried to isolate the membrane proteins directly from the organ homog
enates through a combination of preparative HPAC, HPLC and gel electrophoretic
methods.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Animals and chemicals
Male Wistar or Buffalo rats, weighing about 180-200 g, were fed on a commer

cial diet (Altromin R, Altromin, Lage/Lippe, F.R.G.). The non-ionic detergents Tri
ton X-100 and Triton X-114 were purchased from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, U.S.A.).
All other chemicals, of analytical-reagent grade, were purchased from Merck (Darm
stadt, F.R.G.), Serva (Heidelberg, F.R.G.) or Sigma (Munich, F.R.G.).

Production ofplasma membranes and organ. homogenates
Plasma membranes were isolated by zonal centrifugation using a Kontron

(Munich, F.R.G.) centrifuge. Membrane purity was routinely checked by electron
microscopy and by assays for marker enzymes, as described 1. Plasma membranes
were extracted selectively with detergents." For the production of homogenates, the
organs (liver, Morris hepatoma 7777 or kidney) were cut into small pieces after
removal of connecting tissue. Each organ was then suspended in 100 ml of 5 mM
Tris - HCI (pH 7.2) and 1 mM calcium chloride per 10 g of weight and homogenized
(Ultra-Turrax homogenizer; Janke & Kunkel, Staufen, Breisgau, F.R.G.). The nuclei
were removed by centrifugation at 1000 g for 10 min. The enriched membrane frac
tion was obtained through centrifugation at 40000 g for 35 min (Kontron centrifuge).
The supernatant after centrifugation was discarded. The pellet was suspended in 10
mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4) containing 155 mM sodium chloride, I mM magnesium
chloride, 1 mM calcium chloride and 1% (wjv) Triton X-IOO and then homogenized
in a Dounce homogenizer. It was subsequently solubilized for at least 2 h2 ,8 . The
protein content in the membrane fractions and in the homogenates was determined
according to the method of Lowry et al.9.

HPLC
The HPLC system consisted of two pumps, a programmer, a spectrophotom

eter with a deuterium lamp, a loop injection valve (all from Knauer, Berlin F.R.G.)
and a Frac-IOOfraction collector (Pharmacia-LKB, Freiburg, F.R.G.). The chroma
tographic conditions are given in the figure legends. Recovery was determined either
by measuring the amount of protein or the activity of the membrane-bound enzyme
dipeptidyl peptidase IV (DPP IV)lO.

Columns
The following column materials were used: Eupergit C 30N concanavalin A

(ConA), particle size 30 ,urn, pore size 50 nm (Rohm Pharma, Weiterstadt, F.R.G.),
Fractogel (Tosohaas, Yamaguchi, Japan) with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), immo
bilized in our laboratory!", Eupergit C 30N protein A (Rohm Pharma) and protein G
Sepharose "Fast Flow" (Pharmacia-LKB). Ligands such as arginine, collagen and
crown ethers were immobilized either on Eupergit C 30N or on Fractogel. Mem Sep
1.000, epoxy activated, "membrane" columns were obtained from Knauer. The li
gands immobilized on this column were collagen, arginine, heparin and protein G.
The procedures for ligand immobilization have been described e1sewhere4 , l l , 1 2 . The
dimensions of the HPLC columns were 250 x 20 mm J.D. unless stated otherwise in
the figure legends.
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Buffers
The buffers used for ConA and WGA HPAC were as follows. Buffer A was 10

mMTris-HCI (pH 7.8), containing 155 mM sodium chloride and I mM each of Ca ?"
and Mg2 + . An amount of 0.1% (wjv) of Triton X-I 00, reduced , was added to buffer
A. For column rinsing the amount of Triton X-IOO, reduced, was I% . The elution
buffer for the ConA column was buffer A with 0.1% or I% Tri ton X-I 00, reduced, to
which 0.2 M methyl-n-n-mannopyranoside was added. The elution buffer for the
WGA column was also buffer A with 0.1% or I% Triton X-IOO, reduced with the
addition of 0.2 M N-acetylglucosamine.

Buffer A for collagen and arginine HPAC was 5 mM Tri s-HCI (pH 8.0) with
0.1% Triton X-IOO, reduced. Buffer B was buffer A containing 500 mM sodium
chloride.

Buffer A for crown ether HPAC was 5 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5) containing 0.1%
Triton X-IOO, reduced, and 10 mM potassium chloride. Buffer B was buffer A to
which 500 mM sodium chloride was added .

Sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis ( S DS-PAGE)
Samples of 10-25 ,ul were mixed with 3-7 ,ul of 300 mM Tris-HCI buffer (pH

6.8) containing 15% (wjv) SOS, 25% (vjv) mercaptoethanol , 30% (vjv) glycerol and
0.005 % (wjv) bromophenol blue. SOS-PAGE was performed according to the meth
od of Laemmli l ' , using the Bio-Rad mini system (Bio-Rad Labs ., Munich, F.R.G.).
An amount of protein between 5 and 20 ,ug was applied to each track .

Preparative SOS-PAGE was carried out in a disk gel, 60 mm long and 12 mm
diameter , with a system from Bethesda Research Labs. (Bethesda , MO, U.S.A.).

RESULTS AN D DISCUSSION

COilA and WGA HP AC
Although a pu rification step consisting of centrifugation at 40000 g (see Exper

imental) is carried out in the proce ssing of the material in order to remove the soluble
components from the cytosol , the homogenates are still cloudy and contain large
amounts of serum albumin. This happens especially in liver processing. In the first
step, lectin HPAC, the glycoproteins and eventually the glycolipid s are bound. No
other components bind to the column. If ConA HPAC is used as a first purification
step , only between 60 and 70% of the membrane-bound enzyme OPP IV binds to the
column. The remaining 30-40% runs through the column, even if applied several
times. In these experiments, OPP IV is used as a marker enzyme in order to control
the complete binding of membrane proteins. If the sample, which does not bind to the
ConA column, is subsequently applied to a WGA column, between 20 and 30% of
the OPP IV does bind, and the yield after the runs on two lectin columns will come to
a total of90% . We have also successfully operated the ConA and WGA columns in
tandem. About 80-90% of the OPP IV activity was bound and could be eluted. Fig. I
shows the SOS-PAGE of glycoproteins from liver and kidney homogenates bound to
the ConA and WGA columns. They were eluted with ex-methyl mannopyranoside and
N-acetylglucosamine, respecti vely.

When organ homogenates are applied according to the method described here,
some points require special attention . The extracted proteins have a tendency toward s
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Fig. I. SO S-PA G E of glycopro teins which were eluted from a tandem co lumn system consis ting of one
Co nA HPAC and one WG A HP AC col umn. Th e bound glycoproteins were eluted from the ConA co lumn
with 0.2 M :X-D-meth yl mannop yran oside and from the WGA col umn with 0.2 M Nvacc tvlglucosa minc.
They were subsequently pooled. Recovery was co ntrolled by measur ing OPP IV activity; hom ogenate o f
the liver a nd/o r kid ney, co nta ining 420000 m U, were applied to a lectin affinity column. Of the kidn ey
OPP IV, 400000 mU (95%) bound to the co lumn, of which 380 000 m U (90%) co uld be elut ed . Of the liver
OPP IV, the same amo unt was bound and 364 000 mU (87%) co uld be elute d. MW = Molecula r weight;
kO = kilodalton.

aggrega tion and precipitation. Therefore, the sample has to be newly cent rifuged
before being applied to the column, at at least 50 000 g for 30 min. The columns used
must allow a quick and simple exchange of the frit s. Apart from these risks, aggrega
tion and precipitation lead to a loss of material. It is therefore recomm ended that the
samples are used promptly after production.

Isolation of membrane glycoproteins under denaturing conditions with indirect immu
noaffinity HPLC

The eluate from lectin HPAC can be used for the further isolation of membrane
proteins. If the proteins are expected to retain their biological activity, as with the
enzymatic activity of Df'P IV, a number of successive purification steps have to be
applied, as described below. If, however, the pro teins are required for analytical
purposes, such as sequen cing or sugar analy sis, the use of immunoaffinity HPLC is
best.

Several monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies were raised against membrane
glycoproteins in our laboratory and routinely used for different investigations 14, 15 .

We purified these antibodies and bound them to activated HPLC supports. In this
way several membrane glycoproteins could be isolated by immunoaffinity (IA)
HPLC4 , 1 2 . A problem that ari ses when immobil ized antibodies are used in IA-HPLC
is the short life of the columns. Some monoclonal antibodies, including the mon o
clonal antibody No. 13.4 against OPP IV, lose almo st 90% of their binding act ivity
upon immobilization. Thi s loss of activity could not be avoid ed, although different
supports were tested. Therefore, we tried to bind the antibodies non-covalently to
protein A or protein G supports, and to elute the antigen-antibody complex from the
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column, after the bind ing of the antigen and extensive rinsing. Th e meth od has been
described by Phill ips et al. t 6 We modified it and were able to use it successfully as an
ana lytical method instead of immunop recipi tat ion rz.i 7. " Indirect" IA-HPLC with
protei n G Seph arose "Fast Flow" as support has been sucessful also as a preparati ve
method . A 3-mg amo unt of monoclonal antibody No . 13.4 aga inst DPP IV was
applied to a protein G column. The amo unt of bound ant igen was about 5 mg. Th e
antibody did not have to be purified previously. In the first step, I ml of ascites fluid
was ap plied, fro m which only the antibody bound to the column. In contrast to the
meth od suggested by Phillips et al. t 5 , the antibody is not chemically cross-linked .
Instead , the antigen is applied in a subsequent step.

Fig. 2a shows the SDS-PAG E of the eluted antigen-antibody complex. Almost
90% of the antigen has bound. Thi s was verified by measuring the enzymatic act ivity
of DPP IV in the plasma membrane extrac t before and afte r the run on the immu 
noaffinity column. As the antigen aga inst the light and the heavy cha in of the imrnu
noglobulin has an apparent molecular weight in SDS-PAG E of 110000, it is much
larger and can therefore be separa ted by preparative SDS-PAG E in ano ther step.
Thi s is shown in Fig. 2b. When DPP IV is isolated with this combination of " indirect"
IA-HPLC and preparative SDS-PAGE, a loss of its enzymatic activity has to be
expected. For each chroma tog raphic run , new antibody has to be used . It cannot be
applied a second time , as it is inacti vated in preparative SDS-PAG E and thereby lost.
Th e adva ntage of this meth od is that pre-purification of ascites is unn ecessary and
that the protein G column has a long life. The columns in our laboratory have been in
continuous use over a period of 6 mon ths without showing any weakining in their
bind ing activ ity for anti bodies. No n-specific bind ing of other proteins was minima l
with the use of the protein G Sepharose " Fast Flow". This applied to proteins from
ascites fluid, from ant iserum and from plasma membrane extract.

With the method shown here. several membrane proteins could be isolated in

01 Ant ige n- An t ibo dy

-Comple x

MWlk O)
200
116 
945
67 -

31---

b) Separ a t ed Ant ig en

MW Ik OI
20 0 
116 
94.5
67 -

45 -

3 1 - ...

Fig. 2. Isolat ion of O PP IV of liver by a combina tion of "i ndirect" immunoa flinity HP LC and prepar ativ e
SOS-PAGE. First I ml of asc ites fluid with ant ibody No . 13.4 agai nst OPP IV was appli ed to a protein G
Sepharo se "Fast Flow" co lumn (30 x 8.0 mm 1.0.). Th e column was then rinsed with 20 ml of Tri s
bu ffered saline (pH 7.2) conta ining I% Tri ton X-I 00. Th en the ConAjWGA elua te of the liver hom ogenate
with 300000 mU OPP IV was applied. of which about 265 000 mU (about 5 mg of prot ein) bound to the
column. The antigen-anti body complex was eluted with O.I M citrate buffer (pH 2.4). In a seco nd step, the
O PP IV with a n ap parent mo lecular weight of 110 000 was sepa rated by prepa rat ive SOS-PAGE fro m the
light and heavy immunoglobulin chai ns. (a) SOS-PAGE of the antigen- antibod y complex. eluted from the
protein G colum n; (b) SOS-PAGE of OPP IV after separa tion of the light and the heavy immunoglob ulin
chain by prep arative SOS- PAGE.
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Fig . 3. Scheme for isolati on of membra ne prot eins from kidney hom ogenate by a combination of different
HP AC metho ds.

addition to OPP IV, such as cell-cell adhesion recept or Cell-CA M (apparent molec
ular weight in SOS-PAG E of 11 0 000) and the membrane proteins GP 120 and GP
190 (no t show n here). The requirement for a successful separat ion of the proteins
from immunoblogulin chain s by preparati ve SOS-PAGE is a considera ble difference
in the appa rent molecul ar weight. In our experiments we were able to separa te from
the immunoglobulin cha ins the proteins that had an appa rent molecular weight of a t
least 80 000 in SOS-PAGE.

Isolation ofmembrane proteins under non-denaturing conditions
Many HPAC methods, especially IA-HPLC, have the disad vantage that the

elution of the bound ligand from the column has to be carried out under conditions
that inevitably lead to their denaturation and loss of biological activity . Lectin HPAC
and HPAC with immobilized collagen with heparin and with immobili zed low-molec
ular-weight ligands all have the advantage that elution is carried out und er very mild
conditions. In most instances a sugar or sodium chloride gradient is used. Fig. 3
show s a scheme for the isolation of different membrane proteins through a combina
tion of HPAC methods. For these purificat ion methods HPAC columns are used in
addition to Mem Sep membranes with a bound ligand . The use of Mem Sep mem
branes was particularly successful when only a step gradient, not a linear gradient,
was used for elution. In Fig. 3 these are the purification steps with arginine, heparin
and collagen affinity chromatograph y.
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Fig. 4. Isolation of kidney membrane proteins by crown ether HPA C. A 20-ml volume of solution contain
ing 20 mg of proteins that had bound to the arginine and WGA columns (see Fig. 3) was dialysed against a
buffer with 5 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5) and applied to a Eupergit C 30N crown ether column. Elution was
carried out with a sodium chloride gradient. In peak 1 the OPP IV was enriched. The glycoproteins with
apparent molecular weights of 140 000 (GP 140)and 60 000 (GP 60) in SOS-PAGE were eluted later (peak
2). SOS-PAGE of the isolated proteins is shown in the upper part. Chromatographic conditions: buffer A,
5 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5) with 20 mM potassium chloride and 0.1% Triton X-100, reduced; buffer B, buffer
A containing I M sodium chloride; column, 120 x 8.0 mm 1.0.; flow-rate , I mlfmin; pressure ,S bar ; room
temperature. The gradient is shown .

In Figs . 4-6 some of the isolation steps are shown separately. With the combi
nation of affinity chromatographic steps we isolated DPP IV and the glycoproteins
with apparent molecular weights in SOS-PAGE of 140000, 65000 and 60000 (GP
140, GP 65 and GP 60, respectively). Their activity was retained, as the elution of the
bound proteins was carried out under mild conditions. This was controlled by mea
suring the OPP IV activity. The amounts of single proteins isolated through the
combined affinity chromatographic methods were between 2 mg (GP 60 from kidney)
and 50 mg (DPP IV from kidney).

The process as a whole can be scaled up. The answers that we have presented to
the varions problems can serve as a model for the isolation of glycoproteins from
complex mixtures, such as serum, cell supernatants and celllysates.
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DPP IV. i so l a t ed by Collagen-HPAC
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Fig. 5. SOS-PAG E of OPP IV after the last purification step, collagen HPAC. A 13-mg amount of protein
in 5 ml after crown ether HPA C was dialysed against 5 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0) and applied to a Eupergit C
30 N collagen column. The column was rinsed with 10ml of 5 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0) and 0.1% octylglu
cose, then elution was carried out with a step gradient with 0.2 M sodium chloride and 0.1% octylglucose.
A similar result was obtain ed with the Mem Sep membrane, with immobilized collagen. A l-mg amount of
protein in 2 ml was applied to the Mem Sep collagen membrane . Rinsing and elution were carr ied out as
above . Chromatographic conditions: HPAC column , 120 x 8.0 mm 1.0.; flow-rate , 0.5 ml/min; pressure, 2
bar ; temperature, OOC; membrane, Mem Sep 1000 (Knauer); pressure, I bar ; other conditi ons as above.
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Fig. 6. Heparin HPAC of protein s that were not bound to the arginine column . A 30-mg amount of protein
in 30 ml of 5 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) was applied to a Eupergit C 30N heparin column and eluted in several
steps as shown. SOS-PAGE of single eluted fractions is shown. The same result was obta ined with the
Mem Sep heparin membrane, but only one fifth of the material was applied and eluted. Chromatographic
conditions; column , 120 x 8.0 mm J.D. (or Mem Sep heparin membrane); flow-rate, 0.5 ml/min: pressure,
2 bar ; temperature, O·c. Oet = detergent Triton X-100, reduced.
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PREPARATIVE RESOLUTION OF ENANTIOMERS OF PROSTAGLANDIN
PRECURSORS BY LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY ON A CHIRAL STATION
ARY PHASE

LARRY MILLER* and HELGA BUSH

Chemical Development Department, G.D. Searle and Co., 4901 Searle Parkway, Skokie. 1L 60077 (U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

Preparative liquid chromatographic methods were developed for the chiral
resolution of two different cyclopentenone precursors of a synthetic prostaglandin.
Various solvent combinations of alcohols and alkanes were investigated to determine
the method which has the greatest throughput. The effect of particle size on the chiral
resolution was also investigated. In addition, the preparative system was automated to
llow for unattended operation for up to 10 h.

INTRODUCTION

Cyclopentenones are important intermediates for numerous natural products
including prostaglandins 1.2 . Since they contain a chiral carbon, various synthetic
methods to produce optically pure cyclopentenones have been developedr". Only
a limited amount of work on the resolution of the enantiomers of prostaglandin
precursors using liquid chromatography (LC) has been published", In 1987 a new'
synthetic prostaglandin E[ analogue was synthesized at G. D. Searle and Co. To
support the development activities of this compound, multigram quantities of a chiral
cyclopentenone precursor were needed. There are two approaches to obtaining
enantiomerically pure chemicals. These are (1) asymmetric synthesis of the desired
isomer and (2) resolution of a racemic mixture into individual isomers. The methods of
resolution can include recrystallization, formation of diastereomeric derivatives
followed by chromatographic resolution on an achiral stationary phase, or direct
chromatographic resolution of enantiomers using a chiral stationary phase or a chiral
mobile phase additive. Direct resolution of the enantiomers using LC on a chiral
stationary phase was used to isolate the desired enantiomer from a racemic mixture.

In this paper we will discuss the investigations and the method which was used to
generate approximately 25 g of the desired enantiomer. We will also discuss the
automation of the preparative system to allow for unattended operation and to reduce
the manual labor required for this purification.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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Materials
The chiral stationary phase, Chira1cel OC, used for these studies was obtained

from Daicel (Tokyo, Japan) through J. T. Baker (Phillipsburgh, NJ, U.S.A.) as
prepacked analytical (250 mm x 4.6 mm J.D.) and preparative (500 mm x 10mm J.D.
and 500 mm x 20 mm J.D.) columns.

The prostaglandin precursors were synthesized in the Chemical Development
Labs. of G. D. Searle and Co. (Skokie, IL, U.S.A.). Prior to the separation of the
enantiomers, all prostaglandin precursors were purified on 40-j.tm silica gel using
a mobile phase of ethyl acetate-hexane (10:90 for compound 1, 50:50 for compound 2)
to remove minor impurities. The solvents were reagent grade or better and obtained
from a variety of sources.

Equipment
The analytical chromatograph consisted of a Spectra-Physics (San Jose, CA,

U.S.A.) Model SP8100 pump, a Waters (Milford, MA, U.S.A.) intelligent sample
processor Model 712, a Kratos (Ramsey, NJ, U.S.A.) Model 757 variable-wavelength
UV detector, a Kipp and Zonen (Delft, The Netherlands) Model BD41 two-channel
recorder and a Digital Equipment Corp. (Maynard, MA, U.S.A.) VAX 11/785
computer with a Searle chromatography data station.

The preparative chromatograph consisted of two Beckman (Berkeley, CA,
U.S.A.) Model 101 pumps with preparative heads, a Model 165 variable-wavelength
detector with a 5-mm semi-preparative flow cell, a Model 450 data system/controller
and a Kipp and Zonen Model BD41 two-channel recorder. A Rheodyne (Cotati, CA,
U.S.A.) Model 7125 syringe loading sample injector equipped with a 10-ml loop
(Va1co Instruments, Houston, TX, U.S.A.) or a Gilson Model (Middleton, WI,
U.S.A.) 401 dilutor in combination with a Rheodyne electrically actuated Model 7010
injector equipped with a Va1co lO-mlloop were used for sample injection. Effluent
fractions were collected with either a Gilson Model FC220 or Model 201 fraction
collector. A Va1coelectrically actuated six-port valve was used to allow effluent flow to
different locations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mobile phase selection
The analytical separation of the protected racemic cyclopentenone (compound

1, Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 2. The elution order of the enantiomers is R, S. The capacity
factor, k', is suitable for scale-up to a preparative separation and therefore was used as
a starting point for preparative method development using a Chira1cel OC column

o

TESO

Fig. I. Structure of triethylsilyl protected cyclopentenone, compound I.
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Fig. 2. Analytical HPLC separation of compound I on a Chiralcel OC column (250 mm x 4.6 mm 1.0.),
with a mobile phase of isopropanol-hexane (2:98). A flow-rate of 0.5 ml/rnin and detection at 215 nm, 0.1
a.u.f.s, were used.

packed with 10-l1m particles. Chiralcel OC (Fig. 3) is the phenylcarbamate derivative
of cellulose which is adsorbed onto silica gel. Cellulose-based phases have mobile
phase restrictions since certain solvents can dissolve the cellulose. The manufacturer of
these columns recommends the use of alkanes with low percentages «40%) of
alcohols as polar modifiers. For the solvent selection portion of our method
development we investigated different alkanes such as hexane and I, I,2-trimethyl
pentane (isooctane) with alcohols such as absolute ethanol, isopropanol and
tert.-butanol. These experiments were all performed at a loading of 4 mg of sample per
gram of packing and at a flow-rate of20 ml/rnin, Analytical high-performance LC was
used to determine the enantiomer content of the fractions from the preparative
separation.

The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 1. The object of these
experiments was to determine the method that produced the largest amount of pure
R enantiomer in the shortest time. Based on these criteria the ethanol-hexane system
was chosen. The ethanol-isooctane system produced an equal amount of pure
R enantiomer but had a slightly longer run time. An additional benefit was that the
ethanol-hexane system produced more pure S enantiomer. A chromatogram of
a preparative separation using ethanol-hexane as mobile phase is shown in Fig. 4.

Throughput studies
The throughput is the amount of purified chemical produced per hour.

o H

R= -~-~-{)

Coatedon
silicagel

Fig. 3. Structure of the Chiralcel OC packing.
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TABLE I

EFFECT OF MOBILE PHASE COMPOSITION ON THE SEPARATION OF COMPOUND I

Mobile phase" R enantiomer isolated" S enantiomer isolated' Run time
(min)

% Weight (mg) % Weight (mg)

Ethanol-hexane (I :99) 54 135 17 44 25
Ethanol-isooctane (I :99) 55 137 12 31 30
Isopropanol-hexane (2:98) 37 91 none 30
tert.-Butanol-hexane (2:98) 32 80 none 60

a Flow-rate, 20 rnl/min: loading, 4 mg sample per g packing.
b Purity >99.5% (by high-performance LC).
,. Purity > 99% (by high-performance Le).

Flow-rate and loading studies help to establish additional parameters required to
maximize the throughput. The throughput can be increased by increasing the
quantities produced per run and/or by decreasing the run time. For increased
quantities, the loading must be increased and for decreased run time, the flow-rate
must be increased. Flow-rates of 10, 20 and 40 ml/min and loadings of2, 4, and 8 mg of
sample per g of packing were investigated. The results of these experiments are
summarized in Table Il.

This table shows that as the loading increases, the amount of chemical produced
per hour increases even though the percent of isolated enantiomer decreases. The same
trend is seen with increasing flow-rate. Increasing the loading and the flow-rate
increases the amount of pure chemical produced per hour and therefore results in
a method with a higher throughput.

There are many factors which could influence the decision on which loading and

PURER_____.

.____OVERLAP R & S

Fig. 4. Chromatogram of the preparative resolution of the enantiomers of compound I. The purification was
conducted on a Chiralcel OC column, 10-l1m (500 mm x 20 mm J.D.), with a mobile phase of
ethanol-hexane (1:99). A flow-rate of 20 nil/min, detection at 254 nm, 0.5 a.u.f.s. and a loading of 4 mg of
sample per gram of packing were used.
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TABLE II

FLOW-RATE AND LOADING STUDIES

Mobile phase, ethanol-hexane (1:99).
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Flow-rate (mlimin ) Loading (mg/g)

10 4
20 4
40 4

20 2
20 4
20 8

% R isolated mg Rjinjection mg R/h

62 155 233
54 135 405
49 123 738

79 99 297
54 135 405
32 162 486

flow-rate to use for purifications. Some of these factors are: cost of the chemical prior
to separation, the amount of chemical that must be produced, the added cost and effort
of isolating additional chemical from the overlap portions, safety, and equipment
capabilities. If the chemical being purified is expensive and relatively small quantities
are required, the purification can be run at lower loadings, thus isolating the largest
percentage of chemical possible while sacrificing the throughput. If the chemical is
relatively inexpensive, higher loadings can be used, allowing larger quantities to be
isolated.

Since our chemical was relatively expensive and only 40 g were required for
initial development studies, we decided on a loading of 4 mg of sample per g of packing
and a flow-rate of 20 ml/min. A flow-rate of 40 ml/rnin should have been used for
greatest throughput. Due to equipment limitations and safety considerations the lower
flow-rate of 20 ml/min was used.

Effect of particle size on separation
Packing of 20 ,urn is available as an alternative to the lO-,um packing for

preparative separations. This 20-,um material is sold as prepacked columns or as bulk
packing. If this material gave a comparable separation we would be able to pack larger
columns, resulting in lower cost and greatly increasing the throughput. The results of
these experiments are shown in Table III. This data shows that for compound 1, the
separation was greatly reduced when using 20-,um packing. For our separation, use of
this packing was not practical.

TABLE III

COMPARISON OF 10- AND 20-j1m CHIRALCEL OC

Flow-rate, 20 ml/min; loading, 4 mg of sample per g packing.

R enantiomer isolated S enantiomer isolatedParticle size
(um)

10
20

%

54
12

Weight (mg)

137
29

%

17

Weight (mg)

44
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a

HO

Fig. 5. Structure of unprotected hydroxycyclopentenone, compound 2.

Purification of unprotected hydroxycyclopentenone
In addition to the R enantiomer, the S enantiomer of compound 1 was required

for product development activities. Table I shows that only small amounts of the
second eluting S enantiomer were isolated during the isolation of the R enantiomer. To
obtain the S enantiomer we took advantage of the fact that the elution order of the
enantiomers for the unprotected hydroxycyclopentenone (compound 2, Fig. 5) is
reversed from that of the protected hydroxycyclopentenone (compound 1). The
elution order for compound 1is R, S, and for compound 2 the order is S, R. During the
separation of compound 2, the S enantiomer elutes first, allowing more of that
enantiomer to be isolated than if it eluted second. The chemistry necessary to
interconvert compound 1 and 2 is simple and does not result in racemization.
Therefore we could isolate the S enantiomer of compound 1 through the isolation of
the S enantiomer of compound 2 and then conversion to compound 1.

The analytical separation of compound 2 is shown in Fig. 6. Due to the small
amounts of the S enantiomer needed, only three loadings and two different solvent
compositions were investigated. The methods and the results are summarized in Table
IV. The method used for purification was hexane-isopropanol (85:15)as mobile phase
and a loading of 2 mg of sample per g of packing.

Automation of preparative LC equipment
Method development for the isolation of the R enantiomer of compound

S

R

6020 40
MINUTES

Fig. 6. Analytical HPLC separation of compound 2 on a Chiralcel OC column (250 mm x 4.6 mm), with
a mobile phase of isopropanol-hexane (15:85). A flow-rate of 1.0ml/rnin and detection at 215 nm, 0.1 a.u.f.s,
were used.
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TABLE IV

LOADING AND SOLVENT COMPOSITION STUDIES FOR COMPOUND 2

Chiralcel OC, 500 mm x 10 mm I.D., flow-rate 8 ml/min.
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Mobile phase
(hexane-isopropanol)

85:15
85:15
85:15

90:10
90:10
90:10

Loading % S enantiomer
(mg samplelg packing) isolated"

1 63
2 36
4 19

I 56
2 39
4 34

a No R enantiomer isolated.

1showed that a 10-,um Chiralcel OC column was needed for the purification. Since the
largest column commercially available was 500 mm x 20 mm LD., a large number of
repetitive injections would be necessary to produce the required amount of chemical.
To help reduce the manhours necessary for this operation, automation of pump
control, sample injection, and fraction collection is needed. This automation was
accomplished with a pump controller, a programmable fraction collector and a lO-ml
autosyringe to fill the loop of an electrically actuated injector. The complete
preparative system consisted of pumps, an injector, detector, recorder and fraction
collector. All were controlled though the use of flags and contact closures from the
system controller.

The system controller is able to run programs up to 10 h in length. Multiple

PUMP

Fig. 7. Schematic of automated preparative system.
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Fig. 8. Chromatogram of automated preparative run of compound I. The purification was conducted on
a Chiralcel OC column, 10-Jim (500 mm x 20 mm 1.0.), with a mobile phase of ethanol-hexane (I :99).
A flow-rate of 20 ml/min, detection at 254 nm, 0.5 a.u.f.s, and a loading of 4 mg of sample per g of packing
were used. I = waste fraction; 2 = fraction collector; 3 = overlap fraction.

fraction collectors were used because the fraction collectors could only collect 220
fractions for approximately 3.5 h. An electrically actuated six-port valve was installed
after the detector allowing multiple fraction collectors to be used. While this allowed
for unattended operation, it generated large numbers of fractions that needed analysis
and workup.

To reduce the number of fractions, a different fraction collector was used that
contained a funnel assembly, allowing for the collection of up to 27 fractions. In
addition there was no limit on the fraction size. This allowed the effluent from
repetitive injections to be collected into the same fraction vessels. Using this setup we
were able to run unattended for up to 10 h and generate only 27 fractions which
required analysis. The fractionation scheme was also adapted so that effluent
containing impure or no chemical was diverted to a large container. A schematic of the
automated system is shown in Fig. 7. A chromatogram from an automated run is
shown in Fig. 8.

CONCLUSION

These studies demonstrate that preparative LC on a chiral stationary phase can
be used to isolate multigram quantities of pure enantiomers. The separations are
usually difficult but can be optimized through the investigation of solvent selectivities,
loadings and flow-rate. It was also demonstrated that automation could be utilized to
allow for unattended operation of the preparative LC system and greatly reduce the
manual labor required for these purifications. We were able to isolate approximately
400 mg of R enantiomer per h and to produce a total of 25 g of R enanti orner.
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SUMMARY

The chromatographic purification of radiolabeled compounds of diverse struc
tural types, in milligram to gram amounts, is described. The compounds purified were
a steroid, a DvI receptor antagonist, an ACE inhibitor and a small peptide mimic.
The purification methods used included isocratic normal-phase high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC), gradient reversed-phase HPLC, counter-current
chromatography and the use of a normal-phase gravity column with fraction mon
itoring by rapid analytical HPLC.

INTRODUCTION

Radiolabeled compounds are essential tools in modern drug research and de
velopment! and are particularly valuable in drug metabolism studies", Radiolabeled
compounds must be of high radiochemical and chemical purity:' in order to conduct
meaningful experiments. High purity is most effectively achieved using liquid chro
matography. Pharmaceutical radiochemistry groups are called on to provide struc
turally diverse compounds, at high purity, in milligram to gram amounts. The ratio
nal development of efficient purification methods, using basic chromatography
theory", is described below.

The steroidjlHjrnometasone furoate (la) was purified by isocratic normal
phase high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). A solvent system was de
veloped using thin-layer chromatography (TLC). The optimum column loading was
established using analytical HPLC. The developed system was used on a semi-prepar
ative column to purify 25-mg amounts of [3H]mometasone furoate.

[3H]Sch 39166 (3), a D-l receptor antagonist, was purified by gradient reversed
phase HPLC. Using analytical HPLC, the capacity factor (k') and peak shape were
optimized and a feasible loading was established. The separation was transferred to a
semi-preparative column. Gradient elution allowed the loading of the relatively insol
uble sample in a large solution volume with sample enrichment at the column head
and subsequent elution of the compound in small volume.

[14C]Sch 34826 (4) is a small peptide mimic which was purified on a gram scale
using a gravity column packed with 12-25 ,urn silica gel. The separation was first run
on a small column and scaled up by increasing the column diameter; all other param
eters were held constant. Rapid analytical HPLC with both UV and radioactivity
detection was used for fraction analysis.

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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The ACE inhibitor [14C]spiraprilat (5) is difficult to purify by column chroma
tographic methods because of its poor solubility properties and impurity profile. The
compound was succesfully purified by counter-current chromatography on a coil
planet centrifuge instrument. A suitable solvent system was chosen based on partition
coefficients in two-phase systems of varying polarities and pH. [14C]Spiraprilat was
purified in l50-200-mg amounts using a 300-ml column.
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EXPERIMENTAL

rH]Mometasone furoate (1a)
The HPLC instrument consisted of a Model 6000A pump and a U6K injector

(Waters Assoc., Milford, MA, U.S.A.), a 970A variable-wavelength UV-VIS detec
tor (Tracor, Austin, TX, U.S.A.) set at 254 nm and a Recordall Series 5000 recorder
(Fisher Scientific, Springfield, NJ, U.S.A.) and Model LB-5025 radioactivity detector
(Berthold Analytical, Nashua, NH, U.S.A.).

Analytical reversed-phase HPLC was carried out on a 25 em x 4.6 mm J.D.
LC-8 column (Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, U.S.A.). The mobile phase was methanol
water (35:65) at a flow-rate of 1 ml/min. Aquassure liquid scintillation cocktail (Du
Pont/NEN, Boston, MA, U.S.A.) at a flow-rate of 2 ml/min was used in the radio
activity detector. Normal-phase chromatography was carried out on 25 em x 4.6 mm
J.D. and 50 em x 9.4 mm J.D. Partisil 10 silica columns (Whatman, Clifton, NJ,
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U.S.A.). The mobile phase was dichloromethane-methyl tert.-butyl ether (93:7) at
flow-rates of 1 and 4 mljmin, respectively.

eHjSch 39166 (3)
The preparative HPLC system consisted of an LC-85 UV spectrophotometer

set at 280 nm (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT, U.S.A.), Model 6000A and 510 pumps
and a Maxima 820 chromatography workstation (Waters Assoc.), a Model 7125
injector with a I.O-mlloop (Rheodyne, Cotati, CA, U.S.A.) and an M9 Partisil 10
CCSjCs column (50 em x 9.4 mm I.D.) (Whatman). The flow-rate was 4.0 mljmin.

The analytical HPLC system consisted of a Model 490 multiwavelength spec
trophotometer set at 280 nm, a Model 600 multi-solvent delivery system, a Model 840
data and chromatography control station, a Model 712 WISP autoinjector (Waters
Assoc.), a Flo-One Model CT radiochemical detector with a 500-ill flow cell, (Radi
omatic, Tampa, FL, U.S.A. and a RAC II Partisil 5 CCSjCs column (10 em x 4.6
mm I.D.) (Whatman). The mobile phase consisted of methanol (solvent A) and 0.1 M
ammonium acetate adjusted to pH 5 with glacial acetic acid (solvent B). The flow-rate
was 1.0 mljmin and the temperature was ambient. Aquassure liquid scintillation
cocktail was used for analytical radioactivity flow monitoring at 2.0 mljmin. The
isocratic mobile phase was A-B (50:50). The gradient program was as follows: seg
ment 1, A-B (50:50) isocratic for 10 min; segment 2, A-B (50:50) to 100% A linear
gradient over 5 min; segment 3, 100% A isocratic for 15 min.

e4 Cj Sch 34826 (4)
Preparative chromatography was carried out in glass Chromaflex columns

(Kontes, Vineland, NI, U.S.A.). The columns were packed with 12-25-ilm LPS-1
silica gel (Whatman), slurried in chloroform. The slurry was briefly sonicated before
packing. Compounds were placed on the columns as chloroform solutions and eluted
with chloroform-methanol-glacial acetic acid (100:3:0.5). Fractions were collected in
a Frac 100 fraction collector (Pharmacia, Piscataway, NI, U.S.A.) and analyzed by
HPLe. The HPLC system consisted of a Model 8800 gradient controller, Model 834
automatic sampler, Model 870 pump and column compartment equipped with a
50-ill loop Valco A45 injector (DuPont, Wilmington, DE, U.S.A.), Model 490 pro
grammable multi-wavelength detector (Waters Assoc.) set at 220 nm and Model LB
5025 radioactivity detector (Berthold Analytical). Data reduction was done on a
Model 840 data and chromatography control station (Waters Assoc.). A 10em x 4.6
mm J.D. Partisil 5 RAC II ODS-3 column was used with a mobile phase composed of
methano1-acetonitrile-o.05 M K2HP04 (pH 7.4) (20:20:60) at 1 mljmin. Aquassure
liquid scintillation cocktail at a flow-rate of 1.5 mljmin was used in the radioactivity
detector.

[
14 C j Spiraprilat (5)

Counter-current chromatography was carried out on an Ito Modell multilayer
coil separator-extractor equipped with a 300-ml coil (P.e. Inc., Potomac, MD,
U.S.A.), a Model 6000A HPLC pump (Waters Assoc.) and a Model 7125 injector
with a 2-ml loop (Rheodyne). Fractions were collected by a Frac 100 (Pharmacia)
fraction collector. The solvent system was chloroform-methanol-2% acetic acid at a
flow-rate of 4 mljmin.
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Fractions were analyzed by HPLC. The HPLC system consisted of a Model 490
multi-wavelength spectrophotometer set at 220 nm, a Model 600 multi-solvent deliv
ery system, a 712 WISP autoinjector, a Model 840 data and chromatography control
station (Waters Assoc.) and a Flo-One Model CT (Radiomatic) with a 500-fll flow
cell. The column was a 5-flm Partisil 5 RAC III ODS-3 (10 em x 4.6 mm J.D.)
(Whatman). The liquid scintillation cocktail was Aquassure at a flow-rate of 1.5
ml/min. The mobile phase was methanol-acetonitrile-0.05 M K2HP04 (pH 7.5)
(20:20:75) at 1.0 ml/min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

eHJMometasonefuroate (la)
[3H]Mometasone furoate (la), after attempted purification by preparative TLC

and recrystallization, contained the 1,2-dihydro derivative 2a as the major contami
nant. Compound 2a co-chromatographed with an authentic sample of2b prepared by
an unambiguous route and characterized spectroscopically. A radiochromatogram of
la is shown in Fig. 1.

Mometasone and its dihydro derivative 2a were barely resolved by reversed
phase HPLC. Additionally, a 125-mg batch required purification. A normal-phase
HPLC system giving adequate separation of the two components (0: ~ 1.2) and
acceptable loading (25 mg per run) was needed. A synthetic mixture of Ib and 2b
(97:3) in dichloromethane (20 mg/ml) was used to develop a preparative HPLC sys-

t---~--,.--J "'-,'------1
30
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Fig. I. Analytical reversed-phase radiochromatogram of crude eHjmometasone furoate (la, 2a). Column,
Supelco LC-8 (25 em x 4.6 mm J.D.); mobile phase, methanol-water (35:65) at 1.0 ml/rnin; Aquassure
liquid scintillation cocktail at 2.0 ml/min.
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TABLE I

COLUMN LOADING RESULTS FOR A 25 cm x 4.6 mm I.D. COLUMN

Mass injected k'

Sch 32088 (la) Dideutero-Sch 32088 (2a)

351

100/lg
500 /lg
750 /lg
1.0 mg
1.5 mg
2.0 mg
2.5 mg

5.7
5.7
5.6
5.4
5.6
5.6
5.7

4.4
4.3
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.4

tern. Solvent systems were screened on silica gel TLC plates. The solvent mixture
dichloromethane-methyl tert.-butyl ether (93:7) was chosen because adequate sep
aration was achieved (ex = 1.3), the calculated retention (k' = 6) on a column was
acceptable (approximate k' values were calculated from TLC mobility data using the
relationship k' = (1- RF) / RF from ref. 5, the solvents were volatile and readily re
moved and la was very soluble in this mixture. A loading study on a 25 em x 4.6 mm
LD. silica gel column was carried out with the test mixture (Table I).
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Fig. 2. Loading study of 1b-2b synthetic test mixture. Column, Whatman Partisil 10 silica (25 em x 4.6
mm I.D.); mobile phase dichloromethane-rnethyl tert.-butyl ether (93:7) at 1.0 ml/rnin.
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Fig. 3. Injection of 25 mg of Ia-Ib test mixture. Column, Whatman Partisil 10silica Magnum 9 (50 em x
9.4 mm I.D.); mobile phase, dichloromethane-methyl tert.-butyl ether (93:7) at 4.0 mlfmin.

No change in k' was noted for a 2.5-mg compared with a O.1-mg injection
(Figure 2), although the bands had broadened. Thus the column had been loaded up
to its "loading limit" for touching-band separation", The separation was transferred
directly to a 50 em x 9.4 mm J.D. semi-preparative column and injections of 5 and 25
mg of the test mixture were made. The results, shown in Fig. 3, indicate that a 25-mg
loading was acceptable, even though k' was slightly decreased.

[3H]Mometasone furoate was purified in 25-mg portions. A typical preparative
chromatogram is shown in Fig. 4. The yield of pure compound was 88% with a
radiochemical purity of 98.9%. A radiochromatogram of the purified compound is
shown in Fig. 5.

rHjSch 39166 (3)
[3H]Sch 39166 was prepared by platinum catalyzed exchange in tritiated water

trifluoroacetic acid? (labeling chemistry was carried out at the National Tritium La
beling Facility, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, D.C. Berkeley, Berkeley, CA,
U.S.A.).

A radiochromatogram of the crude exchange product is shown in Fig. 6. Major
radioactive impurities were tritiated water (11%) and strongly retained materials
(4%) eluted when the reversed-phase column was stripped with methanol.

For purification of [3H]Sch 39166, a 50 em x 9.4 mm J.D. reversed-phase
column was used in a gradient mode. This allowed the sparingly soluble [3H]Sch
39166 to be loaded in a large volume with enrichment at the column head and sub
sequent elution in a small volume.
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Fig. 4. Injection of 25 mg of crude [3Hlmometasone furoate (la, 2a). Column, Whatman Partisil 10 silica
Magnum 9 (50 cm x 9.4 mm 1.0.); mobile phase, dichloromethane-rnethyl terl.-butyl ether (93:7) at 4.0
ml/min.
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Fig. 5. Analytical reversed-phase radiochromatogram of purified eHlmometasone furoate (Ia). Column,
Supelco LC-8 (25 cm x 4.6 mm 1.0.); mobile phase methanol-water (35:65) at 1.0 ml/min; Aquassure
liquid scintillation cocktail at 2.0 rnl/min.
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Fig. 6. Composite analytical radiochromatogram of crude [3H]Sch 39166 (3). Column, Whatman Partisil5
CCSjCs RAC II (10 cm x 4.6 mm J.D.); mobile phase, methanol-O.! M ammonium acetate at 1.0 mljmin;
IO-min isocratic (50:50) separation of tritiated water from [3H]Sch 39166; detector sensitivity was then
increased for the detection of strongly retained impurities during a 5-min linear gradient to 100% methanol
and a IS-min isocratic column strip.

The column was equilibrated in 100% buffer at 4 ml/min. A 400-ml volume of
sample was loaded into the injector loop and injected onto the column, followed by a
I-min (4-ml) buffer rinse. The process was repeated a further five times for a total
sample load of 3.8 mg in 2.4 ml of methanol. A IS-min linear gradient to methanol
followed by a IS-min isocratic elution was then run. Fractions were collected as
shown on the preparative chromatogram in Fig. 7. Fractions 3 and 4 are [3H]Sch
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Fig. 7. Semi-preparative column injection of crude [3H]Sch 39166 (3). Column, Whatman Partisil 10
CCSjCs Magnum 9 (50 em x 9.4 mm J.D.); mobile phase, (I) 0.] M ammonium acetate isocratic for 15
min (2) IS-min linear gradient to methanol, (3) IS-min methanol isocratic; flow-rate, 4.0 mljmin.
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Fig. 8. Analytical reversed-phase radiochromatogram of purified [3H]Sch 39166 (3). Column, Whatman
Partisil 5 CCSjC s RAC II (10 em x 4.6 mm 1.0.); mobile phase, methanol-OI M ammonium acetate
(50:50) at 1.0 mljmin; Aquassure liquid scintillation cocktail at 2.0 mljmin.

39166; cut-points are indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 7. These fractions represent a
94.7% recovery of the eH]Sch 39166 radioactivity applied to the column. Fractions
were combined based on rapid analytical HPLC with radiochemical flow monitoring.
After purification and pooling of all the tritium-exchanged reaction batches, a final
batch purity of 97.5% was obtained. Fig. 8 shows a representative [A-B (50:50)
isocratic] analytical radiochromatogram.

J3H]Sch 34826 (4)
Chromatographic columns used for the purification of radioactive materials

frequently become contaminated and cannot be used for other projects. Therefore,
expensive preparative HPLC columns capable ofhandling gram amounts of material
are rarely used in radiochemical purifications. Gravity liquid chromatography is a
viable alternative. Crude e4C]Sch 34826 contained several chemical and radiochem
ical impurities, as shown in Fig. 9. A 212-mg portion was purified on a 30 em x 2.5
em 1.D. silica gel column using the solvent system chloroform-methanol-glacial ace
tic acid (100:3:0.5). Silica gel with a small particle size (12-25 Ilm) was slurried in
chloroform and briefly sonicated, then poured into the column. One column volume
of chloroform was passed through the column to 'stabilize the bed. The compound
was dissolved in I ml of chloroform, carefully applied to the column and eluted with
mobile phase. Fractions were collected and those with significant radioactivity were
examined by HPLC. Pure fractions were pooled and evaporated. The purification
was scaled up by chromatographing 925 mg of crude [14C]Sch 38426 on a 30 em x
4.8 em J.D. column. The preparative chromatogram is shown in Fig. 10. HPLC
analyses of the fractions are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that purity across the
main peak in the preparative chromatogram was not uniform. Fractions were com-
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Fig. 9. Analytical UV (bottom) and radiochromatograms (top) of crude P4C)Sch 34826 (4). Column
Whatman Partisil 5 ODS-3 RAC II (10 em x 4.6 mm I.D.); mobile phase, methanol-acetonitrile-o.05 M
K2HP04 (pH 7.4) (20:20:60) at 1.0 ml/min; Aquassure liquid scintillation cocktail at 1.5 ml/min,
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Fig. 10. Bar graph of liquid scintillation counting results for [14C) 34826 (4) gravity column fraction
aliquots. Column, 30 em x 4.8 cm, packed with 12-25-Jlm Whatman LPS-I silica gel; mobile phase,
chloroform-methanol-glacial acetic acid (100:3:0.5).
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TABLEH

REVERSED-PHASE HPLC FRACTION ANALYSIS
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Fraction Radioactivity
(JlCi/ml)

Sch 34826

Radiochemical purity (%) Chemical purity (%)

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

33
203
512
470
324
192
III
39

90.8
98.5

100
97.7
95.7
94.8
94.3
93.8

90.9
99.0

100
97.3
94.2
93.5
93.1
92.9

bined based on analytical HPLC data. The yield of applied radioactivity in pure
fractions from both columns was 64%.

A radiochromatogram of the purified material is shown in Fig. II. Difficult
separations may be effected by gravity LC by using silica gel of small particle size and
careful fraction monitoring by rapid HPLC analysis.

I
[

14 C]Spiraprilat (5)
[14C]Spiraprilat has previously been purified by recrystallization or gravity LC

with only marginal success; the highest radiochemical purity achieved was 96%. The
poor solubility of spiraprilat in most solvents inhibited the development of alternative
purification methods such as ion-exchange chromatography. Counter-current chro
matography" proved to be an excel1ent method for purifying this compound. Poten
tial solvent systems were chosen by literature analogy'i.A partition coefficient of 0.2-5
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Fig. II. Analytical UV (bottom) and radiochromatograms (top) of purified [14C)Sch 34826 (4). Column,
Whatman Partisil 5 ODS-3 RAC II (10 cm x 4.6 mm J.D.); mobile phase, methanol-acetonitrile-Oflf M
K2HP04 (pH 7.4) (20:20:60) at 1.0 ml/rnin; Aquassure liquid scintillation cocktail at 1.5 ml/min,
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TABLE III

SOLVENT SYSTEMS FOR COUNTER-CURRENT CHROMATOGRAPHY

Solvent system Partition
coefficient

pH of upper phase

Methanol-chloroforrn-Z'z, acetic acid (1:1:1)
Methanol-chloroform-water (1:1:1)

1.5
0.14

3.3
4.5

is recommended 10. Crude e4 C]Spiraprilat was partitioned between equal volumes of
upper and lower phases of the solvent systems shown in Table III. The relative radio
activity in both layers was determined by liquid scintillation counting. As can be seen
in Table III, manipulation of partition coefficients by manipulation of pH is very
effective for an ionizable compound such as spiraprilat. The solvent system chIoro
form-methanol-2% acetic acid (1:1:1) was chosen because of its desirable partition
coefficient and its ability to dissolve large amounts (50 mgjrnl) of spiraprilat.

The 300-ml coil was first loaded with stationary upper phase and the sample [70
mg in 1.5 ml ofmethanol-ehloroform-2% acetic acid (1:1:1)] was injected. The mo
bile lower phase was pumped through the coil at 4 ml/min and 8-ml fractions were
collected. An aliquot of each fraction was mixed with liquid scintillation cocktail for
radioactivity measurements. Fig. 12 shows a typical histogram. Fractions 24-34 were
pooled and the solvent was removed.
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Fig. 12. Histogram of liquid scintillation counting analysis of [14C]Spiraprilat (5) preparative counter
current chromatographic fraction aliquots. Ito multi-layer coil separator-extractor, 300-ml coil; mobile
phase, chloroform-methanol-2% acetic acid (I: I: I) at 4.0 ml/min.

Fig. 13. Analytical reversed-phase radiochromatogram of purified ['4C]Spiraprilat (5). Column, Whatman
Partisil 5 ODS-3 RAC II (10 em x 4.6 mm I.D.); mobile phase, methanol-acetonitrile-o.05 M K2HPO
(pH 7.5) (20:20:75) at 1.0 ml/min; Aquassureliquid scintillation cocktail at 1.5 ml/min.
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Purification of 300 mg of crude reaction product was performed in several
70-mg runs, with an overall 67% mass recovery. Analytical HPLC with radioactivity
flow monitoring gave a final batch radiochemical purity of 99.0% (Fig. 13). This is a
significant increase over the best value (96%) previously achieved by recrystallization.
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SUMMARY

Methods and liquid chromatographic (LC) systems for the separation on a
preparative scale (Prep-LC) of hop alpha acids and of beer iso-alpha acids were
developed. The optimization of the selectivity factor for the cis-trans pairs of the
iso-alpha acids was particularly studied. The highest values were achieved on re
versed-phase packing materials with acetonitrile-water mixtures containing a rela
tively high proportion of water, to which magnesium salts are added, as eluent. Up to
400 mg of isomerized hop extract could be treated in one run on a laboratory Prep
LC column of dimensions 25 x 2.2 em I.D. This application illustrates some critical
points of Prep-LC, viz., the need for a high selectivity value, the problem of detection
at high concentrations and the difficulties of obtaining the separated compounds
undegraded from the collected Prep-LC fractions.

INTRODUCTION

In the beer brewing process, the three major hop alpha acids (humulone, cohu
mulone and adhumulone) are converted into six major beer-bittering iso-alpha acids
(three cis forms and three trans forms). The large-scale separation of these six in
tensely bitter compounds is of interest for the evaluation of their individual contribu
tions to the bitter taste of beer. We have used counter current distribution to isolate
large amounts of the most prominent iso-alpha acids, but this is a very lengthy and
costly procedure. Today, it is obvious to turn to liquid chromatography (LC) on a
preparative scale (Prep-LC) for this purpose. Several LC systems for separating the
iso-alpha acids have been described 1

, but they are useless for preparative purposes
because the selectivities are too low. Analytical LC of the iso-alpha acids does not aim
at the highest possible selectivity between the indiviual compounds, but rather tries to
obtain them separated from the matrix, preferably all together in a single peak". This
simplifies quantification, which is the major aim of the analytical LC of iso-alpha
acids of beer and of isomerized hop extracts. Most analytical LC systems for deter
mining iso-alpha acids use a reversed-phase octadecylated silica gel with a water-

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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acetonitrile or methanol-phosphoric acid mixture as solvent. Such systems do not
separate the cis and trans forms of the iso-alpha acids, or insufficiently so. They also
do not separate cis- and trans-isohumulone from cis- and trans-isoadhumulone. They
do separate cis- and trans-isocohumulone (as a single peak) from the other four
iso-alpha acids, but for preparative LC purposes this is not sufficient.

We have evaluated many LC systems for the larger scale separation of beer
bitter acids, initially with little success. Buffered silica gel as used by Schwarzenbach'
and ourselves 1 gave problems with the recovery of the compounds from the column.
Silica gel, derivatized with a wide variety of silanes, did not markedly improve the
selectivity obtainable on octadecylated silica gel reversed-phase column packing ma
terials. Increasing the selectivity value of the intended separation is, however, of such
great importance for Prep-LC4 that the search was continued, but now directed at the
composition of the solvent. This was rewarded with a decisive improvement, obtained
by adding magnesium salts to the reversed-phase eluent and by using a relatively large
proportion of water.

EXPERIMENTAL

The chromatograph was a Varian 5000 Series instrument with a Varian UV-50
detector (Varian, Walnut Creek, CA, U.S.A.). The injector was a Valco 7000 p.s.i.
sample loop injector (Vici, Houston, TX, U.S.A) fitted with external loops of the
required volume (10 J1l to 2 ml). The columns (RSL, Eke, Belgium) were packed with
5-J1m RoSil-C 18 (RSL) for analytical LC (25 x 0.46 cm J.D.) and with the same
material of 10-J1m size for Prep-LC (25 x 2.2 em J.D.). The solvents were of LC
quality. The amounts indicated are in miIIilitres. The phosphoric acid used had a
content of 85%.

Optimization of selectivity by eluent and pH adjustment
The iso-alpha acids are known to give chelated salts with bivalent cations. The

influence of magnesium cations on their chromatographic separation, as revealed in
this work, is therefore not surprising. We also evaluated other divalent cations such as
beryllium, calcium, strontium and barium, but without much success. The last three
cations have a similar effect to magnesium, but not so pronounced. Beryllium salts
have the curious effect of causing extreme broadening of the iso-alpha acid peaks
while leaving the alpha acid peaks unaffected. This was verified with pure trans
isohumulone. The reason for this effect of beryllium is not clear. Magnesium bro
mide, which is readily soluble in the eluents in,question, poses the problem that the
stainless-steel parts of the LC instrument are sensitive to .bromide, and these parts
have to be washed carefully after each series of chromatographic runs in which this
salt was used. Magnesium sulphate is better in this respect, but it needs at least 45%
water in the eluent system because of solubility problems. Magnesium acetate is also
not acceptable for solubility reasons.

Optimization of the chromatographic conditions was achieved on analytical
columns with trans-and cis-isohumulone as the probe pair of diastereoisomers to be
separated. These are readily available by isomerization of pure humulone in brewing
conditions. Without adding magnesium salts, with methanol in the usual concentra
tion (10-30%) in the reversed-phase-eluent, the cis isomer elutes first (a = 1.03),
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whereas the opposite occurs with acetonitrile (a = 1.07). Therefore, we use a mixture
of methanol and acetonitrile in the procedure for the determination of iso-alpha
acids". In this way the isomers are compressed together in a single peak. Chroma
tograms for the separation of cis- and trans-isohumulorte with methanol or aceto
nitrile as the organic component in the eluent mixture and in proportions that are
usual for reversed-phase LC are shown in Fig. 1. The selectivity factor of these sep
arations is insufficient for Prep-LC. It can be increased significantly with acetonitrile
by using a large proportion of water in the eluent. With a 50:50 composition of
acetonitrile and water the selectivity factor increases to 1.13 but the retention times
then become very long. The latter can be shortened again, while the selectivity factor
is further increased, by lowering the pH and by adding magnesium salts to the eluent.
This is partly illustrated in Fig. 2.

The best results are obtained at about pH 2 with 50% water in the eluent and
with 0.1 M magnesium sulphate added. The chromatograms further show that the
retention time of humulone (some residual humulone is always present in the iso
merization mixtures) does not change on adding magnesium salts to the eluent,
whereas it does for the cis and trans isomers (decreasing with higher magnesium salt
concentration). The selectivity factor attained can be as high as 1.3, which indicates
good Prep-LC possibilities. A preparative separation is shown in Fig. 3. Although the
detection wavelength was 320 nm or far from the absorption maximum, the chroma
togram shows that a still longer wavelength is indicated for the larger samples that the
system obviously can handle.

In the same way, a mixture of cis- and trans-isocohumulone can be separated.
This mixture can be obtained by isomerization of pure cohumulone. While humulone

Trans" (is

A
J '-------' ~

Fig. I. LC of cis- and trans-isohumulone. Column, 25 x 0.46 cm J.D. packed with 5-pm RoSil-C 1s'

Reversed-phase eluent: (A) methanol-water (85:15)-0.25% phosphoric acid (selectivity factor, a = 1.03);
(B) acetonitrile-water (70:30)-0.25% phosphoric acid (a = 1.07). Detection at 270 mil. Flow-rate, I
mlJmin. Note the reversal of elution order and the higher selectivity with the acetonitrile system. The third
peak is unchanged humulone still present in the isomerization mixture.
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Fig. 2. Influence of pH and acetonitrile concentration on the selectivity factor for the cis-trans-isohumu
lone pair. Column, 25 x 0.46 cm J.D. packed with 5-Jlm RoSil-C,s' Detection at 270 nm. Flow-rate, I
rnl/rnin.

can be prepared by repeated crystallization of an alpha acid-o-phenylenediamine
complex, pure cohumulone cannot be isolated in this way and is therefore much more
difficult to obtain. A Prep-LC system for the separation of cohumulone from an alpha
acids mixture was therefore first developed. Fig. 4 shows the separation of 400 mg of
alpha acids on a 25 x 2.2 em I.D. preparative LC column. This chromatography
afforded 140 mg of cohumulone at each pass. This was repeated, sometimes more
than ten times, until the desired amount of cohumulone was obtained. After iso
merization, as explained above for humulone, the cis- and trans-isocohumulone were
separated under identical conditions to those in Fig. 3. The retention times of these
isocohumulones are shorter than those of the humulone-based analogues.

Optimization ofmagnesium ion concentration
A desirable possibility would be to separate the iso-alpha acids from a pre

isomerized hop extract, rather than to have to isolate pure humulone or pure cohu
mulone first. However, with the solvent system is Fig. 3 the peaks of cis-isocohumu
lone and trans-isohumulone coelute. This problem is solved by lowering the pH to 1

2

I
so min

Fig. 3. Prep-LC of 40 mg of a mixture of cis- and trans-isohumulone. Column. 25 x 2.2 em J.D. packed
with IO-Jlm RoSil-C ,s' Eluent: acetonitrile-water (50:50)-0.1 M MgS04 with phosphoric acid to pH 2.
Flow-rate, 10 ml/min. Detection at 320 nm. Sample loop. I ml, With this acetonitrile-based solvent system,
the first peak is trans-isohumulone and the second peak is cis-isohumulone.
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2

o 60 120 min

Fig. 4. Prep-LC of alpha acids for the isolation of cohumulone. Column, 25 x 2.2 cm I.D. packed with
1O-,um RoSil-C , s' Eluent: acetonitrile-water-phosphoric acid (50:50:1). Flow-rate, 10 ml/min. Detection
at 340 nm. Sample loop I ml. Sample size, 400 mg of alpha acids (hop extract) dissolved in the eluent.
Elution sequence as in Fig. 3.

by adding more phosphoric acid. The selectivity for the cis-trans pairs is then lower,
but the above-mentionedcoelution is avoided. The phosphoric acid concentration
must always be high, because at lower concentrations the peaks begin to tail and even
disappear because of interaction with residual trace iron (iron traces are present in the
column packing material and come from the whole LC system). The further problem
of long retention times can be solved by adjusting the magnesium salt concentration.
The retention times for the four most prominent iso-alpha acids as a function of the
magnesium salt concentration are given in Table I.

The chromatograms in Table I are shown in Fig. 5. As a compromise, taking
also the time element into consideration, the optimum concentration of magnesium
salt was calculated to be 6 gil. A chromatogram obtained under these conditions on a
preparative column with an analytical sample size is shown in Fig. 6. For preparative
purposes, a sample of 400 mg of isomerized hop extract, dissolved in 1 ml of eluent
and containing about 70% iso-alpha acids, gave the chromatogramin Fig. 7. Frac
tions of 10 ml were collected and analysed on the analytical column in Fig. 5. From

TABLE I

RETENTION TIMES OF FOUR ISO-ALPHA ACIDS AS A FUNCTION OF MAGNESIUM SALT
CONCENTRATION

Column, 15 x 0.46 em I.D. packed with 5-,um RoSil-C , s ' Eluent: acetonitrile- water-phosphoric acid
(50:50:2).The magnesium salt, in this instance the sulphate, was added to the water; 12 g in 500 ml of water
corresponds to 12 g/I in the LC eluent or to 0.1 M.

MgS04 (g) Retention time (min) P (atm)

trans- cis- trans- cis-
Isocohumulone lsocohumulone lsohumulone Isohumulone

0 16.42 19.17 24.34 28.64 233
0.6 16.86 19.82 25.00 28.79 235
1.2 16.01 19.06 23.56 27.38 235
2.4 14.44 17.43 21.03 24.77 236
4.8 12.55 15.50 18.08 21.76 240
7.2 11.35 14.23 16.19 19.75 246

12 9.92 12.61 13.96 17.25 261
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0.0 0.6 1.2

2.4 4.8 7.2 12

Fig. 5. Analytical separations of isomerized hop extract as a function of the amount magnesium sulphate
(gil) added. Column, 15 x 0.46 cm J.D. packed with 5-/lm RoSil-C , s' Eluent: acetonitrile-water-phos
phoric acid (50:50:2). Sequence of major peaks: lrans-isocohumulone, cis-isocohumulone, lrans-isohumu
lone, cis-isohumulone + lrans-isoadhumulone, cis-isoadhumulone.

the marked parts in Fig. 7, iso-alpha acids with over 95% purity could be isolated.
These results illustrate that the separation in Fig. 7 is better than the chromatographic
trace indicates. UV detection is obviously not optimal for Prep-LC, as has been
reported previously". An insensitive linear detector seems to be desirable for Prep
LC. Results of the determination of the individual iso-alpha acids content of the
sample and of the actual amounts obtained from Fig. 7 are given in Table II.

A problem with working with iso-alpha acids is their instability. They cannot be
kept unchanged for more than a few days, even in a freezer. This is a most frustrating
situation, as it implies that reference iso-alpha acids (e.g., trans-isohumulone) have to
be repurified every time they are needed.

One purpose of this work was to isolate pure iso-alpha acids for organoleptic
studies. This was achieved for the cis- and trans-isohumulones and -isocohumulones.
The concentration of cis- and trans-isoadhumulones in the mixtures was too low for
successful isolation.

min60

Cis- isohumulone

. I
Iruns-isocdhu mulone

Trans-isohumulone!

Cis- isocohumulone j

o

Fig. 6. Prep-LC of isomerized hop extract. Column, 25 x 2.2 em J.D. Eluent: acetonitrile-water-phos
phoric acid (50:50:2) + 6 gil MgS04 • Flow-rate, 10 ml/min. Sample size, I mg of isomerized extract in 10/11
of eluent. Detection at 270 nm. Elution sequence as in Fig. 5.
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120 min

Fig. 7. Prep-LC of isomerized hop extract. Conditions as in Fig. 6 except the sample size, which was about
400 mg of isomerized hop extract in 1 ml of eluent. Detection at 320 nm. The areas marked A, B, C and D
gave the amounts as indicated in Table II in each run.

Preliminary results indicate that the cis compounds are slightly more bitter than
the trans compounds. There are also slight taste differences. It was very difficult to
obtain the separated compounds unchanged and uncontaminated for a taste panel.
Oxidation, degradation and contamination on working up collected Prep-LC frac
tions are major concerns. Fractions from several Prep-LC runs, collected over several
days, are worked up together. Rechromatography at the endis always necessary. The
finally collected solution, which is a reversed-phase solvent mixture containing salts
and phosphoric acid, can obviously not be evaporated as such to obtain the desired
iso-alpha acid. To remove the inorganic involatile chemicals, the final chromato
graphic solution has to be extracted with, e.g., hexane. Removing this hexane com
pletely without damaging the compounds is not easy. Work on these aspects and
problems is continuing.

TABLE II

RECOVERY OF INDIVIDUAL ISO-ALPHA ACIDS OBTAINED FROM ONE PREP-LC SEPARA
TION IN FIG. 7

Iso-alpha acid

trans-Isocohumulone (A)
cis-Isocohumulone (B)
trans-Isohumulone (C)
cis-Isohumulone (D)

Amount injected
(mg)

21
75
40

120

Amount obtained
(mg)

12
33
7

33
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CONCLUSION

M. VERZELE et at.

Optimized chromatographic systems have been described for the preparative
separation of some hop and beer bitter acids on an octadecylated silica gel reversed
phase column. For hop alpha acids this packing material can handle about 6 mg of
alpha acid mixture per gram. For beer iso-alpha acids, a relatively high water content
and magnesium ions in the reversed-phase eluent lead to a selectivity factor that can
be as high as 1.3 for cis- and trans-isohumulone. The column capacity is lower for
mixtures of the iso-alpha acids (up to 4 mgjg).

Working up the collected fractions from a Prep-LC run without degrading the
compounds is an underestimated aspect of Prep-LC.
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SUMMARY

The chemical constituents of a Chinese herbal plant, haifenteng (Piper
futokadsura), have been investigated. In addition to terpenes and lignans of diverse
chemical structure, a potent receptor antagonist of platelet activating factor (PAF),
kadsurenone, has been isolated and identified. PAF is a highly potent lipid mediator of
acute inflammation, allergy and anaphylaxis. Its receptor antagonists are potential
therapeutic agents for asthma and various cardiovascular and inflammatory dis
orders. More recently, a plant sample from Taiwan was re-examined in detail by
normal-phase open column and high-performance liquid chromatography. The
co-elution of sigificant amounts of futoquinol, a known lignan previously isolated
from P.futokadsura, hampered the isolation ofkadsurenone. To facilitate the isolation
of kadsurenone a separation of futoquinol and kadsurenone from a methylene
chloride extract of plant was developed on IO-pm silica using gradient chromato
graphy with hexane-methylene chloride-ethyl acetate-acetonitrile. Silica packings of
10,15 and 37-55 pm were evaluated with this gradient and the l5-pm silica was selected
for the initial fractionaton of plant extract. The kadsurenone-containing fractions
from the normal-phase separation were re-chromatographed using reversed-phase
chromatography. A l5-pm CiS column using water-methanol and water-acetonitrile
mobile phases yielded pure kadsurenone.

INTRODUCTION

The chemical constituents in the stems of Piper futokadsura (haifenteng),
a medicinal plant found in southeast China, have been examined with numerous
terpenes and lignans described 1-4. The isolation of a novel receptor antagonist of
platelet activating factor (PAF), kadsurenone (1, Fig. I), has generated renewed
interest in this medicinal plant". PAF is a highly potent mediator of acute
inflammation, allergic reactions, anaphylaxis and ischemia'':". PAF receptor anta
gonists are potential therapeutic agents for the treatment of asthma and various
cardiovascular and inflammatory disorders. Kadsurenone has been isolated from

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Fig. I. Structures of kadsurenone (I), futoquinol (II) and futoxide (III). Ac = Acetyl.

methylene chloride extracts of haifenteng by open column chromatography on silica
gel using hexane with increasing amounts of ethyl acetate. Fractions containing
kadsurenone were further purified on 55-100-flm particle silica with a mobile phase of
hexane-ethyl acetate (3:1, V/V)5.

Recent attempts to obtain kadsurenone from a haifenteng sample collected in
Taiwan, using this separation scheme, have been hampered by the presence of
significant amounts of two lignans identified as futoquinol (II, Fig. 1) and futoxide
(III, Fig. 1)8. Both lignans have been prevously isolated from P. futokadsuratt",
Additionally, kadsurenone can only be crystallized from very concentrated solutions
and the amount of kadsurenone in this recent extract is low compared to previous
plant extracts examined. To facilitate the isolation of kadsurenone from this extract
for further chemical and biological studies, a more practical and effective preparative
high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) procedure was developed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Solvents and reagents used were of HPLC or reagent grade (Fisher Scientific,

Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.). Water was purified through the Millipore reverse-osmosis
and cartridge filtration system (Millipore, Bedford, MA, U.S.A.).

A Taiwan specimen of Piper futokadsura was a gift from the Merck, Sharp and
Dohme Research Labs. (Rahway, NJ, U.S.A.). A l-kg amount of the stems of P.
futokadsura was extracted with 2 1of methylene chloride for 3 days. After removal of
the methylene chloride 20 g of extract were obtained; 12 g were used in this study. The
crude methylene chloride extract was prepared in the laboratories of Dr. T. Y. Shen,
Department of Chemistry, University of Virginia (Charlottesville, VA, U.S.A.).

Normal-phase chromatography
Analytical and preparative normal-phase chromatography was performed on

the Delta-Prep instrument equipped with a Model 481 variable-wavelength UV
detector set at 290 nm with a semi-preparative flow cell (Waters Chromatography
Division ofMillipore, Milford, MA, U.S.A.). For analytical chromatography 10mg of
crude extract, dissolved in 150 fll of methylene chloride, were separated on a 30 em
x 0.39 em J.D. column packed with 10-, 15- or 37-55-flm silica (Waters). Eluents, (A)
hexane, (B) methylene chloride, (C) ethyl acetate and (D) acetonitrile, were used at
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a flow-rate of 1 ml/min to generate the following gradient: A-B (25:75) for 5 min,
a 5-min linear gradient to 100% B followed by a 5-min hold, a 20-min linear gradient to
B-C-D (59:37:4), and a lO-min gradient to C-D (96:4) to wash the column. The same
gradient was used to separate 1, 5 and 6.5 g of crude extract, dissolved in 30, 150 and
200 ml of hexane-methylene chloride (25:75) on a 30 em x 4.7 em I.D. Prep Pak
cartridge packed with 15-/lm silica (Waters). The flow-rate was 80 ml/min and the
samples were applied to the column through a port on the solvent delivery system.
Fractions (l min) were collected from all separations. Fractions from the preparative
separations were brought to dryness and weighed. Futoquinol in fractions 28 and 29
from the 5- and 6.5-g preparative separations (2 g) was crystallized using cold
methanol.

Reversed-phase chromatography
The equipment used for the analytical reversed-phase (RP) HPLC was two

Model 510 pumps, a WISP multiple sample injector and a Model 440 UV detector set
at 254 nm. Data analysis and system control were provided by a Model 840
chromatography work station (Waters). Aliquots (1 ml) of the fractions from the
normal-phase separations were dried and re-dissolved in I ml ofmethanol. Volumes of
5 or lO/ll were analyzed on a 15 em x 0.39 em 1.0., 5-/lm Delta Pak C8 column with
isocratic elution of water-methanol (35:65) at a flow-rate of 0.5 ml/rnin. The analyses
and spectral comparison of the isolated futoquinol and kadsurenone to standards were
made on the same system equipped with a Model 990 photodiode-array UV detector
set to scan from 240 to 400 nm.

Preparative RP-HPLC of the kadsurenone-containing fractions from the
normal-phase separation was performed on a Model 600 HPLC instrument, with
a Model 490 multi-wavelength detector, set at 340 and 290 nm, and a Model 840
chromatography work station (Waters). Fractions 30 (1.2 g), from the 5- and 6.5-g
normal-phase separations, were each dissolved in 3 ml ofmethanol. A white crystalline
precipitate, futoxide, was removed and 1.0 or 1.5 ml (approximately 300 mg) of
supernatant, containing kadsurenone, was injected on a 30 em x 1.9 em 1.0., 15-/lm
Delta Pak C 1 8 column. The kadsurenone was isolated using isocratic elution with
water-acetonitrile (55:45) at a flow-rate of 5 ml/min. Six preparative separations were
required to process all the material. Fractions 31 (0.6 g), from the 5- and 6.5-g
normal-phase separations, were each dissolved in 1.5 ml of methanol, and the
precipitate was removed. Six l-ml injections of the supernatant (approximately 70 mg)
were applied to the 15-/lm Delta Pak C 1 8 column and eluted with water-methanol
(40:60) at a flow-rate of 5 ml/min, .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Since standards of both futoquinol and kadsurenone were available, a number of
separation techniques were explored. Futoquinol and kadsurenone were easily
separated on RP-HPLC C 1 8 columns using either water-acetonitrile or water
methanol gradients. Resolution of these two compounds from the crude extract was
identical to the standards. In addition RP-HPLC separated kadsurenone from the
other plant constituents. RP-HPLC isolation of kadsurenone directly from extract,
however, proved impractical for large-scale separations, because many of the
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compounds present in the crude extract had limited solubility in the aqueous methanol
or acetonitrile mobile phases. Attempts to put even moderate amounts of extract (mg
loads) caused a substantial increase in the operating pressure of the column. The
column could be cleaned and returned to normal operating pressures only after
extensive washing with acetonitrile, which would be impractical for preparative-scale
chromatography. The removal of insoluble and low-solubility components from the
crude extract by selective precipitation always resulted in co-precipitation of
kadsurenone.

Due to the limited solubility of futoquinol and other plant constituents in
reversed-phase eluents, the development of a normal-phase HPLC method to separate
futoquinol and kadsurenone was undertaken. Analytical-scale RP-HPLC was ef
fective in assessing the purity of fractions collected from subsequent normal-phase
separations. Isocratic elution with water-methanol (35:65) on a 5"J1m, 15 em x 0.39
cm J.D. Delta Pak C18 column resolved many of the plant constituents. Since
kadsurenone was soluble in reversed-phase eluents, preparative HPLC was used for its
purification from fractions collected .from normal-phase chromatography.

Normal-phase chromatography on a 30 em x 0.39 em J.D., 10-J1m silica column
showed that using any combination of hexane-ethyl acetate mobile phases co-eluted
futoquinol and kadsurenone. Methylene chloride-ethyl acetate gradients resolved the
two compounds; however, the limited resolution of futoquinol and kadsurenone
restricted the amount of extract that could be injected. Separation of futoquinol and
kadsurenone was greatly improved by holding the initial conditions, hexane-me
thylene chloride (25:75), for 5 min followed by a 5-min gradient to 100% methylene
chloride. These conditions were held for 5 min to elute the futoquinol and then
kadsurenone was eluted by a 5-min gradient to methylene chloride-ethyl acetate
(80:20). The resolution of kadsurenone from the other plant constituents was
maximized as shown in Fig. 2A, by replacing the gradient to methylene chloride-ethyl
acetate (80:20)with a 20-min gradient to methylene chloride-ethyl acetate-acetonitrile
(59:37:4).

Using the gradient conditions presented in Fig. 2, 10mg of extract, dissolved in
methylene chloride, were injected on 30 cm x 0.39 em J.D. columns packed with 10-,
15- and 37-55-J1m silica as shown in Fig. 2. Analyses of these fractions using the
reversed-phase method, described previously, showed the futoquinol to be well
separated from kadsurenone (not shown). RP-HPLC analyses of the kadsurenone
isolated from both the 1O-J1m (not shown) and 15-J1m silica columns eluted relatively
free of other plant constituents as shown in Fig. 3. However, RP-HPLC analysis of
kadsurenone isolated from the 37-55-J1m silica showed the presence of contaminants
(Fig. 4); therefore, 15-J1m silica was chosen as the packing for the preparative-scale
separations.

A loading study was carried out to determine the maximum amount of extract
that could be applied to the 15-J1m column. More than 65 mg of crude extract showed
loss of resolution between futoquinol and kadsurenone, while 10 to 45 mg of extract
yielded 75-80% of the kadsurenone, contaminated with one major component. The
sample mass for a fixed resolution applied to a preparative column is a function of the
cross-sectional area and can be increased as the squares of the diameters of the
columns!". Using a scale factor of 145 increases the preparative sample load to
between 1.45 and 6.5 g of crude extract.
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Fig. 2. Effect of silica particle size on the resolution ofkadsurenone (I) and futoquinol (2). A IO-mgamount
of extract per 150III methylene chloride was separated on 30em x 0.39 em J.D. columns packed with IO-Ilm
(A), 15-llm (B) and 37-55-llm (C) silica. Eluents, (A) hexane, (B) methylene chloride, (C) ethyl acetate and
(D) acetonitrile, were combined as follows: 0-5 min A-B (25:75),5-10 min linear gradient to 100% B, 10-15
min hold at 100% B, 15-35 min gradient to B-C-D (59:37:4), 35-45 min gradient to C-D (96:4) at
a flow-rate of I ml/min. Detection, 290 nm, 2.0 a.u.f.s.
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Fig. 3. RP-HPLC analysis of kadsurenone (I) in 20 IIIof fraction 33, from the 15-llm silica separation, on
a 15 cm x 0.39 em I.D., 5-llm Delta Pak CIS column, using water-methanol (35:65) at a flow-rate of 0.5
ml/rnin. Detection, 254 nm, 0.45 a.u.f.s,
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Fig. 5. Preparative-scale separation of I g/30 ml (A) 5 g/150 ml (B) and 6.5 g/200 ml (C) of crude extract in
hexane-methylene chloride (25:75) on a 30 cm x 4.7 ern J.D. Prep Pak I5-llm silica cartridge. Eluents and
conditions as in Fig. 2. Flow-rate was 80 ml/min. Detection was at 290 nm, 2.0 a.u.f.s. (A) and 2.5 a.u.f.s. (B
and C). Peaks: I = kadsurenone; 2 = futoquinol.
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Aliquots of crude extract dissolved in hexane-methylene chloride (25:75),
containing I, 5 and 6.5 g, were fractionated on a 30 em x 4.7 cm 1.0. Prep Pak
cartridge packed with l5-l1m silica. The chromatographic conditions were identical to
those run on the 30 cm x 0.39 cm I.O. column, but at a flow-rate of 80 mljmin as
shown in Fig. 5. Fractions (l min) were collected, a l-ml aliquot was reserved and the
remainder dried and weighed. More than 80% of the total mass applied to the
preparative column was recovered for each separation.

The l-ml aliquots were dried and re-dissolved in methanol for analyses on the
reversed-phase column. Fig. 6 shows the RP-HPLC of the futoquinol- and kad
surenone-containing fractions from the 6.5-g separation. The futoquinol elutes in
fractions 28 (Fig. 6A) and 29 (Fig. 68) with most of the kadsurenone in fraction 30
(Fig. 6C). The amount ofkadsurenone (277 mg) present in fractions 30 and 31 from the
5- and 6.5-g separations was calculated by comparison of the peak areas to that of
kadsurenone standard. The elution profiles of these fractions from the other
normal-phase separations are very similar (results not shown).
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Fig. 6. RP-HPLC analyses ofkadsurenone (I) and futoquinol (2) in Sill of l-rnl aliquots of fractions 29-32
(A-D) from the 6.5-g normal-phase separation. Conditions as in Fig. 3. Detection was at 254 nm, 1.0a.u.f.s.
(A), 1.4 a.u.f.s (B), 0.4 a.u.f.s, (C) and 0.15 a.u.f.s. (D).

Futoquinol (720 mg) was crystallized from these fractions using cold methanol.
Fig. 7A shows the reversed-phase analysis of crystallized futoquinol and Fig. 78 shows
the comparison of the UV spectrum of the isolated material to that of the standard.

Fractions 30 (1.2 g), containing kadsurenone, from the 5- and 6.5-g separations
were dissolved in methanol, and a white crystalline precipitate, futoxide, was removed.
The kadsurenone in the supernatant was then purified by reversed-phase HPLC on
a 30 em x 1.9 em 1.0., l5-l1m Delta Pak C 18 column using isocratic elution with
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Fig. 7. RP-HPLC analysis of isolated futoquinol (2). Conditions as in Fig. 3. The chromatogram was
monitored at 240 nm (A) and the spectra (B) of both the standard and isolated futoquinol scanned from 240
to 399 nm.

water-acetonitrile (55:45) at a flow-rate of 5 mljmin as shown in Fig. 8. Six injections
of approximately 300 mg of supernatant were required to process all of the material.
Kadsurenone has UV absorbance at 340 nm whereas the contaminants are best
detected at lower wavelengths (290 nm). Dual-wavelength monitoring at 340 and 290
nm was used to distinguish the kadsurenone from contaminants facilitating the
isolation of kadsurenone at overload conditions. Fractions 31 (0.6 g), containing
kadsurenone, from the 5- and 6.5-g separations were similarly dissolved in methanol,
and the futoxide was removed. The kadsurenone was purified on the 15-flm Delta Pak
C 18 column, but using water-methanol (40:60)as the mobile phase shown in Fig. 9. Six
injections of approximately 70 mg of supernatant were required to process all the
material. The water-methanol gave a better separation of the kadsurenone from the
contaminants in this more complex fraction. A total of 266 mg of kadsurenone was
recovered from these fractions, a 96% recovery. RP-HPLC analysis of this material is
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Fig. 9. Preparative RP-HPLC of kadsurenone (I) in 70 mg of fractions 31 from the 5- and 6.5-g
normal-phase separation (Fig. 5B), on a 30 em x 1.9 ern I.D., 15-Jim Delta Pak CIS column. Isocratic
elution at 5 ml/min with water-methanol (40:60) was used. Detection was at 340 nm, 1.2 a.u.f.s, (A) and 290
nm, 2.0 a.u.f.s. (B).
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presented in Fig. lOA, while Fig. lOB shows the comparison of the UV spectra of the
isolated kadsurenone to the standard.

In conclusion, the use of analytical HPLC simplified the task of methods
development. The normal-phase separation of futoquinol and kadsurenone was
developed on a 10-,um silica column by changing the selectivity of the mobile phase
from hexane-ethyl acetate to methylene chloride-ethyl acetate. The introduction of
two additional solvents, hexane and acetonitrile, into the gradient separation
maximized both the amount of extract that was injected on to the column, as well as the
resolution of kadsurenone from other plant constituents. Using this gradient, the
resolution of the 10-,15- and 37-55-,um columns was compared and the I5-,Lim silica
selected for the preparative separation. The preparative normal-phase separation was
carried out and futoquinol was crystallized from the fractions. Methods development
on the reversed-phase column showed this technique useful, not only as an analytical
technique for assessing the purity of fractions collected from the normal-phase
separation, but as a preparative method for the final purification of kadsurenone.
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PROCESS-SCALE REVERSED-PHASE HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID
CHROMATOGRAPHY PURIFICATION OF LL-E190201X, A GROWTH PRO
MOTING ANTIBIOTIC PRODUCED BY STREPTOMYCES LYDICUS SSP.
TANZANIUS

D. R. WILLIAMS, G. T. CARTER, F. PINHO and D. B. BORDERS

American Cyanamid Company, Medical Research Division, Lederle Laboratories, Pearl River, NY 10965
( U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

LL-E190201X is a novel antibiotic produced by fermentation of the soil
microorganism Streptomyces lydicus ssp. tanzanius. The compound is highly effective
in inducing increases in weight gain and feed conversion efficiency in livestock. In
order to obtain kilogram quantities of the material for field trials, pilot plant scale
fermentations (up to 75001) were carried out. The antibiotic was recovered from the
fermentation broth by solvent extraction. The resultant crude extract was subjected to
reversed-phase (C 1 S) chromatography on a process-scale high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) unit. The heart of the instrumentation is the Millipore
Kiloprepv chromatograph with the standard 12-1 cartridge column. The laboratory
housing the chromatograph has been specifically designed for this work. Tanks for
mobile phase preparation are mounted on load cells for precise measurement of
components. In this explosion-proof laboratory, all solvent handling areas are well
ventilated and a separate breathing air system is provided for the operators. For the
purification of the LL-E19020 antibiotics, the mobile phase consisted of a gradient of
acetonitrile in 0.1 M ammonium acetate at pH 4.5. The effluent was monitored by UV
absorbance at 325 nm. Fractions were collected across the peaks of interest and these
were analyzed by analytical HPLC. The maximum yield of LL-E190201X obtained in
a single run was approximately 100 g. The antibiotic was recovered from the mobile
phase by extraction with methylene chloride. The methylene chloride phase was
concentrated under reduced pressure to yield a gummy residue which was finally
freeze-dried from tertiary butanol to yield an off-white solid suitable for blending with
various feed components.

INTRODUCTION

Two recently discovered antibiotics designated LL-E190201X and LL-E19020/3
(Fig. 1)1 are highly modified versions of the aurodox family", The LL-E19020
antibiotics have an exceptionally narrow antimicrobial spectrum against human
pathogens, showing meaningful activity versus Streptococcus species and certain
anaerobes (minimum inhibitory concentration, MIC 0.1-1 {Lg/ml). These compounds

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers BY
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Fig. 1. Structures of the LL-E19020 antibiotics.

are highly effective as growth promoting agents in animals, producing superior
performance in chicks during comparison trials with bacitracin and virginiamycin.
The unique structural features of these compounds, including the hydroxymethyl-link
ed trisaccharide and shortened carbon skeleton ending in a carboxylic acid, may
explain their greatly enhanced growth promoting activity relative to aurodox. After
our initial structure reports ':", the structures ofphenelfamycins E and F were revised/
indicating that they were identical to EI90201X and fJ, respectively.

The compounds are isomers of molecular weight 1225 with very similar
physico-chemical properties (Table I). The only difference between the two is that
LL-E190201X has the phenyl acetate ester linked at C-23, whereas LL-E19020fJ has this
ester group at C-24 (see Fig. I).

Interest in providing relatively pure kilogram quantities of each antibiotic for
field trials in a short period of time necessitated an evaluation of resources and possible
methods for achieving this goal. Development of a new chemical isolation process at

TABLE I

CHARACTERIZATION DATA FOR LL-E19020a AND {i

a

C6sH9sN021
1225
1248.6187

Molecular formula
Molecular weight
Molecular ion [M+Na]+a

[a]~6 (methanol)
UV absorbance (nm) methanol

IR absorbance (cm") (KBr)

C6sH9sN021
1225
1248.6193

(Calc. 1248.6270)
_8° (1.0%) _17° (0.46%)
233 (0 49800) 233 (8 47000)
290 (8 36600) 290 (8 34100)
3420 1617 3430 1543
2970 1525 2970 1454
2925 1445 2930 1367
1717 1365 1712 1265
1695 1092 1648 1098
1647 1018 1620 1020

a Determined with high-resolution fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry.
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this stage of the project was rejected as being too lengthy and labor intensive. The
Millipore Kiloprepw had recently been installed and was operational. Laboratory
experience suggested that direct scale-up of purification of the crude LL-E 19020
mixture by preparative high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) should
work. The decision to implement preparative HPLC, therefore, was made and proved
to be the most efficacious method of meeting our goal.

EXPERIMENTAL

Fermentation
Isolation ofLL-E19020a and LL-EI9020f3 (Fig. 2) begins with the fermentation

of the soil microorganism Streptomyces lydicus ssp. tanzanius'' in a complex medium
containing dextrin, a soy product, corn steep liquor and calcium carbonate for pH
control. Inoculum build-up proceeded through three stages beginning with a shaker
flask (l00 ml culture) and culminating in a 300-1 stirred fermentor. After inoculation.

Fermentation Broth

f
l /2 Volume MeOH

liter

cnu« 512

r----------
Spent Cake Filtrate

I

c oncentrate to aqueous

Extract with EtOAc

.------------~

Aqueous Spent EtOAc Phase

I

c oncentrate to syrup

Triturate wIth Hexane

Decant

,-----------
Hexane Solubles

E19020a

Washed Syrup

Concentrate to remove residual Hexane

Crude Concentrate
(30-50% E19020 a & f3)

Reversed - phase (C18) chromatography

(40-50%) ACN / pH 4.5 .05M NH40Ac

E19020P

Fig. 2. Isolation and purification of LL-E19020a and p. MeOH = Methanol; EtOAc = ethylacetate; ACN
= acetonitrile; NH 40Ac = ammonium acetate.
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the large-scale fermentation was carried out at 28-30°C in 1500 and/or 3000-1
fermentor(s) for five to six days. Aeration was set at 0.67 VVM (= volume of air per
volume of fermentation broth per minute) and agitation was sufficient to maintain
dissolved oxygen levels above critical levels at all times. The fermentors were then
harvested for refining. Harvest potencies for LL-E I9020ex averaged approximately 300
,ug/ml and approximately 100 ,ug/ml for LL-EI9020f3 as determined by analytical
HPLC.

Fermentation processing
The initial processes in the purification of this fermentation product were

recovery of the material from the broth and concentration to a workable volume. In
this example, recovery and concentration were achieved through solvent extraction
and evaporation as follows. The harvested fermentation mash (3200 I) was mixed with
toluene (451) for 30 min. Methanol (1600 I) was added and the suspension was stirred
for I h. Celite 512 filter aid (150 Ibs) was then added and mixing was continued for 15
min. The suspension was filtered through a filter press and washed with 320 I of water.
The press cake was discarded. The combined filtrate and wash were concentrated
under reduced pressure from 5000 to 2950 I. Ethyl acetate (1500 I) was added to the
concentrate and the mixture was stirred for 2 h. Separation of the aqueous phase left
approximately 900 I of ethyl acetate phase containing the antibiotics, which was
concentrated under reduced pressure to 80 I. To this concentrate was added ethyl
acetate (190 I) and the mixture was stirred for I h. The aqueous phase (20 I) was
removed and the ethyl acetate phase concentrated under reduced pressure to 1-2 I. In
the lab, this concentrate was allowed to further evaporate in the hood to a thick black
syrup. The syrup was washed repeatedly with a equal volumes of hexane, which was
decanted and discarded, to remove fats, oils and antifoam agent prior to reversed
phase chromatography. The final preparation, 21of thick black syrup, contained 0.385
g/ml EI 9020ex and O. I36 g/ml EI9020f3. A typical analytical chromatogram of
LL-EI 9020 crude extract is shown in Fig. 3. The ratio of ex and f3 components varies in
individual fermentations from about I:I to 9:1, depending upon the conditions
selected.

t
inj.

~ Il

Fig. 3. Analytical HPLC of defatted crude LL-E19020; system A (chart speed 0.25 em/min).
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General
Operations in the analytical laboratory which are routine and taken for granted

become significant problems to be overcome in process-scale chromatography. The
building housing the Millipore Kiloprep is designated as an explosion-proofarea (class
I, division I, group D), wich means that all equipment must meet explosion proof
standards. Even the hand tools used to open the various 55-gallon solvent drums must
be made of non-sparking material. Electrical power is run in sealed conduit,
enclosures, and fixtures. Pneumatically operated pumps and agitators are also in use.
Instrumentation is either intrinsically safe or is housed in explosion-proof enclosures.
All equipment is grounded and portable grounds are available for movable equipment
and solvent drums to prevent an explosion due to a static spark. A fire alarm,
emergency lighting, and sprinkler system are installed.

The building has an extensive ventilation system from which the airflow inwards
is ballanced. The ventilator system to the walk-in hood, the laboratory bench, and the
sink area is equipped with high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters to prevent the
release of toxic material (if any) to the environment. Portable ventilator trunks are
strategically located wherever open solvent containers could be in use. The ventilation
system is also monitored and controlled by the fire alarm system.

A breathing air system is available for use, not only in the process chromato
graphy building, but throughout the entire pilot plant complex. An oil-free air
compressor linked with an air purification and alarm system provides breathable air to
conveniently located 3M filter regulator panels (W-2806). The operator plugs in his or
her air hose and is supplied cooled or heated (as needed) breathable air to the 3M white
cap helmet.

Other services provided to the building include compressed air to operate the
pumps and agitators and nitrogen to inert the process tanks when pumping flamable
solvents. The process tanks are vented to the atmosphere and use the appropriate
flame arresters. Nitrogen is also used to inert the detector enclosure on the
chromatograph. High-pressure steam is used to operate the two-stage steam ejector
system (Kinema) which provides vacuum for routine use and to operate two Buchi 20-1
rotary evaporators. The steam condensate is removed by an automatically pumped
condensate system. For the storage of process samples and product, etc., a roof
mounted refrigeration unit is used to provide cooling (5 ± 2°C) for an explosion-proof
chill room. A Millipore Super-Q system coupled with the Millipore Continental Water
system de-ionized water system delivers high-quality de-ionized water for chromato
graphic buffer system preparation. The de-ionized water is piped to the process tanks
in the process chromatography building and also the main pilot plant.

System preparation
There are three process tanks (640 I each) associated with the chromatograph.

They are identical with the exception that the "prep tank" has an agitator. All tanks
are mounted on load cells and therefore can only have flexible couplings to the tanks.
The load cells effectively weigh each tank and shows each reading on individual
explosion-prooflight-emitting diode (LED) displays. It is therefore important to make
the necessary corrections for the density of solvents different from water. The aqueous
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buffer system (0.1 M ammonium acetate at pH 4.5) is prepared in the prep tank as
follows: 519 I of de-ionized water are drawn in and 4 kg of reagent-grade ammonium
acetate are dissolved with mixing. The pH is adjusted to 4.5 with HPLC-grade acetic
acid. The buffer system is then pumped through a Millipore Rogard'" cartridge filter to
tank A, which feeds one inlet of the Kiloprep unit. ACS reagent-grade acetonitrile is
then pumped either directly or through the filter system into the other tank, tank B,
which feeds a separate inlet to the chromatograph. The valving, piping, pumping, and
filtration system have been designed so that it is possible to transfer and/or filter from
any tank to any tank. In addition, the dual Rogard cartridge filter assembly is set up in
parallel so one cartridge can be changed while the other is in use.

Operation of the process chromatograph
The A and B tank inlets to the unit are each connected to recycle pumps and

back-pressure valves on the unit, which continuously recycle the solvent or buffer
system to its respective tank. This provides a constant-pressure feed for the
solvent/buffer delivery system regardless of the tank volumes. As the A and B tanks are
recycling their respective contents, a microprocessor-controlled system of check and
solenoid valves sample the two liquid streams to give the desired composition of
acetonitrile-O,'l M ammonium acetate of pH 4.5 (45:55), initially. This mixture is
pumped using the Bran & Lubbe pump (variable from 0 to 5 l/min) through the 3-1
guard column and the standard Millipore 12-1 cartridge, each packed with 55-105-,um
,uBondapak C 1 8 . A system ofvalves and tubing allows flow to be directed to waste or to
fraction collection bottles. Also, a small portion of the flow (30 ml/min) is diverted to
the detector to aid in fraction collection. The column was equillibrated for 0.5 h before
the charge (400 ml of defatted syrup described above dissolved in 700 ml methanol)
was injected. The initial mobile phase consisted of acetonitrile-O.! M ammonium
acetate of pH 4.5 (45:55) flowing at 1.61/min. Following elution of the LL-EI9020ex,
a linear gradient was run, increasing the acetonitrile content from 45 to 65% in 60 min.
During this gradient elution, the flow-rate was maintained at 2.0 l/min. The
chromatographic effluent was monitored with a UV absorbance detector set at 325 nm
at 2.0 a.u.f.s. deflection. Throughout the chromatography, fractions were collected at
10-min intervals as noted on the chart in Fig. 4. These fractions were assayed by the
analytical HPLC method described below. Based upon these measurements for the run
shown in Fig. 4, fractions 8-11 were combined as LL-El9020ex and 17-20 were
combined as LL-El9020p.

Fraction processing
These antibiotics were recovered from the mobile phase by first concentrating

the respective fractions to half their original volume under reduced pressure by using
the 20-1 Buchi rotary evaporators. The antibiotic was then partitioned into one half
volume of reagent-grade methylene chloride. The methylene chloride extracts of the
individual antibiotics were evaporated and the residues redissolved in warm tert.-butyl
alcohol. The solvent was removed by lyophilization to yield light tan to light yellow
solids. Analytical results for three separate finished batches of the ex component,
representing 20 chromatographic runs, are presented in Table II. Typical overall
recoveries ofLL-E19020ex through processing and chromatography are summarized in
Table III. Analytical HPLC chromatograms of typical LL-El9020ex and p material
obtained in this manner are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. Typical chromatogram from Kilop rcp run. Fractions (21-1 to 22) were collected at 10-min intervals.

Analytical HPLC system
Analytical chromatography was performed with a C t S column (fLBondapak 10

fLrri, 100 x 8 mm 1.0.) eluted with either mobile phase A [acetonitrile-O.l M am
monium acetate of pH 4.5 (60:40)] at 0.5 ml/rnin, or B [acetonitrile-O.l M ammonium
acetate of pH 4.5 (45:55)] at 1.5 mljmin. Detection was by UV absorbance at 254 nm
(lower trace in the figures) and 280 nm (upper trace in the figures) . Retention times for
IX and f3 in system A were 6.0 and 9.9 min , respectively, and in B 8.0 and 19.3 min,
respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The solvent extraction process outlined in the flow-chart of Fig. 2 results in
recovery of approximately 80% of the antibiotics as a syrupy concentrate (Table III ).
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TABLE II

ANALYTICAL FINDINGS FOR LL-E190201X

D. R. WILLIAMS et al.

Bat ch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3

Description Tan powder Light yellow powder Light yellow powder
Batch size (g) 400 356 800
Purity (%) , as is 86.3 79.3 84.0

anhydrous 87.4 81.4 85.0
Identification confirmed by UV, yes yes yes
IR, 'H-NMR, 13C_NMR,
Mass spectrometry

Comp osition ( % )
LL-E190201X 86.3 79.3 85.0
Impurities 8.2 16.0 11.7
Volati les 2.8 2.5 1.4
Water (Karl Fischer) 1.09 2.09 0.96
Ash 0.1 0.08 0.02

[lXl~6 (I % in methanol) _ 10° _8°

Trituration of this viscous material with hexane removes the non-polar by-products of
the fermentation as well as any silicone oil antifoam agent added during the
fermentation process . This step was included to pro long the useful lifetime of the

TABLE III

TYPICAL YIELDS OF LL-E190201X AND f3

Yield

Grams %

IX f3 Total

1020 889 1909 100

1005 717 1722 90.2

929 606 1535 80.4

62 40.3 102.3

Fermentation
6000 I Broth (3 fermentors)

Crude refining
Filtration step (9531 I methanol filtrate
and wash)
Solvent extraction steps (3.64 I of syrup)

Process-scale chromatography (r run)
Charge derived from similar runs (after
defatting)
Chromatographic fraction processing
and lyophilization

Weight solids (approx. 80% pure)
weight x 80% purity

Overa ll chromatographic yield
(Chromatography to LL-EI9020)

Estimated overall yield
(fermentation to LL-EI9020)

(39.3)
31.5
50.8%

(36.3)
29.6
72.1%

(75.7)
60.5
59.2%

47.6%
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Fig. 5. Analytical HPLC of lyophilized LL-E19020a and LL-E 19020/3; system B (a retention time 80 min;
fi retention time 19.3 min).

reversed-phase columns. The defatted crude material contained between 30 and 50%
(wjw) antibiotic (0: + {3), depending on the productivity of a particular fermentation,
medium constituents used and by-products produced. The ratio of 0: to {3 was also higly
dependent on the fermentation conditions employed and was found to vary between
about I: I and 9:1.

The preparative HPLC procedure represents a nearly direct scale-up from the
analytical system developed to monitor titers of the antibiotics during the fermen
tation. Attempts were made to replace acetonitrile with methanol as the organic
modifier in the mobile phase to reduce the cost of the process, however no alternative
system was found to produce equivalent chromatographic results. Buffering the
mobile phase at pH 4.5 was essential for good resolution and also enhanced the
stability of the material. At significantly lower pH's decomposition is evident and at
pH greater than 8 equilibration of the 0: and {3 forms occurs as well as decomposition.
Loadings for the preparative separation were determined empirically by gradual
increases in the amount of crude extract charged onto the column and monitoring the
effect of each successive increment on the quality of the separation achieved. In order
to obtain material consistently with 85% purity, no more than about 500 g of the crude
syrup (containing up to ISO g of 0: and a lower variable amount of {3) could be used.
Owing to solubility constraints, the crude had to be dissolved in methanol. To obtain
the required resolution, no more than 1200 ml of solution could be used for an
injection. Flow-rates were maintained between I and 2 Ijmin primarily to minimize
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back pressure. Within this range, variations in the flow-rate had little effect on the
chromatographic resolution.

The analytical profiles of the 3 batches of LL-E190201X presented in Table II
show that 80-85% material was routinely obtained. Overall recovery from broth to
final product approached 50% (Table III). The most common volatile impurities
found in the batches were acetic acid from the mobile phase and tert.-butanol from
incomplete lyophilization. The impurities listed in Table II ranged from 8.2 to 16.0%
between batches. These are evidently related components, since their UV spectra show
very similar chromophores to LL-E190201X and p. The identities of these minor
components are still under investigation.

In general, preparative HPLC provides a method of obtaining relatively pure
material in a timely fashion. Once the operating parameters were defined there was
very little fine-tuning required from run to run. The availability of a chromatograph
with this capacity, which conformed so closely with the analytical separation, made it
possible to achieve the production goals for these experimental compounds within
a short and predictable timeframe.

In terms of chromatographic hardware, we are continuing to upgrade the
preparative HPLC operation for increased control and safety. The electrically
operated transfer pumps have been replaced with safer air-operated pumps. The
determination of mobile phase concentration will be facilitated with the installation of
a mass flow meter. Currently the difference in weight versus time of the load cell
readings corrected for density is used. The mass flow meter should give "in
stantaneous" readings. It is hoped to install a new UV detector with a variable-path
flow cell so that "on stream" detection will alleviate some of the need for analytical
HPLC support from the laboratory.
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SUMMARY

Failure of purification of nitrated phenylvaleric acid reaction mixtures by
conventional recrystallization and column chromatographic methods using silica gel,
led to a trial of counter-current chromatography. Poor solubility of the nitration
products precluded the use for aqueous systems and led to the examination of systems
using ethylene glycol or formamide as the stationary phase, with chloroform and other
solvents as mobile phases. Prospective solvent pairs were first screened by a micro
partitioning method and then by counter-current chromatography in an analytical
micro counter-current chromatograph. Partition coefficients derived from these
methods facilitated optimization of the solvent system and scale-up to a preparative
counter-current chromatography range, Using the system chloroform-ethylene
glycol, crude product was readily purified and then identified as 5-(2,4-dinitro
phenyl)valeric acid. Purification using a 292-ml column provided high resolution and
required 6 h. Purification with lower resolution on a 56-ml column required 2 h.

INTRODUCTION

Counter-current chromatography (CCe) has been used extensively for separa
tion of water soluble natural products'< and antibiotics-:" derived from fermentation.
Application to lipophilic materials has been limited by their insolubility in water and
lack of information on the physiochemical characteristics of various applicable
nonaqueous solvent systems, which provide greater solubility.

The majority of non-aqueous solvent systems employed in CCC have been
derived by mixing one or more additional solvents (such as methylene dichloride, ethyl
acetate or nitromethane, with the immiscible pairs formed by alkyl hydrocarbons plus

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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methanol or acetonitrile":". While applicable to essential oils and other very lipophilic
materials, these provide insufficient solubility for preparative purification of sub
stances with intermediate polarity, which class includes the majority of synthetic
organic chemicals.

Many water-insoluble organic chemicals are quite soluble in ethylene glycol
(EG) or formamide (FA), each of which forms two-phase systems with organic
solvents ranging in polarity from hexane through ethyl acetate":". The present study
applies these systems, particularly CHClrEG, to the purification of the products
obtained by nitration of phenylvaleric acid.

CCC symbols and nomenclature
In discussing non-aqueous solvent systems for CCC, the common, though not

universal, practice of writing components of solvent systems from left to right, in order
of increasing polarity (as in CHClrCH30H-HzO) will be followed. Thus the polar
EG and FA components will be written to the right of the less polar CHzCl z or CHCI 3

as CHzClz-EG, CHClrEG or CHCI 3-FA.

The retention volume, VR, in CCC is given by the equation common to all forms
of chromatography, VR = Vrn + KV., where Vrn and Vs are the respective volumes of
mobile and stationary phase and K is the partition coefficient defined as the ratio of
solute concentrations in stationary and mobile phase, K = Cs/Crn. Either the
normal-phase or reversed-phase mode can be employed in CCc. The generally
accepted meanings of these terms, the normal-phase mode having the more polar
phase stationary and the reversed-phase mode having the less polar phase stationary,
can be equally applied to aqueous and nonaqueous solvent systems.

In surveying solvent systems for CCC, it is convenient to express solute partition
coefficients as either KN = Cnon-polarphase/Cpolarphasc or as K; = Cpolarphasc/Cnon-polarphase

= I/KN • In aqueous systems the subscript N can be interpreted as either non-polar or
non-aqueous, which are synomymous in aqueous systems. Since there is no adsorption
in CCC, solute retention volumes, VR, can be readily calculated from partition
coefficients determined by non-chromatographic methods. One need only employ the
appropriate partition coefficient as K in the above equation, K = K p for the
normal-phase mode, or K = KN for the reversed-phase mode. Since only the
normal-phase mode is employed in this paper, partition coefficients will be expressed
as Kp•

Because of the resulting simplicity, it is always desirable to index counter-current
chromatograms with the expected retention volumes, or the corresponding retention
times, for solutes with K = 0, I, 2, etc. Unretained solutes, K = 0, are eluted at the
apparent solvent front, VR = Vm- The retention volume for a solute with K = 1 is
a focal point on the counter-current chromatogram and always occurs at one column
volume, Vc , ofeluent, VR, K = I = Vrn + Vs = Vc ' Solutes with integrally higher K values
are eluted with corrected retention volumes, VR = VR - Vrn, which are directly
proportional to the solute partition coefficients, VR = KVs'

To describe the counter-current chromatogram in terms ofpartition coefficients,
it is convenient to rewrite the retention volume equation as VK = Vo + K( VI - Vo)
and the corresponding retention time equation as tK = to + K(t I - to), in which VK is
the retention volume for a solute with partition coefficient K, Vo is VR for a solute with
K = °and VI = Vc + Vd is the column volume. As index points on a counter-current
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chromatogram, Vo, VI, Vz, etc., or the corresponding times to, t b t : etc., indicate the
retention volumes, or times, for solutes with partition coefficients signified by the
subscripts. The point of injection is indicated by Vi or t, and any dead volume by Vd or
td • The chromatograms in Figs. 1-3 are indexed in this way. Partition coefficients of
chromatographic peaks can then be calculated by linear interpolation between these
reference points.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Solvents and chemicals employed were HPLC or reagent grade (Fisher
Scientific, Rochester, NY, U.S.A.).

Nitration of phenylvaleric acid
To I g of a stirred mixture of 5-phenylvaleric acid (Alrich, Milwaukee, WI,

U.S.A.) in 4 ml of conc. sulfuric acid, was added, dropwise, 4 ml of cone. nitric acid.
The temperature was not allowed to rise above 60°C and was maintained at 45°C for 10
min following nitric acid addition. The reaction mixture was poured onto 25 g of
crushed ice. The precipitate was collected by centrifugation and dried in air. The crude
yield was 470 mg. The product was purified by CCc.

Partition coefficients
Partition coefficients were estimated for the crude nitrated phenylvaleric acid, in

the solvent systems CHzClz-EG, CHClrEG and CHCI3-FA, by partitioning a small
quantity of solute between I ml of each phase and determining the concentrations
spectrophotometrically't '". Results were expressed as K p = concentration in polar
phase/concentration in non-polar phase. This ratio corresponds to the K values
employed in the CCC purification here, since the more polar EG phase was employed
as the stationary phase. K p values were 1.7,2.8 and 3.1 for CHzClz-EG, CHCI3-EG

and CHCI 3-FA systems respectively.

Analytical counter-current chromatography
Preliminary examination of solvent systems was done using a micro multilayer

coil planet centrifuge (P.c. Inc., Potomac, MD, U.S.A.). The orbital radius was 5 ern
and the coil was a multilayer winding of 12.6 m of 0.86 mm I.D. PTFE tubing with
a volume, Vc , of 7,8 m!. It was used with a Valco C6U injection valve, an SSI No.
350-60 chromatography pump, and an ISCa UA-5 detector with a Type 9 optical unit
operated at 254 nm with a 2-mm preparative flow cell. Injected samples were 0.2 ml
volume, containing 5 mg/rnl of phenylvale ric acid or I mgjrnl of crude nitrated product
dissolved in mobile phase. The system dead volume sensed by the detector, Vd , was 0.6
ml, including half the injection volume. After saturation with the appropriate mobile
phase (CHzCl z or CHCI 3) , EG was loaded into the stationary CCC column manually,
with a syringe. Rotation was then adjusted to 1500 rpm and mobile phase was pumped
at 40 ml/h from a central head to a peripheral tail, (H) -> T. After initial displacement
of some stationary phase, the system remained stable for several hours, allowing
repeated injection of samples.

The dead time, td, was calculated as td = Vd/f, where f = flow-rate in ml/min,
The time, t b for emergence of a solute with K = I, was calculated as t I = (Vd + Vc)/l
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Emergence of an initial impurity peak was taken as an estimate of the time to, for
emergence of the solute with K = O. The fraction of column volume filled with
stationary phase, SF, was then estimated as SF = (t 1 - to)/(t 1 - td)' The expected
elution times, tK, of solutes with higher partition coefficients were calculated as l« =

to + K(t 1 - to). All times are measured from the time of injection, ti' The subscript
osignifies a partition coefficient of zero. The partition coefficient is K = Kp = solute
concentration in stationary phase/solute concentration in mobile phase.

Preparative counter-current chromatography
Preparative CCC was done using an Ito multilayer coil separator extractor (P.e.

Inc.) with a No. 14 (1.68 mm I.D.) coil, Vc 292 ml, a Milton Roy No. 196-31 pump and
an ISCO V-4 monitor with a 2-mm preparative flow cell. Effluent was monitored at
270 nm. Samples were loaded using a Rheodyne No. 50410 four-way valve and a loop
of No. 14 PTFE tubing. Fractions were changed manually. The dead volume, Vd , of
1.3 ml in the preparative system was neglected in calculating t« values. Preparative
CCC was also done using a No. 14 coil with a 56-ml volume, monitored at 254 nm
using a 3-mm cell in a Glenco 5480 monitor.

After mutual saturation of CHCI3-EG in a separatory funnel, the stationary
column was filled with EG using the pump. The column was then rotated at 800 rpm
and CHCI 3 pumped in at a rate of 120 ml/h in the (H) -> T direction, where (H)
signifies a central head. Pumping was continued for about 1 h, to establish a steady
baseline, prior to injection of a 470 mg sample dissolved in 5 ml of the CHCI 3 phase.
Fractions comprising the peak eluted at 4.8 h were combined and washed three times
with one-tenth volumes of water to remove traces of EG. The CHCl 3 solution was
dried with anhydrous NazS04 and evaporated to dryness to yield 123 mg of white
crystals. Washing the product with 2 ml of water and drying over KOH, in vacuo, gave
117 mg white crystals, m.p. 86-89°e. Recrystallization of a 27-mg sample gave 26 mg
of m.p. 88-89°C, which on analysis gave C, 49.37; H, 4.53; N, 10.40%. Theory for
CllHlZNz06 is C, 49.26; H, 4.51; N, 10.44%.

A IH NMR spectrum was obtained on a Varian EM-390 spectrometer in
CZHCI

3 (l % tetramethylsilane) gave: b 1.58-1.8 (m, four H, H 3 and H 4), 2.24-2.50 (m,
two H, H s), 2.80-3.14 (m, two H, Hz), 7.55 (d, one H, J = 9 Hz, Hm, m), 8.35 (dd, one
H, J = 9.3 Hz, Ho, p), 8.73 (d, one H, J = 3 Hz, Ho, 0) corresponding to
5-(2,4-dinitrophenyl)valeric aid (I).

*
HO'P Hm~m 4 3 Z 1

OzN 'I \ CHz-CHz-CHz-CHz-COzH-

Ho,o NOz I

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analytical CCC
Preliminary assessment of CCC for the purification of nitrated phenylvaleric

acid using the P.e. Inc. micro multilayer CCC with EG as stationary phase and
CHzCl z or CHCI 3 as mobile phases is summarized in Fig. 1. Each provided a stable
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ComRound Mobile Phase

1..
254 nmO.IA,

tj T

A. t ~d CH2CI2, 40 ml/h
NPVA

B. + CH2CI2, 40 ml/h
PVA

tl t2 t3
C. t + i CHCI3, 37 ml/h

NPVA

D. f
*~ CHCI3' 37 ml/h'PVA

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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MINUTES

Fig. I. Preliminary CCC of nitrated phenylvalerie acid (NPVA) and phenylvalerie acid (PYA) with P.c. Inc.
micro CCC using a 12.6 m x 0.86 mm I.D. column at 1500 rpm. Stationary phase isethylene glycol. A and B,
mobile phase CH,Cl, phase, 40 ml/h, (H) ---> T, SF0.50. C and D, mobile phase CHCI 3 phase, 37 ml/h,
(H) ---> T, SF = 0.53. Positions of column dead time, I" and elution times, lK, for K = 1,2 etc., are indicated.
The stationary phase fraction, SF and t x times were estimated by assuming that the first peak signified
emergence of K = O. Column volume, V" was 7.8 ml.

chromatographic system, retaining a stationary phase volume 50% or more of the
column volume and permitted repetitive sample injection, with elution of solutes with
partition coefficients up to 3 in less than 30 min. In both systems the synthetic product
exhibited a small early impurity peak and a later major peak. Partition coefficients for
the major chromatographic peaks are approximately 1.9 and 2.8 for the CHzCl z and
CHCI 3 systems respectively, in good agreement with the values of 1.7 and 2.8
determined independently by a micropartitioning method. Comparison of the
retention times for the starting material, phenylvaleric acid, indicates that a better
separation would be obtained with the CHCI 3-EG system.

When subjected to CCC separation using the CHCh-FA system, in the
microchromatograph, a retention time of 67 min was observed. This corresponds to
a K p value ofabout 8, compared to 3.1 estimated by micropartitioning. The reason for
the discrepancy is not presently known but, because of the excessive retention time, the
CHCI 3-FA system was not further investigated.

Preparative CCC
Preparative purification of a 470-mg sample of crude product, using a 292-ml

column of 1.68 mm LD. PTFE tubing, is summarized in Fig. 2. Evaporation of the
CHC13 fractions comprising the major peak (after removal of EG by extraction with
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Fig. 2. Preparative purification of nitrated phenylvaleric acid in the P.c. Inc. Ito multilayer separator
extractor. Conditions: 800 rpm, No. 14 (1.68 mm J.D.) coil, V, = 292 ml, CHCI 3- EG, normal-phase mode,
mobile phase CHCI 3 , (H) ---> T, 120ml/h. Sample was 470 mg crude product in 5 ml CHCl3 phase. SF = 0.52
from recovered column contents.

0.4AU I
270 nm
2 mm cell

t·

.'

water) yielded 123 mg of crystaIline product, which was shown by elemental analysis
and NMR spectrometry to be 5-(2,4-dinitrophenyl)valeric acid. The partition
coefficient of2.8, calculated by interpolation of the t« scale on the chromatogram, is in
exceIlent agreement with values determined by micropartitioning and micro CCC
methods. No crystaIline material was recovered from the impurity peaks at 1.0, 2.1, 2.7
and 6.6 h. The crude product contained more polar materials which are retained in the
ethylene glycol. A 26% yield of pure product was obtained from the heterogeneous
reaction mixture.

CCC purification of crude material from a second synthesis is summarized in
Fig. 3. Chromatographic conditions were identical except that a smaller column, with
a volume of 56 ml was used. This permitted much faster chromatography, but with less
than half the resolution of the 292-ml column. This 56-ml column has been shown to
provide better resolution than can be achieved by "flash chromatography" 11.

Selection of a central cut of the major peak, between 40 and 60 min, washing the
combined fractions with water and evaporation as above, yielded 66 mg of
5-(2,4-dinitrophenyl)valeric acid, identical to the product identified above. Note that
the partition coefficient estimated from the chromatogram is also in good agreement
with the values obtained in the other CCC runs and by micropartitioning. No
crystalline material was recovered by processing fractions corresponding to the
impurity peaks. Negligible additional material was also recovered by processing the

o
+

3
+

5
+

0.4 AU I
254 nm
3 mm cell

! , ,', I!!!! I,!" I", I"" I!", I",! I,!,. I,,!. I.,!, I", ,I

o 20 40 60 80 100 MINUTES

Fig. 3. Preparative purification of nitrated phenylvaleric acid by CCc. Conditions as in Fig. 2 except that
a smaJlervolume No. 14(1.68 mm J.D.) coil, V, = 56ml, was used. Sample was 180mgcrude product in4ml
CHCI 3 phase. SF = 0.48.
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leading and trailing edges of the major peak. The chromatographic recovery of 37% of
pure product from crude material again reflects degradation during the non-specific
synthesis. The recovery of some p-nitrophenylbutyric acid from another comparable
nitration of phenylvaleric acid is a further indication of the extent to which starting
material is oxidized. The presence of more polar constituents in the crude material was
also indicated by the observation of peaks eluting early in analytical CCC chromato
grams using heptane-25% aqueous 2-propanol (1:1) in the reversed-phase mode.

CONCLUSIONS

Aqueous solvent systems, which are widely used in CCC, provide limited
capacity to dissolve a wide range of compounds encountered in organic synthesis. The
polar organic solvents, ethylene glycol and formamide, are excellent solvents for
organic compounds, are immiscible with less polar solvents ranging from hexane to
ethyl acetate and serve well as stationary phases for CCC purification of synthetic
organic compounds.
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SUMMARY

Deasphalted vacuum residua of heavy and medium Venezuelan crude oils were
separated into saturates, aromatics and two types of resins with a preparative
high-performance liquid chromatographic system. The separation was achieved with
a combination of silica and cyano-bonded silica columns and cyclopentane, chloro
form-methanol and chloroform as eluents. The maximum sample load was 250 mg.
Automated repetitive injection allowed the unattended separation of 3 g of sample in
8 h. Fractions were totally recovered from the columns (l00.1 ± 1.3%) and the
efficiency of the separation was determined by elemental analysis ofwhole samples and
collected fractions.

INTRODUCTION

Compositional changes taking place during upgrading of heavy crudes and
residua have been monitored with group-type separation procedures such as the
API-60 1, the clay-gel adsorption chromatographic ASTM Standard" and the saturates
aromatics, resins and asphaltenes (SARA) method:'. Faster analytical procedures have
been proposed employing either liquid chromatography'r" or thin-layer chromato
graphy7-11. Unfortunatly, these techniques do not provide sufficient material for
further characterization or are destructive.

Rapid preparative separations employing liquid chromatographic columns
packed with silica geI5,12.13 have been described. However, several workers have
reported irreversible adsorption of polar compounds associated with the use of polar
column packings such as silica, alumina and c1ay!4-16. Resins constitute the polar
fraction in deasphalted oils, and their abundance!", their associations with as
phaltenes18-2o and their geochemical importance in heavy oils'" are the main reasons
for their isolation and characterization.

Derivatized polar packing materials have been developed in order to overcome
the retention problems posed by the mentioned adsorbents. Analytical high-per
formance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) SARA analyses have been described, using
amino", alkylamine and alkylnitrile!", alkynitrile-substituted secondary alkylamine'?
and cyano- and aminocyano-bonded silica23.

An automated semipreparative method for SAR separations of deasphalted

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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samples using an amino-bonded silica packing and showing excellent recoveries has
been published!". However, other workers/" suggested the use of cyano-bonded
phases in order to avoid the reactivity of the amino moiety towards acidic and
carbonylic coumpounds.

This paper describes an automated preparative system assembled with common
HPLC components that allows the unattended separation of 3 g of deasphalted
samples in 8 h. The fractions obtained are saturates, aromatics and two types of resins,
and the separation was achieved with a combination of silica and cyano-bonded silica
columns, employing cyclopentane, chloroform-methanol and chloroform as eluents.

The maximum sample load was estimated for the described system and repetitive
injections were carried out. The sample was totally recovered (100 ± 1.3%). Elemental
analyses were included and showed the efficiency of the separation.

EXPERIMENTAL

Samples and solvents
Vacuum residua were provided by the Department of Process Development,

INTEVEP. Solvents were obtained from Burdick & Jackson, Fisher and Merck and
were used as received. The chloroform employed was free from alcoholic preservatives.

HPLC system
The HPLC system (Fig. 1) consisted of the following components: a Waters

Assoc. 590 EF programmable pump (1) that controlled two pneumatic actuated valves
(Waters Assoc.), viz., a solvent select valve (2) and a six-port switching valve (3);
a DVSP-4 digital valve sequence programmer from Valco (4) that commanded the
operation of three pneumatic valves, viz., a Rheodyne 7010 injection valve provided
with a 1.043-ml loop (5), a Valco backflush valve (6)and a Valco six-port switching
valve (7); a Glenco 410 programmable fraction collector (8), provided with a 6 +
I-port Rheodyne 7060 valve; a Knauer 98:00 refractive index (RI) detector (9) and
a Glenco 5840 UV-VIS detector operated at 254 nm (10); an Altex gas-tight glass
column (11) operated as sampling reservoir, filling the sampling loop of the injection

SOLVENT RESERVOIRS 4

OERrVATIZED
SIliCA ~CN

COLUMN

Fig. I. Automated preparative liquid chromatograph for separation of saturates, aromatics and resins.
MeOH = Methanol.
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valve (5) under an small nitrogen pressure (ca. 3 ml/rnin); and columns (Va1co, 25 em
x 1em I.D.) slurry-packed by means of a Haskell air-driven fluid pump. The packing
materials were Adsorbosil LC (10 ,um), irregular (Alltech) and Polygosil60-IOCN (10
,um), irregular (Macherey Nagel). The former material was dried for 1 h at 120°C
before packing. The cyano column was end-capped with trimethy1chlorosilane (Pierce)
according to a previously described procedure'":

Sample preparation
Asphaltenes were precipitated by refluxing the sample for 1 h with n-heptane in

a ratio of 100:I. The suspension was cooled to room temperature and filtered through
a cellulose extraction thimble. The precipitate was extrated with n-heptane until no
colour was observed in a Soxhlet apparatus and the extract was combined with the
filtrate. Asphaltenes were dissolved with benzene. The solutions were filtered
(Whatman No. 41) and the solvents removed in a rotary evaporator under a stream of
nitrogen. Maltenes and asphaltenes were brought to constant weight in a vacuum oven
at 70°C.

Maltenes solutions of known concentration (ca. 240 mg/ml) were prepared in
cyclopentane and charged to the glass column (11).

Events programme
Table I shows the command sequence used in each of the three controllers

employed. For preparative purposes, the 38-min cycle is repeated several times and
weak resins are eluted manually with a final chloroform backflush. For analytical
purposes, the 52-min run affords all the fractions with a single injection.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Group-type separation of deasphalted crude oil residua into saturates, aro
matics and two types of resins was achieved with a combination of a deactivated
cyano-bonded silica column and two bare silica columns. This was performed on
a semi-preparative scale (milligram amounts) and repetitive and automated cycles,
employing the HPLC system shown in Fig. 1, resulted in the unattended separation of
3 g of sample in 8 h.

The sample is dissolved in cyclopentane rather than in the deasphalting solvent
(n-C 7 ) , because cycloalkanes cause fewer reprecipitation problems than n-alkanes 16.

The sample solution concentration (ca. 25%, w/v) and the injection volume (ca. 3% of
the system) were chosen so as to avoid excessive viscosity and sample dilution on
injection.

The sample is injected and initially eluted with cyclopentane through the cyano
column, where the most polar coumpounds (strong resins) are retained. The other
components proceed to the silica columns and the less retained (saturates) are eluted
and observed with the refractive index detector (Fig. 2).

Aromatics and weak resins are held on the polar silica surface. Once the saturates
have been eluted, the flow is inverted through the cyano column and, by changing the
eluent to the more polar chloroform-methanol (80:20, vIv) strong resins are recovered.
At this stage no eluent flows through the silica columns, and the resins eluting are
monitored with the UV detector. In order to recover the aromatics, cyclopentane is
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TABLE I

EVENTS PROGRAMME FOR SAR SEPARATION

L. CARBOGNANI, A. IZQUIERDO

Time 590 EFpump (J)
(min)

0.00 Flow-rate: 4.9 nil/min
Solvent: cyclopentane

11.00

Digital valve sequence
programmer (4)

Actuate injection valve 5

Return valve 5 to load
position
Actuate 6-port valve 7 to
backflush the CN column

Fmc/ion collector (8)

Stream 1 to saturates vessel

J 1.25
13.50

21.00

25.00

Flow-rate: 16.5 nil/min
Solvent: chloroform
methanol
Flow-rate: 16.5 ml/min
Solvent: cyclopentane

Actuate 4-port valve 6 to
backflush silica columns

Stream 2 to strong resins vessel

Stream 3 to aromatics vessel

35.00 Flow-rate: 4.9 nil/nun
Solvent: cyclopentane

36.00 Actuate sample
proportioning valve 3

36.50 Return sample
proportioning valve 3

37.00

38.00

Return back flush valves 6
and 7 to initial positions
Start a new run

Stream 1 to saturates vessel

Weak resins are eluted by backflusing all the system with chloroform after repetitive injections allow all the
sample to go through. Complete elution of the four fractions in a single run requires the following steps in the
program, following the 25.00 min instructions.

35.00 Flow-rate: 14.0 ml/rnin
Solvent: chloroform

43.00 Flow-rate: 14.0 nil/min
Solvent: cyclopentane

47.00 Flow-rate: 16.5 ml/min
Solvent: cyclopentane

50.00 Flow-rate: 4.9 nil/min
Solvent: cyclopentane

50.50 Flow-rate: 0.1 ml/rnin
Solvent: cyclopentane

51.00 Return backflush valves 6
and 7 to initial positions

52.00 End of run

Stream 4 to weak resins vessel

Stream 1 to saturates vessel

again employed, initially to remove the previous eluent from the system (methanol
affects the performance of the silica columns), and then to backflush the aromatics
when the flow is inverted through the whole system. Aromatics are detected with both
detectors. This cycle is repeated until al1 the sample has been injected into the columns.
To recover the weak resins held in the silica columns through the repetitive injections,
chloroform was used to backflush the whole system. Dichloromethane was employed
in the initial experiments to recover weak resins, but it was found that the silica
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SAMPLE
LOADING

SATURATES
COLLECT

STRONG RESINS
COLLECT

AROMATICS
COLLECT

WEAK RESINS
COLLECT

L. CARBOGNANI, A. IZQUIERDO

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Fig. 3. System configuration during each step. A
C = chloroform.

Cyclopentane; B chloroform-methanol;
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Fig. 4. Fraction yields vs. amount of sample injected in typical SAR separations.

columns were deactivated rapidly as consequence of humidity, so this solvent was
replaced.

The chromatographic conditions and column dimensions were chosen such that
the saturates had not completely eluted before all the compounds that were unretained
by the cyano column entered the silica columns. The eluent flow-rate was initially
selected to permit an adequate resolution of saturates; after this group had been
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TABLE II

REPETIBILITY AND MASS RECOVERY DATA FOR SAR SEPARATION OF DEASPHALTED VACUUM
RESIDUA

Origin of Sample" Saturates Aromatics Weak Strong To/al No. of Sample
crude oil resins resins recovery injectons amount per

(%, 11'/11') injection
(mg)

Orinoco 9.0 48.2 8.5 34.2 99.9 6 129.4
Basin 9.3 50.4 9.4 30.8 99.9 6 143.3

II 13.9 51.4 6.2 26.5 98.0 7 130.7
III 5.7 56.1 8.2 29.1 99.1 6 301.6

Barinas- IV 18.6 52.3 4.9 24.2 100.0 6 143.5
Apure 18.0 54.2 4.1 24.1 100.4 3 226.0
Basin V 17.2 51.5 4.5 26.1 99.3 7 139.3

18.1 51.1 6.2 27.1 102.5 3 266.3

Experi- VI 21.6 54.3 3.1 21.1 101.1 13 98.0
mental 22.6 57.6 3.5 17.9 101.6 10 232.4
blend

a Samples included were 510°C vacuum residua, excluding sample III, which was a 540°C vacuum residua.

collected the flow-rate was set at a value that permitted a rapid elution without
exceeding a pressure of 5500 p.s.i., as the pump was designed to operate at a maximum
of 6000 p.s.i. Fig. 3 shows the system configuration during each of the steps.

Fig. 4 shows the yields of the different fractions depending on the amount of
sample injected in a single run. This was done in order to establish the maximum
amount of sample that could be analysed, which is important considering that the aim
is a preparative separation ofdifferent compound classes for further characterization.
A 250-mg amount of sample proved to be the maximum that could be chromato
graphed without affecting the quality of the separation. Above this level, a slight
increase in the percentage of saturates is observed. This is due to overloading of the
silica columns, as a result of which some aromatics coelute. It was also found that the
amount of weak resins increased and that of strong resins decreased as a result of
overloading of the cyano column. Part of the strong resins were not retained and
appeared as weak resins. The aromatics remained relatively constant, probably
because of overloading of resins that are not held by the silica and elute as the former.

Mass recovery data for some deasphalted vacuum residua are presented in Table
II. The overall recoveries were 100.1 ± 1.3%, showing that no material was retained in
the columns and also that the chosen columns performed well even with complex
samples containing between 23 and 43% of resins. Recoveries greater than 100% were
partially explained by solvent occlusion, which is a common source of error with this
type of heavy fractions.

Elemental analysis was initially performed on the separated fractions in order to
verify the effectiveness of the separation. Table III gives the results for some of the
residua studied, showing differences in the nature of the fractions obtained. Note that
although the Hie ratios for aromatics and weak resins are fairly similar, there are
significant variations in the heteroatom content. Detailed information on the
characterization of the fractions has been reported elsewhere!".
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TABLE III

ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF VACUUM RESIDUA AND THEIR SEPARATED FRACTIONS

Sample" Fraction Concentration C H HIC S Ni V
(%) (%) (%) (%) (ppm) (ppm)

V Vacuum residua 86.29 10.22 1.42 1.11 193 62
Saturates [5.0 85.77 13.71 1.92
Aromatics 43.3 86.32 10.76 1.50 1.l4 43 <10
Weak resins 5.1 86.51 10.52 1.46 1.87 [36 [07
Strong resins 22.1 86.54 9.32 1.29 lAO 285 119
Asphaltenes 16.3 87.77 7.68 1.05 IA[ 615 247

Vacuum residua 83.20 9.86 1.42 3.84 150 633
Saturates 7.1 85.91 13.38 1.87
Aromatics 38.3 83.76 10.33 1048 4.11 50 <[0
Weak resins 7.0 81.74 10.19 1.59 4.39 [06 209
Strong resins 25.3 79.82 9.07 1.36 4.35 835
Asphaltenes 22.3 82.25 7.90 1.14 4.72 442 1747

a For identification, see Table 11.

CONCLUSIONS

An automated preparative method for the separation of deasphalted heavy ends
into saturates, aromatics and two types of resins has been developed. Unattended
operation permitted to collect 3 g of fractions in 8 h for further characterization.
Adoption of a cyano-derivatized silica column resulted in sample recoveries of nearly
100%.
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PREPARATIVE HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY
UNDER GRADIENT CONDITIONS

I. BAND BROADENING IN GRADIENT ELUTION AS A FUNCTION OF
SAMPLE SIZE

G. B. COX

Medical Products Department. E. I. du Pont de Nemours Inc.. Glasgow, DE 19701 (U.S.A.)

and

L. R. SNYDER· and J. W. DOLAN

LC Resources Inc., 3182C Old Tunnel Road, Lafayette. CA 94549 (U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

Previous studies of gradient elution under mass-overload conditions are
continued. Use of the Craig distribution model shows that there is a simple
relationship between bandwidth, sample size and gradient conditions for single-solute
samples. This aliows the use of two or three experimental measurements to determine
the saturation capacity of a column by a given sample. Several (reversed-phase)
experimental studies with smali-molecule samples provide quantitative confirmation
of this model.

For the case of protein samples the model works equaliy weli, but it appears that
only 20-44% of the column capacity (as measured by saturation uptake) is available
under separation conditions, The column capacity for lysozyme was measured as
a function of pore diameter and the accessibility of the surface under separation
conditions was found to increase with increasing pore size.

INTRODUCTION

It has been shown for the case of analytical (small-sample) separations that
isocratic and gradient elution can be related in a straightforward fashiou v"; that is,
well known relationships developed for isocratic high-performance liquid chromato
graphy (HPLC) can be applied to "corresponding" gradient separations. This simple
picture of gradient elution has since been extendedr" to include mass-overloaded
separation. For "corresponding" separations (i.e., similar conditions) of a mixture of
two xanthines ', it was shown that the same separation (resolution) resulted with either
isocratic or gradient elution, as long as sample size was the same in the two runs being
compared.

Computer simulations based on the Craig distribution process were also used to
study band broadening in gradient elution as a function of sample size and gradient

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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steepness"; however, some puzzling differences between isocratic and gradient
separation were observed. In addition, experimental studies on band broadening vs.
sample size and gradient conditions were reported for several protein samples>.
Significant differences between observed and predicted results were found and
attributed (incorrectly, as will be seen) to non-Langmuir sorption.

This paper describes additional work aimed at a better understanding of
gradient elution separation under touching-band conditions. In Part U6 these findings
are applied to the design of a computer-simulation program for facilitating method
development for the touching-band separation of peptide and protein samples by
means of reversed-phase gradient elution.

THEORY

For the case of isocratic separation7,8, it has been shown that band broadening
in single-band separations can be described by

(1)

where W is the baseline width of a mass-overloaded band, Wo is the corresponding
width of a small-sample band and Wth is the contribution to band broadening from
a large sample. Values of Wo and Wth can be expressed further as

(2)

and

(3)

(see Appendix). Here, the various terms have their usual meaning; see the list of
symbols at the end of this paper.

Corresponding expressions for Wo and Wth hav been derived for gradient
elution", However, these relationships are complex, and they exhibit only partial
agreement with Craig simulations and experimental data (for small molecules) to be
reported here. If we assume that the isocratic-gradient analogy holds, however, it is
straightforward to derive (new) corresponding expressions for eqns. 2 and 3. In eqn. 2,
the isocratic parameter k; can be replaced by the k' value at elution in gradient
elution-v:

where

Ij2.3b (4)

(5)

The parameter b measures the steepness of the gradient, to is gradient time, F is
flow-rate, Vm is column dead volume, Lllp is the change in the volume fraction, lp, of
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organic solvent during the gradient (LI%R/tOO) and S is an isocratic property of the
solute:

S = d(log k')/d<p

~ 0.48Mo.4 4

where M is the molecular weight of the solute.
Replacing k; in eqn. 2 by k; from eqn. 4 then gives

(6)

(7)

The factor G is included to account for the compression of the band by the gradient':
The factor J (l < J < 1.8) represents an anomalous band broadening as b increases";
for Craig simulations, J can be assumed to be equal to I. In most preparative
separations, a small-scale separation will be carried out initially, so that values of Wo

will be known or calculable.
A similar substitution of k; for k; in eqn. 3 gives"

(8)

The mass-related band broadening, Wth , is of primary concern here. Previously it had
been suggestedv" that Wth can be approximated by an expression of the form

(9)

where z ~ 0.85 for a Langmuir isotherm (Craig simulations).
Experimental data for proteins showed good agreement with eqn. 9, except that

0.4 < z < 0.6. In this paper it will be argued that Langmuir sorption should actually
result in z ~ 0.5-0.6, suggesting that data previously reported- for the mass-overload
gradient separation of proteins are in agreement with eqn. 8, and by inference those
samples exhibit Langmuir sorption.

EXPERIMENTAL

Instrumentation
Chromatography was performed using either (I) a Hewlett-Packard (Avondale,

PA, U.S.A.) 1090 liquid chromatograph fitted with a preparative injection accessory,
(2) a DuPont (Wilmington, DE, U.S.A.) 8800 LC system using a Rheodyne septumless
injection valve (fitted with a variety of loop sizes) plus a DuPont spectrophotometer

a In experimental systems, the product JG ~ 1.l for different values of b. This simplifies the
estimation of values of Wo as a function of gradient conditions.

b It is not yet known whether the effect represented by J for experimental small-sample separations
(Woo eqn. 7) will also apply to Wlh ; we assume not, until data to the contrary are reported.
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TABLE I

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND SATURATION CAPACITIES OF DIFFERENT COLUMN
PACKINGS WITH LYSOZYME SOLUTE

Packing' Pore Surface 11': (mg) w,/SA" (mg/m 2
)

diameter (nm ) area (m 2/g)

Cs 7 300 70 0.13
PRO-IO c, 13 160 112 0.39
PSM 120 c, 12 98 70 0.39
PSM 300 c, 30 50 50 0.55
PSM 500 c, 50 30 34 0.63
PSM 1000 c, 100 20 25 0.69

a Zorbax.
b Determined by breakthrough method.
c Column capacity w, divided by column surface area SA; column contains 1.8 g of packing.

detector (fitted with a preparative flow cell) or (3) an LKB (Gaithersburg, MD,
U.S.A.) gradient system using a DuPont spectrophotometer detector.

Columns
All columns were stainless steel (15 x 0.46 em J.D.) and were loaded by

a downward high-pressure slurry technique. The packing materials used are shown in
Table I, together with their pore sizes, surface areas and particle sizes. All were Zorbax
PSM silica (DuPont) which had been bonded with octadecyldimethylchlorosilane and
capped with trimethylchlorosilane (Petrarch, Bristol, PA, U.S.A.) by conventional
bonding techniques similar to those described by Kinkel and Unger",

Chemicals and protein standards
Solvents were of HPLC grade (J. T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ, U.S.A.) and were

degassed with helium during use. Trifluoroacetic acid and sodium dihydrogen
phosphate were of Baker Analyzed grade.

Protein standards were obtained from Sigma (St. ,Louis, MO, U.S.A.). All
chemicals and standards were used without further purification.

Craig simulations
The model and software used in the present Craig simulations (CRAIG4) are

similar to those reported earliert!" and are described in detail in ref. 11. CRAIG4 was
written for rapid calculations on an IBM-AT personal computer. Separations
involving 1000-2000 plates can be carried out in 0.5-4 h running time, in either an
isocratic or gradient mode, and for either one-component or two-component samples.

Verification of the present Craig simulations. The CRAIG4 program was used to
calculate retention times and bandwidths for several small-sample isocratic and
gradient elution separations, which can be compared with exact calculations as in ref.
4; all such comparisons showed excellent agreement (within a few tenths of a per cent
for retention, within a few per cent for bandwidth). Similar comparisons were made for
isocratic l-solute mass-overloaded runs between previously reported computer
simulation resultsl? and the same simulations via CRAIG4. These showed good
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agreement (Fig. 1), confirming at least the consistency of the present approach.
Comparisons in this paper of Craig with experimental gradient separations provide
additional verification of the CRAIG4 software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Craig simulations
Isocratic data. In an effort to resolve certain anomalies in our previous Craig

simulation treatment of mass-overloaded gradient elution'v" (z ::::::: 0.85 in eqn. 9), we
first examined the case of isocratic separation; see also the discussion in ref. II. Some
representative data are shown in Fig. 1 for the sample-mass contribution to band
broadening (W1h ) as a function of sample size. The open points are from a previous
study" and the closed triangles are new data from the use of CRAIG4. Three different
data sets are plotted, for different values of k.; The solid curves for these data points
are a best fit to eqn. 3, assuming a single value of W s for these simulations. For sample
sizes wlw; > 0.1, these initially linear plots are seen to curve downwards, as is predicted
for heavily overloaded separations4 ,7 , 1 3 , 14 .

Fig. 1. Craig simulations of band broadening in isocratic separation as a function of sample size (cf., eqn. 3).
Straight-line plots through these data area best fittoeqn. 3 (see text). D, 0 = Data from ref. l2forn, = 600
and 1000, respectively; ... = data using CRAIG4.

a The open points in Fig. I are from ref. 12. The isotherm algorithms (polynomial fit) used in that
study (for a single solute, fixed values of k; and small values of w/w,) are presumed to be slightly more
accurate than the corresponding algorithms.'? of CRAIG4.
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For moderate overloading of the column (wjws < 0.10), we have shown
previously that values of Wt h appear to increase more rapidly than predicted by
theory1 3 or Craig simulation-L'". That is, the sample sizes used in Craig simulation
give Wth values that are too small. This can be corrected by increasing the sample sizes
used in Craig simulation 1.8-fold 11, in which case Craig and experimental predictions
of bandwidth are brought into agreement.

The data in Fig. 1when fitted to eqn. 3can be used to verify this correction factor
(1.8-fold) for Craig simulation vs. the case of experimental data. This yields a value of
2.l-fold, which is reasonably close to the the above factor of 1.8. That is, any
conclusions we obtain from isocratic Craig simulation must be modified for
application to experimental separations; the value of wjws assumed in Craig
simulations should be about 1.8-fold higher than for corresponding experimental
systems if good agreement between experimental and Craig simulation results is to be
obtained.

Gradient elution. Eqns. 8 and 9. Fig. 2 illustrates some CRAIG4 simulations for
a single band as a function of sample size (other conditions remaining the same).
A similar pattern was observed" in previous Craig simulations of gradient elution:
overlapping ("nested") bands having a "shark-fin" shape. Values of Wth can be
obtained for these various bands (eqn. 1); Fig. 3 shows a log-log plot of Wth VS sample
size (wjws) '

The data in Fig. 3lie on a straight line, in agreement with eqn. 9. The slope of this
straight-line plot is z = 0.6, in contrast to previous studies" which gave z = 0.85. There
are several reasons for this difference between the present and previous Craig-
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~ o 1 1\
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I \
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/ \
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Fig. 2. Craig simulations (CRAIG4) for the gradient elution separation of a single band as a function of
sample size. Conditions: No = 1600 (n; = 800), b = I, k; at the start of the gradient (kog) = 10.
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Fig. 3. Craig simulations of band broadening in gradient separation as a function of sample size (cf., eqn. 8).
Dashed straight-line plots are predicted by eqn. 8 for different values of G (see teet). Data points (0)
correspond to separations in Fig. 2 (same conditions).

simulation studies. First, we now know that the way in which bandwidths are
measured for mass-overloaded bands can significantly affect values of Wth when w/ws

is small. It is relatively easy to determine the beginning of the band by the tangent
method (see the examples in Fig. 2), but the end of the band is often ambiguous. We
now feel that the best approximation to the end of the band is given by t~ + (wo/2),
where t~ is the small-sample retention time. Second, Craig simulations are more
reliable for larger values of No (larger values of n., the number of Craig stages)12. The
data in Fig. 3 (n; = 800) are based on twice the number of plates used in our previous
study". Finally, the algorithms used in CRAIG4 were more thoroughly tested than in
the previous study", and may therefore be more reliable.

The dashed curves in Fig. 3 are from eqn. 8, assuming either the value of G for
a small-sample separation (G = 0.68) or negligible band compression by the gradient
(G = I). For small samples (w/ws < 0.01), there is no reason to believe that gradient
compression should not affect the entire band (values of both Wo and Wth ) . For larger
samples, however, the front of the band moves in a mobile phase that is much weaker
(larger k o) . This corresponds to a smaller value of b (eqn. 4), for which the value of
G then approaches I, i.e., there is negligible gradient compression for a small-sample
band as the gradient becomes flatter (and approaches isocratic separation"). We
therefore expect that plots as in Fig. 3 will approach the curve predicted by eqn. 8
(G = 0.68 in this case, for b = 1) for smaller samples, then trend toward the
corresponding curve for G = I with larger samples. This is observed for the example in
Fig. 3.

a This effect applies only to the front of the band, which is traveling through the column in a much
weaker solvent. Therefore, the lack of gradient compression at the band front does not have much effect on
the "shark fin" shape of the band (see Fig. 2).
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In addition to demonstrating the agreement of eqn. 8 with these Craig
simulations", Fig. 3 also shows that values of z should vary between roughly 0.5 and
0.6. For smaller values of b (b = 1 in Fig. 3), corresponding to more common gradient
condi tions, the lower dashed curve in Fig. 3 will approach the upper curve, so that then
z ~ 0.5. For steeper gradients as in Fig. 3, z will tend toward a value of about 0.6. We
shall see that this corresponds fairly well to experimental gradient elution separations.

EXPERIMENTAL

Small solute molecules
Two small-molecule solutes, caffeine and benzyl alcohol, were chosen for an

experimental study of bandwidth vs. sample size in reversed-phase gradient elution.
Previous studies'" have shown that these solutes exhibit Langmuir-isotherm be
haviour under reversed-phase conditions.

Caffeine as solute. Chromatography for caffeine was performed on a IS x 0.46
cm J.D. column packed with Zorbax PSM 500 C8 (500 Apore diameter, 811m particle
size) with methanol and 0.05 M sodium phosphate (pH 5) as mobile phase
components. This large-pore silica was chosen because its low surface area (and small
value of ws) allow the observation of mass-related band broadening for reasonably
small samples, thus avoiding problems with sample solubility.

As we intended to compare our findings with the theoretical predictions of eqn.
8, values of the gradient-steepness parameter b were required. This in turn requires
a val ue for the solute parameter S (eqn. 5). Exact values ofS for a particular solute and
HPLC system can be obtained using either isocratic or gradient data. For isocratic
retention,

log k o = log k; - Scp (10)

Therefore, measurement of values of k' as a function of mobile phase composition
(fJ serve to determine a value ofS. Alternatively, two gradient runs with different values
of b (different gradient steepness) can also be used l", For the HPLC system in Table II,
values of Sand k w for caffeine were S = 8.2 (isocratic) and 7.9 (gradient) and
k.; = 26.0 (isocratic) and 25.7 (gradient). Average values of S = 8.0 and k ; = 25.8
were assumed in further work.

The saturation capacity of the column for caffeine was next determined as
described earlier" (based on eqns. 2 and 3 in ref. 11). Isocratic chromatograms were
obtained using methanol-0.05 M sodium phosphate (10:90) as the mobile phase for
a low (0.01 mg) and a high (0.1 mg) load of caffeine. Calculation of the saturation
capacity (ws) gave a value of 20 mg (equal to 0.33 mg/m" for this packing).

Gradient elution with sample sizes from 0.01 to 10.0 mg of caffeine were carried
out under two sets of gradient conditions (corresponding to b = 0.33 and 0.165), i.e.,
gradients from 0 to 50% B in 30 or 60 min (A is 0.05 M phosphate, B is methanol).
Bandwidths W were measured, and mass-related bandwidths Wth were calculated for

a Note that the Craig simulations in Fig. 3 are uncorrected for the l.S-fold discrepancy found in ref.
11; that is, these Craig simulations for gradient elution are in much closer agreement with theory as expressed
by eqn. S. The reason for this difference between isocratic and gradient separations is not yet clear.
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Fig. 4. Sample size-dependent band broadening for gradient elution runs with caffeine as solute. Conditions:
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methanol); I ml/min. 0 = Gradient time 30 min; • = gradient time 60 min. Solid line, G = 1;dashed line,
G = 0.85.

each gradient run from eqn. 1 (using an experimental value of Wo). Fig. 4 shows
resulting plots of Wthb/to vs. wjw, for both gradient conditions. The solid line is from
eqn. 8, with G = 1, and the dashed line is for the small-sample G value of 0.85. The
agreement between the experimental and calculated values is fairly good, although the
bandwidths for the steeper gradient are slightly higher than expected. If the data of Fig.
4 are fitted to eqn. 9, a best value of z = 0.46 is obtained.

Benzyl alcohol as solute. Chromatography for benzyl alcohol was performed on
a 15 x 0.46 em J.D. Zorbax ODS column with methanol-water mixtures as the mobile
phase. Values of Sand k w for this solute were determined as above: S = 2.4 (isocratic)
and 2.2 (gradient) and k; = 32 (isocratic) and 25 (gradient). Average values of these
parameters were assumed in further work. The value of Ws for this packing and benzyl
alcohol as solute was reported in ref. 15 as 64 mg for a 5-cm column; we have assumed
Ws = 192 mg for the present 15-cm column. Fig. 5 shows a plot of Wth vs. wlw, in the
same manner as in Fig. 4 for caffeine. The best fit of these data to eqn. 9 gives z = 0.54.
Again. there is reasonable agreement between observed and predicted results.

3-Hydroxypropyltheophylline (HPTj as solute. The gradient separation of this
xanthine in admixture with hydroxyethyltheophylline (HET) has been reported:' as
a function of sample size. Plots of Wth vs. sample sizecan be derived, as in Figs. 4 and 5.
These data are plotted in Fig. 6. The comparison of experimental values (0) with
calculated curves (dashed lines) as in Figs. 4 and 5 gives a similar result, although the
experimental values are now slightly lower than predicted. In this instance, the data for
HTP may be affected by the presence of HET in the sample (the experiments in Figs.
4 and 5 involved single-solute samples). The value of z is 0.61.
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Protein solutes
Twelve plots of Wth VS. w (similar to those in Figs. 4-6) for various proteins and

different reversed-phase columns were reported previously". The observed value of
z for all systems was found to be 0.54 ± 0.08 (S.D.), which is in good agreement with
eqn. 8 and the discussion in Fig. 4. Therefore the conclusion in ref. 4 that
reversed-phase protein separations appear not to follow Langmuir adsorption (which
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Fig. 6. Sample size-dependent band broadening for gradient elution runs with 3-hydroxypropyltheophylline
as solute. Conditions: 15 x 0.46 em J.D. Zorbax C8 column; 5-100% Bin 14.8 min [A = 0.1 M phosphate,
pH = 2.2; B = acetonitrile-methanol (20:80, vjv)]; I mJjmin. Solid line, G = I; dashed line, G = 0.85.
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is implicit in the derivation of eqn. 8) is incorrect. These HPLC systems may in fact
exhibit non-Langmuir behavior in other respects, but the dependence of W[h on sample
size (value of z) is consistent with Langmuir adsorption.

Column capacity w, for protein samples as a function of column-packing pore
diameter. The possibility that Langmuir adsorption is able to explain the separation of
proteins as solutes for reversed-phase gradient elution can be tested further by making
independent measurements of the column capacity, W s (ws values were not determined
in the studies in ref. 5). The column capacity for a protein sample can be measured in
various ways. We used successive injections of small amounts of protein with a weak
mobile phase" until breakthrough is observed. The retained protein can then be eluted
in a gradient run, as a check on the amount taken up. This approach was tried with
lysozyme as a test solute and a 15 x 0.46 em I.D. PSM 300 C, column. Within the
limits imposed by the linearity of detector response (i.e., high lysozyme concentrations
plus a varying mobile phase composition), the amount ofeluted protein (52 mg) agreed
well with the amount measured in the breakthrough experiment (47 mg).

The column capacity of lysozyme was determined for a number of (otherwise
identical) columns filled with packings of different pore size and surface areas. The
results are given in Table I. As the pore diameter is increased from 7 to 100 nm, the
column capacity first increases to a maximum of 112mg for the packing of 13-nm pore
diameter, then decreases continuously with further increase in pore diameter. Further
insight into these column-capacity data are afforded by the surface areas (Table I) and
column capacities per square meter of surface (last column of Table I).

In general, the surface area (m2/g) of a packing decreases as the pore diameter
increases. However, large solute molecules do not have access to all the pores of the
packing, because of possible steric exclusion. Therefore, for a protein of intermediate
size (lysozyme in the present example) the column capacity per square meter will
increase with increasing pore diameter, but eventually approach a limiting value
(about 0.7 mg/m") for the data in Table I. The latter dependence, combined with
a continuous decrease in surface area with increasing pore diameter, then results in
a maximum column capacity (for columns of given size, as in Table I) for an
intermediate pore diameter (10-15 nm for lysozyme and reversed-phase columns).
A similar situation has been described by Rounds et al. 1 7 for the ion-exchange
separation of different proteins.

Column capacities inferred from eqn. 8. We have previously reported" values of
W[h vs. sample size for the gradient elution separation of lysozyme and carbonic
anhydrase, using columns similar to those in Table I. Eqn. 8 can be used to infer values
of Ws for these various systems, for comparison with the saturation uptake values in
Table I. The results are summarized in Table II.

lt is seen that the Ws values from eqn. 8 are generally lower than the
saturation-uptake values in Table II. Further, the fractional utilization of the total
surface (as measured by saturation uptake) increases with increasing pore diameter.
This suggests that under actual separation conditions (gradient elution as in ref. 5),
protein samples can utilize only a fraction of the total surface available to the sample at

a We recommend 5-10% acetonitrile in water, rather than water alone, to allow adequate wetting of
the packing by the mobile phase and avoid incomplete uptake of protein.
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TABLE II

DYNAMIC COLUMN CAPACITIES INFERRED FROM DATA IN REF. 5 BY MEANS OF EQN. 8

Lysozyme solute, 15 x 0.46 em I.D., 5-/1m CB columns, 5-70% acetonitrile in 0.1%TFA-water gradients in
20 min, I ml/min.

Pore diameter IV, (mg) % surface
of packing (nm ) utilization'

Table I" Eqn.8"

15 80" 18 23
30 50 10 20
50 34 10 29

100 25 II 44

U Data from Table I except where noted otherwise.
" Eqn. 8 applied to data in ref. 5 (Figs. 8-11 in that paper).
c Eqn. 8 values divided by Table I values.
d Different packing to that shown in Table I; interpolated value from plot of II" 1'.\'. pore diameter.

equilibrium. This fractional utilization apparently increases with more facile mass
transfer (larger pores), as suggested also by the work of Kopaciewicz et al.t",

The data in Table II suggest that actual column capacities (which determine the
column loadability in gradient elution) for protein samples vary with column pore
diameter in a complex fashion. This has obvious practical implications, which we will
explore further elsewhere. Returning to the question of whether protein samples obey
the Langmuir isotherm, it should be obvious that no final conclusions regarding this
point can be drawn from the present study. The fact that the apparent column capacity
for protein samples (in gradient elution) is less than the saturation uptake value
suggests that both equilibrium (isotherm) and kinetic (mass transfer) effects contribute
to the dependence of Wlh on sample size. Under these circumstances, the observed
agreement between Eqn. 8 and experimental data for proteins could be fortuitous.

Velayudhan and Horvath'? argued against a Langmuir isotherm for the
ion-exchange separation of proteins, in view of the fact that a single protein molecule
will displace several salt ions (the Langmuir equation assumes a one-to-one
displacement process). Similar logic can be used against a Langmuir isotherm for
protein samples in reversed-phase systems, because of the evidence that reversed-phase
retention also involves a displacement process?". Previously we have considered 15 the
consequences of a non-stoichiometric displacement process as this affects Langmuir
type sorption processes. An extension of that treatment suggests that the sorption of
protein molecules, with the resulting displacement of many solvent molecules by each
sorbing protein molecule, Can be approximated fairly well by the Langmuir equation
(for wlw; < 0.5), if the actual column capacity Ws is reduced by about half. This
observation is suggestive in the light of the data in Table II, i.e., the percentage surface
utilization values shown there should actually be doubled.

CONCLUSIONS

The dependence of band broadening and separation in gradient elution has been
, further studied by both theoretical and experimental means. For the case of small
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molecules, bandwidth as a function of sample size and gradient conditions can be
described by a simple equation (eqn. 8). This relationship predicts that the
mass-related contribution to bandwidth (Wth) will be proportional to (sample
weighty, where z will normally vary between 0.5 and 0.6. Computer simulations based
on the Craig distribution process confirm this relationship. Experimental data for
several small-molecule samples are also in quantitative agreement with eqn. 8. It
therefore appears that we have a reasonably good understanding of band broadening
for a one-component sample as a function of sample size and separation conditions.

The gradient elution separation of protein samples by reversed-phase HPLC
appears more complex. The same general relationship (eqn. 8 with 0.5<z<0.6) also
describes band broadening vs. sample size for these samples; but the apparent column
capacities (ws) inferred from band-broadening data are generally smaller than values
measured by saturation uptake. This suggests that the mass-related contribution to
band broadening (Wth ) is a function of both equilibrium and kinetic properties of the
system, unlike the case for small-molecule solutes. Nevertheless, a broad range of
protein systems have been shown to exhibit a predictable increase in bandwidth with
increasing sample size, as discussed further in Part II.

APPENDIX

Derivation of eqn. 3
This relationship has been reported previously" but not actually derived. We

start with previous expressions for experimental values of N (for a large sample) and No
(see ref. 1I):

No = l6(t~/Wo?

N = 16(t'kIW)2

NINo = 1/[1 + (3/8)w xnJ

Eqns. 1, A2 and A4 combine to give

Likewise, eqn. A2 can be written as

liN = il N; + [(3/8)wx/lINoJ

(AI)

(Ala)

(A3)

(A4)

(AS)

(A6)

a This equation 7 is a best fit to experimental values of N; the corresponding theoretical
expression 7.13 is N/ No = 1/[1+ (1/4)w.,n)], which leads to the replacement of the factor (6}t in eqn. 3 by the
factor 2.
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Eqns. I, Al and Ala give
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Eqn. A6 can be rewritten as

Eqns. A7 and A8 then give

Eqns. A3, A4 and A9 then give eqn. 3.

SYMBOLS (PARTS I-III)

(A7)

(A8)

(A9)

S
SA
s: s,
tD
tg

tG

to

Reference to equations or figures in the various papers in this series is identified by use
of 1-, II- or III-, e.g., eqn. III-3 refers to eqn. 3 in Part III.

-
b gradient steepness parameter; equal to [I/O. 15k)] (eqn. 1-5)
B strong solvent in the mobile phase
F flow-rate (ml/rnin)
G gradient compression factor (eqn. 1-7)
J anomalous band-broadening factor in gradient elution (eqn. 1-7)
k' solute capacity factor

k average value of k' during gradient elution; equal to [1/(1.15b)]
k, value of k' in gradient elution when the band leaves the column (eqn. 1-4)
k; value of k' for a small sample
k.; value of k' for water as mobile phase
k w x ' k wy values of k ; for X and Y
M solute molecular weight
n; number of Craig stages in a computer simulation; n; = [k'/0 +k')]No

No value of N for a small sample; in computer simulations, No = [(I +k')/k']nc
PR production rate; mg/h of purified product
R, resolution
R~ value of R; in an initial run (eqn. II-6)
R; opt optimum value of R; (in a small-sample separation) to maximize resolution in

a preparative run (eqn. II-6)
parameter that measures change in isocratic k' values with change in qJ (eqn. 6)
stationary phase surface area (m2 for entire column)
values of S for X and Y ~

dwell time of gradient equipment (min)
retention time in gradient elution (min)
gradient time (min)
column dead time (min)
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lx,ty

Vm

W

W
Wo

Ws

Wt h

wx ' wy

x,y
X, Y

z
ex
Ll<p

<p

retention times in gradient elution for bands X and Y (min, small sample)
column dead volume (ml)
total weight of injected sample; usually combined weights of X and Y (mg)
baseline bandwidth (min); see Figs. 2 and 3
value of W for a small sample (min) (eqn. I-I)
column saturation capacity (mg)
sample-size contibution to W (min) (eqn. I-I)
weight of solutes X or Y injected on the column (mg)
subscripts referring to bands X and Y
adjacent sample bands; Y corresponds to the desired product and X is the
preceding band
slope of plot of W th VS. W (1-9)
separation factor for two solutes
change in <p during a gradient
mobile phase composition; volume fraction of strong solvent B in the mobile
phase
initial (i) and final (f) values of <p in a gradient
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II. A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE DESIGN OF REVERSED-PHASE
GRADIENT-ELUTION SEPARATIONS OF PEPTIDE AND PROTEIN
SAMPLES
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SUMMARY

A commercially available computer program (BIOPREP) is described as an aid
for developing preparative separations of peptide or protein samples using reversed
phase gradient elution. On the basis of four small-scale runs in the laboratory (with
advice offered by the computer), experimental conditions for "touching-band"
separations can be predicted. This in turn allows comparisons of the production rate of
a purified product as a function of the gradient conditions and column dimensions. In
this way, conditions can be selected that either maximize the production rate or
provide an otherwise satisfactory separation.

INTRODUCTION

Currently reversed-phase gradient elution is widely used for the preparative
purification of peptide and protein samples on either a laboratory' or a manu
facturing! scale. The usual objective, especially at the R&D or pilot-plant stage, is to
obtain a certain amount of purified product with the expenditure ofminimum time and
effort. Because of the complexity of these separations, and the strong dependence of
production rate (gjh of purified material) on the separation conditions, the chroma
tographer is faced with the question of how much time should be spent on method
development in order to minimize the time spent later in actually separating the
sample.

The results described in Part 13 can be used to guide the method development
process, at least for the design of "touching-band?" separations. We can proceed

a "Touching-band" separations refer to the case where the sample is just large enough that the
product band begins to overlap adjacent peaks (e.g., yielding a 99.8% recovery of 99% pure product as in
ref. 4); see the related discussion of touching-band separations in anisocratic mode>".

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers BY
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qualitatively (trial and error), or we can make use of accurate quantitative relation
ships for the selection of the best experimental conditions. In the latter instance, we can
minimize the total number of experiments by using experimental data to calculate
preferred conditions more precisely. However, this is tedious if carried out manually.
A better approach is the use of a computer program to (a) execute the necessary
calculations, (b) draw conclusions from prior experiments and (c) make recom
mendations and alert the user to potential problems as method development proceeds.

In this paper we describe an efficient approach to method development for the
reversed-phase gradient-elution high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC)
separation of peptide and protein samples. We also illustrate how this procedure can
be simplified by the use of an appropriate computer program, BIOPREP. The
resulting touching-band separations are suitable for the purification of multi-gram
amounts of final product. Additional increases in production rate by the use of heavily
overloaded « 99.8% recovery of product) separation are possible by the further
trial-and-error adjustment of separation conditions. This will be examined in the
future, but guidelines can be inferred in part from the results in ref. 4.

THEORY"

Our proposed method-development strategy can be summarized as follows:
(1) Carry out one or more initial runs with a small sample, varying the mobile

phase composition (organic solvent, pH, additives) and column packing in order to
maximize the selectivity. The objective is to achieve the largest possible value of the
separation factor, IX, between the product band and the adjacent earlier-eluting
impurity.

(2) Use the initial run(s), typically carried out with wide-range gradients, to
estimate favorable values of (a) the initial and final %B in the gradient, (b) gradient
times for two additional exploratory runs and (c) flow-rate.

(3) Carry out two additional small-sample runs with the recommended gradient
range from step 2, varying only the gradient time; these two runs can be used to define
separation as a function of gradient conditions and column dimensions.

(4) Carry out a fourth run, using the same conditions as in step 3, but with
a sample that is large enough to increase the bandwidth appreciably; this run can be
used to estimate the column capacity Ws and loadability for the sample in question.

(5) With the data and conditions from steps 3 and 4, calculate the sample size and
production rate for touching bands as a function of gradient time and column
dimensions.

(6) Verify the predicted (best) separation from step 5 experimentally; fine-tune
the conditions if necessary.

Step 1: maximizing IX

The choice of preferred mobile and stationary phase conditions for a given
sample is usually a matter of experience plus trial-and-error experimentation. In the
absence of advance information, many workers will begin with a 5-70% water-

a A list of all symbols used in Parts I-III is included in ref. 3.
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acetonitrile [0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)] gradient. In many instances7-10, it will
be possible to improve the initial separation considerably with these conditions (TFA
water-acetonitrile) by adjusting the gradient steepness. Alternatively, changes in the
mobile phase pH, buffer or buffer concentration may be required to provide further
improvements in band spacing.

Step 2: selecting favorable conditions for the next two runs
Gradient range. Experienced chromatographers will usually adjust the gradient

range (select the best values of the initial and final %8) on the basis of an initial
wide-range gradient. This is illustrated in Fig. I by a computer-simulated chroma
togram? for a representative sample: interleukin-2 (TL-2), a 14000-0a protein, plus
three impurities that correspond to oxidation or reduction products of the parent
molecule. In order to minimize separation time, it is desired to select a gradient range
that just brackets the compounds of interest, i.e., the product (IL-2) and the
immediately preceding impurity band (marked with an asterisk in Fig. 1).

Theory l 1 . 1 2 plus experience gained through the use of computer simulation"
(DryLab G; LC Resources, Lafayette, CA, U.S.A.) suggests the following equations
for estimating best values of the initial and final values of %8 ((Pi and CPr) from an
exploratory gradient run such as in Fig. 1:

and

(1)

CPr

IL-2

(2)

*

Ox 1 10 13 16 19 zz

Fig. l. Recreated chromatogram (using experimental data? plus DryLab G software!") for the separation of
a mixture of desAla lSer 12 5 IL-2 plus three oxidized/reduced impurities. Conditions: 25 x 0.46 ern 1.0. C 3

column; 5-70% gradient of acetonitrile in water (0.1% TFA added in 20 min); flow-rate, 2 ml/min.
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where tg is the retention time of the product band, tn is the dwell time of the HPLC
equipment and lp? is the value of lpi in the initial gradient run. The other symbols are
standard terminology defined in the list of symbols in ref. 3.

Returning to the example in Fig. 1, the initial gradient is 5-70% B in a time of20
min, the dead time to is 1.28 min and the dwell time is 3.1 min. From the molecular
weight of the product band (14000 Da), S ~ 32 (eqn. 6 in Part J3). Eqns. 1 and 2 then
give o, = (0.65/20)(19.93 - 1.28 - 3.10) + 0.05 - (2/32) = 0.493 and lpf = (0.65/20)
(19.93 - 1.28 - 3.10) + 0.05 + 0.01 = 0.565, i.e., a 49.3-56.5% B gradient range is
recommended.

Gradient times. For the next two experimental runs, it is desirable to adjust the
gradient time tG so as to yield effective values of k' (k) in the range 3-9, corresponding
to a gradient steepness b = 0.1-0.3. Eqn. 5 in Part 13 then permits estimates of
appropriate values of to for the two runs:

(run 1) tG (3)

(run 2) tG (4)

Thus, the gradient time for run 1 is 3.5 . 2.56 . (0.565 - 0.493) . 32/2 = 10.3 min.
Similarly, the gradient time for run 2 is three times this value (30.9 min). Again, the
symbols in eqns. 3 and 4 are given in ref. 3.

The resulting chromatograms for these recommended conditions for the next
two experimental runs are shown in Fig. 2 for (A) run 1 and (B) run 2. Reasonable
resolution of the sample is observed (the result of favorable Kvalues), and the gradient
now brackets the product band 1L-2 and the preceding impurity peak (marked with an
asterisk). Similar tests of eqns. 1-4 for other peptide and protein samples gave
comparable results to those in Figs. 1 and 2 (if there are later bands in the
chromatogram that would not be eluted by the recommended gradient range, a steep
gradient segment can be added to the end of the recommended gradient).

A B

IL-2
IL-2

L I J
)'1. 1 13 15 if. 1 1 19 19

Fig. 2. Recreated chromatogram (using experimental data? plus Dry Lab G software!") for the separation of
a mixture of desAla ISer 1 2 5 IL-2 plus three oxidized/reduced impurities. Conditions as in Fig. I, except: (A)
49.3-56.5% B gradient in 10.3 min; (B) the same in 30.9 min.
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Flow-rate. In earlier paperst':' it was concluded that the column plate number in
touching-band separations has a significant effect on production rate. That is, if the
column length and/or flow-rate are varied while holding the column pressure below
some upper limit (e.g., 2000 p.s.i.), the best choice of flow-rate is one that will give
a small-sample resolution of R, :::::: 1.7.

At this point we wish to select a flow-rate that is roughly optimum in terms of
production rate. Resolution in gradient elution (for a small sample) is given byll.1Z

s, = (1/4) (IX-I)Nb/Z[k/(k+I)] (5)

Ifwe ignore the possible variation of IXwith gradient steepness b, the optimum value of
k will be about 3a

• The sample resolution for this value of k (R, opt) can then be related
to the resolution R~ of our initial run (as in Fig. 3) as

Rs opt = 0.75[k+ I)/k] R;

Likewise, No can be assumed to vary with flow-rate F as

No :::::: constant/F

(6)

(7)

for conditions typical of preparative HPLCb
. The optimum flow-rate Fz relative to the

initial flow-rate F 1 (as in Fig. I) is then

(8)

Eqn. 8 follows from eqns. 5-7, with the preferred value of R, (for a small sample) being
1.7,i.e., the same as for isocratic runs". The optimum flow-rate F, in subsequent runs is
also limited by the maximum column pressure that we are willing to accept. For the
moment it is assumed that we are not going to change the column length.

If the flow-rate for the next two runs (as in Fig. 2) is changed, the gradient time
must be varied inversely, in order to maintain optimum values oi k (3 < lc < 9). At this
point we have chosen the most favorable conditions for further separation as in Fig. 2:
initial and final %B, flow-rate, gradient times (differing by a factor of 3) for the next
two (small sample) runs.

Step 3: second and third small-sample runs
Having established favorable conditions for further separations, two small

sample runs under these conditions are carried out (as in Fig. 2). From these two runs
we can determine the separation characteristics of our sample as defined by the sample
parameters Sand k.; for both the product band and the adjacent, early-eluting
impurity (see discussion in refs. 10 and 12). It is thus possible to estimate small-sample
retention times (t g) and bandwidths (Wo) as a function of gradient time. When values
of S are different for the two bands, IX will vary with gradient time, in turn leading to

a Unreported data.
b For example, mol. wt. = 1000-30000, 1O-20-Jim particles, 25-cm columns, pressures of 1000-2000

p.s.i. These conditions correspond to n ~ I; see ref. 13.
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a marked increase in resolution (and production rate) for some value of to- This can be
of critical importance in maximizing the production rate for a given sample (see Part
1II).

Steps 4 and 5: fourth run with a large sample; estimation ofproduction rate and sample
size V.I'. gradient time and column dimensions

One of the latter small-sample runs (as in Fig. 2) with optimum gradient
conditions is now repeated with a larger sample". Tfthe width W of the product band is
measured, a value of Wth can be determined from eqn. I in Part 13

. Eqn. 9 in Part 13

(assume z ~ 0.6) can then be used to determine values of Wth for other sample sizes and
gradient times (which determine a value of b). This in turn permits the estimation for
a given gradient time of(a) the sample size that will result in touching bands and (b) the
production rate corresponding to that gradient time. The production rate can then be
mapped against gradient time and a "best" gradient time can be selected.

This treatment can be extended to the case of longer or wider columns, using
various relationships from preceding papers3 ,4 , 13 .

Step 6: verification of optimum run
The best conditions arrived at in the above fashion can be evaluated in a final

experimental run. The predicted separation should be close to that observed, although
small adjustments in sample size may be needed at this point.

EXPERIMENTAL

Equipment
The HPLC system was a Beckman System Gold liquid chromatograph equipped

with a Model 126 programmable solvent module, a Model 166 programmable UV
detector module (Beckman Instruments, San Ramon, CA, U.S.A.), a Rheodyne
(Cotati, CA, U.S.A.) Model 7125 injector and a Model A-318 precolumn filter
(Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA, U.S.A.).

Reagents
Solvents were HPLC-grade acetonitrile (ACN) (American Burdick & Jackson,

Muskegon, MI, U.S.A.), triethylamine (TEA) (1. T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ, U.S.A.)
and HPLCjspectro grade trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (Pierce, Rockford, IL, U.S.A.).
A Milli-Q Plus system (Millipore, Bedford, MA, U.S.A.) was used for water
purification and filtration. Solvents were degassed by helium sparging prior to and
during use. Cytochrome c type V from bovine heart, type XVIII from dog heart and
type III from horse heart.were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.) and used
without further purification.

Column
A 25 x 0.46 em LD. ZorbaxBioSeries Protein PLUS column was used, packed

a It is possible to estimate a convenient sample size based on the approximate constancy of 111, values
for proteins (10-20 mg for a 15 x 0.46 em I.D. column) (eqn. 8 values from Table 11 in ref. 3).
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with nominal 6-,um particles bonded with dimethylpropylchlorosilane (C3 ) (DuPont,
Wilmington, DE, U.S.A.).

Chromatographic conditions
Mobile phase A was prepared by combining 50 ml of ACN, 950 ml of water,

1.392ml of TEA and 1.742ml ofTFA. Mobile phase Bwas prepared by combining 200
ml of water, 800 ml of ACN, 1.392 ml of TEA and 1.892 ml of TFA. Because each
mobile phase contained a certain percentage of both ACN and water, actual gradient
programs were designed to give the acetonitrile (%B) compositions indicated in the
various figure captions, i.e., a 30-38% B gradient begins at 30% (v/v) acetonitrile and
ends at 38% (v/v) acetonitrile (with all other mobile phase components in proportion).
The temperature of the column was maintained at 30°C with an oven. The detection
wavelength was 220-240 nm for small samples and 254 nm for large samples.

Software
The BIOPREP program is available from the Medical Products Department of

DuPont or from LC Resources.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Development of a method for the purification of a cytochrome c sample using the
BIGPREP program as a guide

The BIOPREP program is based on the preceding discussion under Theory, and
the following example parallels that general treatment. Thus, when it is stated that
"BIOPREP recommends ...", the recommendation is based on the Theory section; that
is, there are no "black-box" features in the BIOPREP program; for further details, see
ref. 14.

As an illustration of our computer-assisted approach, we shall describe the
development of a preparative HPLC procedure for the purification of a sample of
crude bovine cytochrome c (BCc; mol. wt. 13300 Da). The sample was formulated as
a mixture of BCc with smaller amounts of two "impurities", horse cytochrome c (HCc)
and dog cytochrome c (DCc). The separation of this mixture by reversed-phase
isocratic HPLC was previously. reported by Terabe et al.t ",

For an unknown sample, the usual approach is to begin with an exploratory
separation using a broad-range gradient. BIOPREP can be requested to suggest
conditions for this initial run, e.g., 5-60% acetonitrile-water (0.1% TFA) for a peptide
or protein sample (this will elute most peptides and proteins). The resulting separation
for the cytochrome c sample is shown in Fig. 3. The column packing was DuPont
Zorbax BioSeries Protein PLUS as 5-,um particles in a 25 x 0.46 em J.D. column.
BIOPREP allows the user to enter data from this exploratory separation (Fig. 3) for an
estimate of the optimum run conditions for later runs required by BTOPREP. These
data from Fig. 3 are. summarized in Table 1.

On continuing computer simulation with the aid of BIOPREP, we are advised
(eqn. 6) that there is potentially excess resolution for a maximum production rate. That
is, a higher flow-rate (eqn. 8) or a shorter column is advisable. At this point we are
asked to define a maximum column pressure; 2000 p.s.i. is our choice for the present
example. The larger the allowable column pressure, the greater is the potential
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I I I I I

15 17 19

min.

Fig. 3. Initial separation of cytochrome c mixture (85% BCc, 10% HCc and 5% DCc) by reversed-phase
gradient elution. Conditions: column, 25 x 0.46 em J.D. 5-J.lm DuPont Zorbax Bioseries Protein PLUS;
5-60% acetonitrile in water (plus TEA and TFA) gradient in 20 min; flow-rate, I ml(min; ambient
temperature; 5 J.lg injected (small sample).

production rate. Given this maximum pressure, BIOPREP next recommends con
ditions for two more small-sample runs on the starting (small-diameter) column:
gradients of 30 to 38% B in 10 and 30 min, at 2.5 ml/rnin (all other conditions
remaining the same as those used for the run in Fig. 3). These latter runs will allow
BIOPREP to map retention as a function ofgradient steepness, which is a parameter of
major importance in the maximization of production rate.

TABLE I

SEPARATION DATA FROM INITIAL EXPLORATORY RUN IN FIG. 3 (CYCTOCHROME
c SAMPLE) FOR ENTRY INTO BIOPREP

Parameter

System dwell volume
Column length
Column J.D.
Flow-rate
Initial B concentration
Final B concentration
Retention times

Value

2.3 ml
is em
0.46cm
1.0 ml(min
5.0%

60.0%
First impurity 16.43 min,

product band 16.92 min

Parameter

Gradient time
Bandwidth ya
Sample mol. wt.

Value

20 min
0.24 min
14000 Da

a Baseline bandwidth Wb •

The two runs recommended by BlOPREP are shown in Fig. 4. On entering the
retention data for these two runs into BIOPREP, the computer recommends" a fourth
experimental run with a larger sample, i.e., 0.5 mg, with the same conditions as in Fig.
4A. This experimental run is shown in Fig. 5. The sample weight and width of the
product band (Bee) are entered into BIOPREP, and the program is now able to

a Based on an estimated w, value for the column; 10-20 mg of a protein sample for a 15 x 0.46 cm
J.D. column. This fourth run should give a significant increase in' W but maintain R; > I.
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A B

min.

10

min.

14 18

Fig. 4. The subsequent two small-sample runs for cytochrome c sample. Conditions: column as in Fig. 3;
30-38% acetonitrile in water in (A) 10 min and (B) 30 min; flow-rate 2.5 ml/min; pressure, 2000 p.s.i.; 5-Jl.g
sample.

predict the sample size and production rate for touching-band separation as a function
of gradient time. This information, summarized in Table II, includes a l-min column
equilibration with 30% acetonitrile-water (recommended by BIOPREpa

) .

According to Table II, the maximum production rate is predicted for a gradient
time of about 2 min. We arbitrarily chose a 2.5-min gradient with our 25-cm column
(production rate 14 mg/h for a 25 x 0.46 cm J.D. column).

The conditions that we have selected allow for injection of a 0.8-mg sample.
Assuming that we need to purify a larger amount of the product (BCc), we can
automate the separation for repetitive injections as described in ref. 17. The resulting
separation (three injections in series) is shown in Fig. 6. Touching-band separation is
observed, confirming the predictions of the BIOPREP software. Continuous sample

min.

Fig. 5. Separation of a large sample (0.53 mg) of cytochrome c sample under conditions of the IO-minrun of
Fig.4A.

a The recommended column equilibration time is based on 15 column volumes for a full-range
(5-100% B) gradient, and proportionately less for a narrow-range gradient16

.
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TABLE II

SAMPLE SIZE AND PRODUCTION RATE AS A FUNCTION OF GRADIENT TIME AND
COLUMN LENGTH FOR SEPARATION OF CYTOCHROME c SAMPLE

Gradient lime
(mm )

1.6
2.3
3.2
6.6

13.5
27.5

Sample size
(mg)

0.66
0.76
0.79
0.73
0.62
0.50

Production rate
(mg/h)"

IS
14
II
5.8
2.6
1.1

u Includes I min of column-regeneration time.

injections would be expected to result in the purification of 14 mg/h of BCc (taking
column equilibration into account).

For an increased production rate, columns of larger diameter can be used.
BIOPREP provided estimates of the optimum sample size and flow-rate for columns
of other dimensions, based on constant values of HI/HIs and mobile phase velocity u.
Thus, a 2-in. J.D. column with a flow-rate of 300 ml/min is predicted to yield 2 g/h of
purified product. These scale-up predictions are easy to calculate manually, but
BIOPREP offers a more convenient alternative.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the preceding discussions of touching-band separation, it is
possible to develop systematically a reversed-phase gradient elution procedure for
maximum production (gjh) of purified peptide or protein products. This requires
attention to several aspects of the separation: (a) optimum values of ex and K, which can

l
3 5 7 9 11

min.
Fig. 6. Repetitive separations of cytochrome c sample with touching bands (conditions predicted by
BIOPREP). Conditions as in Fig. 4, except 2.5-min gradient, l-rnin re-equilibrationwith 30°1<, Band 0.8-mg
sample.
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be varied by changing the gradient steepness; (b) an optimum value of N, which can be
varied by changing the flow-rate (or column length and particle size, in some
instances); (c) column dimensions, which allow a small-column separation to be scaled
up.

This approach forms the basis of a commercially available computer program
(BIOPREP) that is described here. Its application to the separation of a mixture of
cytochrome c variants is shown as one example. BIOPREP allows the user to take
advantage of our present knowledge of gradient-elution preparative HPLC so as to
arrive quickly at reversed-phase conditions that are roughly optimum for the
touching-band separation of a given peptide or protein sample. Further adjustment of
the conditions can then be used to fine-tune the final separation and/or increase the
production rate at the expense of product recovery.
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PREPARATIVE HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY
UNDER GRADIENT CONDITIONS

III. CRAIG SIMULATIONS FOR HEAVILY OVERLOADED SEPARATIONS

L. R. SNYDER' and J. W. DOLAN

LC Resources Inc.• 3i82C Old Tunnel Road, Lafayette. CA 94549 (U.S.A.)

and

G. B. COX

Medical Products Department, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Glasgow, DE 19702 (U.S.A.)

SUMMARY

Computer simulations for heavily overloaded gradient elution are reported for
a limited range of conditions. These simulations show a dependence of separation on
sample size and experimental conditions that is similar to that for heavily overloaded
isocratic separation. When o: > 1.5, it appears that relatively large samples (wjw s ~

0.5 or greater) can often be injected with high recovery (> 95%) of purified product.
These predictions are corroborated by independent experimental data from peptide
and protein samples separated by reversed-phase gradient elution.

Separation in gradient elution as a function of sample size can vary consid
erably with the nature of the sample. Specifically, the relative dependence of retention
[S = d(log k')jdcp] on mobile phase composition (%B) can have a major effect on
overlapping-band separations. For this reason, it is important to measure values of S
for the sample of interest prior to completing method development for overlapping
band separations by gradient elution.

INTRODUCTION

Previous papers in this volumev " have presented a comprehensive picture that
describes key aspects of preparative high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) carried out in either an isocratic or a gradient mode, under conditions of
either lightly overloaded (touching-band) or heavily overloaded (overlapping-band)
separation. On the basis of this and other work from our group, it appears that there
is a general parallelism among all of these separation modes and the corresponding
small-sample separations, as summarized in Fig. I and Table I. Thus, information
from small-sample isocratic separations can be used directly to design corresponding
gradient separations (and vice versa). Similarly, data from small-sample runs can be
used to help infer optimum conditions for touching-band separations. One or two
additional runs under lightly overloaded conditions are required (in either an isocrat-

0021-9673/89/$03.50 © 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y.
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Fig. 1. Different separation modes of interest in preparative HPLC.

ic or a gradient mode), in order to measure the column capacity, w" and optimize
conditions for touching-band separation. Finally, overlapping-band separations can
be developed, using information from preceding small-sample and lightly overloaded
runs to guide this process.

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF BASIC PARAMETERS FOR THE DESIGN OF A PREPARATIVE HPLC SEP
ARATION

Parameters Comment

Small sample, isocratic:
kw ' S, and Nofor X Two runs needed with different mobile phases (different %B); isocratic retention
and Y and bandwidth can then be predicted as a function of !p; gradient retention and

bandwidth can be predicted as a function of gradient steepness (b)

Small sample, gradient:
kOg' S and Nofor X Two runs needed with different gradient steepness"; isocratic retention and band-
and Y width can then be predicted as a function of !p, and gradient retention and band

width can be predicted as a function of gradient steepness (b)

Touching bands, isocratic:
11', for X and Y One additional run needed with a larger sample, e.g., 11'/11', = 0.01-0.10. Bandwidth

and position can then be calculated as a function of sample weight; the sample
weight for touching-band separation can also be predicted (for either isocratic or,
gradient elution)

Touching bands, gradient:
IV, for X and Y Same comment as for the preceding case

Overlapping bands, isocratic:
No additional information (parameters) required for computer simulation; exact
predictions (without computer) not currently feasible, but general rules exist 1 to
estimate preferred sample size and plate number Nowhen the 11'0 values of X and Y
are similar. General trends can be anticipated for case of unequal 11', values:'

Overlapping bands, gradient:
Similar to the previous case; also, S values of X and Yare very important

a Different value of b, usually involving different values of tG .
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The only case that we have not examined in detail is that of overlapping-band
gradient elution. In this paper we report preliminary results from the use of computer
simulation (CRAIG4) for the study of overlapping-band separation by gradient elu
tion. We also present findings that are relevant to separations by touching-band
gradient elution, and which provide additional insight into the use of a previously
described" computer program (BIOPREP) for the preparative separation of peptide
and protein samples by gradient elution.

EXPERIMENTAL

Equipment, materials and procedures were described in Part IT 5
. The CRAIG4

software is described in ref. I.

THEORY·

A theory of touching-band gradient separations can be inferred from the dis
cussion in refs. 4 and 6; this background applies equally for separation in an over
lapping-band mode. However, an important aspect of preparative gradient elution
was ignored in this treatment, viz., changes in band spacing (a) with change in gra
dient steepness (b), that is, isocratic values of a for various band pairs in a sample
often vary when the mobile-phase strength (%B) is changed in reversed-phase
HPLC 7

. These changes in a in isocratic elution lead to corresponding changes in a
with b in gradient elution, which is also well documented'<'"!". The result is that
gradients of intermediate steepness are often optimum for a given sample.

Retention (k') in reversed-phase isocratic elution can be represented by

log k' = log k.; - Scp (I)

where kw is the value of k' (small sample) for water as mobile phase (O%B), cp is the
volume fraction of organic component (8) in the mobile phase and S is a constant
that is characteristic of the solute and other experimental conditions. If eqn. I is
written for solutes X and Y, having k ; values of k w x and k w y and S values of S, and Sv,
we can then derive ll

(2)

That is, a (and the band spacing) will remain constant for changes in cp when the S
values of two adjacent bands are equal. This has been discussed in some detail in ref.
7. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where log k' is plotted against %B (or cp) for two
compounds having equal S values. The difference in log k' for these two compounds
at a given value of %8 is equal to log a, and the latter quantity is seen to remain
constant for any value of %8.

Previous papers 8 •9 .
1l

, 12 have shown that gradient retention and separation can
be inferred from isocratic plots of log k' vs. %8 as in Fig. 2. Thus, in gradient elution

u A list of all symbols used in Parts I-III is included in ref. 4.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of retention on mobile-phase composition in reversed-phase isocratic elution (top).
Corresponding gradient elution separation (bottom); see text.

each band leaves the column with a final k' value (ke) which is constant (for S, = Sy),
corresponding to the intersection of horizontal lines (equal k') with the plots for each
solute (see dashed line in Fig. 2). Since %B is assumed to change linearly with time in
gradient elution (linear gradient), a corresponding chromatogram can be aligned with
the plots ofiog k' vs. %B as shown in Figure 2; the vertical dotted lines in Fig. 2 relate
the %B at elution for each band with its retention time.

For the corresponding case of gradient elution, eqn. 2 can be written as ll

ty - tx = (to/b)(log oc) (3)

where t x and t, are small-sample retention times in gradient elution. We can therefore
see that oc affects the band spacing in gradient elution in a similar fashion as for
isocratic elution. Plots of log k' vs. %B (or cp) are shown in Fig. 3 for three different
cases: S; = Sy, Sx < S; and S; > Sy- The small-sample resolution, R" is assumed to

A

%B . .

~

B

%B .~, ~

~

c

time time time
Fig. 3. Effect of relative values of S for two compounds on their preparative separation. (A) Sx = Sy; (B)
s, < s; (C) s, > s,
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be equal for each of these three examples owing to the equal values of rt. and k, at
elution.

According to eqn. 2, rt. will be constant as %B changes when S; = Sy, o: will
decrease with %B when Sx < S; and rt. will increase with %B when Sx > Sy. Now
consider the case of a touching-band separation, as illustrated in Fig. 3A for the
cross-hatched bands at the bottom. The band maxima elute at %B values indicated
by the vertical dotted lines in Fig. 3A. The small-sample separation (closed circles and
triangular bands) in Fig. 3B is identical with that in Fig. 3A, but when a sample of
similar size is injected the band maxima (dotted lines) leave the column with a larger
value of a owing to their elution in a weaker solvent and the fact that Sx > Sy (cf.,
eqn. 3). The result is a better separation of the sample in Fig. 3B than in Fig. 3A.
Finally, in Fig. 3C the opposite result is seen, i.e., a poorer separation owing to the
convergence of the log k' vs. %B plots.

The conclusions from Fig. 3 can also be stated in another way. When S; < Sy, a
larger sample can be separated with touching bands than in the case of equal S values
and an equivalent small-sample separation. Similarly, a smaller sample will give
touching bands when Sx > Sy. These conclusions appear to be correct in a qualitative
sense, but a more detailed analysis (to be presented later) will show that unequal
values of S for two compounds may imply unequal values of Ws (see the discussion in
the Appendix I in ref. 3). This requires a more complex expression for the two
component retention isotherm than is currently used in CRAIG4.

In a previous paper! it was noted that large values of rt. are very important in
overlapping-band separations. This suggests that unequal S values for two adjacent
sample bands will lead to large differences in column loadability compared with the
case of equal S values. We shall test this conclusion in the following section.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Computer simulations (S; = Sy)
Sample size effects. Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of increasing sample size in gra

dient elution, from small-sample to touching-band to overlapping-band separation.
Here the gradient steepness b = 1.0, the initial k; values are k; = 10 and k, = 15
(rt. = 1.5) and No = l800a

. The numbers above each band pair correspond to the
recovery of 99% pure product; thus 94/78 (for wlw, = 0.20) indicates that 94% of
compound X can be recovered in 99% purity and 78% of compound Y can be
recovered in 99% purity. Several observations can be made concerning the simula
tions in Fig. 4. First, with increasing band overlap (w/ws > 0.16), a fairly sharp
boundary appears between the two bands, followed by a tail of X into Y. This can be
compared with the simulated and experimental chromatograms shown in Fig. 2 in ref.
1; it confirms the essential similarity of overlapping-band separations in isocratic or
gradient elution, which was observed also for small-sample.'P and touching-band"
separations.

Second, consider the total weight of compounds X and Y that can be recovered

a Values of No are reported for the first band; No = [(k' + l)/k']nc' where nc is the number of Craig
stages (see ref. I); the value of k' assumed is equal to 1/1.l5b. Sample sizes (w/w,) have not been adjusted
(see discussion of Fig. 3 in Part 14 ) .
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81/53
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98/94

0.16

64/40

0.20 0.30 0.40

Fig. 4. CRAIG4 simulations of the separation of two compounds (X and Y) by gradient elution with
sample size (w(w,) varying. Conditions: No = 1800, b = 1, k x = 10 and k,. = 15 at beginning of gradient
(values of kOg) ' Equal amounts of X and Y in sample.

as a function of the injected sample size. This relationship is shown in Fig. 5 for each
band, together with the recoveries. For both X and Y, the weight of pure product
recovered increases with increasing sample size, well beyond the sample weight for

95%
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Fig. 5. Dependence of yield and recovery of pure product as a function of sample size. Data from Fig. 4.
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touching bands (T-B in Fig. 5). For compound X it is possible to recover about twice
as much pure X, with a recovery of 95% (noted in Fig. 5), as for the touching-band
case. A similar situation is observed for compound Y, although the advantage with
respect to touching bands is not as great. These observations parallel those found for
the case of isocratic overlapping-band separatiorr' (but note that the separations in
Fig. 5 are not optimized in terms of No for maximum production rate):

Finally, it is seen that fairly large samples can be charged when o. is as large as
1.5 (the value assumed in Fig. 5). Thus, a total sample weight wlw, = 0.15 is possible
for 95% recovery of 99% pure Y.

Effect of initial %B in gradient. This is illustrated for one set of conditions in
Fig. 6. When there is substantial overlap for a gradient that begins with a higher %B
(and smaller values of k' at the beginning of the gradient), a decrease in %B (with
increase in the initial k' values) appears to give increased recovery (%) and yield (mg)
of pure product. This effect levels off for initial k' values > 100, and there is no
advantage in beginning the gradient with a weaker mobile phase (k; > 100), since the
run time increases much faster than the recovery of pure product.

Effect ofNi; This is illustrated in Fig. 7 for conditions similar to those in Figs. 4
and 6: the initial k' values are 10 (X) and 15 (Y), wlw, = 0.40 and b = 1. Separation as
measured by the recovery of pure X and Y initially increases rapidly as No increases
from 100 to about 800, but then levels off. This pattern is essentially similar to what
we have seen for the other preparative HPLC modes in Fig. 1. As a result, there will

48/30

10/15

300/450

~/35

\

30/45

75/51

\

\..
1000/1500

100/150

3000/4500

Fig. 6. CRAIG4 simulations of the separation of two compounds (X and Y) by gradient elution as a
function of initial mobile phase composition (which determines initial values of k Og:k, and k y) ' Conditions:
No = 400, b = l , wlw; = 0.40 and IX = 1.5. Equal amounts of X.and Y in sample.
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22/21
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47/30

400

68/41

2400

Fig. 7. CRAIG4 simulations of the separation of two compounds (X and Y) by gradient elution as a
function of column plate number No. Conditions: b = 1, k x = lO and k y = 15 at beginning of gradient
(values of kOg) ' wt», = 0.40. Equal amounts of X and Y in sample.

be an optimum plate number for a given separation, one that yields a maximum
production rate.

Effect of gradient steepness b. Separation generally improves as the gradient
steepness is reduced and k increases, as illustrated in the simulations in Fig. 8. This is
again similar to isocratic elution under overload conditions I , where there is generally
an optimum combination of No and k; for maximum production rate. We have
carried out a number of simulations where gradient steepness and plate number were
changed together, with the general conclusion that separation (as measured by the
recovery of pure X and Y) is similar when the product No[k/{l +kW is constant.

Computer simulations (S; i= Sy)
The preceding conclusions apply to the case where the S values of the two bands

are equal, which should be approximately the case for most "real" samples, i.e.,
samples having similar structures and molecular weights. However, the contrary
(Sx i= Sy) is often observed in practice 6- l o , 13 , 14 . Differences in solute S values can
have a profound effect on preparative separations by gradient elution, as illustrated
by the example in Fig. 9. Here, experimental conditions are assumed to be the same
for two different samples (A and B), and the resolution for small-sample injections is
seen to be identical in each instance. On the basis of our previous discussions, it would
be expected that the separation of these .two samples would also be similar for the
injection of large samples of the same size. As seen, however, this is not so. Sample A
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64/40

b = l.0
(K: = 0.9)

71/45

b = 0.25
(k = 3.5)

Fig. 8. CRAIG4 simulations of the separation of two compounds (X and Y) by gradient elution as a
function of gradient steepness. Conditions as in Fig. 7, except No = 1600 and b varies.

shows almost total overlap of the two bands for a large sample (w/ws = 0.8), whereas
sample B is totally resolved. The only difference in the two samples is their values of
S: S; < S, for sample A and S; > S, for sample B.

Effect ofsample size. Preceding computer simulations (Figs. 4-8) have assumed
Sx = S, = 10. Fig. 10 shows simulations for similar conditions to those in the
preceding examples, but for samples where X and Y have different values of S. In
series A in Fig. 10, Sx = 10and S; = 8 (the unfavorable case). It is seen that extensive
band overlap occurs for samples larger than wlw, > 0.15. In series B, S; = 10 and
S; = 12 (the favorable case). Here, it is possible to saturate the column almost

Small sample w/w. = 0.80

sample A

sample B

x y

x y

x

Fig. 9. CRAIG4 simulations of the separation of two compounds (X and Y) by gradient elution as a
function of the sample and sample size. Examples taken from Fig. 10.
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0.001 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.80

B

Fig. 10. CRA1G4 simulations of the separation of two compounds (X and Y) by gradient elution as a
function of the sample and sample size. Conditions: b ::::; J.O, No = 400; (A) initial k' = 100 (X) and 101
(Y), S; = 10, S" = 8; (B) initial k' = 100 (X) and 840 (Y), Sx = 10 and S)' = 12.

completely with sample (HI/HIs = 0.80) without seeing significant band overlap, The
reason for this differing behavior should be clear from the examples in Fig. 3, but it is
nevertheless impressive.

Effect of initial mobile phase composition. When the S values for two com
pounds are equal, there is not a very large effect of the starting mobile phase composi
tion on the resulting overlapping-band separation, as seen in Fig. 6 for initial k'
values> 100. The reason is that under conditions of large k' the bands (even under
heavy-overload conditions) do not migrate very rapidly through the column, and
therefore little separation occurs during this phase of the separation. However, when
the S values for the two compounds differ appreciably, the situation can be complete
ly different. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 for the (unfavorable) case where Sx > Sy,
Simulated separations are shown for different sample weights and different initial
mobile phases. As the initial mobile phase is made weaker (the initial k' value, kx ,

increases from 10 to 1000), there is little effect on the separation of a small sample
(HI/Ws = 0.002). This is also the case when S values for the two compounds are equal,
as discussed above. However, for larger samples (HI/HIs = 0.30,0.50), it is seen that an
increase in the initial k' values of the sample results in a pronounced degradation of
the separation. This reflects the fact (see Fig. 3C) that the initial (X value is much
smaller for a smaller %H and larger value of lc., combined with the fact that a large
sample migrates more rapidly in a given mobile phase than does a small sample.
Consequently, the choice of the best starting mobile phase appears to be important.

When Sx < S, (favorable case), an opposite trend of separation vs. starting
mobile phase composition (and k x ) will be observed. In this case, the separation can
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v/».
I

k,. = 10

k,. = 100

k,. = 1000

0.002 0.30 0.50

Fig. II. CRAIG4 simulations of the separation of two compounds (X and Y) by gradient elution as a
function of the starting mobile phase composition and sample size. Conditions: b ~ 1.0, No = 400; initial
k' = 10 (X) and 12.8 (Y), 100 (X) and 101 (Y) and 1000 (X) and 780 (Y); s, = 10, Sy = 8.

improve dramatically if the starting mobile phase is made weaker. We carried out
further modeling studies in which separation was studied during migration on the
column. It appears that the choice of mobile phase composition for the initial in
jection of the sample is not very important to the final separation. Rather, it is the
migration on the columnfollowing injection that most affects the final separation. We
shall report further on this in a later paper.

Experimental gradient separations under overlapping-band conditions
The previous examples (Figs. 4--11) suggest that under certain conditions it is

possible to apply fairly large samples (w/ws > 0.5) in gradient elution and obtain
almost complete recovery of highly pure product. In some instances this is possible
even when the rJ. values for a comparable small-sample separation are fairly small
(rJ. < 1.5). This observation must seem surprising to most workers (it was surprising
to us!), but previous reports from the literature tend to support this possibility.

Literature examples. Using displacement chromatography, Horvath et al. l s re
ported almost complete recoveries of pure product (rJ. = 1.07) from the reversed-
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phase separation of 110 mg of a mixture of phenylacetic acids on a 25 x 46 em J.D.
column (w, ~ 400 mg). Even more striking is the separation reported by Mant et al. 16

for a decapeptide sample «()( ~ 1.7) by reversed-phase gradient elution. In this exam
ple, reproduced in Fig. 12, the column capacity W s can be estimated to be about 50
mg. Touching-band separation occurs for a sample of 1 mg, but a 20-mg sample
yielded 99% of pure X and 98% of pure Y. Injecting a sample equal to the column
capacity (50 mg) gave 87% pure X and 61% pure Y. It is hoped that these results are
now easier to understand on the basis of the preceding discussion.

Protein separations. We carried out some preliminary gradient elution separa
tions under overlapping-band conditions, using various proteins as samples. Fig. 13
shows a series of such separations for the proteins cytochrome c (X) and lysozyme
(Y), where No = 1750, Sx = 29.6 and S; = 30.5 (favorable values of S) and ()( = 2.3 in
these separations. The numbers (e.g., 0.5/10.0) refer to the weight (mg) of X and Yin

0.3 0.1 mg

0.3 1 mg

~
s
N

"'0
Z
04.,
a:
0 ao.,...,
04

2.0

so.,

''ao

ELUTION TillE (min)

Fig. 12. Separation of decapeptide sample by reversed-phase gradient elutiou'".
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0.01/0.01 1. 0/1. 0 5.0/5.0

297 nm 475 nm 297 475 297 475

\
-~-~

10 12
.~-~

10 12 10

l
; 2 18

10IB 121010 1210i a 12

0.1/10.0 0.5/10.0 3.0/10.0

Fig. 13. Experimental separations of cytochrome c-Iysozyme mixture by reversed-phase gradient elution.
Sample size varies as indicated (e.g., 0.1/10.0 signifies 0.1 mg of cytochrome c plus 10mg of lysozyme in the
injected sample). Conditions: IS x 0.46 cm J.D. column of 100-nm pore-size Cs packing (w, = 11-20 mg,
see Table II in ref. 4); flow-rate, I ml/rnin; gradient, 5-70% acetonitrile-water (plus 0.1% TFA) in 20 min;
detection at either 297 or 475 nm.

the injected sample (e.g., 0.5 mg of X and 10 mg of Y). Detection was carried out at
two wavelengths (297 and 475 nm); cytochrome c absorbs at both wavelengths, but
lysozyme absorbs only at 297 nm. Therefore, the 475-nm chromatograms show the
cytochrome c band, whereas the 297-nm tracings track both bands. The dashed lines
in some of these chromatograms (5.0/5.0 and 3.0110.0 runs) indicate the superim
posed plot of the cytochrome c band.

We note first that there is a sharp boundary between the two bands when they
overlap appreciably, as a result of sample displacement. This is reminiscent of the
computer simulations in Figs. 4 and 6, but is much more pronounced. Presumably
this is due to the larger value of IX for this sample (IX = 2.3) compared with the smaller
value of IX (IX = 1.5) assumed in the various simulations. As a result, we see again (Fig.
13) that fairly large samples can be separated with good recovery of purified product
when the sample characteristics and separation conditions are favorable.

We have observed similar results to those in Fig. 13 for the separation of a
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mixture of cytochrome c and ribonuclease A (results not shown). Later we shall
report on the agreement between these experimental results and computer simula
tions based on CRA1G4. One complication in these comparisons, which requires
further study, is the difference in the values of Ws determined by column saturation
and chromatographic data under conditions of partial overload (for protein samples
see Table II in Part 14

) .

CONCLUSIONS

This preliminary study reports computer simulations for the overlapping-band
separation of various hypothetical samples by gradient elution. When the S values [S
= d(log k')/dcpJ of two compounds are similar, the resulting separations parallel those
obtained by corresponding isocratic separations. When the S values of two adjacent
bands differ appreciably, this can have a profound affect on the separation. For the
favorable case (S for the first band less than S for the second band), very large
samples can be separated, even when o: (and resolution) is fairly small for the small
sample separation. The optimum sample size can then be an order of magnitude
greater than for touching-band separation. For the unfavourable case (S for the first
band larger than S for the second), sample sizes larger than those which give touching
bands lead to extensive band overlap and low recoveries of purified product. For this
reason, it is important to know the values of S for compounds that are to be separated
by gradient elution (both touching-band and overlapping-band sample sizes). Values
of S can be readily determined from two experimental small-sample runs?: 17.
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